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Abstract 
Aikaterini Karavida 
 
The Thessaloniki Biennale: The agendas and alternative potential(s) of a newly-
founded biennial in the context of Greek governance 
 
This thesis explores two main hypotheses: the first is that the Thessaloniki Biennale 
fulfils an instrumental role linked to financial and political interests, particularly 
tourism and cultural diplomacy. The second hypothesis concerns the possibility that 
the Thessaloniki Biennale may have alternative potential(s), and explores to what 
extent and in what ways this was realised.  
 
This thesis draws on the debatesΝ raisedΝ inΝ theΝ literatureΝ onΝ artΝ andΝ culture’sΝ
instrumentalisationΝ forΝ ‘non-artistic’Ν purposes, artΝ andΝ culture’sΝ potentialΝ forΝ
‘subversion’, and the burgeoning literature on the biennial exhibitions of 
contemporary art. The analysis is interdisciplinary, applying a broad range of 
methodologies and theories: semiotics, social history of art, social theory of art and 
culture, the analysis of cultural policy formulation, and discourse analysis. The aim 
of this thesis is to synthesise these different methodologies to provide a rich, multi-
faceted account of the Thessaloniki Biennale. 
 
In this thesis, I contend that the ThessalonikiΝ ψiennaleΝ attemptedΝ toΝ ‘re-brand’Ν
Thessaloniki as historical and multicultural, as well as a centre of contemporary art. 
In this way, it contributedΝtoΝenhancingΝtheΝcity’sΝcompetitivenessΝandΝattractivenessΝ
as well as its influence in the broader area. Thus, the art event became entangled to 
official Greek cultural policy, and the agenda of the Hellenic Ministry of Culture.  
 
At the same time, the Thessaloniki Biennale challenged stereotypical interpretative 
frameworks as regards art practice in regions outside the so-called West, and avoided 
exhibitionΝ practicesΝ whichΝ commercialiseΝ ‘culturalΝ difference’έΝ χlso,Ν certainΝ
artworksΝunderminedΝ theΝprivilegedΝnarrativeΝonΝ theΝcity’sΝ identity,ΝbyΝhighlightingΝ
aspects of the city and its history which were largely ignored in the official written 
textsΝofΝtheΝartΝeventέΝTheΝ‘subversive’ΝpotentialΝofΝtheΝartΝeventΝcouldΝbeΝdeepenedΝ
and expanded by democratising the processes of selection of participating artists, and 
by working more closely with independent artistic groups, citizen and activist 
groups. 
 
(Word Count: 305) 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
This thesis examines in depth the Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art, which 
was founded in the second largest city of Greece in 20071 [1]. This project addresses 
the Thessaloniki Biennale as an institution and exhibition format, and aims to 
simultaneously explore the biennial exhibition-format in the contemporary Greek 
cultural context and to highlight the particularities which the Thessaloniki Biennale 
exhibits. In doing so, it relates the Thessaloniki Biennale to relevant debates raised in 
andΝ surroundingΝ theΝ literatureΝ onΝ artΝ andΝ culture’sΝ instrumentalisationΝ forΝ ‘non-
artistic’Ν purposes and to artΝ andΝ culture’sΝ potentialΝ forΝ ‘subversion’, as well as 
situating it in relation to the burgeoning literature on the biennial exhibitions of 
contemporary art.  
 
1. The Balkans: Topography. Map showing the location of Thessaloniki in the 
Thermaikos Bay, Northern Greece. 
                                                 
1
 TheΝ ϋnglishΝwordΝ ‘biennial’Ν isΝ oftenΝ usedΝ toΝ addressΝ exhibitionsΝ ofΝ contemporaryΝ artΝwhichΝ takeΝ
place every two years typically in the same city. However, some of these events, such as the Venice 
ψiennale,Ν theΝεoscowΝψiennaleΝ andΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝψiennale,Ν useΝ theΝ ItalianΝ adjectiveΝ ‘biennale’Ν
insteadέΝInΝthisΝthesis,ΝIΝaddressΝtheΝartΝeventΝunderΝexaminationΝasΝ‘ThessalonikiΝψiennale’,ΝasΝthis is 
the title chosen by its organisers. 
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This thesis explores whether art itself can potentially evade total instrumentalisation 
even when it is exhibited within the context of art biennials which can have an 
instrumental function and may be inscribed in an array of financial and political 
interests. This hypothesis is explored through a close examination of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale which demonstrates that this art event had not only an 
instrumental role but also alternative potentials, and the extent these were realised. 
As regardsΝ theΝartΝevent’sΝ instrumentalΝ role,Ν IΝ argueΝ that the Thessaloniki Biennale 
wasΝcarefullyΝdesignedΝtoΝconveyΝparticularΝconnotationsΝinΝ termsΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝpastΝ
and present identity. More specifically, the Thessaloniki Biennale initiated a 
signification process which constructed and projected the host city as a multicultural 
art centre with a leading role in the Balkan area.  
 
The thesis deploys a twofold structure to explore this hypothesis and construct its 
argument. Firstly, an analysis of the art event deploys semiotics to show how a series 
of choices such as the selection of curators, artists, geographical focus, and venues, 
as well as the official written texts of the event (exhibition catalogues and press 
releases) contributed to the construction of Thessaloniki as ‘multicultural’, 
‘historical’ and as a ‘metropolis of contemporary art and culture’. Through such 
symbolism, the Thessaloniki Biennale embraced the official Greek cultural policy 
and Greek governance agendas of raisingΝ theΝ city’sΝ international profile and 
influence and increasing tourism in the area. My argument regarding the instrumental 
function of the Thessaloniki Biennale is informed by the critical concerns raised in 
relation to biennials as regards their connection to neo-liberal values and global 
capitalism (León, 2001; Stallabrass, 2004; Hardt, 2009) as well as to the analysis of 
processes of instrumentalisation of art and culture from a ‘social theory of culture’ 
perspective (Yúdice, 2003; Zukin, 1995). 
 
The second part of this thesis considers whether thereΝisΝalsoΝ‘alternative’ΝpotentialΝinΝ
theΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleέΝ‘χlternative’,Νhere,ΝisΝunderstoodΝinΝaΝdualΝway. The first 
aspectΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ‘alternative’ΝpotentialΝwhich is explored is the 
question of how artistic practices from ‘outside’ the so-called West were represented 
in the three editions of the art event. More specifically, this thesis asks whether the 
Thessaloniki Biennale confronted or resisted the Western, neoliberal tendency to 
 18 
market cultural difference in contemporary art exhibitions taking place in the West. 
This issue is an integral part of how this particular art event was constructed: the 
Thessaloniki Biennale clearly emphasised particular geographical and cultural areas 
outside the so-called West (in particular Africa, South America, the Middle East and 
the former Soviet States).  
 
Here, I argue that in part theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ criticalΝ potentialΝ liesΝ inΝ itsΝ
reflection upon the conditions under which art from outside Europe can be included 
in European art events without being reduced to essentialist stereotypes about the 
cultures of the regions in question nor fixed notions of identity which exclude 
alternative representations or discourses (David, 2007; Koleif, 2010; Santacattarina 
and Steyn, 2013); also without abiding by the levelling rules of a capitalist-driven 
contemporary art market, which exoticises and commodifies the cultural 
particularities of participating artists (Araeen, 2000; 2005; Conover, 2006). This 
thesis explores whether the Thessaloniki Biennale - although not unique in this 
respect, and sometimes with limited and uneven success across its three editions - 
offered an alternative to exhibition practices which reinforce such stereotypes and 
rules. 
 
The second aspect ofΝ theΝ artΝ event’sΝ ‘alternative’Ν potential,Ν asΝ understoodΝ inΝ thisΝ
thesis, involves the potential of artistic and curatorial practices put forward by the 
Thessaloniki Biennale to offer an alternative narrative to the profit-oriented official 
written texts of the art event itself as well as to the Greek governance narratives of 
the commercial city, as mentioned above. This thesis explores where and to what 
extent some of the artworks presented in the three editions of the art event challenged 
and undermined those official narratives, by bringing forward issues which the 
official texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale and the governmental discourse concealed 
or diluted, such as immigration. 
 
The Thessaloniki Biennale in the broader Biennial context 
Since the art event under study in this thesis is a biennial of contemporary art and, 
therefore, belongs to the large network of biennial exhibitions, it is worth outlining 
the structure of this particular exhibition-format. Biennials of contemporary art are 
large-scale exhibitions which take place every two years (although researchers often 
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group biennials and triennials, which take place every three years, together), and 
usually present international art. These events tend to be very much connected to the 
city or region which hosts them; they usually bear the name of the host city, and their 
‘concept’ΝmayΝalsoΝbeΝrelevantΝtoΝtheΝhostΝcityΝorΝregion,ΝwhileΝelementsΝrelevantΝtoΝ
theΝhostΝcityΝmayΝbeΝreflectedΝinΝtheΝbiennial’sΝlogoΝorΝpromotionalΝmaterialέ 
 
The oldest biennial is the Venice Biennale, established in 1895, organised around 
national pavilions. It has changed greatly over the 20th century and is still regarded a 
prestigious but contested, and at times much criticised, art institution. Since the 
1950s a wealth of art biennials emerged in several parts of the globe; some examples 
include the Sao Paolo Biennial, (1951), which also mobilised the national 
representation format, the Documenta in Kassel (1955) - which takes place every five 
years -  the Biennale de la Méditerranée in Alexandria, Egypt (1955), the Biennale of 
Sydney (1973), the Biennale of Asian Art in Dhaka, Bangladesh (1981), and a spate 
of biennials in South America from the late 1960s to early 1970s - including, the 
Havana Biennial (1984) which aimed at bringing together and forward artists and 
intellectuals from the southern hemisphere, who had been largely excluded from the 
Venice Biennale and Documenta, and, thus, challenged the hierarchical positioning 
of the so-called West and the notion of its assumed intellectual supremacy (Gardner 
and Green, 2013, 444-450)2.  
 
Since the 1990s onwards, there has been a proliferation of biennials across the globe 
anew. The Biennial Foundation, an online platform intending to connect people and 
institutions involved in the organisation of biennials, provides a comprehensive list 
of 150 biennial art exhibitions, including triennial exhibitions, and the Documenta of 
Kassel (Biennial Foundation, 2014a; 2014b). The Thessaloniki Biennale which my 
research focuses on is one of the recently founded biennials, and took place for the 
first time in 2007. It consists of four editions so far; my thesis studies the first three 
which took place in 2007, 2009 and 2011 respectively. The 4th edition is not analysed 
in depth due to inevitable time constraints; however, a brief reference is made here to 
its funding and theme.  
                                                 
2
 Anthony Gardner and Charles Green present an overview of the so-calledΝ‘biennialsΝofΝtheΝSouth’,Ν
thatΝ isΝbiennialsΝorganisedΝ ‘outsideΝ theΝ so-called West, namely in Africa, South America and South 
Asia – from 1950s onwards (Gardner and Green, 2013). 
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Organising the Thessaloniki Biennale: Some aspects 
The Greek State Museum of Contemporary Art (SMCA), based in Thessaloniki and 
funded by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, was the main organiser of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale. TheΝ SεωχΝ assumedΝ theΝ leadingΝ roleΝ inΝ theΝ event’sΝ
organisation, although in the 3rd and 4th editions,ΝtheΝparticipationΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝlargestΝ
museums through the 5 Museums Movement was more pronounced3. As regards its 
funding, from 2007 to 2013 the Thessaloniki Biennale was financed initially by the 
τperationalΝ ProgrammeΝ ‘ωulture’Ν (whichΝ wasΝ partΝ ofΝ theΝ ωommunityΝ SupportΝ
Framework III, 2000-2006), and subsequently by the National Strategic Reference 
Framework (2007-2013). Both the Community Support Framework III as well as the 
National Strategic Reference Framework were related to the European Regional 
Development Fund (ERDF), and essentially involved EU money. According to the 
main press release of the 1st Thessaloniki Biennale, the cost of the event was covered 
by the ERDF (80%), and the Hellenic Ministry of Culture (20%) (State Museum of 
Contemporary Art, 2007). According to the OPC report on the projects funded under 
its auspices, the 1st Thessaloniki Biennale was allocated 765,322 Euros from the 
ERDF (εanagingΝ χuthorityΝ ofΝ theΝ τperationalΝ ProgrammeΝ ‘ωulture’,Ν βίίλ). The 
2011 edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale was put under the auspices of the 
Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads programme initiated by the Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture (State Museum of Contemporary Art, 2011; Ioannou, 2013), and secured 
funding for the next two editions of the art event as well - 3,000,000 Euros, in total 
(Intermediate Managing Authority of Central Macedonia, 2013). 
 
The 1st edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale was designed and coordinated by George 
Tsaras, President of the SMCA at the time, and Maria Tsantsanoglou, Director of the 
SMCA at the time and co-curatorΝofΝtheΝbiennial’sΝ1st edition. Katerina Koskina, the 
currentΝSεωχ’sΝPresident,ΝhasΝbeenΝtheΝϊirectorΝofΝbothΝtheΝγrd and the 4th edition. 
For all 4 editions, international curators were invited to work along local ones, often 
members of the SMCA staff. More specifically, the 2007 edition was curated by 
Catherine David, Jean-Eric Lundström, and the Director of the SMCA at the time, 
                                                 
3
 The 5 Museums Movement is the collaboration between 5 major museums of Thessaloniki: the 
SMCA, the Archaeological Museum, the Byzantine Museum, the Macedonian Museum and Teloglion 
Art Foundation.  
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Maria Tsantsanoglou. The 2009 edition was curated by Gabriella Salgado, Bibi 
Silva, and Syrago Tsiara, the Director of the Centre of Contemporary Art of 
Thessaloniki, which is affiliated to the SMCA. Finally, Paolo Colombo, Mahita El 
Bacha Urieta and Marina Fokidis, a Greek curator, native of Thessaloniki, curated 
the 2011 edition. The 4th edition differed from all previous editions, as it was curated 
by only one curator, ǹdelinaΝvon Fürstenberg. 
 
The organisers of the Thessaloniki Biennale took pride in the large number of 
participating artists: In 2007, eighty one artists and artist groups participated in the 
main programme of the Thessaloniki Biennale (State Museum of Contemporary Art, 
2007a), fifty seven artists and artist groups in 2009 (State Museum of Contemporary 
Art, 2009); seventy three artists and artist groups in 2011 (State Museum of 
Contemporary Art, 2011a); finally, fifty artists and artist groups in 2014 (State 
Museum of 
Contemporary Art, 
2014). All editions 
included an extensive 
parallel programme of 
exhibitions by local 
and international 
artists curated mainly 
by local independent 
curators as well as 
curators employed by 
the SMCA. Finally, all editions used consistentlyΝ theΝ city’sΝ historicΝmonumentsΝ asΝ
venuesΝforΝtheΝbiennial’sΝexhibitions,Νwhich,ΝasΝexplainedΝinΝωhapterΝζ,ΝcontributedΝtoΝ
the construction of a multicultural profile for the city [2]. 
 
Each edition has 
been loosely themed 
around a particular 
philosophical or 
theoretical concept: 
2. Third Thessaloniki Biennale, Opening, Alatza Imaret. 
 
 
 
 
3. Main banner on the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale website.  
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the 2007 edition, entitled Heterotopias, drewΝ onΝ εichelΝ όoucault’sΝ conceptΝ ofΝ
heterotopias,ΝasΝexploredΝinΝhisΝessayΝ‘τfΝτtherΝSpaces’Ν(όoucault,Ν1λκζ, 46-49). The 
2009 edition, entitled Praxis, Art In Times of Uncertainty [3], set as its aim to 
exploreΝ art’sΝ potentialΝ forΝ socialΝ interventionΝ asΝ wellΝ asΝ theΝ relationshipΝ betweenΝ
theory and practice in contemporary art.  Both the exhibition catalogue and the press 
releaseΝofΝtheΝeventΝreferencedΝTerryΝϋagleton’sΝAfter Theory (Eagleton, 2003) as the 
starting point of the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale’sΝconceptέΝ 
 
The 3rd edition, under the title A Rock and a Hard Place, avoided any direct 
reference to a particular theorist and differed in relation to the previous editions in 
terms of its clearΝfocusΝonΝtheΝculturesΝofΝtheΝεediterraneanΝasΝwellΝasΝThessaloniki’sΝ
histories. The 3rd edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale was incorporated in the 
Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads Programme, which was initiated by the Ministry 
of Culture and Tourism, and more specifically under the Old Intersections- Make it 
New project. It was proclaimed that the following two editions would also be 
incorporated into and funded by this programme. Indeed the 4th edition (2013), 
Everywhere But Now, was also part of the Old Intersections- Make it New project, 
was funded by the Ministry and focused on the Mediterranean. In short, as the 
Thessaloniki Biennale evolves with time, it gradually becomes more and more 
focused on the theme of the Mediterranean cultures. 
 
Reasons for studying the Thessaloniki Biennale 
A significant reason why the Thessaloniki Biennale attracted my interest was the fact 
that, although the official Greek cultural policy has placed great emphasis on 
classical and byzantine heritage for the most part of the 20th century, in 2007, the 
Hellenic Ministry of Culture became the main sponsor of the Thessaloniki Biennale. 
The Hellenic Ministry of Culture has continued its support towards the art event 
throughout its four editions, despite the severe economic crisis the country is facing. 
It is, therefore, an interesting and pressing issue to explore why the government has 
supported a relatively large-scale contemporary art institution at this moment. 
 
In the early twentieth century, directly after the Balkan wars, Thessaloniki was 
contested by Greece and the neighbouring nations. The issue of national identity 
therefore has for a long time been a sensitive issue in the region and this is reflected 
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in the nationalistic discourse often expressed by local politicians and intellectuals 
even today (Pentzopoulou-Valala, 2005; Papathemelis, 2005). At the same time, 
nationalism and xenophobia are expanding in the city and the country, as the rise of 
the right-wing extremist political party, Golden Dawn indicates. The Thessaloniki 
ψiennaleΝ didΝ notΝ embraceΝ theΝ nationalistΝ discourse,Ν andΝ thisΝ isΝ toΝ theΝ artΝ event’sΝ
credit. However, as I explore in this thesis, theΝ wayΝ itΝ addressedΝ theΝ city’sΝ
‘multiculturalΝ character’Ν often obscured the issue of present-day immigrants in 
Thessaloniki, and their harsh realities, raising the question of whether the art event 
did actually take a powerful stance in relation to racism, and whether its potential for 
subversion was fully realised. 
 
Further reasons led me to study the Thessaloniki Biennale, relating to the literature 
on art biennials. The first relates to the proliferation of writing on biennials, which 
includes numerous journal articles and essay contributions to edited collection and 
anthologies4, as well as fewer and more detailed and in-depth analyses of biennial 
exhibitions of contemporary art5. As the majority of texts which bring forward often 
contrasting views and perspectives on biennials are either journal articles or essays in 
edited anthologies, they are restricted in terms of size and breadth of research, and 
are not always able to provide much empirical evidence as regards, for instance, the 
processes through which an art biennial may contribute to city-branding, or how their 
subversive potential can be realised. My aim for this thesis was to test the arguments 
proposed in relation to the Thessaloniki Biennale in particular, in the process, 
relating the analysis of the event to creative industries discourses, art history and 
cultural analysis.  
 
                                                 
4
 For example The Manifesta Decade (Vanderlinden and Filipovic, 2005), The Biennial Reader 
(Filipovic, van Hal and Øvstebø, 2010) and Shifting Gravity (Bauer and Hanru, 2013), as well as 
specialΝ issuesΝ inΝ artΝ journals,Ν forΝ example,Ν theΝ ‘ψiennials’Ν specialΝ issueΝ byΝ theΝ Manifest Journal 
(Misiano and Zabel, 2003), and ‘χrtΝψiennialΝasΝaΝύlobalΝPhenomenon’ΝbyΝOpen (Seijdel, 2009). 
5
 όorΝ instance,Ν Ν YacoubaΝ Konate’sΝ La Biennale de Dakar: Pour Une Esthetique de La Creation 
Africaine Contemporaine: Tête á Tête Avec Adorno (Konate, 2009), which gives an overview of the 
historyΝofΝtheΝϊak’χrtΝψiennialΝandΝhowΝitΝhasΝfunctionedΝasΝaΝmechanismΝforΝcreatingΝanΝalternativeΝ
history of art and Pan-Africanism, The Global Art World, Inc: On The Globalisation of Contemporary 
Art (Bydler, 2004), The Rise of The Contemporary Biennial 1984-2009 (Niemojewski, 2009), Fórum 
Permanente Series - Modes of Representation of the São Paulo Biennial: The Passage from Artistic 
Internationalism to Cultural Globalisation (Spricigo, 2009), and Biennials. Art on a Global Scale 
(Vogel, 2010). 
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The second reason pertains to the observations Anthony Garden and Charles Green 
made in relation to the literature on biennials in their article titled Biennials of the 
South on the Edges of the Global (Gardner and Green, 2013). Their first point was 
that the two interpretative frameworks which dominate the discourse on biennials, 
are,ΝtoΝaΝlargeΝextent,Νantithetical,ΝandΝinvolveΝtheΝ‘biennialsΝareΝbad’ΝmodelΝ‘inΝwhichΝ
biennialsΝareΝperceivedΝasΝlittleΝmoreΝthanΝhandmaidensΝtoΝglobalizedΝneoliberalism’Ν
(Gardner and Green, 2013, 442) andΝ theΝ ‘biennialsΝ bringΝ hope’Ν modelΝ inΝ whichΝ
‘biennialsΝareΝpositionedΝasΝsitesΝforΝsocialΝdialogueΝandΝcross-disciplinaryΝexchange’Ν
(Gardner and Green, 2013, 443). The review of the literature on biennials which this 
thesis attempted confirms to some extentΝ ύardnerΝ andΝ ύreen’sΝ observationέΝ όorΝ
instance, the analyses put forward by Julian Stallabrass and Okwui Enwezor - two 
influential writers on biennials - are indicative of this binary opposition: the first sees 
biennials merely as neo-liberal tools (Stallabrass, 2004), while the latter constructs 
them as sites for resistance without explicitly acknowledging their limitations 
(Enwezor, 2004). However, it has to be noted that some writers who put forward 
arguments in favour of the potential of art biennials have also begun to accept some 
of the criticisms addressed towards these events (Gioni, 2005, 227; Hanru, 2005, 57-
58; Muller, 2005, 221; Sheikh, 2009/2010, 78). This thesis contributes further 
towards the latter direction, and the effort to transcend the conception of these two 
lines of thought as distinct, oppositional or antagonistic, as the analysis of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale shows that a more complex comprehension of both is 
necessary to more capaciously understand biennials.   
 
Furthermore, Gardner and Green pointed out that the dominant version of the 
biennials’Ν historicalΝ accountΝ isΝ firmlyΝ rootedΝ inΝ aΝϋurocentricΝ andΝσorth-American 
perspective (Gardner and Green, 2013, 443). What the dominant interpretative 
framework of biennials currently lacks, according to Gardner and Green, is a 
considerationΝofΝ theΝviewpointsΝandΝaspirationsΝofΝ theΝ‘South’Ν(ύardnerΝandΝύreen,Ν
2013, 443)6. Greece, where the Thessaloniki Biennale takes place, in many ways is 
often considered to be part of the Global North, as a key formative component of the 
                                                 
6
 For Gardner and Green,Ν theΝconceptΝofΝ‘theΝSouth’, takes into account the common experiences of 
colonialism, which is not limited to early modern colonialism but also refers to the more recent 
colonial incursions of neoliberal economics. Moreover, it involves a constructive potential across the 
culturesΝ ofΝ theΝ South,Ν whichΝ designatesΝ ‘South’Ν asΝ aΝ zoneΝ ofΝ agencyΝ andΝ creation,Ν andΝ notΝ simplyΝ
poverty and exploitation (Connell, 2007; Murray, 2008; Gardner and Green, 2013).  
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dominant identityΝ ofΝ ‘WesternΝ civilisation’έΝ ώowever,Ν inΝ thisΝ thesis, Greece is 
considered as potentially having some connection with the model which Gardner and 
ύreenΝ describeΝ onΝ theΝ basisΝ ofΝ theΝ country’sΝ peripheral status in relation to the 
dominant (art) centres of Western Europe, and the neo-colonial incursions of 
neoliberal policies which have taken place due to the recent crisis the country has 
experienced. Following Anne Ring Petersen’sΝ conceptualisationΝ ofΝ ‘internal 
peripheries’Ν withinΝ ϋuropeanΝ andΝ χmericanΝ artΝ worlds (Petersen, 2012, 201-202), 
Greece, although a European country, could be said to belong to an internal 
periphery within Europe due to its geographical position at the South of Europe, its 
frail economy (even before the financial crisis of the 2007), its ambivalent cultural 
identity as regards the so-calledΝWest,Ν andΝ itsΝ largelyΝ overlookedΝ ‘modernism’Ν inΝ
Western art historical discourse. Moreover, it could also be said that the country has 
experienced neo-colonial incursions of neoliberal economics, especially since the 
direct involvement of the International Monetary Fund, European Central Bank and 
European Commission in Greek economy, pressing for extensive privatisations and 
policies which diminish social welfare. By analysing the Thessaloniki Biennale, 
therefore, this thesis aims to contribute to the body of work which, as regards 
(historical) analyses and accounts of art biennials, brings forward the perspectives 
and experiences of countries and art worlds - such as Greece – which have 
experienced, to an extent, marginalisation and neo-colonial incursions.  
 
The following chapter (Chapter 2) reviews the relevant literature, and identifies the 
key theoretical frameworks which informed my analysis of the Thessaloniki 
Biennale. It embraces an interdisciplinary approach, and its structure corresponds to 
the two main hypothesis of this thesis: its first part discusses the issue of 
appropriating art for non-artistic purposes, such as economic and regional 
development, drawing on the social theory of art and culture (Yúdice, 2003; Zukin, 
1995), creative industries and city development discourses (Landry and Bianchini, 
1995; Leadbeater, 1999; Florida 2002), as well as on criticisms of them (Miller, 
Govil, McMurria and Maxwell, 2001; McRobbie, 2002; Garnham, 2005; Pratt, 2009; 
2011; 2012; Indegaard, Pratt and Hutton, 2013), and cultural  policy analyses 
(McGuigan, 2005; Gary, 2007). The second part consists of a review on the literature 
onΝ art’sΝ potentialΝ onΝ subversion, drawing on critical art theory (Benjamin, 
1936/1970; Debord, 1967/1983; Rancière, 2004; 2006; 2007), and the theory of 
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institutional critique and art activism (Milohnic, 2003; BAVO, 2008; Leger, 2008;  
Holmes, 2009; Raunig, 2009). Finally, Chapter 2 highlights the relevance of these 
discussions to contemporary art biennials, and explores the literature on the 
biennials’Ν involvementΝ withΝ ‘non-artistic’Ν interestsΝ andΝ agendasΝ asΝ wellΝ asΝ theirΝ
‘alternative’Νpotential(s)έ 
 
Chapter 3 outlines the methodology applied in the analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale. 
This thesis addresses the art event as text in a semiotic sense (consisting of both written 
and visual elements); as an art institution; and as exhibition practice. This thesis applies 
an interdisciplinary approach, which draws on a broad range of methodologies and 
theories: semiotics, social history of art (analysis of art institutions, museums and 
exhibition practices), social theory of art and culture (namely, creative industries and city 
development discourses), the analysis of cultural policy formulation, and discourse 
analysis. The aim of this thesis is to synthesise these different methodologies to provide 
a rich, multi-faceted account of this art event. This chapter explains and justifies the 
relevance of each of these areas to the thesis and their application in the analysis of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale, and indicates how they complement (or contradict) each other.  
 
Underpinned by work in the social history of art (Clark, 1973; 1999) and institutional 
critique (Alberro and Simson, 2009 6-8, 15 – 17), Chapter 4 addresses three 
interrelated research questions: a) what are the broader social, cultural, political and 
ideological practices to which the Thessaloniki Biennale can be related? b) What are 
the reasons that the Thessaloniki Biennale is supported by the Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture, and has become part of its official policy? c) To what extent and in what 
ways did the Thessaloniki Biennale responded to interests and agendas related to 
official Greek cultural policy? In order to respond to these questions, Chapter 4 
analyses the Thessaloniki Biennale taking into account its context, namely the 
context of Greek governance and official Greek cultural policy. Chapter 5 explores 
the second key research question of this thesis: whether, besides its instrumental role, 
theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennaleΝ hadΝ anyΝ subversiveΝ orΝ ‘alternative’Ν potential,Ν whichΝ isΝ
understood as explained earlier. In order to address this question, Chapter 5 focuses 
on the artworks which were presented in the three editions of the art event, and 
analyses them using the framework of semiotics and cultural analysis.  
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Chapter 2: Art Biennials, Instrumentalisation and 
Subversion: A Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This thesis mobilises an interdisciplinary approach. It addresses the Thessaloniki 
Biennale from multiple perspectives: as a text in the semiotic sense, as an art 
institution, and as cultural practice. Therefore, this thesis draws on a range of 
theories (social theory of art and culture, semiotics, social history of art), and situates 
this particular art event in relation to various discourses (creative industries 
discourse, city development discourses, and discourse on contemporary art 
biennials). In this chapter, I outline the theoretical frameworks which inform my 
analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale. 
 
This thesis argues that the Thessaloniki Biennale has both an instrumental, 
governmental role and alternative potentials. As regards its instrumental role, 
specifically, I argue that the Thessaloniki Biennale could be related to the Greek 
government’sΝ agendasΝ asΝ regardsΝ raisingΝ theΝ city’sΝ internationalΝ profile,Ν increasingΝ
tourism in the area, and promoting cultural diplomacy related interests. Furthermore, 
this thesis argues that the Thessaloniki Biennale fulfilled its instrumental role by 
constructingΝ andΝ projectingΝ particularΝ connotationsΝ inΝ termsΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ pastΝ andΝ
present identity.  
 
In order to analyse in depth the instrumental function of the Thessaloniki Biennale, 
we can draw from a number of perspectives, namely the social theory of art and 
culture, the creative industries and city development discourses, and the discussion 
on contemporary art biennials. This chapter therefore relates the Thessaloniki 
Biennale to the process of appropriating art for non-artistic purposes, such as 
economic and regional development. This process is associated with the so-called 
‘post-industrial’ΝorΝ‘immaterial’ΝmodelΝofΝcapitalismΝ(Rifkin,ΝβίίίνΝώardt,Νβίίλ),ΝandΝ
this chapter outlines those concepts. Cultural clusters and museum districts 
(Mommaas, 2004), as well as landmarks (Zukin, 1995) are addressed as examples of 
using art and culture in relation to public space for non-artistic purposes. This 
chapter outlines, also, how the issue of addressing art and culture as resource has 
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been taken up by writers associated with the social theory of art and culture (Yúdice, 
2003; Zukin, 1995); creative industries and city development discourses (Landry and 
Bianchini, 1995; Leadbeater, 1999; Florida 2002), as well as by criticisms of them 
(Miller, Govil, McMurria and Maxwell, 2001; McRobbie, 2002; Garnham, 2005; 
Pratt, 2009; 2011; 2012; Indegaard, Pratt and Hutton, 2013), and cultural policy 
analyses (McGuigan, 2005; Gary, 2007). The choice of the arguments presented, as 
well as their relevance to this thesis, is explained in detail in the following 
paragraphs. 
 
This thesis embraces the viewpoint that contemporary art biennials may function as 
tools in relation to economic, political and other purposes, and situates the 
Thessaloniki Biennale within this framework. This is why this chapter outlines the 
literature on the instrumental function of biennials, which tend to link them to neo-
liberalΝ values,Ν andΝ toΝ ‘non-artistic’Ν interests,Ν suchΝ asΝ tourism,Ν city-branding, and 
political agendas (Léon, 2001; Basualdo, 2003; Stallabrass, 2004; Hardt, 2009). The 
key points raised in the discussion on addressing art and culture as resource, from all 
three perspectives (social theory of art and culture, creative industries and city 
development discourses, and cultural policy), as well as the discussion on the 
instrumental role of biennials, as outlined in this chapter, are subsequently referred to 
in Chapter 4, where the instrumental role of the Thessaloniki Biennale, in particular, 
is analysed in depth. 
The second aspect of the argument put forward by this thesis relates to the subversive 
potential contemporary art biennials may have. In particular, the second research 
question of this project explores whether the Thessaloniki Biennale had subversive 
potentialΝ fromΝ twoΝ perspectivesέΝ όirst,Ν asΝ regardsΝ theΝ artΝ event’sΝ ownΝ officialΝ
narrativeΝ aboutΝ theΝ hostΝ city’sΝ multiculturalΝ character,Ν thisΝ thesisΝ arguesΝ that,Ν inΝ
certain instances, the art works presented and the way they are displayed subtly 
contradict aspects of the official narrative projected by the Thessaloniki Biennale in 
its official texts. In this way, they constitute disruptions in the body of the 
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝofficialΝdiscourseέΝSemioticsΝisΝapplied in the analysis of this 
aspect of the art event, and the reasons for this as well as an outline of the theoretical 
tools used are explained in Chapter 3 (the methodology chapter). Second, the official 
texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale (catalogue texts, press releases) exclaim the art 
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event’sΝ aspirationΝ toΝ raiseΝ issuesΝ pertinentΝ toΝ theΝ frameworkΝ ofΝ theΝ post-colonial 
critique and challenge the established hierarchies which reproduce exclusion 
practices and the supremacy of the so-called West in contemporary art exhibitions. 
This thesis explores to what extent and in what ways the Thessaloniki Biennale 
pursued those aspirations. This chapter is a sketchy outline of the key issues raised in 
theΝ discussionΝ onΝ art’sΝ potentialΝ forΝ criticalΝ reflectionΝ andΝ oppositional discourse, 
including the potential of contemporary art biennials, in order to establish the broader 
theoreticalΝ frameworkΝ whichΝ informsΝ theΝ analysisΝ ofΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ
alternative potential in Chapter 5.  
2.2 The instrumental role of art and culture 
 
This section of the literature review begins by outlining the concept of the so-called 
‘post-industrial’Ν(Rifkin,Νβίίί)ΝandΝ‘immaterial’Ν(ώardt,Νβίίλ)ΝmodelΝofΝproduction,Ν
asΝwellΝasΝtheΝconceptΝofΝtheΝ‘culturalΝeconomy’Ν(Yúdice,Νβίίγ)ΝandΝtheΝconcept of 
theΝ ‘symbolicΝ economy’Ν (Zukin,Ν 1λλη),Ν whichΝ encourageΝ anΝ instrumentalΝ functionΝ
for art and culture. These arguments are useful for this thesis, because they connect 
the tendency to address art and culture as resources with the present models of 
economyΝandΝproduction,ΝasΝwellΝasΝwithΝcities’ΝdevelopmentΝstrategies,ΝwhichΝdoΝnotΝ
rely on conventional industries. Moreover, they bring forward, and also elucidate the 
role of art institutions in these models of production and development.  
 
What follows is the detailed exploration of the instrumental role of art and culture: 
whatΝitΝmeansΝandΝinvolvesΝ(Yúdice,Ν1λλλνΝβίίγν),ΝhowΝitΝimplicatesΝtheΝcity’sΝpublicΝ
space (Zukin, 1995), how it is reflected in cultural policy trends (Gray, 2007; 
McGuigan, 2005) and how it is addressed in creative industries and city development 
discourses (Landry and Bianchini, 1995; Leadbeater, 1999; Miller, Govil, McMurria 
and Maxwell, 2001; Florida 2002; McRobbie, 2002; Garnham, 2005; Pratt, 2009; 
2011;2012). The framework which emerges from these perspectives allows me to 
associate the Thessaloniki Biennale with local and national policies aspiring to the 
city’sΝgrowthέΝItΝalsoΝenablesΝmeΝtoΝdemonstrateΝthatΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝcouldΝ
be seen as part of the broader processΝofΝredefiningΝtheΝcity’sΝdevelopmentΝstrategyΝ
asΝwellΝ asΝ anΝ effortΝ toΝ reinforceΝThessaloniki’sΝ economyΝ inΝ theΝ contextΝofΝ aΝ ‘post-
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industrial’ΝmodeΝofΝproductionΝfromΝtheΝpartΝbothΝofΝtheΝεinistryΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝlocalΝ
administration and agents. 
 
A key feature of the late capitalist model Rifkin (2000) describes is that the 
commodification of experience as well as human time becomes far more central to 
contemporary capitalism than the commodification of goods, services or places. 
Rifkin goes as far as to argue that the first tier of production will increasingly be 
made up of the selling and buying of human experiences and that it is human 
attention rather than physical resources that becomes scarce and will be contested 
(Rifkin, 2000, 138, 167). In this context, capitalism is increasingly becoming 
‘immaterial’,Ν inΝfact,ΝaΝ temporalΝaffair,ΝasΝ itΝ isΝ transformedΝfromΝaΝsystemΝbasedΝonΝ
exchanging goods to one based on accessing segments of experience. His arguments 
raise concerns regarding the commercialisation of art as practice and experience, as 
well as regarding labour power relations, exclusion and exploitation within this 
modelΝ ofΝ ‘immaterial’,Ν experience-based capitalism. According to Rifkin, cultural 
industries - including the arts - commodify, package and market cultural experiences 
and thus acquire a central role in the model of the immaterial capitalism he describes. 
His analysis is relevant for the examination of the Thessaloniki Biennale, because it 
helps to further illuminate the links between this art event, and the strategies aiming 
atΝboostingΝtheΝcity’sΝeconomyΝandΝgrowthέ 
 
In a related vein, Hardt (2009) argues that the dominant form of economic 
productionΝ isΝ noΝ longerΝ theΝ industrialΝ butΝ theΝ ‘immaterial’Ν orΝ ‘biopolitical’ΝmodelέΝ
This model includes various sectors of the economy which produce immaterial goods 
such as information, ideas, knowledge, languages, communication, images and 
codesέΝ InΝώardt’sΝownΝwordsμΝ ‘IndustryΝ isΝbecomingΝ increasinglyΝ informationalisedΝ
and image-oriented’Ν (ώardt,Ν βίίλ,Ν 24). However, he clarifies that the term 
‘immaterial’ΝrefersΝtoΝtheΝproductsΝprimarilyΝratherΝthanΝtheΝlabourΝprocessesΝandΝthatΝ
even the products in question can sometimes have some material aspects. Moreover, 
the forms of immaterial production are becoming hegemonic in the economy, in the 
sense that their qualities are progressively imposed over other forms of production 
rather than that they are most numerous (Hardt, 2009, 24).  
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ώardtΝusesΝtheΝconceptΝofΝ‘theΝcommon’,ΝdrawingΝonΝRancièreΝ(βίίθ)ΝtoΝrefer to the 
equitable or shared creation of social relations and forms of life, culture, art and 
artistic practice7. In the immaterial/biopolitical model of production, economy and its 
interestsΝcanΝpenetrateΝtheΝ‘common’ΝinΝanΝevenΝmoreΝimplicitΝandΝsubtleΝway than in 
the industrial model of production. In the model Hardt describes, artistic practice 
becomes more closely linked to economic production. As cities and regional 
governments recognise the decline of their industrial base, they attempt to brand 
themselvesΝasΝ‘creative’έΝToΝaΝgreatΝextent,ΝthisΝrefersΝtoΝtheΝexistenceΝofΝartistsΝinΝaΝ
city or region and the demonstration of the social conditions that facilitate artistic and 
cultural activity (Hardt, 2009, 25-27). The potential risk involved, according to 
Hardt, is that although this increasingly economic centrality of art and artistic 
practice can be beneficial to artists, it can also involve them in unintended ways in 
capitalist development projects.  
 
ϋvenΝ ifΝ oneΝ disputesΝ theΝ useΝ ofΝ theΝ termΝ ‘immaterial’Ν forΝ theΝmodeΝ ofΝ productionΝ
which Hardt describes, the importance of his analysis lies in the fact that it highlights 
the connection between art practice and economic production, and the process by 
which capitalism embraces art and culture. George Yúdice has a related perspective, 
using theΝconceptΝofΝ theΝ‘culturalΝeconomy’,ΝwhichΝ for him is the fusion of artistic 
trends that emphasise social justice with initiatives which aim to promote socio-
political and economic utility. Yúdice points out that this concept is very closely 
relatedΝ toΝ UKΝ PrimeΝ εinisterΝ TonyΝ ψlair’sΝ rhetoricΝ onΝ ‘creativeΝ economy’Ν andΝ
reminds his readership that it has been a widespread term in the official national 
rhetoric on culture and economy (Yúdice, 2003, 16).  
 
                                                 
7
 The common (le commun) is a technical term for Rancière that is foundational of his conception of 
both the political and the aesthetic, although hard to translate in English. G. Rockhill explains that 
sinceΝ theΝ ‘common’Ν isΝ awkwardΝ inΝ ϋnglishΝ heΝ substitutesΝ for it various noun phrases, such as 
‘somethingΝinΝcommon’ΝandΝ‘whatΝisΝcommonΝtoΝtheΝcommunity’,ΝandΝadjectivesΝsuchΝasΝ‘shared’ΝandΝ
‘communal’έΝώardtΝusesΝJacquesΝRancière’sΝconceptualisationΝofΝ theΝrelationΝbetweenΝaestheticsΝandΝ
politics as the starting pointΝ ofΝ hisΝ thinking,Ν asΝ exemplifiedΝ inΝ Rancière’s book, The Politics of 
Aesthetics (2006). Rancière is not primarily concerned with political art or aestheticised politics, but 
rather with the ways in which a distribution or sharing of the common operates in parallel at an 
abstract level activity in the two separate domains. For Rancière the link between aesthetics and 
politicsΝresidesΝspecificallyΝinΝwhatΝheΝcallsΝ‘theΝdistributionΝofΝtheΝsensible’Ν(leΝpartageΝduΝsensible)έΝ
He explains that he calls the system of self-evident facts of sense perception that simultaneously 
discloses the existence of the common and the delimitations that define the respective parts and 
positionsΝwithinΝitΝ‘theΝdistributionΝofΝtheΝsensible’έΝ(Rancière,Νβίίθ,Ν1ίβΝ– 103). 
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For Yúdice, the rhetoric bringing together culture and other agendas is not limited to 
culture being invoked as an engine of capital development. It is rather the 
manifestation of a more profound culturalisation of the economy, carefully 
coordinated via agreements on trade and intellectual property, controlling the 
movement of mental and manual labour and managing populations. His analysis 
highlightsΝ theΝ factΝ thatΝ theΝmodelΝofΝ theΝ ‘culturalΝ economy’ΝheΝdescribesΝdrawsΝonΝ
subordinate or minoritised groups as resources for content creation without 
challenging the patterns which perpetuate their deprivation and disadvantage. More 
specifically,ΝevenΝthoughΝtheΝturnΝtoΝtheΝ‘creativeΝeconomy’ΝtradesΝonΝtheΝrhetoricΝofΝ
multicultural inclusion, he argues that in fact it favours the professional-managerial 
class, while subordinate or minoritised groups have a place in this scheme as low-
levelΝserviceΝworkersΝandΝasΝprovidersΝofΝ‘life-giving’ΝethnicΝandΝculturalΝexperiencesΝ
(Yúdice, 2003, 20). Yúdice critically addresses the rapprochement of culture and 
other agendas, as he admits that the reciprocal permeation of culture and economy, 
not just as commodity, but as a mode of cognition, results in attempts at social 
emancipation which ultimately support the system they resist (Yúdice, 2003, 28). His 
analysis is relevant, because, as this thesis argues, the attempt at city-branding traced 
inΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝofficialΝwrittenΝ textsΝ capitalisesΝonΝ theΝmulticulturalΝ
character of the city, in a way that obscures the harsh realities of the present-day 
immigrants who live and work in Thessaloniki. 
 
From a sociological perspective, Sharon Zukin introduces the concept of the 
‘symbolicΝ economy’Ν ofΝ citiesΝ whichΝ mayΝ deepenΝ theΝ analysisΝ ofΝ theΝ instrumentalΝ
function of the Thessaloniki Biennale in relation to the processes of the particular 
model of economy, production and culture, as explained by the writers mentioned 
above. This dimension involves the symbolic function of cultural practices and art 
institutions,Ν whichΝ implicateΝ theΝ city’sΝ public space in the production of signs, 
meanings and particular representations of the city. According to Zukin, the 
‘symbolicΝ economy’Ν consistsΝ ofΝ threeΝ levelsέΝ TheΝ firstΝ isΝ theΝ manipulationΝ ofΝ
symbolic languages of exclusion and entitlement. In other words, the look and feel of 
cities reflects decisions about what – and who – should be visible and who should 
not, concepts of order and disorder, and uses of aesthetic power. The second level is 
devised by officials and investors whose ability to deal with the symbols of growth 
yieldsΝ ‘real’Ν resultsΝ inΝ realΝ estateΝ development,Ν newΝ businessesΝ andΝ jobsέΝ όinally,Ν
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advocates and business elites through a combination of philanthropy, civic pride, and 
desire to establish their identity as a patrician class, build art museums, parks, and 
architecturalΝ complexesΝ thatΝ representΝ aΝ ‘world-class’Ν cityΝ (Zukin,Ν 1λλη,Ν ι)έΝ Ν TwoΝ
parallel production systems operate in the symbolic economy model and shape the 
city’sΝ materialΝ lifeμΝ theΝ productionΝ ofΝ spaceΝ isΝ theΝ firstΝ andΝ isΝ effectedΝ through 
bringing together capital investment and cultural meanings. The second entails the 
production of symbols through which social identity is constructed. Plus, the 
production of symbols functions as a currency of commercial exchange (Zukin, 
1995, 24). TheΝ importanceΝ ofΝ Zukin’sΝ argumentΝ forΝ myΝ thesisΝ isΝ theΝ factΝ thatΝ itΝ
highlights the symbolic function of artistic and cultural practices in representing the 
city through selling images both on national and global level, and through enacting 
symbolic languages of exclusion and entitlement. 
 
Zukin indicates that culture industries and institutions can be seen as significant 
factors in consolidating the role of a city as a centre of symbolic economy, based on 
finance, business services, and property development. Museums, in particular, by 
capitalising on their visual holdings and marketing cultural consumption, render art a 
public treasure, a tourist attraction and a representation of public culture (Zukin, 
1995, 14). Zukin is very critical of the synergies between art, finance and politics 
which emerge in the symbolic economy model she described, because, as she argues, 
this rapprochement benefits high culture institutions and the tourist industry while 
creating only sporadic gains for independent cultural producers (Zukin, 1995, 111). 
Her arguments are relevant in the case of the Thessaloniki Biennale, as they raise the 
question of who has benefited from this large-scale cultural event.  
 
In an attempt to define what the instrumental role of art and culture means and 
involves,Ν IΝ referΝ toΝYúdice’sΝconceptΝofΝ theΝexpediencyΝofΝcultureΝ (1λλλνΝβίίγ),ΝasΝ
well as remarks made by Zukin (1995), and observations regarding how this 
tendency is traced in cultural policy (McGuigan, 2005; Gray, 2007). Yúdice 
introduces the concept of the expediency of culture (Yúdice, 1999; 2003), in order to 
address the fact that the role of culture has expanded in the political and economic 
realms over the past few decades. Yúdice highlights that a utilitarian perspective on 
culture has become hegemonic, according to which culture serves society, whether 
for example, to help implement urban development projects, or to alleviate social 
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problems (Yúdice, 2003, 9). Culture is no longer understood as transcendent, but 
rather as a resource for socio-political and economic ends. According to Yúdice, this 
is evident in the rhetoric of local culture and development projects, UNESCO, the 
World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, international foundations and 
NGOs as well as the guidelines on culture proposed by EU, where the concept of 
culture is clearly approached under a utilitarian light (Yúdice, 1999, 17; 2003, 10-11, 
13).  
 
Yúdice lists several instances of the expediency of culture-as-resource: the use of 
high culture (e.g., museums and other high-culture venues) for the purpose of urban 
development; the promotion of native cultures and national patrimonies to be 
consumed in tourism; historical sites that are turned into Disneyfied theme parks; and 
the creation of transnational culture industries as complements of supranational 
integration, as in the case of the EU (Yúdice, 2003, 25). From a city development 
agenda, in particular, heritage as well as contemporary cultural activity is used in 
marketing and city-image enhancing strategies with the hope of attracting tourists 
and investors, while art and culture are often appropriated in the discourses which 
aspire to project cities as centres of cultural innovation (Zukin, 1995, 110). The 
rhetoric, which acknowledges the economic importance of culture, can transcend 
political party differences (Zukin, 1995, 110), which is exactly the case with the 
Greek cultural policy, as regards contemporary culture and the funding / support of 
the Thessaloniki Biennale. What is relevant for this project is the use of culture - in 
Thessaloniki’sΝcase,ΝtheΝcity’sΝmuseumsΝandΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝ- as a means 
forΝurbanΝdevelopment,Ν asΝwellΝasΝaΝmeansΝ toΝassertΝ theΝcountry’sΝandΝ theΝ region’sΝ
European and Western identity, through embracing and implementing the guidelines 
of EU policies as well as echoing the official EU rhetoric on culture.  
 
The pragmatist and utilitarian perception of art and culture, which Yúdice describes, 
means that only what is considered to be socially, politically, and even economically 
‘expedient’ will be able to lend legitimacy to funding and support towards art and 
cultureΝ(Yúdice,Ν1λλλ,Ν1ι)έΝThisΝ isΝclearlyΝdelineatedΝ inΝϋlciorΝSantana’sΝ remarkΝatΝ
‘Trans-nationalisationΝofΝSupportΝforΝωultureΝinΝaΝύlobalisingΝWorld’,Νψelagio,ΝItaly, 
6 - 10 Dec 1999 that Multilateral Development Banks are likely to invest in cultural 
development projects, as long as these cultural projects provide indirect forms of 
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return, such as fiscal incentives, institutional marketing or publicity value, and the 
conversion of non-market activity to market activity (Yúdice, 2003, 14).  
 
Although Yúdice writes about cultural projects which are evaluated in terms of 
funding on the basis of whether they are socially politically and economically 
expedient, his remarks coincide with the conclusions drawn by writers who address 
cultural policies rather than projects (Gray, 2007; McGuigan, 2005). For instance, 
ύrayΝpinpointsΝtheΝincreasingΝemphasisΝplacedΝuponΝtheΝ‘need’ΝforΝartsΝandΝculturalΝ
policies to demonstrate that they generate a benefit over and above the aesthetic 
(Gray, 2007). The lack of political interest and power associated with the art and 
cultural sectors, particularly at the local level, leads to the development of policy 
‘attachment’Ν strategiesΝ wherebyΝ funding for those sector can be gained by 
demonstrating the role that it can play in the fulfilment of the goals of other policy 
sectors (Gary 2007, 206).  
 
 More specifically, Gray links the increasingly instrumental character of arts and 
cultural policies to an ideological re-orientation which he terms as the 
commodification of public policy (Gray, 2007, 205). The latter involves a shift of 
focus from use-value to exchange-value as regards the creation, implementation and 
evaluation of policies (Gray 2000; 2007)8. In effect, governmental attitudes towards 
cultural and artistic resources within society change, and the focus is increasingly 
moving from the cultural and artistic component of policies towards the secondary, 
purely instrumental aims that can be associated with them (Gray 2007, 205).  
 
Moreover, the rapprochement of art and cultural polices with developmental and 
economic agendas is, sometimes, seen as a manifestation of the fact that the ideology 
of neo-liberalism pervades the world of art and culture, in the sense that the 
predominant rationale for cultural policy becomes economic, and focuses on 
competitiveness and regeneration. Large-scale cultural events, in particular, are 
                                                 
8
 This is not necessarily to imply that there is an absolute increase in the strict economic 
commodification of goods and services but that goods and services are re-defined in terms of how 
they are to be understood, their social role is re-designed, and the management of them requires 
change for the most efficient and effective realisation of their exchange status (Gray 2007, 205).  
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inscribed in this framework, with the institution of the European Capital of Culture 
as a case par excellence (McGuigan 2005, 238). 
 
The arguments outlined above are useful for this thesis, because they inform my 
analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale in relation to the official Greek Cultural Policy 
namely the texts issued by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture in the late 2000s. More 
specifically, they help highlight the fact that those texts reflected a utilitarian 
perception of culture, and an interest in the potential benefit, and especially financial 
returns, which investment in culture might bring. As regards my analysis, this opens 
up the possibility to associate the decision to hold and fund the Thessaloniki 
ψiennaleΝwithΝtheΝώellenicΝεinistry’sΝhopeΝtoΝpromoteΝitsΝownΝagendasέ 
 
Art as a resource in the creative industries discourse. 
The tendency to appropriate art and culture for non-artistic purposes is, perhaps, best 
reflected in the rhetoric on the presumed benefits of the so-called new economy, 
knowledge-basedΝeconomyΝorΝ‘creativeΝeconomy’έΝTheΝliteratureΝonΝcitiesΝasΝwell as 
the cultural and creative industries clearly address culture as an engine for economic 
growth and constitute further evidence of the tendency to appropriate arts and 
cultural policies for non-artistic goals. It is, thus, necessary to address this kind of 
discourse as well as its critique, as the ideas of writers such as Florida (2002), 
Leadbeater (1999; Leadbeater and Oakley, 1999), and Landry and Bianchini (1995) 
are embraced in the official texts of the Greek government regarding economic 
growth, education and culture, which express the aspiration from the Greek part for a 
transition to a knowledge-based or creative economy. These views from the late 
1990s and early 2000s, more than ten years later, are very much reflected in the 
official discourse of the Greek government of both the early 2000s as well as towards 
the end of the decade. The transition to a ‘new economy’ model, in which culture has 
a crucial role to play in economic growth, will hopefully help the country overcome 
the challenges set by post-industrial capitalism, strengthen its vulnerable economy 
and help it ‘keep up’ within the EU. In the effort to promote such a model and use 
theΝ country’sΝ culturalΝ assetsΝ accordingly,Ν theΝ officialΝύreekΝ discourseΝ embracesΝ anΝ
entirely positive, optimistic and unproblematic view regarding the new economy 
model and the incorporation of culture in this process and overlooks the critical 
concerns raised. 
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In his book Living on Thin Air: The New Economy, Charles Leadbeater, a UK-based 
cultural policy analyst and consultant, propounds the importance of knowledge to 
economic growth (Leadbeater, 1999, 28-36). More specifically, he suggests that, 
while knowledge has played a crucial role in economic development from the mid 
nineteenth century to today, at the end of the 20th century (he writes in 1999), 
knowledge became the critical factor in how modern economies compete. Software, 
digital codes and genetic information are all, for example, the products of the 
knowledge economy. Leadbeater explains that the character of consumption has 
changed radically in the new economy model: consumers have to be involved and 
complete the production of knowledge-intensive products in the sense that they have 
toΝtailorΝthemΝtoΝtheirΝneedsέΝωonsumptionΝbecomes,Νthus,Ν‘additive’,Νas the consumer 
addsΝ toΝ theΝ product’sΝ qualitiesέΝKnowledgeΝ andΝ exchangeΝwillΝ flowΝbothΝwaysΝ andΝ
successful companies will engage the intelligence of their consumer in improving 
theirΝproductsέΝδeadbeater’sΝoutlookΝisΝpositiveΝandΝslightlyΝidealised,ΝasΝheΝmaintains 
that an economy which becomes more knowledge-intensive has the potential to 
become more inclusive and meritocratic. He ignores, however, issues of exclusion 
which underline much of this process, as not everybody has equal access to 
information, education or technology. Such concerns have been raised by writers 
who critically address the discourse which advocates appropriating art and culture for 
non-artistic purposes, such as Angela McRobbie (2002) and Andy Pratt (2011). 
 
 δeadbeater’sΝ jointΝ workΝ for the UK think tank DEMOS with Kate Oakley, The 
Independents: Britain’s New Cultural Entrepreneurs is equally positive and 
optimisticΝ asΝ regardsΝ culture’sΝ potentialΝ forΝ urbanΝ growthΝ andΝ regenerationέΝ TheΝ
writers advocate that cultural industries are increasingly important to the generation 
of new jobs and economic growth and that cultural industries and entrepreneurs will 
be vital in reviving large cities that have suffered economic decline. They also point 
out the role culture could potentially play in city-branding with the aim of attracting 
students, investments and tourists (Leadbeater and Oakley, 1999, 10-15, 24-25, 29-
30). 
 
In a similar vein, although perhaps less profit-oriented, Landry and Bianchini pointed 
out that as old industries are disappearing, value-added is created through the 
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application of new knowledge to products, processes and services. The industries of 
the 21st century, they argue, will depend on the generation of knowledge through 
creativity and innovation, while the ability to develop attractive images and symbols 
and project these effectively will determine competition between nations and cities 
more than natural resources (Landry and Bianchini, 1995, 11, 12). The writers went 
on to review a series of projects in cities in the UK, Europe, the USA and Australia, 
which, according to the writers, was representative of creative ways to promote 
heritage, green the city, encourage people to stay in the centre and achieve urban 
regeneration (Landry and Bianchini, 1995, 32-55). They even proposed a toolbox, a 
set of guidelines for cities as regards how to become creative (Landry and Bianchini, 
1995, 25-32). 
 
RichardΝόloridaΝhasΝsuggestedΝthatΝthisΝ‘creativeΝindustries’ΝeconomicΝmodelΝisΝmoreΝ
people-driven, as new ideas and innovation are paramount (Florida, 2002, 6), while 
ψiltonΝandΝδearyΝhaveΝpointedΝoutΝ theΝsignificanceΝwhichΝ ‘symbolicΝgoods’Ν (ideas,Ν
experiences, image) bear (Bilton and Leary, 2002, 50). Terry Flew clarifies that the 
existence of a new economy is not derived from the existence of new technologies 
alone, but from the growing importance of ideas and intangibles, and the role played 
by knowledge and creativity that can be subsequently applied through ICTs and 
networked media (Flew, 2005, 344-345). 
 
The concept of the creative economy and the cultural and creative industries very 
soon penetrated the discourse on the development of cities, (Landry and Bianchini, 
1995; Florida, 2002; Landry, 2006). This is relevant to my thesis because the rhetoric 
put forward by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture as regards its cultural policy 
throughout the 2000s - analysed in Chapter 4 - echoes, and almost repeats the 
arguments of the proponents of appropriating art, culture, creativity and innovation in 
city development strategies. 
 
Other, more critical writers seriously challenge the rhetoric of art and culture as 
engines for economic development as outlined above and critically analyse aspects of 
labour within the creative industries, which often promote inequalities and 
discrimination. Nicolas Garnham, using as his starting point the shift of terminology 
inΝtheΝartsΝpolicyΝdocumentsΝofΝtheΝψritishΝδabourΝPartyΝfromΝ‘culturalΝindustries’ΝtoΝ
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‘creativeΝ industries’Ν inΝ 1λλι,Ν arguesΝ thatΝ culturalΝ policyΝ hasΝ embracedΝ theΝ
information society argument and has selectively but unreflectively applied certain 
aspects of the information society tradition of thinking to the policy making for art 
and culture (Garnham, 2005, 15, 16). The reason for this was the wish from the part 
of the cultural policy sector to participate in the prestige attached to the information 
society as well as the government policies pertaining to the latter (Garnham, 2005, 
20). Garnham unpacks the information society argument by analysing the sources 
which underpin and sustain it: Daniel ψell’sΝ theoryΝ ofΝ post-industrialism (Bell, 
1λιγ),ΝSchumpeter’sΝideaΝofΝtechnologicalΝinnovationΝasΝtheΝcentralΝdrivingΝforceΝofΝ
capitalist growth (Schumpeter 1934, 1939), Information Economics and Theories of 
the Firm, theories of the service economy and post-Fordism (Garnham, 2005, 21-25).  
 
Garnham pinpoints the shortcomings of the application of these analyses to cultural 
policy discourse. More specifically, he critically analyses the claim put forward by 
theΝmobilisationΝofΝtheΝtermΝ‘creativeΝindustries’ΝthatΝtheΝcreativeΝindustriesΝcouldΝbeΝ
considered as the key new growth sector of the economy and the key source of future 
employment growth and export earnings (Garnham, 2005, 26).  He also addresses the 
implications of the association of cultural policy with the information society 
argument: the shift from cultural to creative industries marks a return to an artist-
centred, supply-side cultural support policy and away from that policy direction, 
whichΝ theΝuseΝofΝ theΝ termΝ“culturalΝ industries”Νoriginally signalled, that focused on 
distribution and consumption. This shift of terminology obscures dilemmas and 
contradictions in policy; for example, the desire not to give up on either traditional 
support for the artist or a hierarchy of quality, and the fact that the claims on public 
funds are justified not in terms of arts policy, but in terms of information society 
policy (Garnham, 2005, 27-28). 
 
From a more cultural studies-oriented perspective, Angela McRobbie too adopts a 
critical stance towards the hype over the potential of creative industries, drawing our 
attention to the high scope for exploitation for those working in these sectors 
(εcRobbie,Νβίίβ)έΝωontraryΝtoΝJohnΝώartley’sΝbeliefΝinΝtheΝpotentialΝofΝtheΝcreativeΝ
industries to be inclusive by broadening participation in the possibilities offered by 
new interactive media in the so-called new economy (Hartley, 2005, 21) and contrary 
toΝδeadbeater’sΝconvictionΝthatΝaΝknowledge-intensive economy has the potential to 
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become more inclusive and meritocratic (Leadbeater, 1999, 28-36), McRobbie 
instead focuses on the issue of exclusion involved in the cultural and creative 
industriesέΝSheΝobservesΝthatΝtheΝgroupsΝleastΝableΝtoΝparticipateΝinΝtheΝ‘clubΝcultureΝ
sociality’Ν whichΝ theΝ creativeΝ economyΝ modelΝ creates, are those most likely to be 
disadvantaged in capitalist labour markets: women with young children; racial and 
ethnic minorities; people with disabilities; older workers; the long –term 
unemployed; and people living outside of major metropolitan centres (McRobbie, 
2002, 385-388).  
 
A similar point regarding employment issues in creative/cultural industries which 
pertain to exclusion and discrimination has been made by Andy Pratt (2011). Pratt 
argues that the role of creative industries in urban economics is significant; culture is 
not replacing finance and manufacture in the urban economy, but is becoming a more 
significant part of the urban mix (Pratt, 2012).  Pratt offers a more nuanced and 
complexΝ conceptualisationΝ ofΝ bothΝ ‘culturalΝ economy’Ν andΝ ‘creativeΝ cities’Ν
(Indegaard, Pratt and Hutton, 2013; Pratt, 2009; 2011; 2012). Pratt points out that 
‘culturalΝeconomy’ΝcouldΝbeΝperceivedΝinΝaΝdualΝwayμΝfirst,ΝasΝtheΝculturalΝdimensionsΝ
of economic activity (the design or marketing of any product or service, for 
instance); second, as the particular subsection of economic activity which is 
concerned with cultural products and activities (such as music, film, and fine art) as 
opposed to say transportation or mining (Pratt, 2009, 407-ζίκ)έΝχsΝregardsΝ‘creativeΝ
cities’,ΝPrattΝidentifiesΝaΝnumberΝofΝpreconceptionsΝaboutΝthemΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝnegativeΝ
and regressive elements of policies that currently promote them (Pratt, 2011). In 
particular, he rejects the universalist notion of creativity and the creative city which 
pervades much of the creative industries/cities discourse, and argues in favour of a 
socially, cultural and economically embedded and situated conceptualisation of 
creativity (Pratt, 2011, 123-130). Also, Pratt rejects normative conceptions of cities 
and culture which conceptualise culture as dependent on finance and firmly 
positioned in consumption, as well as the assumption that creative cities have to be 
necessarily neo-liberal,ΝwhichΝunderpinsΝόlorida’sΝargumentsΝ(Pratt,Νβί1β, 1-4, 8-9).  
 
Furthermore, Pratt identifies in cultural/creative industries-related discourse and 
policy-making an excessive focus on consumption. In fact, he criticises urban 
cultural initiatives which are consumption-focused, especially in the form of tourism, 
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and aim to trade on theΝ city’sΝ heritageέΝ TheseΝ initiativesΝ areΝ infrastructure-based 
capital projects, and essentially consumption hubs, which are not unsustainable 
without huge, consistent and periodical re-investment. Furthermore, they are external 
market-focused, and thus, they may alienate local audiences (Pratt, 2012, 3-4). He 
proposes instead, a shift of focus towards cultural production in cities, and calls for 
policiesΝ whichΝ supportΝ productionΝ (Pratt,Ν βίίκ,Ν βί11)έΝ TheΝ importanceΝ ofΝ Pratt’sΝ
analysis is that it clearly differentiates cultural/creative industries from hard city-
branding strategies. Thus, he offers the possibility to consider the creative/cultural 
economy as not necessarily subordinate to the processes of neo-liberalism, and 
explore its potential, while at the same time maintaining a critical stance towards 
more profit-orientated perspectives such as those put forward by Florida (2002) and 
Leadbeater (1999). 
 
Finally, the issue of the character of consumption which radically changes within the 
so-called creative or knowledge-based economy and the cultural and creative 
industries is raised in the body of relevant literature (Leadbeater 1999, Bilton and 
Leary 2002, Hartley 2005). It has, for instance, been suggested that every act of 
consumption is an act of authorship, drawing attention to consumer niche markets 
and feedback (Miller, Govil, McMurria and Maxwell, 2001, 201-210). Work that 
audiences and fans do (reading, rewriting) adds value to the creative commodity, and 
that cultural politics, policy and law should recognise the authorial practices of the 
consumer, and do away with recycling ownership ideals rooted in property and focus 
on consumer rights (Miller, Govil, McMurria and Maxwell, 2001, 202-210). Greek 
cultural policy does not seem to take into consideration the issues raised regarding 
the transformative character of contemporary consumption. As regards the 
Thessaloniki Biennale in particular, it was designed top-down and, over its three 
editions, there was very little interest in taking account the visitors’ΝexperienceΝofΝtheΝ
eventέΝ όorΝ example,Ν thereΝ wasΝ noΝ toolΝ orΝ surveyΝ toΝ getΝ theΝ visitors’Ν feedbackΝ orΝ
opinions on their experience of the Thessaloniki Biennale (Ioannou, 2013). In this 
way,ΝassessingΝtheΝvisitors’ΝexperienceΝandΝcompilingΝaΝpoolΝofΝideas to draw on for 
future enhancement and further development was more or less impossible, missing 
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out on an important opportunity to engage with and use the experiences and ideas of 
the visitors attracted to each edition9. 
Public space, landmarks, heritage. 
The tendency to appropriate art and cultural policies for non-artistic purposes, 
especiallyΝdevelopmentΝstrategiesΝforΝcities,ΝaddressesΝtheΝcity’sΝpublicΝspace,ΝwhichΝ
becomes involved in urban development and economic growth schemes as well as 
city-branding processes in a number of ways. Developing cultural clusters and 
museum districts is part of this process. It is necessary to address this practice, as the 
Thessaloniki Biennale housed exhibitions and projects of all 3 three editions in 
venues at Pier 1, Old Port in which, this thesis argues, an attempt is made at creating 
a ‘museum district’. Moreover, the Thessaloniki Biennale undertook the restoration 
ofΝtwoΝmoreΝderelictΝbuildingsΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝτldΝPortΝ(theΝIceΝωhambers,ΝWarehouseΝ
13), and, thus, it has contributed to further supporting and promoting the area as a 
hub of artistic and cultural activity. The analysis of the role which the Thessaloniki 
Biennale played in the museum concentration/district in Pier 1, Old Port, 
Thessaloniki, is informed by the insights offered by Hans Mommaas, Professor of 
Leisure Studies and Urban Development, as regards clustering strategies in the 
Netherlands from a sociological and urban studies-perspective (Mommaas, 2004).  
 
Mommaas discerned 4 prototype models, although highlighting the fact that there is 
tremendous variation in cluster formation and organisation, and distinguished 
between production-oriented and consumption-oriented clusters (Mommaas, 2004, 
515). A comparison with the cases which Mommaas described enlightens the 
character of the museum concentration in Pier 1 Thessaloniki. Pier 1 is probably 
closer to the museum quarters in Rotterdam, where a consciously developed cultural 
cluster emerged during the 1990s in the eastern fringe of the inner city.  
 
The museum quarter in Rotterdam involves four museums: the Boijmans van 
Beuningen Museum, the Netherlands Architecture Institute, the Kunsthal and the 
Nature Museum. The park in which the museums are situated is used for a variety of 
                                                 
9
 χccordingΝtoΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝofficialΝpressΝreleases,ΝtheΝ1st edition of event had attracted 
20,000 people by the end of July 2007, that is during the first two months on its duration (State 
Museum of Contemporary Art, 2007b). The 3rd edition of the event attracted 40,000 people (State 
Museum of Contemporary Art, 2011b). As regards the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale, 60,000 visitors are 
mentioned in the national press (Dimitriou, 2009). 
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open-air theatre programmes, especially during the summer. The project was inspired 
by developments in Baltimore, a city well-known in the Netherlands for the use of 
culture and consumption in the revitalisation of its inner-city harbour front. The 
museum quarter in Rotterdam, too, was inscribed in a wider plan, cautiously 
designed by the local government to strengthen the urban profile of the city. A 
broader inner-city renewal and re-imaging strategy was set out with the intention of 
achieving higher tourist visits and increased shopping and cultural consumption. The 
creation of a museum quarter was seen as a key element in this strategy. The 
museum quarter that emerged is clearly defined and demarcated but it is at the same 
time experiencing difficulties in relating itself to the wider urban field (Mommaas, 
2004, 510, 515). The Utrecht museum quarter involves the Municipal Museum 
(ancient and modern art), the Catharijne Covent (Catholic art), the University 
Museum (science-related exhibitions), and aims at improving the quality of public 
space and of residential living conditions, as well as strengthening the tourist-
recreational and cultural functions of the area (Mommaas, 2004, 513) .  
 
Further examples of cultural clusters mentioned by Mommas include the 
Westergasfabriek in Amsterdam and the Veemarktkwartier in Tilburg. The 
Westergasfabriek has developed into a distinctive cultural site, housing a broad and 
vivid mixture of short and long-term cultural activities. It includes a stylish café-
cum- restaurant, a movie theatre, rehearsal, production and performing spaces for 
theatre companies, visual artists, a small film production company, designers and 
spatial planners; spaces for dance parties and festivals, conferences, fashion shows, 
company parties etc. The Veemarktkwartier too includes a collection of small-scale 
cultural enterprises, managed working spaces for arts and new media producers 
(Mommaas, 2004, 511, 512). 
 
χlthoughΝ εommaas’Ν analysisΝ isΝ useful,Ν itΝ isΝ inevitablyΝ limited,Ν asΝ itΝ focusesΝ onΝ
cultural clusters and museums districts only. However, the relationship between 
public space, culture and capital is more intricate, and involves constructing social 
identities, and practices of establishing entitlement and inclusion for some groups, 
while exclusion for others (Zukin, 1995). Zukin establishes the connection between 
public culture and public space by pointing out that public culture is produced on the 
micro-level, through the many social encounters which take place in the spaces 
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where we experience public life in cities (streets, shops, parks and so on). Although 
public space is democratic, the question of who can occupy public space and so 
define the image of a city is open-ended. There is no equal participation in shaping 
public culture, as those who have economic and political power can control the 
buildingΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝpublicΝspaceΝandΝthusΝshapeΝpublicΝcultureΝ(Zukin,Ν1λλη,Ν11)έΝ 
 
InΝ theΝ contextΝ ofΝ theΝ ‘symbolicΝ economy’Ν ofΝ citiesΝwhichΝZukinΝ examines,Ν cultureΝ
functions in a dual way: as an economic base and as a source of images and 
memories,ΝwhichΝcanΝsymboliseΝ‘whoΝbelongs’ΝinΝspecificΝplacesέΝInΝthisΝlatterΝsense,Ν
culture is used to control and regulate the city. More specifically, Zukin argues that 
strategies of redevelopment which bring together culture and economy, essentially 
promote the interests of real estate developers, politicians, and expansion-minded 
cultural institutions, ignoring the grassroots movements and pressures. In this way, 
for Zukin, social, financial and power inequalities are reproduced, although often 
masked and obscured (Zukin, 1995, 2).  
 
TheΝ importanceΝofΝZukin’sΝargumentΝ liesΝ inΝ theΝfactΝ thatΝ itΝhighlightsΝ theΝ inclusionΝ
andΝexclusionΝmechanismsΝinherentΝinΝtheΝprocessesΝofΝaΝcity’sΝsymbolicΝeconomyΝasΝ
well as the management of public space which the latter entails. Both these concepts 
areΝ relevantΝ inΝ myΝ researchμΝ theΝ former,Ν alongΝ withΝ ώamΝ andΝ ώill’sΝ analysisΝ
explained below, helps me trace the interests of the elites in the agendas attached to 
the Thessaloniki Biennale, such as increasing tourism in the area, as well as the 
interestsΝofΝeliteΝartΝprofessionalsΝandΝtheΝmarginalisationΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝgrassrootsΝandΝ
citizens’ΝgroupsΝinΝpolicyΝformulationέΝTheΝlatter,ΝisΝalsoΝrelevantΝbecauseΝitΝhelpsΝmeΝ
analyse the ways in which the Thessaloniki Biennale engaged with the public space 
of the city, especially the port and the historical centre, districts contested by the 
policy-makers,ΝtheΝlocalΝadministrationΝandΝtheΝcity’sΝresidentsέ 
 
Another use of culture in relation to public space is the framing of urban space with 
the aim to project images of growth (Zukin, 1995, 15-24).  In this process, the 
material landscape of the city itself - the buildings, parks and streets - is enacted and 
becomesΝtheΝcity’sΝvisualΝrepresentationέΝZukinΝmentionsΝthe use of the modern urban 
landscape in BladeRunner as a visual backdrop for a new high-tech, global society, 
and the effort to reanimate Times Square through an extended, site-specific art 
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installation during the 1990s, which resulted in attracting corporate cultural 
industries in the district (Zukin, 1995, 16, 17). Zukin also points out that making a 
place for art in the city contributes to establishing a marketable identity for the city as 
a whole. These mechanisms, also, create qualitative benefits for the service economy 
as a whole, such as increasing tourist spending, raising property values, and the 
appropriationΝ ofΝ spaceΝ intoΝ theΝ ‘clean’Ν entertainment,Ν commercial,Ν andΝ gentrifiedΝ
residential zones (Zukin, 1995, 23).  
 
InΝ Zukin’sΝ model,Ν historicΝ preservation and landmark designation are tools for 
framing urban space (Zukin, 1995, 17, 122). She refers to the 1960s New York 
preservation movement which facilitated increases in property values and was 
associated with establishing community identity. Upon reviewingΝ theΝσewΝYork’sΝ
Commission landmark designation policies during the 1980s, when important 
historical sites of African – American settlements were included, Zukin points out 
that historic preservation made the city more aware of how symbols can be used in 
the production of space. More specifically, Zukin addresses the argument that Non-
European ethnic and racial groups could use the cultural power of landmark 
designation to change the social class base of their communities. For Zukin, this 
conceptualisation of landmark designation indicates a shift in how the concept of 
landmark is perceived, from aesthetic category to public good. Moreover, Zukin 
points out that the history embedded in sites is not just the history of architecture but 
also political history. Defining the cultural significance of a building, through 
designating it as a landmark, constructs narratives of political history. Therefore, the 
choice of landmarks matters. Zukin raises the question which cultural heritage will 
be preserved and whose culture will control the designation (Zukin, 1995, 126 -127).  
 
Although Zukin writes about processes which took place during the 1990s in several 
U.S cities, her analysis applies to the case of Thessaloniki and the ongoing effort to 
promote the city fromΝtheΝlateΝ1λλίsΝonwardsΝandΝduringΝtheΝβίίίsέΝZukin’sΝanalysisΝ
of public space and its contribution to shaping public culture, as well as the role land 
marking has to play in this process, underpins my analysis of the ways the 
Thessaloniki Biennale addressedΝtheΝcity’sΝpublicΝspace,ΝnamelyΝPierΝ1,ΝPortΝandΝtheΝ
historic centre. My argument is that the Thessaloniki Biennale aligned itself to the 
pre-existing agenda of preserving and promoting these areas. The Thessaloniki 
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Biennale used historical landmarks and monuments of the city as venues, and, thus, 
furtherΝ highlightedΝ theseΝ buildingsέΝ όollowingΝZukin’sΝ argumentΝ thatΝ theΝ choiceΝ ofΝ
buildings and the entire process of historical preservation and land marking is 
ideologically and politically charged, I argue that the Thessaloniki Biennale is 
embedded in a series of initiatives regarding historical preservation in Thessaloniki, 
which is an ideological use of the public space of the city.  
 
εoreΝ specifically,Ν basedΝ onΝ Zukin’sΝ insights,Ν IΝ argueΝ thatΝ theΝ useΝ of monuments, 
landmarks and earmarked districts of the city for the projects of the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale,Ν contributedΝ toΝ constructingΝ theΝ city’sΝ visualΝ representationΝ throughΝ itsΝ
materialΝ landscape,ΝasΝwellΝasΝfacilitatedΝtheΝbrandingΝofΝtheΝcityΝasΝ‘historical’ΝandΝ
‘multicultural’έΝ ώistoricΝ importanceΝ andΝ characterΝ areΝ theΝ dominantΝ criteriaΝ inΝ theΝ
Greek policies for earmarking areas in which development is prohibited, and this is 
indicative of the over-relianceΝ onΝ theΝ city’sΝ historyΝ inΝ orderΝ toΝ constructΝ its 
contemporary identity. The Thessaloniki Biennale became part of this process 
through the choice of venues and the restoration of Warehouse 13 and Old Ice 
Chambers at Pier 1, Port, which was realised under the auspices of the art event.  
 
2.3 The instrumental role of art biennials 
Art biennials are linked to the model of the immaterial capitalistic economy and 
production as a tool for city branding (Hardt, 2009, 27) as well as cultural tourism 
(León, 2001, 71). This thesis embraces the viewpoint that contemporary art biennials, 
too, may function as tools in relation to economic, political and other purposes, and 
situates the Thessaloniki Biennale within this framework. This section narrows its 
focus down to contemporary art biennials, and explores the literature on their 
instrumental function, linking them to neo-liberal values, and non-artistic interests, 
such as tourism, city-branding, and political agendas (Léon, 2001; Basualdo, 2003; 
Stallabrass, 2004; Hardt, 2009).  
 
In his book Art Incorporated, Julian Stallabrass clearly inscribes biennials within a 
neo-liberal project and argues that through the interests of all the bodies - private and 
public - which make up the alliances around which the biennials are formed - they 
produce art that speaks to international concerns and reinforce neoliberal values, 
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especially those of the mobility of labour and the virtues of multiculturalism 
(Stallabrass, 2004, 42). He also traces uses of the biennials which are related to non -
artistic agendas. More specifically, he links biennials directly to tourism, agendas for 
city development, inter-city competition for investment and resources on a global 
scale,ΝandΝtheΝeffortΝtoΝenhanceΝtheΝcity’sΝimageμ 
 
…[theΝbiennial]ΝperformsΝtheΝsameΝfunctionΝforΝaΝcityΝ– with all its crude 
jostling for position in the global market – as a Picasso above the 
fireplace does for a tobacco executive (Stallabrass, 2004, 37). 
 
 Stallabrass also draws attention to the synergies that a biennale produces in order to 
advance an array of interests from corporate branding to regional regeneration and 
sees further uses of biennials, related to political concerns. For example, the Istanbul 
Biennial is inscribed in the broader effort orchestrated by the Turkish government to 
assure the European Union that the nation conforms closely enough to secular and 
neo-liberal standards in order to warrant membership. Stallabrass addresses the 
ώavanaΝψiennialΝasΝwell,ΝandΝalthoughΝheΝdoesΝnotΝmentionΝtheΝbiennial’sΝpotentialΝ
links to economic benefits, he does see an instrumental function for the event, as it 
serves to give the Cuban government a more lenient and culturally open-minded 
image (Stallabrass, 2004, 32-33, 37). Although the argument proposed by Stallabrass 
- that biennials often serve political and financial interests - inform my analysis of 
the instrumental role of the Thessaloniki Biennale, my use of a mixed methodology 
also questions it. This approach is limited, as it tends to conflate these art events with 
theΝ‘non-artistic’ΝinterestsΝtheyΝadmittedlyΝserve to a greater or lesser extent, ignoring 
the possibility of an alternative potential for them. 
 
Basualdo (2003) reflects on the function of biennials beyond aesthetics and argues 
that in these shows diplomacy, politics, and commerce converge. More specifically, 
he writes that biennials instrumentalise the symbolic capital of modern art, in order 
to promote agendas relating to the promotion of the artistic and cultural potential of 
the host city/country. As the conceptual framework charged with giving these events 
legibility is often expected to be related to local issues, in effect, biennials promote 
the contexts in which they take place. He also raises the issue of the 
instrumentalisation of art biennials on an ideological level and mentions the Havana 
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Biennial as an example of a biennial with a pronounced ideological function, as it 
aimed at empowering artists and intellectuals of the southern hemisphere and 
challenging the hegemonic role of the centres of economic power in the distribution 
of contemporary art (Basualdo, 2003, 128). 
 
Basualdo sees biennials as the manifestation, in the area of contemporary art, of the 
process of progressive integration - but not decentralisation - on a world level, 
associated with late capitalism. This process, he writes, has been facilitated by the 
information revolution, brought about by the Internet and the development of 
communications in general. A key feature of this process is the contrast between the 
tendency toward centralisation, typical of the integration of markets on a global 
scale, and the increasing dissemination of information, which provides growing 
visibility for local situations and problems. For Basualdo, the biennials that have 
emerged in the last two decades are completely in tune with these transformations 
(Basualdo, 2003, 130). They contribute to greater international visibility and supply a 
patinaΝofΝprestigeΝtoΝtheΝhostΝcity,Νthus,ΝputtingΝitΝonΝtheΝmapΝofΝ‘modernΝculture’έΝχsΝ
the latter is intricately linked to the process of economic integration associated with 
late capitalism, the biennials serve to ratify the supposed commitment of the host 
city/ country/region to this scheme (Basualdo, 2003, 128, 130). 
 
The Havana Biennial could be considered as a case in point of what Basualdo 
describes, as the event’sΝ characterΝ andΝ aimsΝ haveΝ largelyΝ shiftedΝ sinceΝ theΝ 1λκίsΝ
(León, 2001). Although it started out as a highly political and critical institution - an 
alternative to the so-called First World biennials with the intention to showcase the 
marginalised artistic production of the so-called Third World countries - the Havana 
Biennial turned into a tourist attraction itself. León argues that it gradually embraced 
‘theΝ culturalΝ tourismΝ agenda’,Ν featuring well known artists recycled at the other 
international art events, engaging more districts of the city and charging entrance 
fees (León, 2001, 71).  
 
Mosquera, one of the founders of the Havana Biennial, writes about the first editions 
of that particular biennial, explaining the political backdrop against which the 
biennial took place and exploring the reasons why the Cuban regime supported the 
biennial. Mosquera (2010) sees an expedient use of art and art institutions, including 
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the biennial, to pursue ideological and political agendas. He pinpoints the 
contradiction between the idealism which pervades the discourse articulated by the 
majority of biennials and the functional approach to art and culture which pervades 
theΝbiennials’ΝpracticalΝgoalsέΝώeΝhimselfΝconsidersΝtheΝproliferationΝofΝtheΝbiennialsΝ
as a manifestationΝofΝtheΝ‘use’ΝofΝartΝ(εosquera,Νβί1ί,Ν1λλ)έ 
 
The fact that the Cuban regime - which, at the time, was subsidized by the USSR - 
supported and funded the Havana Biennial is an example of using art and culture to 
pursue non-artistic goals, in particular political ones, and his analysis brings forward 
theΝ importanceΝ ofΝ examiningΝ theΝ originΝ ofΝ theΝ biennials’Ν fundingέΝ χccordingΝ toΝ
εosquera,Ν theΝ ώavanaΝ ψiennialΝ wasΝ partΝ ofΝ ωuba’sΝ strategyΝ ofΝ organisingΝ
international events of various kinds as a way of publicizing its political 
‘messianism’ and crafting a positive image of itself. The reason for the Cuban 
regime’sΝintenseΝspendingΝonΝculturalΝactivity, he argues, has always been ideological 
andΝ involvedΝ strongΝ internationalΝ activityέΝεosquera’sΝ analysisΝ also highlights the 
political significance of the geographical focus of the Havana Biennial, which 
focused on Caribbean, Latin American, and Third World cultures. Cuba had an 
inclination towards these regions and cultures for historical, political, and cultural 
reasons. However, the Soviet bloc exploited and supported this inclination as a 
means of gaining political influence over other Third World countries (Mosquera, 
2010, 202).  
 
The contribution of the Havana Biennial was, according to Mosquera, at the same 
time its most important and utopian aspect: the fact that it provided a platform for 
contemporary artists, critics, curators, and scholars from Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, 
Latin America and the Middle East – largely excluded from Venice Biennial and 
Documenta - in order for them to meet and exchange ideas. It, thus, created a 
platform for research and promotion at a time when artists from the so- called 
‘peripheries’,Ν theΝ regionsΝ outsideΝ WesternΝ ϋuropeΝ andΝ σorthΝ χmerica,Ν wereΝ
unknown beyond their local contexts (Mosquera, 2010, 202). The Havana Biennial 
createdΝaΝnew,ΝinternationalΝ‘other’ΝspaceΝwhileΝactingΝatΝtheΝsameΝtimeΝasΝaΝgiganticΝ
‘SalonΝdeΝRefusees’ΝwhichΝinvolvedΝunder-presented art from great parts of the world 
(Mosquera, 2010, 203). In doing so,Νhowever,ΝandΝalthoughΝitΝwasn’tΝinΝitsΝimmediateΝ
goals, the Havana Biennial enabled the regime to fulfil its aspiration of becoming a 
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Third World leader. In effect, an unnerving convergence took place under the 
auspices of the Biennial, that of governmental politics with the subversive 
intellectual and artistic venture to transform the circulation, knowledge and 
legitimation of contemporary art on a global scale.  
 
Art theorist, Simon Sheikh connects biennials with the experience economy and the 
aim to generate cultural capital as well as increase revenues through (art) tourism. 
Biennials mediate between the discourse of the international art world and the local 
political and economic demands for cultural significance and supremacy and the 
need to highlight the uniqueness of the particular place and culture. Contrary to art 
fairs, where the individual art works on display become commodities, in biennials, it 
is the experience of the exhibition and the city which is commodified. In this process, 
the uniqueness of a particular place and culture is vital for establishing a niche 
market and attracting an international audience (Sheikh, 2009, 71, 72). 
 
SheikhΝ appliesΝ ϊavidΝ ώarvey’sΝ conceptΝ ofΝ ‘monopolyΝ rent’Ν toΝ theΝ analysisΝ ofΝ
biennials (Harvey, 2001, 405). Exclusivity and branding are crucial in generating 
monopoly rent, as the latter is achieved when a producer can generate a steady 
increase of surplus and income either by being the only producer of a certain 
commodity in a regional economy, or through the uniqueness of the brand in a more 
global economy. Harvey refers to the wine trade as an example; an exclusive 
vineyard can sell its wines as commodities, but also itself - the land, resources, and 
location - which has to achieve a symbolic quality besides its actual taste in order to 
generate revenues. Factors such as specialist publications and international 
competition also affect the wine market and can often add further value (Harvey, 
2001). 
 
Sheikh traces the parallels between the wine market and the art world and its market. 
Branding matters for biennials, as competition on uniqueness in terms of locality is 
crucial for attracting visitors, media attention and prestige. Biennials have to brand 
themselves as different (from the rest) and specific, in order to achieve cultural 
hegemony and extract monopoly rent, in terms of both symbolic and real capital. 
They have to comply with a certain exhibition format and, thus, be recognisable as 
such. At the same time, however, they have to be specific, have specific properties 
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and attributions and be linked to a specific location. In other words, as Sheikh puts it, 
each such event has to achieve recognition as this biennial, not that one. The process 
of the biennial branding is dual: on the one hand, it gives context and value to the 
biennialΝbyΝalludingΝtoΝtheΝcity’sΝattractionΝandΝallureέΝτnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝtheΝglamourΝ
and prestige of the biennial contributes to branding the host city itself, upgrading its 
image, which may be unremarkable or even negative (Sheikh, 2009, 73). 
 
The 2009 edition of the Istanbul Biennial is, according to Harutyunyan, Ozgu, and 
Goodfield (2011), a typical case of a biennial caught up in the interests and agendas 
of its corporate sponsors. The writers consider the event as an easily consumable 
product promising to fulfil the exoticized expectations of the touristic gaze 
(Harutyunyan, Ozgu and Goodfield, 2011, 478). They highlight the contradictions 
betweenΝtheΝbiennial’sΝideologicalΝcommitmentsΝandΝtheΝactuallyΝexistingΝeconomicΝ
conditions. They pinpoint a problematic over-identification of the event with its 
sponsorsΝ andΝ renderΝ theΝ biennial’sΝ claimsΝ toΝ aΝ radicalΝ emancipatoryΝ politicsΝ
unsuccessful (Harutyunyan, Ozgu and Goodfield, 2011, 479).  
 
More specifically, the writers see a purely economic function of the Istanbul Biennial 
in a post-Fordist context. Not only does it bring income to the city through tourism 
and service profit but it also involves a branding operation that elevates the public 
image of its sponsors and the global image of Istanbul (Harutyunyan, Ozgu and 
Goodfield, 2011, 480, 481). An ideological operation functions at the same time and 
underpins this economic function; the media event associates the social event with 
certain lifestyles and social types, and constructs a semantic bridge between the 
brand and society through an appeal to lifestyle. Identity is connected to lifestyle and 
social subjects have to learn how to participate in this signification process and 
consumeΝmeaningνΝ inΝ thisΝ processΝ theyΝ areΝ addressedΝ asΝ ‘modernΝ individuals’Ν andΝ
‘contemporaryΝ worldΝ citizens’Ν andΝ theyΝ haveΝ toΝ learnΝ toΝ respondΝ accordinglyΝ
(Harutyunyan, Ozgu and Goodfield, 2011, 482).  
 
The writers explore how the social and psychological value attached to the event can 
be translated into purely economic terms. They build their argument on the premise 
that a disconnection between the exhibit as an event and the objects of exhibition 
(iέeέ,Ν theΝ artΝ itself)Ν takesΝ placeέΝ TheyΝ referΝ toΝ ψraembussche’sΝ conceptΝ ofΝ theΝ
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‘experienceΝofΝtheΝsublime’Ν(ψraembussche, 1996, 40), and argue that this process of 
disconnection is responsible for the fact that, in the context of the Istanbul Biennial, 
it is the experience of the work of art – and not just the work of art itself – which 
becomes the commodity. Moreover,ΝitΝisΝtheΝ‘event’,ΝnotΝtheΝartworkΝthatΝcarriesΝthisΝ
effect (Harutyunyan, Ozgu and Goodfield, 2011, 482).  
 
Their argument is further supported by the critical analysis of the way the concept of 
contemporaneity is addressed in the publicity around the Istanbul Biennial as well as 
the discourse of the exhibition itself. Contemporaneity is addressed as a statement of 
the politics of the aesthetic, which implies that the political aesthetics of art resides in 
the mere fact that a particular work has been produced recently. In this line of 
thought, contemporaneity stands for a formal understanding of art defined through its 
medium (video art, installation, etc.) as well as the transnational character of the 
event. According to the writers, art is, thus, outstripped of its own politics of 
aesthetics and its potentially radical emancipatory effects (Harutyunyan, Ozgu and 
Goodfield, 2011, 483, 484).  
 
Sheikh’sΝ associationΝ ofΝ biennialsΝ withΝ ώarvey’sΝ conceptΝ ofΝ ‘monopolyΝ rent’Ν andΝ
ώarutyunyan,ΝτzguΝandΝύoodfield’sΝanalysis of the process of commodification of 
both the art event and the art work within the context of the Istanbul Biennial, as 
explained above, are crucial for this thesis. This is because they provide a starting 
point from which to analyse the instrumental role of the Thessaloniki Biennale, 
namely as regards tourism and city-branding, as examined in Chapter 4. 
 
2.4 The potential of art for critical practice and resistance 
The following paragraphs review some theoretical reflections upon the conditions 
under which the potential of art for criticality and oppositional discourse can be 
realised. Art activism and the so-calledΝ‘newΝphase’ΝinstitutionalΝcritiqueΝcallΝforΝartΝ
practices to be socially engaged; to expand beyond the constraints of the art 
institution; to align with social movements and to deploy tactic media strategies. On 
the other hand, writers such as Claire Bishop and T.J. Demos, influenced by Jacques 
Rancière’sΝ theoreticalΝ explorationΝ ofΝ theΝ relationshipΝ betweenΝ artΝ andΝ politicsΝ
(Rancière 2006; 2007), contend that powerful, multivalent art does not have to be 
directly activist (Bishop, 2008; 2012; Demos, 2008). The review of the literature as 
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regardsΝ art’sΝ potentialΝ forΝ criticalityΝ andΝ subversionΝ isΝ pertinentΝ toΝ theΝ secondΝ
research question of this thesis, and informs the in depth analysis of the relevant 
evidenceΝ inΝ ωhapterΝ ημΝ didΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennaleΝ hadΝ anyΝ ‘alternative’Ν
potential(s), and to what extent were those realised?  
 
In his seminal essay, The Author as Producer , Walter Benjamin proposed the 
radicalisationΝ ofΝ artisticΝ practice,Ν whichΝ isΝ primarilyΝ dependentΝ onΝ theΝ artists’Ν
conscious positioning of themselves in the process of production and the class 
struggle (Benjamin, 1936). Benjamin envisaged artists who would change from 
reproducers of the apparatus of production into engineers who adapt that apparatus to 
the aims of the proletarian revolution (Benjamin, 1936, 89-90, 95). Revolutionary 
themes may be easily co-opted and subdued by the bourgeoisie: 
 
 …The bourgeois apparatus of production and publication can assimilate 
an astonishing number of revolutionary themes, and can even propagate 
them without seriously placing its own existence or the existence of the 
class that possesses them into question (Benjamin, 1936, 90). 
 
For Benjamin, the transformation of the apparatus of cultural production was the 
answer to this danger as well as the essential requirement for art to be able to assume 
a critical role. In particular, Benjamin called for an apparatus of cultural production 
which would lead consumers to production, turning readers and spectators into co-
workers (Benjamin, 1936, 93). 
 
The issue of spectatorship was also taken up by Guy Debord, co-founder of the 
Situationist International, when he analysed the alienating and divisive effects of 
capitalism in The Society of the Spectacle (Debord, 1967). Like Benjamin, Debord as 
well sought direct engagement of art with the forces of production. However, while 
Benjamin addressed the role of both the intellectual/artist/author and the audience in 
critical art - the former through their alignment with the proletariat and their 
responsibility of radicalising the artistic practice, and the latter through their 
involvement as co-workers rather than consumers - Debord focused and elaborated 
more on the role of the audience, and introduced the concept of collectively 
produced ‘situations’Ν (ϊebord,Ν 1ληι). More specifically, situations can break the 
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spectators’ΝpsychologicalΝidentificationΝwithΝtheΝheroΝsoΝasΝtoΝdrawΝthemΝintoΝactivityΝ
and provoke their capacities to revolutionise their own life (Debord, 1957, 703). 
 
Debord argued that the spectacle - as a social relationship between people mediated 
by images - is pacifying and divisive. Society is thus rendered numb and fragmented 
by the repressive instrumentality of capitalist production (Debord, 1960). For 
Debord, the answer lay in an art of action, which would interface with reality, in 
order to repair the social bond:  
 
Revolutionary artists are those who call for intervention; and who have 
themselves intervened in the spectacle to disrupt and destroy it (Debord, 
1960, 706). 
 
RevolutionaryΝ art,Ν forΝϊebord,ΝwouldΝ alsoΝ instigateΝ theΝaudience’sΝparticipationνΝ inΝ
particular, through collectively constructed 'situations', the audience function could 
disappear altogether. Rather than simply awakening critical consciousness 
‘constructedΝsituationsΥΝwereΝperformative,ΝasΝtheyΝhadΝtheΝpotentialΝtoΝmodifyΝsocialΝ
realities and produce new social relationships: 
 
…TheΝroleΝplayedΝbyΝtheΝpassiveΝorΝmerelyΝbit-partΝplayingΝ‘public’ΝmustΝ
constantly diminish , while that played by those who cannot be called 
actorsΝbutΝrather,ΝinΝaΝnewΝsenseΝofΝtheΝterm,Ν‘livers’,ΝmustΝsteadilyΝincrease 
(Debord, 1957, 703). 
 
χlthoughΝ ψenjaminΝ andΝ ϊebord’sΝ propositionsΝ regardingΝmoreΝ active engagement 
from the part of the spectator were groundbreaking at the time when they were made, 
have exerted enormous influence on artistic practice, and are still pertinent today, 
they tend to dismiss art practices which are less participatory as less capable of 
critical reflection and oppositional discourse. Moreover, the call for artists, authors 
and intellectuals to explicitly engage in the class struggle and align themselves with 
theΝ proletariat,Ν whichΝ pervadesΝ ψenjamin’sΝ argumentΝ asΝ explainedΝ above, raises a 
questionΝ regardingΝ art’sΝ autonomyνΝ isn’tΝwhatΝ ψenjaminΝ proposesΝ anotherΝ formΝ ofΝ
art’sΝinstrumentalisationςΝWhereΝdoesΝtheΝbalanceΝbetweenΝart’sΝ‘independence’ and 
art’sΝ socialΝ responsibilityΝ andΝ roleΝ lieς My own position on the matter is that the 
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radicalisation of artistic practice, as proposed by Benjamin, Debord, and the writers 
discussed below, may be necessary in certain instances, and may indeed involve 
activism or, at least, the democratisation of selection processes to ensure broader 
participation; however, art’sΝpotentialΝforΝsubversionΝliesΝinΝitsΝabilityΝtoΝcreateΝspaceΝ
for critical reflection and oppositional discourse, even if it does not always border 
‘direct’ΝactivismέΝ 
 
Jacques Rancière, who has explored the relationship between art and politics through 
hisΝ conceptΝ ofΝ ‘theΝ distributionΝ ofΝ theΝ sensible’Ν (Rancière,Ν βίίθ)10, seems to offer 
another perspective from which to explore this issue. Political action for Rancière 
involves rejecting the spaces and times one is expected to inhabit, contesting the 
spatial-temporal allocations of the dominant order, and defining new capacities 
within the distribution of the sensible:  
 
Politics consists of reconfiguring the distribution of the sensible that 
defines the common of a community, by introducing into it subjects and 
new objects, in rendering visible those who were not, and of making 
understood as speakers those who were only understood as noisy animals 
(Ranciere, 2004, 38 cited in Tanke, 2011, 26). 
 
The concept of dissensus is crucial in Rancière’sΝunderstandingΝofΝpoliticalΝactionΝasΝ
well as emancipation. Dissensus allows that which was previously invisible to 
become visible. This movement is not simply the negation of an existing state of 
affairs; it entails constructing a counterworld, and placing it in a polemical 
relationship with the existing world, so to challenge and possibly overturn the 
customary distribution of the sensible. In this way, dissensus does not simply allow 
us to see the world differently, it actually modifies the sensible world.  
                                                 
10According to Rancière the sensible world is created, distributed, contested and redistributed by 
practices which include philosophy, politics, art and aesthetics. As Tanke explains the French word 
‘partage’Ν describesΝ howΝ partitionsΝ orΝ divisionsΝ ofΝ theΝ sensibleΝ structureΝ whatΝ isΝ seenΝ andΝ unseen,Ν
audible and inaudible, how certain objects and phenomena can be related or not, and also who, at the 
level of subjectivity, can appear in certain times and places. The same word indicates that these 
distributions are shared (Tanke, 2011, 1-2). For Rancière, the distinctions and distributions within the 
sensible anticipate what becomes thinkable and possible. The distribution of the sensible thus 
ultimately defines, for Rancière, the field of possibility and impossibility. The key question with 
respect to any distribution of the sensible is to know whether it is founded upon equality or inequality 
(Rancière, 2006). 
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Art is political as well as emancipatory because it introduces dissensus into the 
world of shared appearances and meanings11. Art practices, even those which are 
considered far-removed from the political concerns of the day, can play a role in 
transforming the world, because they can create dissensus in the sense that they 
can challenge what is sensible, thinkable, and hence possible. In particular, art 
hasΝtheΝabilityΝtoΝchallengeΝtheΝrepresentativeΝregime’sΝrulesΝforΝpairingΝaΝgivenΝ
subject with a specific mode of presentation: 
 
Godard said ironically that the epic was for Israelis and the documentary 
for Palestinians. Which is to say that the distribution of genres – for 
example the division between the freedom of fiction and the reality of the 
news – isΝalwaysΝalreadyΝaΝdistributionΝofΝpossibilitiesΝandΝcapacities…έtheΝ
world is divided between those who can and those who cannot afford the 
luxury of playing with words and images. Subversion begins when this 
division is contested (Carnevale and Kelsey, 2007, 263). 
 
Rancière’sΝ pointΝ aboutΝ theΝ subversionΝ whichΝ isΝ effectedΝ whenΝ representationalΝ
regimes are challenged and modified is particularly useful in my exploration of the 
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝsubversiveΝpotential,ΝespeciallyΝinΝrelationΝto the analysis of 
the representation of art outside the so-called West in the context of the art event, 
examined in Chapter 5. 
 
Rancière’sΝ approachΝ toΝ theΝ issueΝ ofΝ theΝ relationshipΝ betweenΝ artΝ andΝ theΝ socio-
political sphere is different from that of BenjaminΝandΝϊebord’sΝexplainedΝaboveΝinΝ
the sense that Rancière considers art to be inherently political, and thus, challenges 
clear-cut boundaries dividing art from life, politics or the social: 
 
We no longer think of art as one independent sphere and politics as another, 
necessitating a privileged mediation between the two - aΝ ‘criticalΝ
awakening’ΝorΝ ‘raisedΝconsciousness’έΝ Instead,ΝanΝartisticΝ interventionΝcanΝ
                                                 
11
 Tanke proposes treating aesthetic dissensus as containing three levels: aesthetic dissensus means 
that works of art fashion and sustain new subjects; they create new objects and new forms of 
perception; and, finally, they offer experiences fundamentally dissimilar from the everyday ordering 
of sense (Tanke, 2011, 103).  
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be political by modifying the visible, the ways of perceiving it and 
expressing it, of experiencing it as tolerable or intolerable (Carnevale and 
Kelsey, 2007, 258). 
 
This means that for him, it is not necessary, as it is for Benjamin and Debord, to call 
for an establishment of a link between art and (social) action, since this link is 
already there. Moreover, Rancière rejects the presupposition that the spectator is 
necessarily passive – aΝ notionΝ whichΝ pervadesΝ bothΝ ψenjamin’sΝ andΝ ϊebord’sΝ
thinking, as indicated above (Carnevale and Kelsey, 2007). For Rancière, to look and 
to listen requires the work of attention, selection, re-appropriation, a way of making 
one’sΝ ownΝ film,Ν one’sΝ ownΝ text,Ν one’sΝ ownΝ installationΝ outΝ ofΝ whatΝ theΝ artistΝ hasΝ
presented (Rancière, 2007; Carnevale and Kelsey, 2007).  
 
For political theorist, Chantal Mouffe, artistic practices can still play a role in the 
struggle against capitalist domination. In a similar line of thought to Rancière, 
Mouffe argues that one should not see the relation between art and politics in terms 
of two separately constituted fields, art on one side and politics on the other, between 
which a relation would need to be established. There is an aesthetic dimension in the 
political and there is a political dimension in art (Mouffe, 2008, 11). As regards the 
potential of art to be critical and political, in particular, this does not necessarily 
involve offering a radical critique. For Mouffe, artistic practices are critical when 
they are agonistic interventions in the public space, by contesting the concept of 
consensus which liberal thought promotes as an essential characteristic of 
democracy; also, by disrupting the smooth image that corporate capitalism is trying 
to spread revealing its repressive character, and allowing for new subjectivities to 
emerge (Mouffe, 2008, 13)12. 
                                                 
12
 According to Mouffe, every social order is the temporary and precarious articulation of contingent 
practices,ΝwhichΝexcludeΝotherΝpossibilitiesέΝWhatΝisΝatΝaΝgivenΝmomentΝconsideredΝtoΝbeΝtheΝ‘natural’Ν
order is the result of sedimented hegemonic practices, and not the manifestation of a deeper 
objectivity outside the practices that bring it into being. Every order is therefore political and based on 
some form of exclusion. Every hegemonic order is susceptible to being challenged by counter-
hegemonic practices – practices that will attempt to disarticulate the existing order so as to install 
another form of hegemony. For Mouffe, democracy involves an agonistic struggle as regards the 
power relations around which a given society is structured. The hegemonic politico-economic 
articulations which determine the specific configuration of a society at a given moment are contingent 
and the agonistic conception of democracy acknowledges that. In fact, the agonistic conception of 
democracy denies the possibility of a non-adversarial democratic politics, and contends that it is 
impossible to achieve consensus without exclusion (Mouffe, 2008, 9). 
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Rancière’sΝ theoryΝ onΝ artΝ andΝ politicsΝ has provoked various responses in artistic 
discourse. For some theorists, his propositions allow discussion to be generated and 
offer a way out of the nihilistic declaration that there is no way out of the spectacle 
(Funcke, 2007, 285), and an alternative to the pessimism generated by the political 
resignation in the face of the all-consuming nature of the commodity and the market 
(Ross, 2007, 255). For art historian Claire Bishop, Rancière challenged the 
conceptualisation of aesthetics as masking inequalities, oppressions and exclusions, 
and its equation with formalism and depoliticisation by disputing the binary 
oppositions upon which the discourse of politicised art has relied 
(individual/collective, author/spectator, active/passive, real life/art) (Bishop, 2012, 
18); thus, he has opened the way towards the development of a new artistic 
terminology by which to discuss and analyse spectatorship, which was until that 
pointΝdominatedΝbyΝψenjaminΝandΝϊebord’sΝideasΝ(ψishop,Νβί1β,Ν1κ)έ 
 
The artist collective BAVτ,Νhowever,ΝseesΝRancière’sΝtheoryΝunderΝaΝdifferentΝlightΝ
(BAVO, 2008, 114-117). Although they acknowledge that it manages to reconcile 
theΝtensionΝbetweenΝart’sΝautonomyΝandΝart’sΝsocialΝresponsibilityΝandΝrole,ΝtheyΝfindΝ
it excessively marked by the trauma that art suffered in the 20th century, when some 
authoritarian regimes, such as Fascism in Italy and Germany during the 1930s and 
1940s, attempted to use art as a means of propaganda. BAVO believe that, for 
Rancière, maintaining the tension between autonomy and heteronomy could then be 
seen as a defence mechanism to prevent its political enthusiasm leading to another 
catastrophe.  
 
τnΝtheseΝgrounds,ΝψχVτΝcriticiseΝRancière’sΝtheoryΝasΝbeingΝpartlyΝmotivatedΝbyΝaΝ
defensive reaction to the various experimental hybrids of art and emancipatory, 
utopian politics in the 20th century (BAVO, 2008). Embracing the propositions put 
forward by Benjamin and Debord, BAVO call for a more radical questioning of the 
established definitions of what art is as well as greater experimentation with new 
hybrids of art and politics. In particular, they propose to establish a closer link 
between radical artistic practices and radical political activism (BAVO, 2008).  
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Similarly, many artists address pressing socio-political issues as well as the interests 
of corporate capitalism involved in the cultural apparatus, by turning to practices 
which border activism. Such practices usually have a strong social and political 
agenda, and consider art as an effective tool to intervene in political debates (Leger, 
2008). They are almost invariably hybrid, in the sense that they make use of modes 
and forms of culture which go beyond what has so far been conventionally 
considered as the field of art. In this sense, they are transversal, and this is considered 
to facilitate quick passages from the predominantly artistic into the predominantly 
political sphere and back (Milohnic, 2005). They, also, call for a need to work 
outside of conventional art institutions, namely museums and galleries, and turn to 
public space (Dufou, 2002; Grindon, 2010). In fact, artists involved in activist 
practices believe that as long as art remains confined in conventional institutional 
sites, it is robbed off of its critical potential, and is considered politically ineffective 
and easy to co-opt (Leger, 2008; Grindon, 2010). 
 
Practices which could be considered as activist are often employed by what has been 
termedΝ asΝ ‘theΝ newΝ phaseΝ ofΝ institutionalΝ critique’,ΝwhichΝ hasΝ developedΝ sinceΝ theΝ
2000s, and involves art projects and writings which stem from international 
collectives with radical agendas and cultural politics, such as RepoHistory, the Yes 
Men, subRosa, Raqs Media Collective, the Electronic Disturbance Theatre (Alberro 
and Stimson, 2009, 15-19; Raunig and Ray, 2009, xviii-xvi)13. The second 
generation of institutional critique, in particular, which involved names such as 
Renee Green, Christian Philipp Müller, Fred Wilson and Andrea Fraser, under the 
influence of feminism and postcolonial historiography pursued the systematic 
exploration of museological representation, exposing its links to economic power and 
                                                 
13
 TheΝ ‘firstΝ wave’Ν ofΝ institutionalΝ critiqueΝwasΝ initiatedΝ inΝ theΝ 1λθίsΝ andΝ 1λιίsΝ byΝ artists such as 
Michael Asher, Robert Smithson, Daniel Buren, Hans Haacke and Marcel Broodthaers, among others. 
(xvi) They investigated the conditions of the museum and art field, aiming to oppose, subvert or break 
out of rigid institutional frameworks. In the late 1980s and 1990s, in a changed context, these 
practices were developed into diverse artistic projects by new protagonists like Renee Green, Christian 
Philipp Müller, Fred Wilson and Andrea Fraser. To the economic and political discourse of their 
predecessors,Ν theΝ practicesΝ ofΝ thisΝ ‘secondΝ generation’Ν addedΝ aΝ growingΝ awarenessΝ ofΝ theΝ formsΝ ofΝ
subjectivity and the modes of its formation. Second wave practices continued however to circulate 
under the name of institutional critique. Following the two phases of institutional critique in the 1970s 
and 1990s, now a new phase of critique is emerging, which goes beyond the two earlier phases, 
particularly as a combination of social critique, institutional critique and self-critique (Raunig and 
Ray, 2009, xiv). 
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addressing its essentially colonial view of and gaze towards the Other (Holmes, 
2009, 57). The main problem that this kind of institutional critique has faced is the 
fact that it often addressed the artistic institution as an unsurpassable, all-defining 
frame, which utterly absorbs everyone and is internalised in the practice of even the 
most fervent of its critics (Fraser, 2005). This approach has attracted criticism from 
artists and theorists associated with the new phase of institutional critique (Holmes, 
2009, 57; Raunig, 2009, 6). 
 
Gerald Raunig and Brian Holmes, key figures in theorising the new phase of 
institutional critique, both argue that the emancipatory and subversive potential of 
institutional critique – and more broadly art – lies in its expansion beyond the strict 
boundaries of the field, and the encounter with social movements (Holmes, 2009; 
Raunig, 2009). Other writers addressing the issue of whether institutional critique as 
critical practice is obsolete, advocate too the need for institutional critique to expand 
beyond art institution and become embedded to the social movements outside the art 
field (Kastner, 2009, 46; Nowotny, 2009, 26-27; Sheikh, 2009b, 32). More 
specifically,Ν RaunigΝ drawsΝ onΝ όoucault’sΝ explorationΝ ofΝ alternativeΝ waysΝ ofΝ
governance, as exemplified in his lecture under the title What is Critique?  (Foucault, 
1978),Ν andΝ όoucault’sΝ propositionΝ ofΝ aΝ shiftΝ fromΝ aΝ fundamentalΝ negation of 
government toward a manoeuvre to avoid this kind of dualism: from not to be 
governedΝatΝallΝtoΝnotΝtoΝbeΝgovernedΝlikeΝthatέΝRaunigΝexpandsΝόoucault’sΝargumentΝ
by suggesting that transforming governance does not consist simply of any arbitrary 
transformation processes in the most general sense; it is more a matter of specifically 
emancipatory transformations, which also have a transversal quality, i.e. their effects 
extend beyond the bounds of particular fields (Raunig, 2009, 5).  
 
Furthermore, according to Raunig: 
 
 critique, and especially institutional critique, is not exhausted in 
denouncing abuses nor in withdrawing into more or less radical self-
questioning… (Raunig, 2009, 10).  
 
Drawing on Foucault, Raunig calls for practices that conduct radical social criticism 
and draw on social movements without shedding artistic competences and strategies. 
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In this way, the new phase of institutional critique which Raunig envisions relies on 
social criticism, institutional critique and self-criticism being intricately connected; it 
does not imagine itself as distanced to institutions nor does it cling to its own 
involvement and complicity with the institution (Raunig, 2009, 11).  
 
InΝ aΝ similarΝ lineΝ ofΝ through,Ν ώolmesΝ introducesΝ theΝ conceptΝ ofΝ ‘extradisciplinary 
investigations’Ν(ώolmes,Νβίίλ,Νηη),ΝwhichΝisΝunderpinnedΝbyΝόelixΝύuattari’sΝnotionΝ
of transversality (Guattari, 2003). Extradisciplinary investigations – which can no 
longer be unambiguously defined as art - involve cross-discipline investigations on 
areas as far away from art as finance, biotech, geography, urbanism, psychiatry, the 
electromagnetic spectrum, and so on. Actors and resources from the art circuit are 
linkedΝtoΝprojectsΝandΝexperimentsΝthatΝdon’tΝexhaustΝthemselvesΝinsideΝit,ΝbutΝrather,Ν
extend elsewhere. These projects are often collective or network-based and are 
underlined by some political engagement, making use of the critical reserve of 
marginal or counter-cultural positions (Holmes, 2009, 58-59).  
 
Although, not identical, the practices and goals of art activism and the 2000s phase 
of institutional critique overlap to a great extent. It is difficult, and, perhaps, futile to 
attempt to classify and label such artistic practices as either art activism or as 
institutional critique, as most of the times, they are both.  A key tenet of institutional 
critique since the 2000s as well as of activist artistic practices is their belief that 
contained localised activity does not affect general policy construction and 
deployment. Therefore, resistance should involve tactical media strategies which are 
‘transversal’ΝandΝnotΝ‘purelyΝorΝexclusivelyΝartistic’Ν(RaunigΝandΝRay,Νβίίλ,Νxiv),Ν‘areΝ
groundedΝ inΝ aΝ senseΝ ofΝ community’,Ν andΝ willΝ not’Ν [solidify]Ν intoΝ aΝ structureΝ ofΝ
authority’Ν (ωriticalΝχrtΝ ϋnsemble, 1996, 432-438). Also, for both art activism and 
institutional critique, art should expand far beyond the limits of the art institution, 
and the confines of the museum and art market (Alberro and Stimson, 2009, 15-19; 
Raunig and Ray, 2009, xviii-xvi); it ‘shouldΝdealΝwithΝreality,ΝgrappleΝwithΝpoliticalΝ
circumstances,Ν andΝ workΝ outΝ proposalsΝ forΝ improvingΝ humanΝ coexistence’Ν
(WochenKlausur, 2005, 462-470). Finally, another key aspect of these practices is 
their belief in the potential of the Internet as a tool and site for the circulation of 
oppositional material, and the construction of a broad counter-hegemonic view 
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withinΝ contemporaryΝ artΝ (ψureauΝd’Νϋdutes,Ν βίίζ,Νζηβ-459; Critical Art Ensemble, 
2008, 31-32; Fletcher, 2008, 51; Stallabrass, 2008, 163; Stallabrass, 2012). 
 
Some telling examples of such groups and interventions involve the Paris-based 
ψureauΝd’ΝϋdutesΝcollective,ΝwhichΝconsidersΝtheΝcreationΝofΝdataΝmapsΝthatΝconnectΝ
the structures of capitalism with media concentration, the prison industry, and new 
military technologies, as the most effective way to challenge capitalism. These 
‘maps’ΝtakeΝtheΝformΝofΝwebsitesΝthatΝareΝcontinuouslyΝmaintainedΝandΝupdated,ΝthusΝ
providing anyone with access to the Internet the possibility of manoeuvring tactically 
(ψureauΝd’Νϋdutes,Νβίίζ)έΝTheΝInstituteΝforΝχppliedΝχutonomyΝ(βίίη,Νζιί-474) has 
attempted to deconstruct the visual and rhetorical devices of sanctioned research 
organisations in elaborate performances, during which members of the collective 
pose as engineers and present their work under the guise of scientific neutrality and 
expertise. On the 20th anniversary of the Bhopal gas tragedy, during which tons of 
lethal gases leaked from a Union Carbide pesticide factory in the city of Bhopal, 
India. Killing thousands of people, the Yes Men collective organised an intervention 
with the aim to confront Dow Chemical with their responsibility for the tragedy and 
putΝ pressureΝ onΝ themΝ toΝ compensateΝ theΝ victims’Ν familiesέΝ ψψωΝ WorldΝ SatelliteΝ
television channel broadcast an interview with a man identified as Jude Finisterra, 
who claimed to represent Dow Chemical. In the interview, Finisterra said Dow 
accepted the responsibility and had set-up a multimillion dollar compensation 
package. The aim of the hoax was to attract more media attention to the issue which 
may have gone unnoticed otherwise, and to get Dow, by denouncing the interview 
and the claims made by their so-called representative during the BBC interview, to 
publicly and explicitly admit everything that they were unwilling to do: compensate 
the victims of their industrial disaster (The Yes Men, 2004, 478-484) 
 
An example of an artistic initiative with an explicit political orientation is the 2007 
Holy Damn It: 50,000 Poster against G8, which assembled ten artists and artist 
groups who produced posters to be distributed for free among groups mobilizing 
against the G8 summit in Heiligendamm, Germany (June 6-8, 2007), and at lead-up 
demonstrations in Rostock (Leger, 2008). Proceeds from the sale of a limited number 
of copies were reserved for legal aid to arrested demonstrators. The fifty thousand 
Holy Damn It posters were presented and distributed for free in a variety of different 
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places, like museums, non-profit art spaces, cultural centres, youth centres, 
universities, bookshops, bars, and at political events in several European cities. 
Where it was possible someone from the team gave a presentation, and when it was 
not possible the posters were simply presented with an invitation to the audience to 
take them away for free (Leger, 2008, 103). At the same time, the people involved in 
the project refused to take part in the Art Goes Heiligendamm, Art Goes Public 
exhibition organized by Adrienne Goehler for the city of Rostock (May 24—June 9, 
2007), because it was perceived to aim at the de-escalation of antagonism between 
protesters and police and ultimately the legitimization of G8 politics (Leger, 2008, 
100-114)14. 
In 2008, the art journal October issued a questionnaire asking a number of writers, 
artists and curators to comment on the opposition to the Iraq War among U.S. based 
artists and intellectuals. Although the questionnaire itself and its underlying 
assumptions were criticised by some of the participants (Bishop, 2008; Demos, 2008; 
Enwezor, 2008; Leung, 2008), the reason why the October discussion is particularly 
relevantΝ toΝ thisΝ projectΝ isΝ becauseΝ itΝ raisesΝ someΝ broaderΝ pointsΝ regardingΝ art’sΝ
potential for critical engagement and efficacy as regards pressing social and political 
issues.  
Many writers disputed the force as well as the effectiveness of the artistic and 
academic opposition towards the Iraq War (Zegher, 2008, 180; Fusco, 2008, 53; 
Enwezor, 2008, 41; Haacke, 2008, 79; Stallabrass, 2008, 161; Sholette, 2008, 135), 
and attributed this to reasons such as lack of sustainable, extra-parliamentary 
organizing, and a broader conservatism and suppression towards critical expression, 
which often results in lack of exposure, and (self-)censorship (Flecther, 2008, 51; 
Sholette, 2008, 136; Zegher, 2008, 181). However, all provided several instances of 
artistic and cultural groups which engaged in direct activism, as well as artworks and 
exhibitions, which put the legitimacy of the Iraq War under critical scrutiny (Bishop, 
2008, 25; Cuoni, 2008, 94; Demos, 2008, 33-34; Enwezor, 2008, 41; Fletcher, 2008, 
                                                 
14For further art activist projects as well analysis of their aims and rationale see BAVO, 2007; 
Raunig, 2007, Klanten and Hubner, 2011; Cauter, Roo and Vanhaesebrouck, 2011; Herbert, and 
Karlsen, 2013; Jenilek, 2013. 
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52; Fusco, 2008, 53, 55-56, 58; Haacke, 2008, 79-80; Lambert-Beaty, 2008, 95-96; 
Lippard, 2008, 105; Stallabrass, 2008, 161; Sholette, 2008, 138). 
More specifically, for Gregory Sholette, the problem lies in the fact that the bias that 
significant cultural activity only takes place within the sanctioned institutions of high 
culture still holds sway; thus, cultural production of alternative groups remains 
marginal in relation to the official art establishment15. One solution to the problem 
would be if scholars, artists, and historians supported ongoing political resistance 
through a consistent, critical engagement with creative practices external to the 
established art world and its economy (Sholette, 1998; 2008). Feldman, too, argues 
in favour of expanding artistic and academic practice beyond official institutions, 
such as the gallery, the museum, and the university (Feldman, 2008, 48).  
In a similar vein, Enwezor, sees a possibility for a more profound and meaningful 
engagement of the arts with pressing socio-political issues through coalition-building 
and the alignment of the arts with the civil rights movement and civil society 
organizations (Enwezor, 2008, 42-43)16έΝ ϋmbracingΝ ψenjamin’sΝ argumentsΝ asΝ
unfolded in The Author as Producer (Benjamin, 1936/1970), Stallabrass argues that 
radical content is not sufficient unless the production of art itself is transformed. He 
distinguishesΝbetweenΝwhatΝheΝcallsΝ‘theΝcommitted,Νspecific,ΝandΝpropagandisticΝartΝ
of the antiwar movement’Ν andΝ theΝ ‘political-documentary work that has come into 
fashionΝonΝtheΝglobalΝartΝcircuit’,ΝandΝisΝscepticalΝasΝregardsΝtheΝeffectivenessΝofΝtheΝ
latter (Stallabrass, 2008, 161-162). 
On the other hand, Coco Fusco felt uncomfortable with the notion ofΝmeasuringΝart’sΝ
efficacy. In particular, Fusco rejected judging art in terms of immediate and 
quantifiable effects, as there is more at stake in the making of art that addresses 
social and political issues than immediate gratification, and this involves maintaining 
                                                 
15
 There are cultural U.S.-based groups, such as Code Pink, Billionaires for Bush, Center for Urban 
Pedagogy, the Change You Want to See, Reverend Billy and the Church of Stop Shopping, as well as 
global collectives like 6Plus in the Dheisheh Refugee Camp, Palestine, or the HIJOS group in 
Argentina who focus on justice for the disappeared, or the Independent Media Center of Cape Town, 
SouthΝχfrica,ΝbutΝtheyΝdoΝnotΝshowΝupΝonΝtheΝartΝworld’sΝradarΝscreenΝ(Sholette,Νβίίκ,Ν1γι-138).  
 
16
 According to Enwezor, instances of such art practice include Hans Haacke, Gavin Jantjes, Adrian 
Piper,ΝandΝIssaΝSamb’sΝwork,ΝwhichΝwasΝassociatedΝwithΝtheΝanti-apartheid movements of the 1980s, 
as well as the work of ACT UP, Group Material, and Gran Fury around AIDS (Enwezor, 2008, 42-
43). 
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the possibility of oppositional thought and discourse (Fusco, 2008, 54-55). Demos, 
too, was sceptical towards asking whether or not art could be effective on the level of 
national and international politics; for Demos, posing the question as such entails the 
danger of reducing art to politics, and submitting art to a sociological, bureaucratic 
assessment,Ν ‘whichΝprivilegesΝ reifiedΝ sloganeeringΝ atΝ theΝ serviceΝofΝ communicativeΝ
action’Ν(ϊemos,Νβίίκ,Νγζ)έΝInstead,ΝϊemosΝembracesΝRancière’sΝreconceptualization 
ofΝart’sΝ autonomyΝasΝaΝpotentialΝzoneΝofΝ theΝpoliticalΝbeyondΝ theΝdeterminationsΝofΝ
governmentalΝpolicyΝorΝactivistΝtactics,ΝandΝperceivesΝart’sΝpotentialΝforΝresistanceΝasΝ
its ability to engender a political space, apart from politics, to be oppositional without 
rationalist determinism, to modify aesthetic-political space and thereby engender 
unconventional desires, expose social exclusion, and imagine political equality 
(Demos, 2008, 35-36). 
In the October journal discussion, Claire Bishop highlighted that both artists and 
writers are, often, torn between a respect for direct activism and a desire for complex, 
multivalent art (Bishop, 2008, 26). The writer addressed what she terms as 
‘participatoryΝ art’Ν andΝ elaboratedΝ onΝ herΝ criticalΝ assessmentΝ on the discourse 
pertaining it in two further books, Participation (Bishop, 2006) and Artificial Hells 
and the Politics of Spectatorship (Bishop, 2012). She identifies a surge of artistic 
interest in participation and collaboration that has taken place since the early 1990s. 
These projects are usually collective and socially-oriented; although with a weak 
profile in the commercial art world, they occupy a prominent place in the public 
sector: in public commissions, biennials and politically themed exhibitions (Bishop, 
2012, 1). 
 
Participatory artistic practices have challenged and re-imagined a set of traditional 
relationships between the art object, the artist and the audience: the artist is 
conceived less as an individual producer of discrete objects than as a collaborator and 
producer of situations; the work of art as a finite, portable, commodifiable product is 
reconceived as an ongoing or long- term project with an unclear beginning and end; 
whileΝ theΝ audience,Ν previouslyΝ conceivedΝ asΝ aΝ ‘viewer’Ν orΝ ‘beholder’,Ν isΝ nowΝ
repositioned as a co- producer or participant. These shifts aim to place pressure on 
conventional modes of artistic production and consumption under capitalism 
(Bishop, 2006, 12; 2012, 2). 
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Bishop, however, points out the need to critically address the discourse pertaining 
participatory art. Her critique revolves around two main points: first, the fact that 
currently the discourse on participatory artistic practices revolves around the 
unhelpfulΝ binaryΝ ofΝ ‘active’Ν andΝ ‘passive’Ν spectatorship,Ν andΝ ‘bad’Ν singularή‘good’Ν
collective authorship. This binary implies that singular authorship serves primarily to 
glorifyΝ theΝ artist’sΝ careerΝ andΝ fameΝ (ψishop,Ν βί1β,Ν κ)έΝ TheΝ discourseΝ inΝ favourΝ ofΝ
participatory art often denigrates the individual, who becomes synonymous with the 
values of Cold War liberalism and neo-liberalism (Bishop, 2012, 12). In the contrary, 
participatory art, instead of supplying the market with commodities, is perceived to 
contribute to constructive social change.  
 
The problem with this tendency, according to Bishop, is that there can be no failed, 
unsuccessful, unresolved, or boring works of participatory art, because all are equally 
essential to the task of repairing the social bond. Bishop, instead reminds that it is 
also crucial to discuss, analyse and compare this work critically as art (Bishop, 2012, 
13). Moreover, the writings of numerous artists and curators on participatory art 
oftenΝ useΝ criteriaΝ forΝ theΝwork’sΝ assessmentΝwhichΝ areΝ essentiallyΝ sociologicalΝ andΝ
driven by demonstrable outcomes. This reflects a certain degree of conflation 
between the discourses of art and creativity, which, increasingly leads to 
participatory and socially engaged art to becoming exempt from art criticism 
(Bishop, 2012, 23). 
 
The second aspect of ψishop’sΝargumentΝidentifiesΝaΝnegativeΝperceptionΝofΝbothΝtheΝ
term and the concept of aesthetics as masking inequalities, oppressions and 
exclusions. This has tended to promote an equation between aesthetics and the triple 
enemy of formalism, decontextualisation and depoliticisation; the result is that 
aesthetics became synonymous with the market and conservative cultural hierarchy. 
Bishop argues that although these arguments were extremely incisive in the 1970s, 
today they have hardened into critical orthodoxy (Bishop, 2012, 18); as a result, a 
more nuanced language is needed in order to address the artistic status of 
participatory projects; otherwise, we risk discussing these practices solely in 
positivist terms, that is, by focusing on demonstrable impact.  
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The points raised by Demos and Bishop are particularly useful to the analysis of the 
‘alternative’Ν potentialΝ ofΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale,Ν becauseΝ theyΝ highlightΝ theΝ
critical potential which art might have without being directly activist. In effect, they 
challenge the underlying assumption pervading much of the discourse pertaining to 
art activism and the so-calledΝ ‘newΝphase’ΝofΝ institutionalΝcritiqueΝwhichΝdismissesΝ
non-activist art practices as not critical or political. This is relevant to my analysis, as 
the Thessaloniki Biennale does not include radicalised practices. Demos and 
ψishop’sΝapproach,ΝunderlinedΝbyΝRancière’sΝthought,ΝallowsΝmeΝtoΝraiseΝtheΝquestionΝ
whether the Thessaloniki Biennale has critical potential even though it does not 
deploy ‘activist’ strategies. 
 
2.5 Alternative potential(s) of art biennials 
TheΝ followingΝparagraphsΝnarrowΝdownΝ theΝexplorationΝofΝ theoryΝonΝart’sΝpotentialΝ
for critical reflection and subversion, by focusing on the alternative potential of 
contemporary art biennials in particular. The exploration of the literature on this 
issue is crucial for my thesis, as it enables me to relate the Thessaloniki Biennale to 
these propositions, and explore the second research question which this thesis raises: 
whether the Thessaloniki Biennale had any potential for criticality and oppositional 
or alternative discourse, even though it has been, at the same time, instrumentalised 
for agendas of official Greek cultural policy. Moreover, addressing the proposition 
that art biennials may have potential which contradicts their instrumentalisation for 
‘non-artistic’ΝpurposesΝcounterbalancesΝtheΝextendedΝliteratureΝwhichΝbringsΝforwardΝ
especially this aspect of these events, and condemns them as fully incorporated into 
capitalism. This is important because it can help towards a more balanced and 
rounded assessment of biennials in general, and the Thessaloniki Biennale in 
particular; also, because it challenges the discourse against biennials which often 
conflates these events with the interests and the aspirations of their sponsors resulting 
in reductive accounts of them.  
 
InΝtheirΝresponseΝtoΝωamielΝvanΝWinkel’sΝcriticalΝanalysisΝofΝεanifesta,ΝtheΝso-called 
European Biennial, on the basis of its official rhetorics (Winkel, 2005), curators 
VanessaΝ JoanΝ εullerΝ andΝ εassimialianoΝ ύioniΝ stressΝ εanifesta’sΝ potentialΝ toΝ
question established politics of representation. More specifically, Winkel explores 
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the self-image Manifesta through its written texts in the catalogues of the first 5 
editions (1996 – βίίζ)έΝτverall,ΝWincelΝdismissesΝεanifesta’sΝwrittenΝdiscourseΝasΝ
empty rhetoric, and argues that the practice of Manifesta is contradictory and 
inconsistentΝ inΝ relationΝ toΝ itsΝ officiallyΝ proclaimedΝ idealsΝ ofΝ ‘opennessΝ andΝ useΝ ofΝ
democratic procedures’Ν(Winkel,Νβίίη)έΝεanifestaΝbecameΝinstitutionalizedΝitselfΝ inΝ
the sense that curators merely followed the agenda established by the advisory board, 
whichΝreflectedΝtheΝinstitution’sΝprioritiesΝ(Winkel,Νβίίη,Νββγ)έΝεoreover,ΝaccordingΝ
to Winkel, Manifesta reproduced practices of privilege and exclusion, particularly 
through its process of selecting artists (Winkel, 2005, 226). 
 
Muller, however, is skeptical of the methodology Winkel employed, because, as she 
points out, on selecting a sampling of rhetorics for examination, one runs the risk of 
missing the contradiction which is dealt with, in the project those rhetorics 
accompany. She also reminds that although rhetorics play an important part in 
εanifesta’sΝ profile,Ν theyΝ doΝ notΝ necessarilyΝ guaranteeΝ reflection regarding the 
institution’sΝ ownΝ presuppositionsέΝ SheΝ insteadΝ drawsΝ attentionΝ toΝ theΝ factΝ thatΝ
questioningΝ theΝ politicsΝ ofΝ representationΝ asΝ wellΝ asΝ ’thinkingΝ differently’Ν - issues 
Manifesta very much connected itself with, successfully or not - remain always 
important (Muller, 2005, 221). Gioni also shifts the focus of attention from the texts 
to the aesthetic experiences and visual revelations effected by the works of art 
themselves and highlights the importance of Manifesta as a space which potentially 
enables art and aesthetic experiences to flourish (Gioni, 2005, 227).  
 
A similar point is made by Sheikh, who believes that although biennials are spaces of 
capital, they are also spaces of hope. Their potential lies in the fact that they - as all 
art institutions, according to Sheikh - can become public platforms that relate not 
only to a centralised art world, but also create several public, semi-public, and even 
counter-public spheres within the existing ones. Biennials are not so much to be 
considered as utopias, but rather as heterotopias, capable of maintaining several 
contradictory representations within a single space. Although Sheikh cannot but 
acknowledge the fact that biennials are part of (inter) national cultural hegemonies as 
well as capital accumulation, through city branding and the creation of monopoly 
rents, he asks the question if they have the potential to do something else, to become 
something beyond that. His view is that biennials do not necessarily always affirm 
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the features of capital accumulation, as they can also question these features by 
highlighting them, as well as by creating other possible connections, and senses of 
place and placement (Sheikh, 2009/2010, 78, 79). 
 
The importance of the short debate on Manifesta as well asΝSheikh’sΝanalysisΝforΝmyΝ
project lies in the fact that they bring forward the argument that the potential for 
critical reflection of an art institution or art event exists, even though it is not always 
fully realised. This argument legitimizes my attempt to trace any critical potential the 
Thessaloniki Biennale might have, although the event is officially supported by the 
εinistryΝofΝωultureΝand,ΝtoΝanΝextent,ΝpartakesΝofΝsomeΝofΝtheΝεinistry’sΝagendas,ΝasΝ
argued in Chapter 4. Namely, it allows me to ask whether, through the aesthetic 
experience offered and the art shown, the Thessaloniki Biennale challenged the 
processes and features of capitalist production by undermining the official attempts 
to brand the city in particular ways in the governmental discourse as well as in its 
own written texts. 
 
The discussion of biennials’Ν constructiveΝ potentialΝ hasΝ touchedΝ uponΝ theirΝ
contributionΝ toΝ developingΝ orΝ enrichingΝ theΝ hostΝ city’sΝ culturalΝ infrastructureΝ (Jee-
sook, 2013, 131; Örer, 2013, 133; Prudnikova, 2013, 134); also, their potential to 
present opportunities for artistic and cultural communication (Huangsheng, 2013, 
135), to supposedly allow artists some independence from museums and the art 
market (Block, 2013, 108), and reach a wider audience (Block, 2013, 109). This 
thesisΝ focusesΝonΝ twoΝkeyΝaspectsΝofΝ theΝ ‘alternative’ΝpotentialΝofΝcontemporaryΝartΝ
biennials: their engagement with local contexts, and their potential for subversion. 
The reason for this choice is that these aspects are the most relevant to the 
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝownΝpotential,ΝasΝexploredΝinΝωhapterΝηέ 
 
Engagement with local contexts has been hailed as a significant aspect of art 
biennials’Ν alternativeΝ potentialΝ (εarschall,Ν 1λλλνΝ όilipovic,Ν βίίηνΝ ώanru,Ν βίίηνΝ
Sheikh, 2009a; Ferguson and Hoesberg, 2010). Curator and writer, Gerardo 
Mosquera, brings forward the performative potential of biennials as regards issues of 
art activity and official arts and cultural policy (Mosquera, 2010). More specifically, 
he argues that the Havana Biennial had an impact on the art and cultural scene of 
Cuba, which was radically renovated by the generation of visual artists and critics 
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that had emerged at the end of the 1970s and were involved in the Biennial. 
Moreover, it contributed to transforming the homogeneous ideology of the official 
culture and pushed the Ministry of Culture, to which the Biennial reported, to 
cultivate a more open policy (Mosquera, 2010, 202). The performative or even 
emancipatory potential of biennials could be heightened by engaging independent 
agents in these events, such as independent collectives and artist-run organisations 
(Filipovic 2005, 340) as well as small or medium-scale art centres (Hlavajova, 2010, 
298). 
 
Sheikh (2009a) addresses the issue of the global/local relation and the widespread 
complaintΝ aboutΝ contemporaryΝ biennialsΝ thatΝ theyΝ lackΝ connectionΝwithΝ theΝ ‘local’Ν
audience. He argues that this argument assumes that social relations and identities in 
a specific context are given and whole, and that the local audience is a singular group 
with essential qualities and shared agencies. Instead, he suggests investigating how a 
biennial produces, or attempts to produce, its public(s). One must ask what 
assumptions of place and participation are at work, and what notions of subjectivity, 
territoriality, and citizenship are invoked. His fundamental disagreement with the 
argument, that biennials lack connection with local audiences, is that it overlooks the 
potential biennials offer for reflection on the double notion of publicness: the local 
audience and the international one. According to Sheikh, biennials have the potential 
not only to address presumed existing audiences, both locally and in terms of art-
world credibility and circulation, but also to create new public formations that are not 
bound to the nation-state or the art-world. By being recurrent events, both locally 
placed and as part of a circuit, they have the potential to create a more transnational 
public sphere (Sheikh, 2009a, 74).  
 
The issue of the global/local relation within the context of art biennials was also 
touched upon by curator and writer, Hou Hanru (2005). He suggested that art 
biennials are able to bring forward local characteristics and can facilitate the 
negotiation between local features and global trends. Although concepts like locality, 
globality, multiculturalism and hybridity can be commodified, according to Hanru, 
there is still some space for art to be critical and to transform society, and biennials 
which show art created from and for different localities can be a form of resistance 
towards global capitalism (Hanru, 2005, 61-62).  
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χnotherΝ aspectΝ ofΝ artΝ biennials’Ν subversiveΝ potentialΝ liesΝ inΝ whatΝ όergusonΝ andΝ
ώoegsbergΝ callΝ theΝ ‘discursiveΝ biennial’,Ν whichΝ involvesΝ aΝ profoundΝ exhibition-
format shift (Ferguson and Hoegsberg, 2010, 365-367).  According to Ferguson and 
Hoegsberg, the discursive biennial is less about display and more about dialogue, and 
conceptualises the biennial as an ongoing process. The discursive biennial takes a 
deep and committed interest in local contexts, and gives emphasis on local 
educational initiatives. In this way, it may become an alternative platform for the 
production of knowledge and discourse, and can, thus, fill a gap in the local (artistic) 
community. For instance, in places outside the established art centres, biennials can 
become major points of access and exposure of the local audiences to international 
art; they can also function as platforms for the dissemination of existing local 
practices and ideas which may not be discussed or promoted within more official 
contexts (Ferguson and Hoegsberg, 2010, 366-367). 
 
The arguments raised by the writers above are important for my project, as they 
allowΝmeΝtoΝexploreΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝrelationshipΝtoΝitsΝlocal contexts; the 
extent and the way the art event highlighted, intervened or modified aspects of these 
contexts, and how the art event addressed its audiences (the local and the 
international one). These arguments serve not only to appreciate the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝpotentialΝtoΝhighlightΝandήorΝreinforceΝitsΝlocalΝcontextΝbutΝalsoΝtoΝrevealΝ
the limits of this particular biennial in intervening to the local art scene and activity, 
the official Greek cultural policy, local audiences and independent artistic groups and 
collectives. 
 
χΝfurtherΝaspectΝofΝartΝbiennials’ΝsubversiveΝpotentialΝrelatesΝtoΝtheirΝcontributionΝtoΝ
establishingΝ orΝ modifyingΝ ‘canons’Ν asΝ regardsΝ worksΝ andΝ exhibition-paradigms 
(Clark, 2010, 165; Sheikh 2010/2011, 17). In particular, biennials have been linked 
to the possibility of challenging Eurocentrism and exclusion practices in the art 
world. For instance, in his in depth analysis of the Sao Paolo Biennial, researcher and 
curator, Vinicius Spricigo, pointed out that the 22nd edition of the biennial played a 
crucial role in the promotion of local artists, by displaying their work on the same 
level as that of the more renowned representatives of other nations. In this way, the 
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biennialΝ offeredΝ theΝ possibilityΝ ofΝ includingΝ ‘modernism’Ν produced outside the 
legitimising centres of Western modern art (Spricigo, 2010, 355-357). 
 
A similar point was made by Sabine Marschall regarding the impact of the two 
Johannesburg Biennials (Marschall, 1999). Both events attempted to present a 
diverse selection of visual art forms which reflected the demographic prolife of the 
South African population: many participants were black, self-taught, informally 
trained and/or from disadvantaged backgrounds. The event also included art from 
community centres and workshops, and all these were presented alongside works by 
established, academically-trained, white artists. Marschall argues that the 
Johannesburg Biennial gave credibility and international status to a new paradigm 
and brought forward the need for more democratic structures and more representative 
selection procedures (Marschall, 1999, 455-457).  
 
Oliver Marchart argues that Documenta 11 curated by Okwui Enwezor constituted a 
‘progressiveΝ canonΝ shiftΝ atΝ theΝ centreΝ ofΝ theΝ artΝ field’Ν (εarchart,Ν βίίκ,Ν ζκλ)17. By 
spreading across five different platforms in five different locations, Documenta 11 
was temporally, spatially and thematically expanded and deterritorialised. Marchart 
considersΝ thisΝ strategyΝ ‘asΝ aΝ thoroughΝ deconstructionΝ ofΝ anΝ institutionΝ thatΝ hasΝ
historicallyΝ laidΝ theΝ groundworkΝ forΝ ϋurocentrismΝ andΝ τccidentalism’Ν (εarchart,Ν
2008, 480). However, Marchart acknowledges that this canon shift was not due 
entirely to Documenta, but credits it as well to the so-calledΝ‘peripheralΝbiennials’ΝinΝ
Havana, Dakar, Johannesburg, Istanbul and elsewhere outside the so-called West 
(Marchart, 2008). Finally, although Marchart believes in the potential of the biennial-
formatΝtoΝchallengeΝparadigmsΝandΝcreateΝcanonΝshifts,ΝheΝwarnsΝthatΝtheΝ‘bourgeoisΝ
dominant culture will atΝonceΝseekΝtoΝneutraliseΝit’Ν(εarchart,Νβίίκ,Νζκλ)έ 
 
The potential of the biennial format to challenge established canons and offer a 
paradigm shift is also explored, and expounded more forcefully, by curator and 
writer Okwui Enwezor (Enwezor, 2004, 427). Enwezor points out that institutions of 
contemporary art located outside the large industrial centres of the West (including 
                                                 
17
 However, Chin-tao Wu has critically addressed the claims to postcolonial openness and 
inclusiveness made about Documenta 11 (Wu, 2009). 
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biennials) are not mimicked copies of what is happening in the West. The periphery, 
according to Enwezor, does not absorb what it does not need (Enwezor, 2004, 438). 
Enwezor focuses on the biennials of the so-called peripheries, and contends that they 
should not be considered, necessarily, as readymade examples of the biennials in the 
West. In particular, he proposes their associationΝwithΝεikhailΝψakhtin’sΝnotionΝofΝ
the carnivalesque (Bakhtin, 1929/1984), which involves the emergence of normally 
suppressed voices which subvert and overturn hierarchies, dominant ideologies, 
officialΝdiscourse,ΝknowledgeΝandΝnotionsΝofΝ‘truth’Ν(ψakhtin, 1929/1984). In doing 
so, Enwezor argues that they could serve as models of resistance against global 
capitalism:  
 
The gap between the spectacle and the carnivalesque is the space, I believe, 
where certain exhibition practices, as models of resistance against the deep 
de-personalisation and acculturation of global capitalism, recapture a new 
logic for the dissemination and reception of contemporary visual culture 
today (Enwezor, 2004, 444).   
 
χlthoughΝϋnwezor’sΝpropositionΝoffersΝaΝsignificantΝstandpoint from which to view 
biennials and explore their potential for resistance, it raises certain objections, 
encapsulatedΝinΝύeorgeΝψaker’sΝresponseΝtoΝϋnwezor’sΝtextΝ(βίίζ)έΝψakerΝconsidersΝ
the proposed link between biennials and the diasporic, the counter-hegemonic and 
ψakhtin’sΝ carnivalesqueΝ asΝ purelyΝ hypothetical,Ν andΝ thereforeΝ weakΝ (ψaker,Ν βίίζ,Ν
ζηβ)έΝεoreover,Ν heΝ criticisesΝ ϋnwezor’sΝ argumentΝ forΝ notΝ takingΝ intoΝ accountΝ theΝ
profoundΝinstrumentalisationΝofΝbiennialsΝforΝ‘non-artistic’Νpurposes,ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheir 
use in certain instances as tools to cover up social ruptures and spread amnesia 
(Baker, 2004, 448-ζηί)έΝIndeed,ΝtheΝsomewhatΝpartialΝapproachΝϋnwezor’sΝtextΝtakesΝ
on biennials as well as the lack of concrete suggestions on curatorial strategies on 
how to actually achieve the carnivalesque within the context of biennials undermines 
his argument. However, the importance of his work for this thesis lies in the fact that 
he, too, highlights the biennials of the so-called periphery. 
 
Anthony Gardner and Charles Green elaborate on this theme from a more historical 
perspective (Gardner and Green, 2013) by exploring whatΝtheyΝtermΝtheΝ‘biennialsΝofΝ
theΝSouth’Ν- that is biennials organised outside the so-called West, namely in Africa, 
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South America and South Asia - from 1950s onwards (Gardner and Green, 2013, 
453). In a similar vein, but focusing on biennials of the 1980s and 1990s, Thomas 
McEvilley (1993) and Gerardo Mosquera (1992) highlight the potential of biennials 
held outside the so-called West to construct a post-colonial discourse and challenge 
Eurocentric paradigms. Mosquera, in particular, highlight the need to intensify 
horizontal communication across the cultures of the Southern hemisphere 
(Mosquera, 1992, 422).  
 
For Gardner and Green, the meaning of the term ‘South’ΝisΝbyΝnoΝmeansΝrestrictedΝtoΝ
the geographical mappings of the southern hemisphere or the geo-economic contours 
ofΝtheΝ‘globalΝSouth’ΝasΝaΝcategoryΝofΝeconomicΝdeprivationέΝItΝalsoΝtakesΝintoΝaccountΝ
the common experiences of colonialism, which is not limited to early modern 
colonialism but also refers to the more recent colonial incursions of neoliberal 
economics (Gardner and Green, 2013, 443-444). ύardnerΝ andΝ ύreen’sΝ
conceptualisationΝofΝtheΝ‘biennialsΝofΝtheΝSouth’ΝalsoΝdrawsΝonΝtheΝconcept of the so-
calledΝ‘ThirdΝWorld’ as consolidated in the 1955 Bandung Asia-Africa Conference18. 
In effect,ΝtheΝconceptΝofΝtheΝ‘South’ΝalsoΝinvolvesΝaΝconstructiveΝpotentialΝacrossΝtheΝ
culturesΝofΝtheΝSouth,ΝwhichΝdesignatesΝ‘South’ΝasΝaΝzoneΝofΝagencyΝand creation, and 
not simply poverty and exploitation (Connell, 2007; Murray, 2008; Gardner and 
Green, 2013).  
 
χsΝ ‘biennialsΝofΝ theΝSouth’ΝhadΝaΝ clearlyΝ regionalΝ focus,ΝGardner and Green argue 
that they undertook a critical and reconstructive project by problematising the Cold 
War binaries of East and West, capitalism and communism (Gardner and Green, 
2013, 452-453). At the same time, they contributed towards a shift from vertical axes 
of influence from one (economically developed) region to another (less developed) to 
more horizontal axes of dialogue and engagement across a region. Gardner and 
Green clarify that this was achieved not so much through the formal presentation and 
official structures of the biennials in question as through the informal modes of 
                                                 
18
 InΝ thisΝsense,Ν Ν theΝ‘ThirdΝWorld’Νshould not be seen as a racialized category of poverty or under-
development, but as a critical geopolitical entity, based on shared experiences of decolonization and 
an insistence on independence from the Russian-American binary of the Cold War (Gardner and 
Green, 2013, 446).  
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discourse and discussion fostered within their contexts (Gardner and Green, 2013, 
453).  
 
TheΝ writers’Ν appraisalΝ ofΝ theseΝ biennialsΝ isΝ moreΝ well-rounded and balanced than 
ϋnwezor’sΝ argumentΝ mentionedΝ aboveέΝ ThisΝ isΝ becauseΝ ύardnerΝ and Green 
acknowledge the possibility that the biennials they refer to could at the same time be 
instrumentalised -  as was the case with the first Alexandrian Biennial and the 
politicsΝofΝϋgypt’sΝPresidentΝatΝ theΝtime,ΝύamalΝχbdelΝσasserΝ(ύardnerΝand Green, 
2013, 444, 455) - and also because they leave the question of whether and to what 
extentΝ ‘biennialsΝ ofΝ theΝ South’Ν wereΝ successfulΝ inΝ theirΝ criticalΝ andΝ reconstructiveΝ
project open (Gardner and Green, 2013, 455). Their contribution is important to this 
thesis because of the fact that they highlight the importance of the so-called 
‘peripheralΝbiennials’ΝasΝsitesΝtoΝre-imagine the binary opposition of centre-periphery 
from a perspective other than that of the dominant West, and to explore the potential 
of a regional focus. Thus, Gardner and Green offer a well-researched and balanced 
alternative viewpoint on biennials, one which does not condemn them a priori as 
neoliberal symptoms, since the biennials which the writers addressed were 
internationalist in ambition, but still connected to a critical, socialist, or at least 
socialist inspired, perspective (Gardner and Green, 2013, 455). 
 
An important aspect of the literature on biennials includes writings by art 
professionals who are directly involved in organising such art events. As discussed 
below, these writings often explore the constructive potential biennials may have. 
For instance, the 1st World Biennial Forum organised in 201219 - an occasion for 
curators and art professionals working with biennials to liaise and discuss the roles 
challenges and potential of biennials - issued four questionnaires, one of which was 
titled Are Biennials Alternative Sites for Experimentation and Resistance? (Bauer 
and Hanru, 2013, 145-148). The vast majority of participants responded positively 
(Chikukwa, 2013, 145; Hoskote, 2013, 145; Moore, 2013, 145; Le Sourd, 2013, 
                                                 
19
 The 1st World Biennial Forum, an initiative by Biennial Foundation, was held in Gwangju and 
Seoul by the Gwangju Biennale Foundation, ifa (Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations, Germany) 
and Biennial Foundation, and aimed at exploring the benefits of creating a stronger professional 
alliance among the various biennials and triennials around the world. It included presentations by 
representatives of approximately seventy biennials, four Questionnaires themed around the role and 
the potential of biennials as well as the challenges they face, and evidence on the financing of some of 
the best-known of them (Bauer and Hanru, 2013). 
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2013, 146; Petroni, 2013, 146; Hal, 2013; 148). However, perhaps due to the vague 
phrasing of the questionnaire – for example, it did not clarify to what and to whom 
biennials could resist – and the space constrains imposed by it, some answers were 
vague, in the sense that they did not suggest concrete organisational strategies or 
curatorialΝ suggestionsΝ whichΝ couldΝ reinforceΝ aΝ biennial’sΝ potentialΝ forΝ resistanceέΝ
Still, these responses were indicative of the optimism and, often idealism, which 
pervades the thought of art professionals who are directly involved in the 
organisation and production of biennials. Although one might dispute the impartiality 
of their positions, owing to the fact that their careers are to some extent intertwined 
with biennials, their perspective is imbued with insider knowledge and hands-on 
experience, and, therefore, should not be dismissed. 
 
One of the most convincing examples of subversive biennials presented at the 1st 
World Biennial Forum was the Emergency Biennale which was first established in 
2005. According to one of the founders and key organisers of the Emergency 
Biennale, Evelyn Jouanno, the event has the uncommon format of a double 
exhibition, as it takes place in Chechnya and at the same time tours in other 
countriesέΝ ItΝ hasΝ noΝ fundingΝ andΝ reliesΝ onΝ artists’Ν donatingΝ portableΝ andΝ easyΝ toΝ
exhibit works to the project. In each stop, the project is enriched with the 
contribution of further artists who also sendΝ theirΝworksΝ toΝ theΝ exhibition’sΝ siteΝ inΝ
Chechnya. The organisation of this event was also plighted not only with the lack of 
funding, but also with the lack of access to the territory in 2005 (Jouanno, 2013, 78-
81)20. 
 
Jouanno highlights that the Emergency Biennale has a clear political focus, as it has 
been conceived as a counterpart to the officially funded and supported Moscow 
Biennale, and specifically aimed at raising awareness about the plight of Chechnya 
which at the time of the biennials inception was in conflict with Russia. In fact, the 
initiative was partly a response to the contradiction underlying the Russian 
authorities’ΝattemptΝtoΝpromoteΝRussianΝcultureΝwhileΝatΝtheΝsameΝtimeΝobscuringΝtheΝ
increasingly alarming situation in Chechnya (Jouanno, 2013, 78).  
 
                                                 
20
 InΝβίίη,ΝaccessΝtoΝωhechnya’sΝfrontiersΝbyΝforeigners,ΝincludingΝjournalistsΝandΝhumanitarians,ΝwasΝ
forbidden (Jouanno, 2013, 79). 
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The Emergency Biennale could be a case in point of an art event, namely a biennial, 
which reflects the principles of art activism and institutional critique - as explained 
aboveΝandΝunderpinnedΝbyΝψenjaminΝandΝϊebord’sΝtheoreticalΝpropositionsΝonΝart’sΝ
socialΝroleΝ(ψenjamin,Ν1λγθή1λιίνΝϊebord,Ν1ληιήβίίγ),ΝinΝtermsΝofΝtheΝevent’sΝdirectΝ
engagement with the socio-politicalΝ issueΝ ofΝ ωhechnya’sΝ plight,Ν theΝ collaborationΝ
with social movements, and the deployment of activist strategies. One of its most 
striking features, perhaps, is that it is completely independent of funding from a 
government, official body, or corporate organisation; instead, it relies on strategies 
which reinforce communal practices and artistic solidarity (Jouanno, 2013, 78-81). 
Therefore, it offers an alternative model of biennial practice, one which makes a 
strong political statement, defies the capitalist grasp of the art institution, and ignores 
the demands of the art market. 
 
Moreover, curators Marc Schmitz and Wato Tsereteli have further explored other 
examples of biennials with limited budget and with subversive agendas. More 
specifically, Scmitz, organiser of Land Art Mongolia 360º, has explained how this art 
biennial, which tours across Mongolia, has an environmental focus, highlights issues 
pertinentΝ toΝεongolia’sΝdiverseΝlandscapes,ΝenvironmentΝandΝfauna,ΝandΝfocusesΝonΝ
Land Art, with pieces which remain permanently in situ (Schmitz, 2013, 82-83). 
Tsereteli, curator of the Tbilisi Triennial, has expounded on how the event brings 
together informal, unaccredited, alternative and experimental art education initiatives 
in order to resist the bureaucracy of official education and the academy (Tsereteli, 
2013, 83-84).  
 
Finally, Shahidul Alam has discussed how Chobi Mela, first established in 1999, 
aimed at challenging the dominant tendency in the official art institution in 
ψangladesh,ΝwhichΝdismissedΝphotographyΝandΝnewΝmediaέΝχlthoughΝ theΝbiennial’sΝ
organisers continue to work with the government and sometimes with corporate 
agents, they strive to maintain their independence: they opt for in-kind support when 
possible and allow the sponsors zero editorial control. Another interesting aspect of 
thisΝbiennial’sΝalternativeΝpracticeΝisΝtheΝfactΝthatΝtheΝprocessΝofΝselectingΝthe theme 
of the biennial actively involves the public, which makes suggestions through a 
community forum. An online debate is hosted, and the theme chosen is based on the 
outcome of this debate. Finally, the event took a keen interest in expanding beyond 
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the spatial restrictions of the museum or gallery, and reach out to more diverse 
audiences, by organising mobile exhibitions in vans and boats which travelled across 
the city (Alam, 2013, 84-85, 86). 
 
The brief review of the literature on these biennials mentioned above serves to 
highlight some examples of alternative practice in terms of organising a 
contemporary art biennial, which involves limited budget and official/governmental 
support. I do not argue that these examples are able to completely escape the 
constraints of the art market, instrumentalisation, or governmental influence; 
however,ΝtheyΝstillΝattestΝtoΝtheΝfactΝthatΝaΝdiscussionΝonΝanΝ‘alternative’ΝorΝsubversiveΝ
potential of biennials - as this thesis attempts through the example of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale - is not futile. Although the Thessaloniki Biennale is not as 
radicalised in content or practice as the biennials mentioned above, these examples 
serve as points of reference to which the Thessaloniki Biennale could be related or 
juxtaposed in order to trace and analyse its own potential for critical reflection. 
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Chapter 3: Social History of Art, Semiotics and Discourse 
Analysis: A Research Methodology for the Thessaloniki 
Biennale 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter explored debates over art and culture as resources for economic 
andΝsocialΝgrowth,ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝ‘subversive’ΝpotentialΝofΝartΝandΝculture,ΝasΝdiscussedΝinΝ
both social theories of art and culture, and creative industries discourse. Moreover, the 
previous chapter highlighted the relevance of this discussion to contemporary art 
biennials,Ν andΝ exploredΝ theΝ literatureΝ onΝ theΝ biennials’Ν involvementΝwithΝ ‘non-artistic’Ν
interests and agendas as well as their alternative potential(s). 
 
The review of the literature, as presented in the previous chapter, has influenced the 
formulation of the two main hypotheses which this thesis examines. The first hypothesis 
explores the argument that the Thessaloniki Biennale fulfils an instrumental role, linked 
to financial and political interests such as tourism and cultural diplomacy. As this thesis 
argues, the Thessaloniki Biennale fulfils this role by initiating a signification process 
through its choice of venues and its catalogue texts, which construct and project the host 
city as a multicultural art project with a leading role in the Balkan area.  
 
The second hypothesis concerns the possibility that the Thessaloniki Biennale may have 
subversive potential, and my thesis also explores how and to what extent this potential is 
realised. More specifically, this thesis considers how the Thessaloniki Biennale may bear 
subversiveΝ potential,Ν first,Ν asΝ regardsΝ itsΝ ownΝ officialΝ narrativeΝ aboutΝ theΝ hostΝ city’sΝ
multicultural character, and second, as regards practices of exclusion in contemporary art 
exhibitions, which tend to reproduce established hierarchies and the supremacy of the so-
called West. 
 
In order to explore the two main hypotheses outlined above, this thesis analyses the 
Thessaloniki Biennale in depth from a range of different perspectives: as text in a 
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semiotic sense (consisting of both written and visual elements); as an art institution 
inscribed in the creative industries and city developments discourses; and as exhibition 
practice. To do this, my analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale applies an 
interdisciplinary approach, and draws on a broad range of methodologies and theories 
with the aim to synthesise them, and provide a rich, multi-faceted account of the art 
event under examination. The methodologies and theories applied include semiotics, 
social history of art (analysis of art institutions, museums and exhibition practices), 
social theory of art and culture (namely, creative industries and city development 
discourses), the analysis of cultural policy formulation, and discourse analysis. This 
chapter explains and justifies the relevance of each of these areas to the thesis, and their 
application in the analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale, and indicates how they 
complement (or contradict) each other.  
 
This chapter consists of four sections; the first section outlines the fundamental 
theoretical premise which underpins this thesis, and explains the key perspectives which 
the research design of this thesis draws on. The remaining three sections correspond to 
the three central axes around which the analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale is 
organisedΝthroughoutΝthisΝthesisμΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝcontext(s),ΝitsΝinstrumentalΝrole,ΝandΝtheΝ
possibility of a subversive potential. The respective sections in this chapter explain in 
more detail the specific methods employed as regards theoretical approach, data 
collection and analysis, and the reasons for those choices. 
 
3.2 The general theoretical approach 
This section explains why the Thessaloniki Biennale is studied as text in a semiotic sense 
as well as art institution and exhibition practice. This decision was determined by the 
fundamental premise which underpins this thesis: that meanings, signs and artistic 
practices - although not passively reflecting social formations and ideologies - are 
culturally, socially, and ideologically embedded. This premise has been explored by the 
social constructionist paradigm (Gergen, K., J., 1999; Gergen, K., J. and Gergen, M., 
2000; Gergen, K., J. and Gergen, M., 2008)21, the framework of semiotics (Saussure, 
                                                 
21
 According to the social constructionist paradigm, knowledge, meaning and perceptions of reality 
are dependent on processes generated within human relationships. Ideas about what is true as opposed 
to false, objective as opposed to subjective, and so on are essentially assumptions which are forged 
not in the individual mind but through historically and culturally situated social processes. Thus, 
social constructionism challenges two key tenets of the Western intellectual and cultural tradition: 
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1λιζνΝVološinov,Ν1930; Belsey, 1980; Culler, 1986; Hall, 1997), and the social history of 
art (Clark, 1973; 2001; 1999) as well as museum and exhibition studies (Karp and 
Levine, 1991; Bennett, 1995; Duncan and Wallace, 1993; Duncan, 1995; Greenberg, 
Ferguson and Nairne, 1996; Barker, 1999; Preziosi, 2003; 2004). These approaches are 
useful for my thesis because they highlight how meanings constructed within the 
Thessaloniki Biennale are contingent and provisional, and draw attention to the broader 
social, cultural, and ideological practices the Thessaloniki Biennale could be related to.  
 
As this thesis embraces the proposition that ideologies are implicated in systems of 
signification and representation, and considers the Thessaloniki Biennale as 
ideologically embedded, it is necessary to explain how ideology is understood in this 
thesisέΝ ThisΝ thesisΝ embracesΝ anΝ understandingΝ ofΝ ideologyΝ informedΝ byΝ χlthusser’sΝ
concept of ideology and the Ideological State Apparatuses (ISA) (Althusser, 2008)22. His 
theory highlights the discursive and semiotic character of ideologies as well as their 
constitutive role in social and cultural practices. Although they cannot be considered as 
ideology only, social and cultural practices are all embedded in ideology (Hall, 1985, 
1ίγ)έΝψyΝstressingΝtheΝsemioticΝcharacterΝofΝideologies,Νχlthusser’sΝtheoryΝcomplementsΝ
the social constructionist as well as the semiotic approach, which relates meanings and 
signs to cultural, social and ideological practices.  
 
εoreover,Ν χlthusser’sΝ propositions enable one to trace the ideological function of art 
and cultural institutions and practices, especially in the case of the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale,ΝwhichΝisΝtheΝmainΝfocusΝofΝthisΝthesisέΝχlthusser’sΝapproachΝinfluencedΝmuchΝ
of the theoretical backdrop of the model of social history of art, whose tools I apply in 
thisΝ thesisέΝ InΝ particular,Ν itΝ canΝ beΝ discernedΝ inΝ ωlark’sΝ preoccupationΝwithΝ ideologiesΝ
                                                                                                                                          
first, the idea of the individual knower, the rational, self-directing, and knowledgeable agent of action, 
and, second, the idea that an objective, absolute truth is possible (Gergen, K., J., 1999; Gergen, K., J. 
and Gergen, M., 2000; Gergen, K., J. and Gergen, M., 2008).  
 
22
 According to Althusser, ideologies are systems of representation, composed of concepts, ideas, 
myths, or images, which represent the imaginary relations of individuals to the real conditions of 
existence; (Althusser, 2008, 32, 36). Contrary to the Repressive State Apparatus (RSA), ISAs - among 
them the cultural ISAs, which include, literature and the arts - function not by repression but by 
ideology (Althusser, 2008, 17-19). Their goal is to help reproduce the relations of production, which 
in a capitalist society are the capitalist relations of exploitation; this is achieved by interpellating 
individualsΝ intoΝ actingΝ asΝdocileΝ subjectsΝ andΝ ‘work onΝ theirΝ own’Ν (χlthusser,Ν2008, 44-51). For an 
expositionΝasΝwellΝasΝaΝcriticalΝdiscussionΝofΝχlthusser’sΝtheoryΝonΝideologyΝseeΝώirstΝ(1λιλ),ΝψelseyΝ
(1980), and Hall (1985). 
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(Clark, 1973; 2001; 1999) as well as in the critical analysis of museums and exhibitions 
as ideological engines (Bennett, 1995; Duncan, 1995). 
 
 
 
The Thessaloniki Biennale studied as text in a semiotic sense.23 
This section addresses the question whether the Thessaloniki Biennale can be analysed 
as text in a semiotic sense (consisting of both written and visual elements), and justifies 
the decision to do so. It explains the implications involved in this decision as regards the 
artΝevent’sΝanalysisέ 
 
This thesis considers the Thessaloniki Biennale as a text in a semiotic sense, including 
not only the art event’sΝofficialΝwrittenΝtexts,ΝbutΝalsoΝitsΝbuildingsΝandΝvisualΝelements,Ν
namely the exhibitions presented. In a semiotic sense, words, images, sounds, gestures 
andΝ objectsΝ canΝ allΝ beΝ signsΝ andΝ canΝ beΝ studiedΝ asΝ partΝ ofΝ semioticΝ ‘sign-systems’Ν
(Barthes, 1964; 1967; Eco, 1976; Chandler, 2007, 2). Barthes, in particular, has 
contributed greatly to the expansion of semiotics beyond the narrow linguistic level to a 
wider, cultural level, including popular culture, advertisements and fashion (Barthes, 
1957; 1967). The underlying argument of the semiotic approach is that, all cultural 
objects and cultural practices make use of sings, convey meaning, and can be subject to 
anΝanalysisΝwhichΝmakesΝuseΝofΝSaussure’sΝtheoryΝofΝtheΝsignΝandΝtheΝstudyΝofΝlanguageΝ
as a system of signs (Hall, 1997, 36). Thus, semiotics enables us to think of our social 
and cultural world as a series of sign systems, and stresses the role of symbolic systems 
in human experience (Culler, 1981, 26). In this way, cultural practices, cultural events, 
                                                 
23
 The model of semiotics which this thesis embraces combines insights from the framework of 
structuralism as well as post-structuralism,ΝandΝisΝlargelyΝunderpinnedΝbyΝSaussure’sΝtheoryΝofΝtheΝsignΝ
and his study of language as a system of signs (Saussure, 1916/1983). Furthermore, it is informed by 
theΝ insightsΝ providedΝ byΝ writersΝ whoseΝ workΝ drewΝ on,Ν andΝ oftenΝ criticallyΝ addressedΝ Saussure’sΝ
theory, using his principles to produce more elaborate propositions for the study of signs, such as 
Jakobson (1971a; 1972), Lévi- Strauss (1958; 1962; 1964), and Barthes (1957/1972; 1964/1977; 
1λθιή1λλίνΝ1λιι)έΝεoreover,ΝmoreΝrecentΝreadingsΝofΝSaussure’sΝtheoryΝwereΝtakenΝintoΝaccountνΝinΝ
particular, the reading offered by Culler (1976), Belsey (1980), and Hall (1997), who stress the radical 
elementsΝ inΝ Saussure’sΝ theoryΝ ofΝ theΝ sign,Ν andΝ creditΝ SaussureΝ withΝ aΝ contributionΝ toΝ theΝ socialΝ
constructionist paradigm. Finally, the model of semiotics applied in this thesis takes into consideration 
theΝcriticismsΝexpressedΝtowardsΝSaussure’s theory,ΝnamelyΝϊerrida’sΝconceptΝofΝ‘differance’Ν(ϊerrida,Ν
1967a, 20; 1967b, 247-249, 255, 265-266; Nancy, 1992, 39) and his profound critique of binary 
oppositions (Derrida, 1967a, 1967b),Ν asΝ wellΝ asΝ Vološhinov’sΝ argumentΝ thatΝ signsΝ areΝ sociallyΝ
embedded and ideologically imbued (1930). 
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and exhibitions, and not just actual, written discourse, can be considered as texts 
consisting of signs.  
 
Considering the Thessaloniki Biennale as text consisting of both written and visual 
elements, and relating it to the framework of semiotics involves crucial implications 
regarding its analysis. First, the Thessaloniki Biennale is considered socially, culturally, 
and ideologically embedded, as all signs and meanings are. Therefore, the ways the art 
event is connected to and negotiates the context(s) to which it is embedded should be 
addressed and explored. Second, issues are raised regarding its autonomy as text as well 
as its relations to other texts. Both these implications will be explained in detail below. 
 
Semiotics considers the relationship between the signifier and the signified as 
conventional and determined by collective behaviour and convention (Saussure, 1974, 
67, 68). The sign is totally subject to history, as the combination at the particular 
moment of a given signifier and signified is a contingent result of the historical process 
(Culler, 1986, 46; Hall, 1997, 33). Moreover, the sign is a construct between socially 
organised persons in the process of their interaction, and is determined by the social 
purview of the given time period and the given social group (Vološinov,Ν 1λγί, 21). 
Finally, the signifying system, which produces meanings, is socially constructed, and, 
therefore, directly linked to the social formation itself (Belsey, 1980, 42). 
 
Semiotics also stresses ideology as a parameter in the study of signs, and argues that 
signs are not only socially and culturally but also ideologically embedded. Barthes 
addressedΝ theΝconceptΝofΝ ‘myth’ΝandΝarguedΝ that,Ν throughΝ theΝprocessesΝofΝconnotationΝ
andΝmetalanguage,Ν ‘myth’Ν producesΝ elaborate and ideologically framed meanings, and 
naturalises ideology (Barthes, 1957, 124-126; 1964, 89-94)24. Although the possibility of 
                                                 
24
 Barthes addressed the concept of denotation and connotation initially in his Mythologies (1957, 
124-126) as well as in the Elements of Semiology (1964, 89-94). In these works, Barthes adopts 
ώjelmslev’sΝ notionΝ ofΝ different orders of signification (Hjelmslev, 1961, 114), and argues that 
denotation is the first order of signification, in which a sign consists of a signifier and a signified. 
Connotation, in contrast, is the second order of signification, in which the completed signs of the 
previous stage (of the denoted system) become signifiers themselves, and they are linked to additional 
signifiedsέΝTheΝsignifiedΝofΝconnotationΝis,ΝasΝψarthesΝputsΝit,Ν‘aΝfragmentΝofΝideology’Ν(ψarthes,Ν1λθζ, 
91); it is connected to the wider realms of the ideology of a particular society, and bears a very close 
relation to culture, knowledge and history. It is through the signifieds of connotation that the 
environmental world of culture is able to invade the system of representation (Barthes, 1964, 92).  
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a clear-cut separation of denotation from connotation has been challenged25, Barthes’Ν
analysisΝ ofΝ ‘myth’Ν isΝ importantΝ because it lays bare the ideological function of 
signification systems, and foregrounds the fact that signification systems can reaffirm 
dominant cultural and historical attitudes, by presenting them as natural, timeless and 
self-evident. This proposition, that signs and signification systems have ideological 
functions, has been further argued for and explored by Belsey (1980, 40-44), and Hall 
(1973, 134).  
 
This thesis embraces the semiotics insights outlined above, and acknowledges that the 
meanings produced in the Thessaloniki Biennale are provisional and contingent. This 
thesis considers the meanings involved in the Thessaloniki Biennale as embedded in the 
dominant ideologies about the use of art and culture as engines for economic growth, 
(traced in the official policy documents under examination in Chapter 4) as well as the 
social and cultural practices of the particular historical moment in which the art event 
took place. It traces those practices and ideologies through examining discourse on the 
instrumental role of art and culture, and discourse on biennials of contemporary art, as 
outlined in the literature review chapter, alongside official Greek cultural policy agendas. 
 
Moreover, the argument that signification systems are ideologically imbued underpins 
my analysis of the identity which the Thessaloniki Biennale constructs for the city as a 
multiculturalΝ artisticΝ ‘metropolis’Ν inΝ theΝ ψalkanΝ areaέΝ εoreΝ specifically,Ν itΝ helpsΝ meΝ
analyse certain aspects of the process through which this particular identity is 
constructed,ΝandΝthroughΝwhichΝtheΝcity’sΝmulticulturalΝcharacterΝisΝpresentedΝasΝaΝgiven,Ν
through a safe and sanitised reading of its past, and through the omission of reference to 
the harsh realities of present-day immigrants.  
 
The second implication of the decision to address the Thessaloniki Biennale as a text in a 
semiotic sense is that it raises a series of helpful questions about its autonomy, and its 
                                                                                                                                          
Barthes further distinguishes connotation from metalanguage, in which the sign of the denoted system 
becomes not the signifier, as in connotation, but the signified (1964, 90). Both connotation and 
metalanguage are processes of signification, which BarthesΝtermsΝasΝtheΝ‘myth’Ν(1ληι,Ν1ίλ)έΝ‘εyth’ΝisΝ
by no means confined to oral speech or written discourse, but can consist of a great variety of artistic 
and cultural practices (photography, cinema, reporting, sport, shows, and publicity).  
25
 The very distinction between denotation and connotation, and the perception of denotation as a 
natural or primary meaning, with no ideological associations has been challengedΝ(Vološinov,Ν1λγί, 
105; Hall, 1973, 133). Even Barthes himself, in his later writings, denounced the possibility of 
separating the ideological from the literal (1977, 166).  
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relationΝtoΝotherΝ‘texts’έΝTheseΝissuesΝhaveΝbeenΝtouchedΝuponΝinΝtheΝdiscussionΝaroundΝ
the concept of intertextuality (Kristeva, 1969; 1974; Barthes, 1977; Foucault, 1969; 
Culler, 1981). Intertextuality could be described as the analytical framework which 
draws our attention to the importance of prior texts, and attacks the notion of the 
autonomy ofΝtextsέΝ‘Intertextuality’ΝtracesΝtheΝrelationshipΝbetweenΝaΝtextΝandΝtheΝvariousΝ
signifying practices of a culture, and specifies other discourses behind a discourse 
(Culler, 1981, 103, 106).  
 
Writing from a literary theory perspective, Bakhtin defined theΝ ‘literaryΝ word’Ν asΝ aΝ
dialogue among several writings: that of the writer, the addressee (or the character) and 
the contemporary or earlier cultural context. For Bakhtin, a text is a mosaic of 
quotations; the absorption and transformation of another (Kristeva, 1969, 36). Kristeva 
proposed to analyse texts in relation to two axes, the horizontal and the vertical one. The 
horizontal axis indicates that the word in the text belongs to both the writing subject and 
the addressee, and thus, it connects the author and the reader of a text. The vertical axis 
indicates that the text is oriented towards an anterior or synchronic literary corpus 
(Kristeva, 1969, 37).  
 
Barthes proclaimed that a text is a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings 
blend and clash. For Barthes, the text is firmly rooted into its social and cultural context, 
asΝitΝisΝaΝ‘tissueΝofΝquotationsΝdrawnΝfromΝtheΝinnumerableΝcentresΝofΝculture’Ν(ψarthes,Ν
1977, 146). Moreover, Foucault suggested that discourse always involves more than one 
statement, one text, one action or one source and that the same discourse appears across 
several texts, and within several different institutions within society (Foucault, 1969).  
 
Finally, Genette (1982)ΝintroducedΝtheΝtermΝ‘transtextuality’ΝtoΝaddress the relationships 
of texts to each other, which consists of five sub-types of activity. Two of these sub-
typesΝ areΝ relevantΝ inΝ thisΝ thesisμΝ a)Ν ‘architextuality’,Ν whichΝ refersΝ toΝ theΝ typesΝ ofΝ
discourse, modes of enunciation, and genres from which a text emerges, and b) 
‘paratextuality’,ΝwhichΝrefersΝtoΝtheΝrelationΝbetweenΝaΝtextΝandΝitsΝ‘paratext’Ν– that which 
surrounds the main body of the text, such as titles, headings, prefaces, epigraphs, 
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dedications, acknowledgements, footnotes, illustrations, and so on (Genette, 1982, 1-
7)26. 
 
The concept of intertextuality enables me to address the Thessaloniki Biennale as a text 
relatedΝtoΝanΝintricateΝbodyΝofΝotherΝ‘texts’Ν(meaningΝwrittenΝtextsΝasΝwellΝasΝexhibitionsΝ
and cultural initiatives) as well as broader discourses. More specifically, the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, both through its official written texts as well as its exhibitions, refers to and 
negotiates themes and narratives addressed in other anterior or synchronic texts and 
discourses, including: a) written texts of the official Greek governance b) previous 
Sεωχ’sΝ exhibitionsΝ  with a similar geographical focus; c) texts produced by other 
cultural organisations of Thessaloniki (museums, festivals and cultural events), and 
articles by local writers, academics and politicians, which address and contribute to the 
construction of an identity for Thessaloniki d) the discourse on creative industries and 
the appropriation of art and culture in city development strategies, and the discourse on 
contemporary art biennials, as described in Chapter 2 (Literature Review).  
 
The examination of the relationship between the Thessaloniki Biennale and wider 
discourses on contemporary art biennials, in particular, is necessary, also, as the 
Thessaloniki Biennale can be consideredΝasΝpartΝofΝaΝgenreέΝύenre’sΝpotentialΝ toΝshapeΝ
and restrict meanings, and, thus, to enable and guide interpretation has been highlighted 
(Genette, 1982, 1-7; Frow, 2006, 10; Chandler, 2007, 150). Derrida, although accepts 
that every text participates in a genre, rejects the notion that texts actually belong to 
genres, Thus, he stresses the open-endedness of genres and the irreducibility of texts to a 
single interpretive framework (Derrida, 1980, 227-230). Following these insights this 
thesis considers the Thessaloniki Biennale as part of a contemporary art biennial genre, 
and interprets it taking into consideration the particular framework that this genre 
involves.  
 
The Thessaloniki Biennale studied as art institution, and exhibition practice. 
                                                 
26
 TheΝ restΝ includeΝ ‘intertextuality’ΝwhichΝ isΝ theΝ relationshipΝofΝ co-presence between two or among 
severalΝ textsέΝ ‘Intertextuality’Ν involvesΝquoting,ΝplagiarismΝandΝ allusion,Ν ,ΝdέΝ ‘metatextuality’,ΝwhichΝ
involves the explicit or implicit critical commentary of one text on another text, and, finally, e. 
‘hypertextuality’,ΝwhichΝ isΝ theΝ relationΝbetweenΝ aΝ textΝ andΝ aΝ precedingΝ textΝ orΝ genreΝonΝwhichΝ itΝ isΝ
based but which it transforms, modifies, elaborates or extends (including parody, translation) 
(Genette, 1982/1997, 1-7). 
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There are limitsΝ toΝ consideringΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennaleΝ asΝ aΝ ‘text’,Ν however,Ν andΝ
therefore, at the same time, this thesis addresses the Thessaloniki Biennale as art 
institution, and exhibition practice. In doing so, this thesis applies insights from a 
combination of approaches; mainly social history of art (Clark, 1973; 2001; 1999) with a 
special focus on the analysis of exhibitions and museums (Karp and Levine, 1991; 
Bennett, 1995; Duncan and Wallace, 1993; Duncan, 1995; Greenberg, Ferguson and 
Nairne, 1996; Barker, 1999; Preziosi, 2003; 2004), and institutional critique (Alberro and 
Stimson, 2009, 6-8, 15 – 17).  
 
Social history of art draws attention to the context(s) of the object of study (Clark, 1973; 
1999), and sets ideology at the centre of its enquiry (Clark, 2001; Duncan and Wallach, 
1978/2004; Duncan, 1995). Clark highlights the need to explore the network of concrete 
transactions and complex relations between the social, economic and political 
circumstances of the production of an artwork, and the artwork itself as well as its formal 
qualities. Clark proposes examining the relations between artists, art practices, artworks, 
institutions, available traditions of representation, and the broader political and historical 
circumstances at specific historical moments (Clark, 1999, 9-20; Harris, 2001, 65-67) 27. 
 
TheΝ importanceΝ ofΝωlark’sΝ approachΝ forΝmyΝ thesisΝ liesΝ inΝ theΝ factΝ thatΝ itΝ arguesΝ forΝ aΝ
contextual study of an artwork, addressing the variety of issues which could be regarded 
asΝtheΝartΝwork’sΝcontext(s). Although this thesis does not address a single artwork but 
rather anΝ artΝ event,Νωlark’sΝ insightsΝ asΝ regardsΝ theΝ importanceΝ ofΝ studyingΝ theΝ variousΝ
context(s) of the object under study are remain applicable to the study of an art event 
itself and its production. 
 
This thesis also draws on particular insights offered by institutional critique, which is 
fundamentally committed to exposing the institution of art as a deeply problematical 
                                                 
27
 InΝhisΝ studyΝofΝ theΝ1κθηΝpaintingΝ ‘τlympia’ΝbyΝϋdwardΝεanet,ΝωlarkΝcompilesΝaΝ solidΝandΝwell-
documented body of empirical evidence, ranging from artists’Ν personalΝ correspondenceΝ toΝ criticalΝ
reviewsέΝ InΝ particular,Ν heΝ focusesΝ onΝ theΝ criticalΝ reviewsΝ ofΝ theΝ artwork,Ν addressingΝ theΝ critics’Ν
background, which papers and journals they wrote for, and how they wrote reviews of the paintings of 
the salon. He alsoΝ tracesΝ andΝ addressesΝ theΝ scarcitiesΝ andΝ silencesΝ inΝ theΝ critics’Ν discourseέΝ
Furthermore, consistent with his investigation of how artists situate themselves in relation to available 
traditions of representation, Clark traces how prostitution and the prostitute were represented in the 
official / dominant discourse/ ideology of the time through analysing contemporary sociological and 
medical articles on the subject, newspaper articles, reports, extracts from literature and plays, the 
legislation on prostitution and memoirs (Clark, 1984/1999, 79-146).  
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field, in which political, economic, and ideological interests intersect and directly 
intervene and interfere in the production of public culture. The more recent strand of 
institutional critique, which includes the radical agendas of groups, such as the 
RepoHistory, the Yes Men, subRosa, Raqs Media Collective, and the Electronic 
Disturbance Theatre to mention but a few, suggests ‘getting out of the frame’ altogether, 
evading the official art world and the attendant professions and institutions that 
legitimate it, and developing practices capable of operating outside the confines of the 
museum and art market (Alberro and Simson, 2009 6-8, 15 – 17). 
 
 Similarly,ΝaccordingΝtoΝώarris,Ν‘socialΝhistoryΝofΝart’,Ν‘radicalΝhistoryΝofΝart’,ΝandΝ‘criticalΝ
historyΝofΝart’Ν referΝ toΝ theΝformsΝofΝdescription,Νanalysis,ΝandΝevaluationΝrootedΝ in, and 
inseparable from social and political activism (Harris, 2001, 9, 35). The intellectual 
currents pervading the social history of art include Marxism, feminism, post-colonialism 
and queer theory, while the analytic methods used are often drawn from a variety of 
sources including sociology, semiotics, structuralism, critical theory, and post-
structuralism (Harris, 2001, 46).  
 
χlthoughΝ thereΝ hasΝ beenΝ considerableΝ disciplinaryΝ disagreementΝ regardingΝ theΝ ‘properΝ
objectΝ ofΝ artΝ historicalΝ attention’Ν (Preziosi, 2003, 10), the social history of art has 
expanded the scope of art historical study to include elements and factors beyond art 
worksΝthemselvesέΝεoreΝspecifically,ΝwhatΝcanΝbeΝconsideredΝasΝtheΝ‘empiricalΝobjects’Ν
of art history includes not only visual representations (paintings, sculptures, films, 
photographs), but also patronage, art dealing (Clark, 1973; 2001; 1983), government 
fundingΝ bodies,Ν andΝ otherΝ kindsΝ ofΝ organisationsΝ thatΝ areΝ involvedΝ inΝ art’sΝ production,Ν
dissemination, and consumption (Harris, 2001, 16-18), as well as museum and gallery 
displays of art works (Duncan and Wallach, 1978; Bann, 1984; Duncan, 1995; Wallach, 
1998; Preziosi, 2003), and exhibitions (Greenberg, Ferguson and Nairne, 1996). In this 
respect, the social history of art has bordered museum and exhibition studies, which 
since the 1980s and 1990s have addressed similar issues, often drawing on όoucault’sΝ
analyses of power in order to address processes of governmentality within and through 
art museums (Bennett, 1988; Vergo, 1989; Bennett, 1995). This thesis embraces the 
viewpoint which considers displays and exhibitions as objects of art historical study, and 
argues that the Thessaloniki Biennale can be studied by simultaneously applying insights 
from the framework of social history of art, and museum and exhibition studies. 
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The analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale from the point of view of its funding and 
connections with the agendas of its major sponsor - the Hellenic Ministry of Culture - as 
well as the models of display it employed fits into the social history of art and the 
institutional critique projects, as described above. Both these perspectives enable me to 
addressΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝasΝanΝartΝinstitutionΝrelatedΝtoΝaΝrangeΝofΝ‘non- artistic 
interests’,ΝandΝexplore the nature of those interests and the ways in which they engage 
with the Thessaloniki Biennale. This involves the critical analysis of certain aspects of 
Greek governance and the complex network of relations between the art event, the 
SMCA, and the Hellenic Ministry of Culture.  
 
InΝaddressingΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcontext,ΝthisΝthesisΝtakesΝintoΝconsiderationΝtheΝ
ways in which context has been theorised by post-structuralist semiotics. More 
specifically, post-structuralist semiotics argues against a clear-cutΝseparationΝofΝ‘context’Ν
fromΝ‘text’,ΝandΝchallengesΝ theΝassumptionΝ thatΝ textΝandΝcontextΝareΝ independentΝ termsΝ
(Bal and Bryson, 1991, 177). In particular, Bal and Bryson reject the tendency to address 
‘context’Ν andΝ ‘text’Ν asΝ clearlyΝ separated, on the grounds that this assumption (that 
‘context’ΝandΝ‘text’ΝareΝindependent)ΝconsidersΝ‘context’ΝasΝtheΝfirmΝgroundΝuponΝwhichΝ
toΝbaseΝtheΝinterpretationΝofΝtheΝ‘text’έΝThisΝmeansΝthatΝ‘context’ΝgeneratesΝ‘text’,ΝinΝtheΝ
same way that a cause gives rise to an effect. However, it is sometimes the case that the 
sequence (from context to text) is actually inferred from its end-point28. This rhetorical 
operation addresses the work as having been solely produced by its context, and ignores 
the fact that the workΝorΝ‘text’ΝalsoΝaffectsΝitsΝ‘context’Ν(ψalΝandΝψryson,Ν1λλ1,Ν1ιλ)έΝ 
 
InΝresponseΝtoΝtheΝpointsΝraisedΝbyΝψalΝandΝψrysonΝregardingΝhowΝ‘text’ΝandΝ‘context’ΝareΝ
interdependent (Bal and Bryson, 1991, 179), this thesis takes into consideration the 
interplay of the Thessaloniki Biennale as an event, and its context during the process of 
theΝformer’sΝinterpretationέΝInΝparticular,ΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝisΝconsideredΝasΝpartΝ
of a broader network of initiatives reflecting similar interests and agendas, including, for 
instance, Greek governance and creative cities and industries discourse. Nonetheless, this 
broader network is not privileged in my analysis as determining the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, but as a milieu affecting - and being affected by - the Thessaloniki Biennale.  
                                                 
28
 σietzscheΝcalledΝthisΝprocessΝ‘chronologicalΝreversal’,ΝseeΝωullerΝ(1λκβ,Νκθ)έΝ 
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3.3 Defining the context of the Thessaloniki Biennale 
The analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale in this thesis relates the art event to its context. 
ThisΝ sectionΝ explainsΝ whatΝ thisΝ thesisΝ selectsΝ asΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ context,Ν
justifies this choice, demonstrates in what ways the analysis of the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝ contextΝ contributesΝ toΝ theΝ studyΝofΝ theΝ artΝ event,Ν andΝ indicatesΝ theΝ researchΝ
methods used in order to collect and analyse the relevant material.  
 
This thesis examines the Thessaloniki Biennale in relation to what is selected as being a 
particularly important context: Greek governance as regards art and culture and the 
official Greek cultural policy. In particular, this thesis analyses the Thessaloniki 
Biennale in relation to the complex network of the agendas, priorities and interests 
pursued by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, local cultural and urban planning initiatives, 
the Municipality, and the State Museum of Contemporary Art (SMCA), which is the 
main organiser of the Thessaloniki Biennale.  
 
The analysis of the context of the Thessaloniki Biennale, as defined above, contributes to 
an understanding of the Thessaloniki Biennale, as it addresses two interrelated research 
questions posed in this thesis: a) what are the broader social, cultural, political and 
ideological practices to which the Thessaloniki Biennale can be related? b) What are the 
reasons that the Thessaloniki Biennale is funded and supported by the Hellenic Ministry 
of Culture, and thus has become part of its official policy? Situating the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, therefore, in the context of Greek governance and Greek cultural policy 
enables me to explore the first hypothesis of this thesis, which concerns the instrumental 
role of the art event. Exploring the context of the Thessaloniki Biennale helps identify 
the agendas and interests of the official Greek cultural policy, to which the Thessaloniki 
ψiennaleΝisΝaΝresponseΝandΝsymptomέΝεoreover,ΝtheΝanalysisΝofΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝcontextΝisΝ
useful in exploringΝ theΝ thesis’Ν secondΝ hypothesisΝ concerningΝ theΝ subversiveΝ potentialΝ
which the Thessaloniki Biennale may have in relation to the official narratives, agendas 
and interests of the Hellenic Ministry of Culture.  
 
However, it is useful to mention here that there are important issues raised by post-
structuralismΝregardingΝwhatΝcouldΝbeΝconceptualisedΝasΝ‘context’έΝTheΝpost-structuralist 
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approach radically redefines the concept of context and its relationship to text. It 
proposes that context, is not the simple or natural ground upon which to base the 
interpretationΝofΝtheΝtextΝbutΝitΝis,Νinstead,ΝperceivedΝasΝinterminableΝasΝtheΝ‘text’ΝitselfέΝInΝ
other words, context can always be extended, and cannot be established in the form of a 
totality; it is impossible to determine all the circumstances that constitute a particular 
context. Therefore, one is able to present only a partial and incomplete formulation of 
context, which if presented as standing for the totality of contexts, constitutes a 
synecdochical approach to context and is misleading (Bal and Bryson, 1991, 179) 29. 
 
Although the interminability of context might initially lead one to abandon the effort to 
studyΝ ‘context’,Ν thisΝ isΝ byΝ noΝ meansΝ whatΝ theΝ postΝ structuralistΝ semioticsΝ projectΝ
proposes. Instead, it advocates that the concepts of context and determination should 
remain as working concepts of analysis, as long as the misleading notion that a total 
determinationΝofΝcontextΝisΝfeasibleΝisΝabandonedέΝχsΝϊerridaΝputsΝitμΝ‘σoΝmeaningΝcanΝ
be determined outΝofΝcontext,ΝbutΝnoΝcontextΝpermitsΝsaturation’Ν(ϊerrida,Ν1λιλ,Νκ1)έΝ 
 
Taking into consideration the insights outlined above, this thesis by no means claims to 
offerΝ anΝ exhaustiveΝ accountΝ ofΝwhatΝ couldΝ beΝ regardedΝ asΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ
context. ItΝdoesΝnotΝdoesΝnotΝmakeΝtheΝclaimΝthatΝtheΝevent’sΝcontextΝcouldΝbeΝdeterminedΝ
as a totality nor that this context could fix in advance the outcome of any of its 
encounters with contextual plurality. Instead, my thesis embraces the notion that context 
is interminable and can always be extended. Taking into account the risk of a misleading 
synecdochical approach to context as pointed out earlier by Bal and Bryson (Bal and 
Bryson, 1991, 179), I acknowledge the fact that I selected certain elements and analyse 
themΝasΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcontext,ΝandΝleftΝotherΝelementsΝoutΝofΝmyΝanalysisέΝ
                                                 
29
 It is useful, here, to briefly outline the overall approach to semiosis which post-structuralism 
proposes. It rejects the structuralist semiotics principle that the meanings of signs are determined by 
sets of internal oppositions and differences mapped out within a static system, which essentially 
theorises sign systems as enclosed and immobile. Instead, post-structuralist semiotics brings forward 
theΝsystem’sΝaspectsΝofΝongoingΝsemiosisΝandΝdynamismΝandΝthinkΝofΝsemiosisΝasΝunfoldingΝinΝtimeέΝ
Derrida, in particular, insisted that the meaning of any particular sign could not be located in a 
signified fixed by the internal operations of a synchronic system; rather meaning arose exactly from 
the movement from one sign or signifier to the next, in a perpetuum mobile where there could be 
found neither a starting point for semiosis, nor a concluding moment in which semiosis terminated 
andΝ theΝmeaningsΝ ofΝ signsΝ fullyΝ ‘arrived’,Ν forΝ aΝ discussionΝ ofΝϊerrida’sΝ theoryΝ ofΝ signification,Ν seeΝ
εelvilleΝ (1λκθ)Ν andΝ forΝ hisΝ conceptΝ ofΝ ‘differance’Ν inΝ particular,Ν seeΝ σancyΝ (1λλβ)έΝUmbertoΝ ϋco,Ν
warns against a confusion between theoretical polysemy and actual interpretation, and points out that 
socially and politically motivated limits exist, putting a practical stop to a theoretical polysemy. Thus 
the very thesis of polysemy provides clearer insight into the limits of interpretation and their 
motivations (Eco, 1994).  
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In doing so, I do not consider the elements I selected and analysed as constituting the art 
event’sΝcontextΝinΝitsΝtotalityέΝ 
 
It is, also, important to state that the particular aspects of Greek governance and Greek 
culturalΝ policyΝ addressedΝ asΝ theΝ ‘ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ context’Ν inΝ thisΝ thesisΝ wereΝ
chosen on specific grounds. They were selected on the grounds that those aspects 
elucidate the first hypothesis of this thesis: that the Thessaloniki Biennale assumed an 
instrumentalΝ roleΝbyΝrespondingΝ toΝ ‘non-artistic’ΝagendasΝandΝ interestsΝ relatedΝ toΝύreekΝ
governance. Those agendas and interests constitute precisely what this thesis defines as 
the Thessaloniki Biennale’sΝcontext,ΝandΝmyΝthesisΝrepresentsΝthatΝitΝisΝessentialΝtoΝstudyΝ
theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcontextΝinΝorderΝtoΝunderstandΝfirstly,ΝtheΝreasonΝwhyΝitΝwasΝ
embraced and funded by the Ministry of Culture; and secondly, certain aspects of its 
production.  
 
Finally, the post-structuralist approach to semiotics draws attention to the fact that 
context refers both to the context of the production of works of art as well as the context 
of their commentary. This means that the present context should be included within the 
analysisΝ ofΝ ‘context’Ν andΝ thatΝweΝ shouldΝ locateΝ ourselvesΝ inΝ theΝ accountsΝweΝ produceΝ
instead of bracketing out our positionalities. In an effort to locate myself as researcher in 
the account of the Thessaloniki Biennale I produce in this thesis, I need to make 
reference to my Greek identity. Both my Greek origin as well as the very fact that I 
studied and lived for years in Thessaloniki, the host city of the biennial under 
examination, determined my decision to address the Thessaloniki Biennale, in particular, 
in my thesis.  
 
Moreover, the decision to explore the context of the Thessaloniki Biennale as well as the 
elements which I chose to address as the context of the art event (as explained in the 
relevant section of this chapter below), was determined by my own position as a 
researcher in the account I am producing in this thesis. In other words, the selection of 
theΝparticularΝ elementsΝwhichΝ IΝ consideredΝasΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ contextΝwasΝ
affected by certain attitudes of mine as a researcher, which had to do with the fact that 
my background is in art history, and I have an affiliation to the social history of art 
methods, especially institutional critique. This affected, also, my belief that certain 
aspects of the social history of art methodological framework could be transferred and 
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appliedΝinΝtheΝstudyΝofΝbiennials,ΝsuchΝasΝtheΝimportanceΝofΝfunding,ΝtheΝpatrons’ΝmotivesΝ
for commissioning a work, and the relevance of socio-political factors in the production 
of an art work. At the same time, under the influence of post-structuralism, this thesis 
does not consider the Thessaloniki Biennale as a singular text, where all the various 
causal lines detected converge. It is, rather, subject to all of the variations and shifts 
entailed in an unpredictable reception. My account of it, therefore, is not exhaustive, and 
it is just one account among potentially various others30. 
 
TheΝmaterialΝcollectedΝandΝanalysedΝasΝpartΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcontextέ 
Outlining the context of the Thessaloniki Biennale, as described above, involves: a) 
identifying key features of Greek governance and administration as regards art and 
culture (the highly centralised nature of the official Greek arts and culture 
administration; the exclusivist and elitist character of the formulation process of the 
official Greek cultural policy; the intensified support towards contemporary art and 
culture rather than ancient and Byzantine heritage), b) analysing the way in which art 
and culture are conceptualised in the official discourse of Greek cultural policy, 
especially in comparison to the official European guidelines, c) tracing key initiatives of 
the official Greek cultural policy as regards tourism and cultural diplomacy in particular, 
which, as this thesis argues, influenced and were negotiated by the Thessaloniki 
Biennale.  All three aspects, as outlined above, are interconnected. 
 
In order to analyse aspects of the official Greek cultural policy, since the latter is defined 
asΝaΝkeyΝpartΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’s context in this thesis, insights from policy 
analysis methodology are applied. Ham and Hill summarise the different types of policy 
analysis as comprising seven key varieties: Study of policy content, policy process, 
policy outputs, evaluation, information for policy making, process advocacy, policy 
advocacy (Ham and Hill, 1993, 9). As this thesis explores the reasons why the 
Thessaloniki Biennale was embraced and supported by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, 
and in what ways the Thessaloniki Biennale negotiated the agendas of the Ministry, a 
                                                 
30
 According to the post-structuralist perspective, the text or artwork cannot exist outside the 
circumstances in which the reader reads the text or the viewer views the image, and that the work of 
art cannot fix in advance the outcome of any of its encounters with contextual plurality. This is the 
reason why, the idea of convergence should be supplemented by the idea of the diffraction of 
reception: not only causal chains moving toward the work of art but also lines of signification opening 
out from the work of art (Bal and Bryson, 1991, 180).  
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combination of policy content and policy process analysis is the most appropriate 
approach.  
 
Moreover, this thesis embraces the conceptualisation of policy as a web of decisions or a 
course of action rather than a single decision (Ham and Hill, 1993: 11, 12). This 
approach to policy indicates that the decision to support the Thessaloniki Biennale 
cannot be understood in isolation, and that it would be fruitful to explore its relation to 
the array of decisions which comprise official Greek cultural policy, especially as 
regards the conceptualisation of art and culture as engines for economic growth.  
 
Policy content focuses on the emergence and development of particular policies, and 
usually, one or more cases are investigated in order to explain how a particular policy 
emerged and how it was implemented (Ham and Hill, 1993, 9). Analysing the selected 
documents of Greek cultural policy from a content point of view is useful, as attention is 
drawn to the increasing interest from the part of the state in the support and promotion of 
contemporary art as well as the conceptualisation of art and culture as engines for 
economicΝgrowthΝandΝtoolsΝforΝ‘non-artistic’ΝpurposesέΝεoreover,ΝpolicyΝcontentΝanalysisΝ
enables me to explore how investment of relatively large funds, more specifically 
European funds, in culture is justified. On the other hand, policy process analysis seeks 
to reveal the various influences on policy formulation; it, therefore, focuses on the stages 
through which issues pass and traces the various factors which influence the 
development of particular policies (Ham and Hill, 1993, 10). Policy process analysis is 
useful in exploring the highly centralised character of the official Greek art and culture 
administration as well as the exclusivist character of the Greek cultural policy 
formulation process. 
 
Below, I explain how I analysed the material which constitutes the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝcontext as defined in this thesis. This material is organised around 3 key axes: 
a) key features of Greek governance and administration as regards art and culture; b) 
how art and culture are conceptualised in official Greek cultural policy documents 
during the 2000s, especially in relation to the official EU guidelines; c) key initiatives of 
the official Greek cultural policy as regards tourism and cultural diplomacy in particular. 
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a)ΝTheΝfirstΝaspectΝofΝwhatΝisΝdefinedΝasΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcontextΝinΝthisΝthesisΝ
involves key features of Greek governance and administration as regards art and culture. 
One such feature is the highly centralised character of the official Greek art and culture 
administration, and it is crucial to my study of the Thessaloniki Biennale. This is because 
it further reinforces the hypothesis that the Thessaloniki Biennale, which is funded by 
theΝώellenicΝεinistryΝ ofΝωulture,Ν isΝ linkedΝ toΝ theΝεinistry’sΝ agendasΝ andΝprioritiesέΝ InΝ
otherΝ words,Ν itΝ promotesΝ theΝ explorationΝ ofΝ thisΝ thesis’Ν hypothesisΝ regardingΝ theΝ
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝinstrumental role.  
 
In order to trace the centralised character of the official Greek art and culture 
administration, I analysed pieces of legislation, namely Act 2257, which, in 1997 
established the SMCA, the main organiser of the Thessaloniki Biennale, as well as the 
Museum of Photography and the Cinema Museum in Thessaloniki (these three museums 
are the only museums of contemporary art in Thessaloniki). Act 2257 demonstrates the 
dominant role of the Ministry in the operation and administration of the three museums. 
χsΝ regardsΝ theΝ Sεωχ,Ν inΝ particular,Ν theΝ εinistry’sΝ roleΝ isΝ crucialΝ inΝ theΝ biennial’sΝ
funding, as well as the appointment of the Director and President of the SMCA.  
 
Also, I reviewed analyses of local writers on Greek cultural policy (Konsola, 2006; 
Kousobinas, 2007; Andreou, 2010), because they highlight the central role of the state in 
Greek art and culture policies and administration.  I reviewed the report of Greek cultural 
policyΝ forΝ theΝ ωouncilΝ ofΝ ϋuropeήΝ ϋRIωartsΝ ‘ωompendiumΝ ofΝ ωulturalΝ PoliciesΝ and 
TrendsΝinΝϋurope’Ν(ϊallas,Νβί1ί),ΝasΝitΝhighlightsΝtheΝover-dependence of large scale art 
and culture projects on state funding. 
 
Another key feature of Greek governance as regards art and culture, which, as this thesis 
argues, is relevant to the Thessaloniki Biennale, is the fact that the formulation process 
of official Greek cultural policy is exclusivist and elitist. The implication of this for the 
Thessaloniki Biennale is that the interests of the Greek art professional elite affected 
certain organisational aspects of the Thessaloniki Biennale, namely the process of artists 
and curators selection, and that the Thessaloniki Biennale adopted overall a hierarchical 
and top-downΝ approachέΝ ώamΝ andΝ ώill’sΝ conceptΝ ofΝ theΝ influenceΝ ofΝ elitesΝ onΝ policyΝ
formation is particularly useful in the analysis of the formulation process of official 
Greek cultural policy, especially, their insights on the power exercised by a small 
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number of well-organised societal interests, and their ability to achieve their goals based 
on a variety of sources, such as the occupation of formal office, wealth, technical 
expertise and knowledge (Ham and Hill, 1993). 
 
In my analysis, I addressed who and in what capacity participated in the committees 
responsible for submitting cultural policy related proposals, namely the Culture in 
Greece. Financial, Artistic, and Social Dimensions and Prospects report (Economic and 
Social Council of Greece, 2007), and the Proposal for a New Cultural Policy 
(Giannopoulos et al, 2012). I also traced if and to what extent grassroots movements and 
independent groups of art professionals were involved in the formulation process of 
those proposals. Moreover, in order to explore to what extent and in what ways the 
exclusivist character of the official Greek cultural policy affected the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, I compared the Thessaloniki Biennale to the Thessaloniki Otherwise Festival, 
which was a more open and participatory initiative. This comparison focused on certain 
organisational aspects, namely the selection process of participants. 
 
Finally, the shift in Greek cultural policy since the late 1990s, which includes wider 
support towards contemporary culture, is a crucial feature of Greek governance as 
regards art and culture and is relevant to the Thessaloniki Biennale. This is because it 
helps situate and explain the decision to establish a state funded, contemporary art 
biennial in Thessaloniki, even though official Greek cultural policy was mainly 
concerned with classical and Byzantine heritage for the most part of the 20th century. 
This shift is traced through the analysis of official Greek cultural policy documents, 
namely the report on the operational Programme Culture 2000 (2000-2006, funded by 
the 3rd Community Support Framework), and the Proposal for a New Cultural Policy 
(Giannopoulos et al, 2012).  
 
b)ΝTheΝ secondΝaspectΝ ofΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ context,Ν asΝdefinedΝ inΝ thisΝ thesis,Ν
involves the ways in which art and culture are conceptualised in the official discourse on 
cultural policy in Greece during the 2000s. More specifically, the fact that culture, 
especially contemporary art and culture, is addressed as a resource for economic 
developmentΝ andΝ aΝ meansΝ forΝ theΝ country’sΝ promotionΝ abroadΝ isΝ relevantΝ toΝ theΝ
examination of the Thessaloniki Biennale, because it outlines the grounds upon which 
the decision to establish the event was based. In order to explore and document the 
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conceptualisationΝofΝartΝ andΝcultureΝasΝ resourcesΝ forΝ ‘non-artisticΝpurposes’,Ν IΝ analysedΝ
official Greek cultural policy documents, namely: 
  The report on the operational Programme Culture 2000-2006 (Managing 
χuthorityΝofΝtheΝτperationalΝProgrammeΝ‘ωulture’, 2007).  The Culture in Greece. Financial, Artistic, and Social Dimensions and Prospects 
report (Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007).  The Proposal for a New Cultural Policy (Giannopoulos et al, 2012).  
 
TheΝtendencyΝtoΝaddressΝartΝandΝcultureΝasΝ‘resources’ΝisΝnotΝlimitedΝtoΝtheΝofficialΝύreekΝ
cultural policy documents examined above. It is also manifest in the official EU 
guidelines on culture, which influence official Greek cultural policy. In order to explore 
further the relationship between official Greek cultural policy documents and EU 
guidelines on culture as regards the ways in which they conceptualise culture, I 
examined official EU cultural policy documents and compared them with the official 
Greek cultural policy documents analysed earlier.  
 
TheΝwayΝ‘culture’ΝisΝaddressedΝinΝtheΝofficialΝϋUΝdiscourseΝwasΝtracedΝinΝζΝkeyΝofficialΝ
documents, issued by the EU. With the exception of the Lisbon Strategy, the EU 
documents under examination were issued towards the end of the decade, and coincided 
with the decision made by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture to fund and support the 
Thessaloniki Biennale. The documents under examination include: 
  The Lisbon Strategy (23-24 / 5/ 2000).   The Council Communication on A European Agenda for Culture (10/5/2007).   The Council Conclusions on Culture As A Catalyst for Creativity and Innovation 
(12-5-2009).   The Council Conclusions on the Contribution of the Cultural and Creative 
Sectors to the Achievement of the Lisbon Objectives (24-25/5/ 2007).   
 
The examination of the aforementioned documents is useful for this thesis because it 
demonstrates that both official Greek cultural policy and EU discourse address culture as 
potentiallyΝ anΝ ‘engineΝ forΝ economicΝ growth’έΝ ThisΝ analysisΝ highlightsΝ theΝ factΝ thatΝ
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official Greek cultural policy uncritically embraces the EU discourse on culture. This is 
relevant to my thesis, as it indicates a furtherΝ‘non-artistic’Νpurpose,ΝforΝwhichΝcultureΝisΝ
usedΝasΝaΝmeansΝ inΝ theΝcontextΝofΝύreekΝgovernanceμΝ theΝdesireΝ toΝassertΝ theΝcountry’sΝ
European identity. This is, in turn, related to the study of the Thessaloniki Biennale, 
because, as this thesis argues, theΝlatterΝisΝconsideredΝasΝaΝtoolΝinΝtheΝcountry’sΝbroaderΝ
effort for an effective cultural diplomacy. My analysis of both official Greek cultural 
policy documents and EU guidelines on culture draws on the creative industries and 
creative cities discourses (Landry and Bianchini, 1995; Leadbeater, 1999; Miller, Govil, 
McMurria and Maxwell, 2001; Florida 2002; McRobbie, 2002; Garnham, 2005; Pratt, 
2008; 2011; 2012;), as well as on social theories on the instrumentalisation of art and 
culture (Zukin, 1995; Rifkin, 2000; Yúdice, 2003; Hardt, 2009), as they were outlined in 
Chapter 2’sΝliterature review. 
 
c) The third aspect of the context of the Thessaloniki Biennale, as defined in this thesis, 
involves tracing key initiatives of the official Greek cultural policy as regards tourism 
and cultural diplomacy in particular. The examination of those initiatives contributes to 
the exploration of the first hypothesis proposed by this thesis (that the Thessaloniki 
Biennale fulfils an instrumental role) because it outlines the interests to which the art 
event arguably responded. The Thessaloniki Biennale was a promising tool in order for 
the Ministry to advance its agendas, namely as regards increasing tourism and projecting 
a positive image for the country abroad. The analysis of those interests and agendas is 
related to the creative industries and creative cities discourses (Landry and Bianchini, 
1995; Leadbeater, 1999; Miller, Govil, McMurria and Maxwell, 2001; Florida 2002; 
McRobbie, 2002; Garnham, 2005; Pratt, 2009; 2011; 2012), as well as on social theories 
on the instrumentalisation of art and culture (Zukin, 1995; Rifkin, 2000; Yúdice, 2003; 
Hardt, 2009), as they were outlined in Chapter 2’sΝliterature review. 
 
In order to trace those interests, I examine a number of relevant initiatives, namely the 
Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads Programme initiated by the Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture in 2010, which the 3rd edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale was included in and 
funded by. The analysis of the Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads Programme helps 
elucidate the decision of the Hellenic Ministry of Culture to fund and support the 
Thessaloniki,Ν asΝ wellΝ asΝ theΝ εinistry’sΝ expectationsΝ fromΝ thisΝ particularΝ artΝ eventέΝ
εoreover,Ν IΝ exploreΝ theΝ εinistry’sΝ agendasΝ onΝ culturalΝ diplomacy through cultural 
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organisations, by looking at two initiatives - the Hellenic Foundation for Culture 
(established in 1992) and the European Cultural Centre of Delphi (established in 1977), 
both supervised by the Ministry of Culture. I, subsequently, compare the Thessaloniki 
Biennale with those initiatives.  
 
Finally, two previous exhibitions organised by the SMCA are addressed, and compared 
with the Thessaloniki Biennale: the Cosmopolis1: Microcosmos X Macrocosmos 
exhibition (2005) and the Contemporary European Art. The Art of the Balkan Countries 
exhibition (2002). These exhibitions were chosen as they were both organised by the 
SMCA, as the Thessaloniki Biennale, shared a similar geographical focus, especially 
with the 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale, and could therefore in many ways be considered as 
predecessors of the Thessaloniki Biennale in terms of aims and mission. 
 
3.4 Methods used to analyse the material and evidence 
Exploring the instrumental role of the Thessaloniki Biennale 
Informed by the review of the literature on the instrumental role of art and culture, and 
contemporary art biennials, in particular, this thesis explores the hypothesis that the 
Thessaloniki Biennale crucially has an instrumental role, namely as regards tourism and 
cultural diplomacy, and expounds upon how this instrumentality works. The previous 
section regarding the context of the Thessaloniki Biennale outlined the methods used in 
orderΝtoΝoutlineΝsomeΝkeyΝ‘non-artistic’ΝagendasΝandΝinterestsΝofΝύreekΝgovernanceΝandΝ
official Greek cultural policy, which the Thessaloniki Biennale relates to. This section 
addresses two further research questions: a) to what extent and in what ways did the 
Thessaloniki Biennale assume an instrumental role by responding to these agendas and 
interestsςΝ b)Ν WhyΝ wereΝ specificΝ choicesΝ aboutΝ theΝ artΝ event’sΝ productionΝ madeΝ overΝ
others,ΝespeciallyΝasΝregardsΝtheΝchoiceΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoricalΝmonumentsΝasΝvenuesΝforΝ
theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ projectsςΝ ThisΝ sectionΝ explainsΝ andΝ justifiesΝ theΝ materialΝ
addressed, and the methods used in order to analyse it. 
 
In order to source evidence regarding the agendas of the Thessaloniki Biennale and its 
links to the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, I analyse the exhibition catalogue texts written 
by politicians (e.g. the Minister of Culture, and the Mayor of Thessaloniki) as well as the 
Sεωχ’sΝofficialsΝ(ϊirectorΝandΝPresident)έΝAlso, I draw on the five interviews which I 
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conducted withΝmembersΝofΝtheΝSεωχ’sΝstaff,ΝnamelyΝεariaΝTsantsanoglouΝ(ϊirectorΝofΝ
SMCA at the time and co-curator of the 1st Thessaloniki Biennale), Syrago Tsiara 
(Director of the Centre of Contemporary Art, which is affiliated to the SMCA, and co-
curator of the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale), Anna Mykoniati (Assistant Curator of the 
SMCA and of the 1st Thessaloniki Biennale), Theodoros Markoglou (Assistant Curator 
of the SMCA and of the 1st Thessaloniki Biennale), and Chryssa Zarkali (PR Officer of 
the SMCA).  
 
These interviews were semi-structured (Morton-Williams, 1993; Walliman, 2005, 284-
286; Fielding and Thomas, 2008, 245-265; Silverman, 2010, 44-48), and their purpose 
was to provide more evidence as regards the aims and agendas of the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, and the decision of the SMCA to organise it. Both the questions posed and the 
answers provided were tape-recorded, and I have evidence - email correspondence - that 
the interviewees gave me their permission to mention their name and job title in this 
thesis. What I found during the course of the interviews as well as their analysis was that 
the interviewees repeated much of what had already been written and published in the 
exhibitions’ΝcatalogueΝtextsέΝInΝthisΝsense,ΝtheΝintervieweesΝrepeatedΝtheΝofficialΝnarrativeΝ
of the Thessaloniki Biennale as presented in the exhibition catalogue texts. Finally, I 
analyse interviews by high-rank officials of the SMCA about the Thessaloniki Biennale 
published in the national press. 
 
This thesis argues that the Thessaloniki Biennale responded to the agendas traced in the 
material mentioned above as well as the broader agendas of the official Greek cultural 
policy outlined in the previous section. The art event responded to those agendas through 
a signification process which branded the city in particular ways, namely as historical, 
multicultural and a potential centre for contemporary art in the Balkan area. I examine 
thisΝ significationΝ process,Ν whichΝ essentiallyΝ constitutesΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ
instrumental role, by analysing the: 
  Exhibition catalogue texts and press releases of the three editions of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale31.  
                                                 
31
 It should be noted that a close examination of the press releases shows that the latter largely repeated 
what was already written in the exhibition catalogue texts as regards the key theme on which the analysis 
of the official written texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale focused (the traits attributed to the city of 
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  Interviews and articles by politicians and high-ranking officials of the SMCA 
about the city of Thessaloniki, and/or the Thessaloniki Biennale published in the 
national press. 
  The structure of the exhibition catalogues, the choice of writers, and sequence of 
texts, drawing on concepts from the framework of semiotics. 
  The choice of venues for the exhibitions presented in the Thessaloniki Biennale: 
which historical monuments and other significant buildings were chosen, and 
why.  
  The dispersion of the projects and exhibitions across the city, through examining 
the maps provided by the Thessaloniki Biennale. Both the choice of venues as 
well as the maps of the art event are addressed as essential parts of the 
signification process involved in the Thessaloniki Biennale, and are analysed 
drawing on the framework of semiotics. 
 
Why does analysing the official written texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale matter? 
The analysis of the exhibition catalogue texts of the three editions of the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, as presented in Chapter 4), is more extended in relation to the analysis of the 
rest of the material (structure of catalogues, venues, press articles and interviews). The 
reasons for this are the same as the reason which determined the decision to address the 
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogues,ΝinΝtheΝfirstΝplaceνΝitΝwasΝpartlyΝinfluencedΝbyΝthe fact 
that, although biennials present exhibitions, they also invest considerable money and 
effortΝinΝproducingΝcataloguesέΝώowever,ΝtheΝartΝevents’Νcatalogue texts as well as other 
official texts, such as press releases and website material, have not attracted, to a great 
extent, the interest of writers who deal with biennials32. This thesis argues that the 
                                                                                                                                          
Thessaloniki). Therefore, although this thesis acknowledges the importance and involvement of press 
releases in the signification process initiated in the Thessaloniki Biennale, it presents and analyses samples 
from the exhibition catalogue texts only.  
 
32
 Although many essays, articles and book chapters on biennials make limited references to a 
biennials’ΝofficialΝwrittenΝtexts,Νthey do not analyse these texts extensively (Ok. Enwezor, 2005, 183; 
Th. Boutoux, 2005, 205; Mosquera, 2010; Harutyunyan, Ozgu and Goodfield, 2011)έΝWinkel’sΝessayΝ
‘TheΝRhetoricsΝofΝεanifesta’Ν(ωamielΝvanΝWinkel,Νβίίη,Νβ1λ-230), however, is a detailed analysis of 
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analysisΝ ofΝ aΝ biennial’sΝ writtenΝ discourseΝ can contribute to the understanding of a 
particular biennial as event and practice, because, these texts may reflect and negotiate 
local interests and concerns and address broader and pre-existing discourses, which in 
turn relate to organisational aspects as well as the agenda of the biennial. 
 
As regards the Thessaloniki Biennale, in particular, this thesis argues that the art event 
fulfils an instrumental role as regards tourism and cultural diplomacy by constructing the 
host city as a multicultural art centre with a leading role in the Balkan area. The analysis 
ofΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ catalogueΝ textsΝ tracesΝ theΝ significationΝprocess,Ν through 
which the branding of the city is achieved, and provides evidence regarding the ways in 
which the identity of Thessaloniki is constructed. In this way, the analysis of the 
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ catalogueΝ textsΝ contributes to the exploration of the first core 
hypothesis of this thesis concerning the instrumental role of the art event, and therefore, 
is deemed necessary.  
 
εoreover,Ν theΝ analysisΝ ofΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ catalogueΝ textsΝ isΝ particularlyΝ
useful, because it addresses further crucial questions regarding the signification process 
involved in the Thessaloniki Biennale: under which codes the Thessaloniki Biennale was 
meaningful, and which prior knowledge was necessary for the audience to decipher the 
signs constructed within the Thessaloniki Biennale. The analysis of the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextsΝaddressesΝpreciselyΝthisΝquestion,ΝasΝthose texts outline some 
key codes of signification involved in the art event.  
 
Codes provide the framework within which signs make sense; codes are culturally 
specific, and have to be fully, or at least partially, common to the addresser and the 
addressee (Saussure, 1974, 9; Jakobson, 1960; Hall, 1973, 132; Culler, 1976, 29; 
Barthes, 1977, 27-βκνΝ ωhandler,Ν βίίι,Ν 1ζι)έΝ ψarthes’Ν analysisΝ ofΝ theΝ PanzaniΝ
advertisement, a brand of Italian pasta, is an example of how codes can operate in the 
                                                                                                                                          
the official written texts of Manifesta, the European Biennial. The writer critically addresses the 
introductions and statements which were written by the Manifesta advisory board, the project office 
and the curatorial teams in the catalogues of the first 5 editions of Manifesta (19996 – 2004). Winkel, 
thus, explored the official self-image Manifesta constructed through these texts and the way Manifesta 
positioned itself through these texts in relation to major issues in the debates on art at the time. 
χlthoughΝWinkel’sΝ remarksΝ asΝ wellΝ asΝ methodologyΝ areΝ subjectΝ toΝ criticismΝ (εuller,Ν βίίηνΝ ύioni,Ν
2005), his analysis is important in bringing forward the analysis of official written texts as a useful 
tool in the study of art institutions.  
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signification process involved in a visual text (Barthes, 1977, 33-35). Barthes identified a 
series of kinds of knowledge the viewer should already be familiar with in order to 
interpret the signs involved in the Panzani ad: a straightforward, evident knowledge, the 
knowledge of a particular language, knowledge implanted as a part of a habit of a 
culture, knowledge based on a familiarity with tourist stereotypes and heavily cultural 
knowledge of the still life genre in painting (Barthes, 1977, 33-35).  
 
In the case of the Thessaloniki Biennale, the analysis of the catalogue texts identified 
three key codes which framed the meanings constructed in the Thessaloniki Biennale: a) 
Thessaloniki’sΝ pastΝ (inΝ orderΝ forΝ theΝ readerήviewerΝ toΝ perceiveΝ theΝ constructionΝ ofΝ theΝ
city’sΝmulticultural character), b) the discourse on biennials of contemporary art, namely 
the emergence of this particular exhibition-format and their relatively recent proliferation 
(in order for the reader/viewer to grasp the distinct identity of the Thessaloniki Biennale 
asΝwellΝasΝtheΝneedΝandΝeffortΝfromΝtheΝpartΝofΝtheΝorganisersΝtoΝestablishΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝ
identity as such), c) the debates on contemporary art practice, especially the framework 
of post-colonial critique (in order for the reader/viewer to appreciate the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝ aspirationΝ toΝ challengeΝ artΝ practicesΝ whichΝ reproduceΝ hierarchiesΝ andΝ
exclusion within the international art world). 
 
TheΝdecisionΝtoΝanalyseΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextsΝwasΝalsoΝdeterminedΝ
by the fact that this thesis accepts the concept that it is possible to constrain semiosis, to 
anΝ extent,Ν andΝ directΝ theΝ readerΝ ήΝ viewerΝ towardsΝ particularΝmeaningsέΝ TheΝ artΝ event’sΝ
catalogue texts are considered as having the potential to function as anchoring tools for 
the meanings constructed in the Thessaloniki Biennale. Barthes introduced the concept 
of anchorage, which is a means of control of interpretation, and has primarily an 
ideological function (Barthes, 1977, 40). According to Barthes, a written text can have 
an anchoring function, as they help fix the floating chain of signifieds involved in a 
visual text; the written text directs the reader through the signifieds of the image, and 
remote-controls him or her towards a meaning chosen in advance (Barthes, 1977, 39).  
 
Moreover, Stuart Hall agued that, although there is no necessary correspondence 
between encoding and decoding, encoding can construct some of the limits and 
parameters within which decoding will operate (Hall, 1973, 135). This can be achieved 
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through three hypothetical positions or codes33μΝaέΝtheΝ‘dominant-hegemonicΝposition’,ΝbέΝ
theΝ ‘negotiatedΝcodeΝorΝ position’Ν andΝcέΝ theΝ ‘oppositionalΝ code’Ν (ώall,Ν 1λιγ,Ν1γθ-138). 
According to Hall, when the reader or viewer decodes the message in terms of the 
reference code in which it has been encoded, then the reader or viewer operates inside 
theΝ ‘dominantΝ code’έΝ ThisΝ isΝ theΝ ideal,Ν typicalΝ caseΝ ofΝ ‘perfectlyΝ transparentΝ
communication’έΝ TheΝ ‘dominantΝ code’Ν isΝ furtherΝ sustainedΝ byΝ theΝ ‘professionalΝ code’,Ν
which although relativelyΝ independentΝ fromΝ theΝ ‘dominantΝ code’,Ν itΝ neverthelessΝ
reproduces its hegemony, and is defined, to a large extent, by the interests of elites (Hall, 
1λιγ,Ν 1γι)έΝώall’sΝ schemaΝ isΝ usefulΝ inΝmyΝ analysisΝ ofΝ theΝ significationΝ processΝ ofΝ theΝ
Thessaloniki Biennale, as regards the preferred reader positions offered in the catalogue 
texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale. 
 
Poststructuralist perspectives extend this idea that reading positions are multiple, 
dynamic and contradictory (Chandler, 2007, 195). In particular, Bal and Bryson (1991) 
address the issue of codes and readers/viewers from a poststructuralist point of view and 
withinΝ aΝ visualΝ artsΝ contextέΝ TheΝ writersΝ distinguishΝ betweenΝ ‘ideal’Ν andΝ ‘empirical’Ν
spectators; empirical spectators are the actual living and breathing viewers, walking 
through the exhibition space and looking at the pictures and discussing what they see. 
The ideal spectator is a more abstract figure; broadly speaking the term refers to the 
various roles ascribed to viewers by the paintings they see, the set of positions or 
functions proposed and assumed by the images on display (1991, 184).  
 
 Bal and Bryson stress the fact that access to codes is uneven for different groups as well 
as for the members within each group (1991, 184). The importanceΝofΝψalΝandΝψryson’sΝ
argument lies in the fact that it shifts the attention from code to the plurality and 
unpredictability of reception of a work of art or a sign, and the implications this bears for 
significationέΝ UnderpinnedΝ byΝ ϊerrida’sΝ conceptΝ ofΝ ‘differance’Ν (ϊerrida,Ν 1λθιa, 20; 
1967b, 247-249, 255, 265-266), their proposition attacks the assumption that meaning, 
codesΝorΝ readersΝareΝ fixed,ΝstableΝentities,ΝandΝ thatΝ theΝ‘preferredΝ readings’ΝofΝaΝ textΝorΝ
theirΝ‘dominantΝcodes’ΝwillΝremainΝunchallenged.  
 
                                                 
33
 Hall uses theΝtermsΝ‘code’ΝandΝ‘position’ΝinterchangeablyέΝ 
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Taking into consideration Bal and Bryson’s insights, as outlined above, this thesis does 
notΝ argueΝ thatΝ allΝ ofΝ theΝ viewersΝ wouldΝ respondΝ toΝ theΝ ‘dominantΝ codes’Ν ofΝ theΝ
Thessaloniki Biennale. Nor does this thesis argue that the codes involved in the 
signification process of the Thessaloniki Biennale are exhausted in the three sets of 
discoursesΝIΝmentionedΝaboveΝ(city’sΝhistories,ΝdiscourseΝonΝcontemporaryΝartΝbiennials,Ν
post-colonialΝ framework)έΝ όollowingΝ ψarthes’Ν theoryΝ ofΝ theΝ anchoringΝ function of the 
linguisticΝ messageΝ (1λιι)Ν andΝ ώall’sΝ conceptsΝ ofΝ theΝ ‘preferredΝ reading’Ν andΝ theΝ
‘dominantΝcode’Ν(1λιγ),ΝI will explore my argument thatΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝcatalogueΝtextsΝ
aspireΝtoΝdirectΝtheΝviewersΝtoΝaΝ‘preferredΝreading’ΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale, which 
highlightsΝ theΝ city’sΝ andΝ theΝ artΝ event’sΝ desiredΝ attributesέΝ ώowever,Ν thereΝ wasΝ noΝ
guarantee that all readers / viewers would interpret the Thessaloniki Biennale as the art 
event’sΝorganisersΝaspiredέΝ 
 
Methods of analysing the Thessaloniki ψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtexts 
The selection of samples for the catalogue texts as well as their analysis is structured 
aroundΝthreeΝkeyΝthemesΝpertainingΝtoΝThessaloniki’sΝidentity,ΝasΝtheseΝthemesΝemergeΝinΝ
theΝ artΝ event’sΝ officialΝ writtenΝ textsμΝ 1έΝ TheΝ city’sΝ dominantΝ historyΝ βέΝ TheΝ city’sΝ
multiculturalΝcharacterΝandΝγέΝTheΝcity’sΝaspiredΝroleΝasΝaΝmetropolitanΝήΝleadingΝcentreΝinΝ
the Balkan area and South- East Europe. 
 
It was also deemed necessary to group the samples of the texts under each theme 
according to the capacity in which their author wrote them. Three sub-groups emerged: 
1. the subgroup of public officials/politicians, which includes the texts written by the 
εinistersΝofΝωultureΝasΝwellΝasΝεinistryΝofficialsΝandΝtheΝcity’sΝεayors,ΝβέΝtheΝsub-group 
of SMCA officials, which involves the texts written by the SMCA Presidents and 
Directors, 3. the sub-group of the TB curators and writers who contributed to the 
exhibitions’ΝcataloguesέΝTheseΝ threeΝsub-groups cannot, nevertheless, be always clearly 
delimitated, as in several instances, the author of the text examined is both a curator of 
TψΝandΝaΝSεωχ’sΝemployeeέΝ 
 
In order to analyse the catalogue texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale as regards what 
features they attached to the host city, I draw on the concept of discourse, learning from 
a combination of insights on discourse by Foucault (1969) and Fairclough (1993), as 
wellΝ asΝ ψelsey’sΝ distinctionΝ betweenΝ theΝ declarativeΝ andΝ theΝ interrogativeΝ textΝ (1λκί)έΝ
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όoucault’sΝ insights in particular contributed to shaping the understanding of discourse 
which this thesis embraces. Foucault draws our attention to larger units of analysis 
(narratives, statements and whole discourses which operate across a variety of texts and 
areas of knowledge about a subject). He argues that discourse determines how one can 
talk and reason about a certain topic. In this sense, discourse can exclude, restrict or 
repress alternative ways of constructing knowledge about a certain topic (Foucault, 
1969; Mills, 1997, 43-67).  
 
Following Foucault’sΝ model,Ν theΝ analysisΝ ofΝ theΝ writtenΝ textsΝ producedΝ byΝ theΝ
Thessaloniki Biennale does not focus on language units but explores broader narratives 
about the city. It clearly shows a strong link between the biennale and the attempt to 
construct a particular identity for the city of Thessaloniki. The Thessaloniki Biennale 
highlightsΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ multicultural past and its current supposedly cosmopolitan 
character in an attempt to forge a contemporary identity for the city in the era of 
globalization, intensified exchange with the so-called West and influx of immigrants. 
 
όairclough,Ν onΝ theΝ otherΝ hand,Ν introducesΝ ‘ωriticalΝ ϊiscourseΝ χnalysis’Ν (ωϊχ)Ν asΝ theΝ
practice of discourse analysis which aims to explore the often opaque relationships of 
causality and determination between a) discursive practices, events and texts and b) 
wider social and cultural structures, relations and processes (Fairclough, 2003). The 
underlying concept is that discursive practices, events and texts are ideologically shaped 
by relations of power and struggles over power, and CDA sets out to explore and make 
theseΝrelationsΝexplicitέΝχccordingΝtoΝόairclough’sΝanalyticalΝframework,ΝeachΝdiscursiveΝ
event has 3 dimensions: a) it is a spoken or written language text b) it is an instance of 
discourse practice involving the production and interpretation of text, and c) it is a piece 
of social practice. As regards the social practice dimension specifically, the focus is 
political, as the discursive event is analysed in relation to relations of power and 
domination.  (Fairclough, 1993, 135; Mills, 1997; 131). 
 
ψothΝόoucault’sΝandΝόairclough’sΝapproachesΝareΝusefulΝ forΝ thisΝ thesisέΝ InΝ thisΝ thesis,Ν IΝ
primarily examine discourse in the Foucauldian sense, by analysing, for instance, how 
the instrumentalisation of art and culture, as addressed by social theories of art and 
culture (Zukin, 1995; Rifkin, 2000; Yúdice, 2003; Hardt, 2009), and the creative 
industries and cities discourses (Landry and Bianchini, 1995; Leadbeater, 1999; Miller, 
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Govil, McMurria and Maxwell, 2001; Florida 2002; McRobbie, 2002; Garnham, 2005), 
take shape in the context of the Thessaloniki Biennale. However, I also consider 
discourse under the influence of Fairclough, by addressing the linguistic tropes and 
features used in theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextsΝunderΝanalysisέ 
 
It is noteworthy that Belsey, writing from a literary theory perspective, proposes a 
distinction between declarative and interrogative texts based on the subject positions 
offered in texts. The declarative text aims to impart knowledge to the readers, by 
stabilising their position with a privileged narrative. Moreover, narrative leading to 
closure, and a hierarchy of voices are vital features of classic realism, and therefore, of 
the declarative text. On the other hand, the interrogative text disrupts the unity of the 
reader by discouraging identification with a unified subject of the enunciation. The 
interrogative text differs from the classic realist text in the absence of a single privileged 
narrative which contains and places all the others (Belsey, 1980, 75-76).  
 
In the case of the Thessaloniki Biennale, the catalogue texts on the identity of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale could be regarded as declarative texts, as they exhibit certain 
elements of what Belsey defines as the features of a declarative text. More specifically, 
the narration is impersonal, ensuring distance and authority. The voice of the author – 
who may also be the Director of the SMCA, or the Director of the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, or oneΝ ofΝ theΝ artΝ event’sΝ curatorsΝ - is presented as the single, prevalent 
narrative in the text, with which the reader is identified. As the reader is identified with 
the author as the subject of a coherent narrative, the reader is led, as in classic realism, to 
a closure. In the case of the catalogue texts analysed in this thesis, this closure first, 
renders Thessaloniki as a multicultural city, and, second, it inscribes the Thessaloniki 
Biennale in the post-colonial project of showing at outside Europe and challenging 
hierarchiesΝandΝdichotomies,ΝsuchΝasΝ‘centreήperiphery’έ 
 
Finally, going back to Foucault, discourse consists of several statements, which 
constitute the raw material for the analyst to study. The analyst should fix the limits of 
each statement, trace the correlations with other statements that may be connected with 
it, and show what other forms of statements are excluded. The aim is to show why the 
statement could not be other than it was and in what respect it is exclusive of any other. 
The statements’Νco-existence, succession, mutual functioning, reciprocal determination, 
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and independent or correlative transformation are of great importance in the Foucauldian 
model. These relations between statements should be identified and analysed even if the 
author is unaware of them, even if the statements do not have the same author (Foucault, 
1969, 16).  
 
όoucault’sΝapproachΝtoΝdiscourseΝisΝusefulΝinΝtheΝanalysisΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ
official written texts, because it enables me to think of them as part of a broader 
discourseΝonΝtheΝcity’sΝidentityέΝInΝfact,ΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝofficialΝwrittenΝtextsΝ
are related to other texts by cultural organisations on a regional as well as national level, 
with which they share a similar discourse on theΝ city’sΝ identityέΝ InΝ particular,Ν theyΝ
conceptualise the city as historical and multicultural. In order to make this connection 
(butΝ alsoΝ anyΝ divergence)Ν explicit,Ν IΝ comparedΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ catalogueΝ
texts to a series of texts produced mainly byΝ theΝ city’sΝ culturalΝ organisations,Ν theΝ
Hellenic Ministry of Culture, local politicians and intellectuals on the character of the 
city of Thessaloniki. 
 
The cultural organisations, whose textual discourse was chosen to be addressed, included 
the Organisation of Cultural Capital of Europe (OCCE), which was chosen to be 
examined,ΝbecauseΝThessaloniki’sΝserviceΝasΝtheΝωulturalΝωapitalΝofΝϋuropeΝinΝ1λλιΝwasΝ
aΝmilestoneΝinΝtheΝcity’sΝculturalΝdevelopmentΝandΝactivityΝasΝregardsΝfunding,ΝlargeΝscaleΝ
projects and promotion both nationally and internationally. Another reason was the fact 
that there are striking similarities in the way the OCCE and the Thessaloniki Biennale 
talk about Thessaloniki34έΝTheΝwebsiteΝtextsΝproducedΝbyΝtheΝ‘ϊimitria’ΝόestivalΝandΝtheΝ
International Book Fair were also examined, because these organisations are considered 
the oldest and the largest periodic cultural events of the city, and, therefore, bear some 
resemblance to TB, which is also large-scale and periodic35.  
                                                 
34
 Thessaloniki was announced Cultural Capital of Europe in 1997, and this was hailed as a great 
opportunity for the city in terms of its development, promotion and the enhancement of its image. The 
organisationΝ carriedΝ anΝ extremelyΝ largeΝ budgetΝ byΝ ύreekΝ standards,Ν enhancedΝ theΝ city’sΝ culturalΝ
infrastructure significantly by opening up various cultural venues and is considered to have offered a 
very rich and high quality programme of cultural events to the city for the first time.  For an elaborate 
analysis of the events included as well as the audience attendance, see Deffner and Labrianidis (2005). 
35
 The Dimitria Festival was first founded in 1966. It is an annual cultural festival which takes place in 
October and is organised and funded by the Municipality of Thessaloniki. It comprises of dance, 
theatre, music and visual art events and activities which involve both local as well as international 
artists. The festival draws its name from the Byzantine large commercial fair which took place in 
ThessalonikiΝinΝhonourΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝSaint,ΝStέΝϊemetriusέΝTheΝThessalonikiΝψookΝόairΝ(Tψό)ΝhasΝbeenΝ
organised since 2004. It is organised by the National Book Centre (EKEBI), the Hellenic Ministry of 
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The website texts of the International Fair of Thessaloniki were also included, because 
this event has an international scope, dates from the first half of the 20th century, and has 
been considered very important for the city, although not purely an arts event36. The 
website texts produced by the Municipality of Thessaloniki were also included, as the 
Municipality has been involved in the three versions of the Thessaloniki Biennale, 
providing the venues for certain projects37.  
 
όinally,Ν theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtexts were compared to a series of other 
texts as regards how the character of the city is conceptualised: the texts produced by the 
2nd and 15th Biennale of Young Artists of Europe and the Mediterranean; the press 
release for the Contemporary European Art. The Art of the Balkan Countries exhibition 
organised by SMCA in 2002; the press release for the Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads 
Programme (initiated by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, 2012) was also examined, as 
it addresses directly the identity of Thessaloniki; the texts of the Regional Operational 
Programmes of the 1990s; and articles by writers, academics and politicians, which are 
regarded as samples of regional and national discourses. This kind of comparative 
discursive analysis is important because it highlights that the Thessaloniki Biennale was 
embedded in a broader cultural and ideological milieu, with which it shared some issues 
and agendas while it negotiated others. 
 
ϋxploringΝtheΝ‘alternative’ΝpotentialΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale 
The second hypothesis of this thesis is informed by the literature on the possibility that 
art and culture, and especially contemporary art biennials, may have alternative 
potential(s), as outlined in Chapter 2. The second hypothesis of this thesis is closely 
related to the research question which this section addresses: are there alternative 
potentials in the Thessaloniki Biennale, and, if so, what are they and to what extent are 
they realised?  
                                                                                                                                          
Culture and Tourism, Helexpo and the Panhellenic Federation of Publishers and Booksellers. The 
venue which hosts TBF is the Helexpo exhibition centre, which is located in the city centre 
36
 The International Fair of Thessaloniki was founded in 1925 and the first fair took place in 1926. It is 
the biggest trade fair in the country and its facilities are located in the centre of the city.  
37
 Municipalities constitute the local level of administration within the organizational structure of the 
country. They maintain some independence in the administration of local affairs but are ultimately 
supervised by the government, while part of their funding derives from the State budget. Apart from 
other activities and responsibilities, municipalities also contribute to the cultural development and 
enhancement of the community.  
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TheΝexplorationΝofΝ‘alternative’Νpotential(s)Ν forΝ theΝThessalonikiΝBiennale in this thesis 
focuses on two particular aspects: first, it considers whether the Thessaloniki Biennale 
confronted or resisted the Western, neoliberal tendency to market cultural difference in 
contemporary art exhibitions taking place in the so-called West. This issue is not as 
directly related to the official narrative of Greek governance and cultural policy. 
However, it is necessary to address it, because it constitutes an integral part of how this 
particular art event was constructed: the Thessaloniki Biennale clearly emphasised 
particular geographical and cultural areas outside the so-called West (in particular 
Africa, South America, the Middle East and the former Soviet States). 
 
TheΝsecondΝaspectΝofΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝ‘alternative’Νpotential,ΝasΝunderstood in this thesis, 
involves the potential of artistic and curatorial practices put forward by the Thessaloniki 
Biennale to offer an alternative narrative to the profit-oriented official written texts of the 
art event itself as well as the narrative of Greek governance. This thesis explores whether 
and to what extent some of the artworks presented in the three editions of the art event 
challenged and undermined the official narratives indicated above, by bringing forward 
issues which the official texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale and the governmental 
discourse concealed or diluted, such as immigration.  
 
The material which is examined in order to address the question regarding the two 
aspectsΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝsubversiveΝpotentialΝinvolves selected exhibitions 
presented in the three editions of the art event, and artworks. These exhibitions and 
artworks were analysed applying the framework of semiotics, namely the concepts of 
syntagm, paradigm, commutation test, and binary oppositions as well as the critical 
concerns regarding these concepts raised by post-structuralism (Saussure, 1974; 
Jakobson, 1960; Barthes, 1964; 1967; Lévi- Strauss, 1958; Kress and van Leeuwen, 
1996; 1998; Derrida, 1967a; 1967b; 1979). Moreover, their analysis follows the model of 
applying semiotics to the analysis of exhibitions, as exemplified in the work of Carol 
Duncan and Alan Wallach (1978), Stephen Bann (1984), Carol Duncan (1995), Alan 
Wallach (1998), and Donald Preziosi (2003). The selected exhibitions and artworks were 
chosenΝonΝtheΝbasisΝofΝtheirΝrelevanceΝtoΝ theΝartΝevent’sΝsubversiveΝpotentialΝasΝdefinedΝ
above, and corresponded to relevant key points raised in the catalogue texts of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale. 
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First, in order to provide evidence that the art event is interested in presenting itself as an 
open and inclusive institution, which challenges the established hierarchies of the so-
called West in contemporary art practices, I analyse samples from the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextsέΝTheΝmodel of discourse analysis applied is similar to the one 
IΝuseΝwhenΝanalysingΝtheΝconstructionΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝidentityέΝ 
 
Moreover, as the Thessaloniki Biennale pursued an association with the framework of 
post-colonial critiques through its official texts, semiotics enabled me to explore in what 
other ways the art event established this association, for instance, though the analysis of 
particular artworks as well as choices such as, the geographical focus of the art event, 
and its choice of artists, and curators. As regards the choice of artists, in particular, I 
indicate the proportion of the participating artists based on their country of origin and 
current location. Moreover, I analyse the choice to include particular artworks and 
projects, their content, and the way these works were arranged in the exhibition space, in 
order to explore how the Thessaloniki Biennale represented art practice from outside the 
so-called West. 
 
I focus on the following exhibitions: 
 
1st Thessaloniki Biennale (2007): Beholders of Other Places, curated by Maria 
Tsantsanoglou. The artists from post-Soviet States were the largest group of participants 
inΝtheΝβίίιΝedition,ΝandΝtheyΝwereΝconcentratedΝinΝTsantsanoglou’sΝexhibitionέ 
 
2nd Thessaloniki Biennale (2009): Praxis, Art in Times of Uncertainty, curated by 
Gabriela Salgado, Bisi Silva, and Syrago Tsiara. The three curators worked collaborative 
to produce one large exhibition which spread across multiple venues, and chose not to 
present a separate project each. In the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale (2009) the emphasis 
shifted to Africa and Latin America. The projects and artworks analysed in this thesis 
were presented in various venues such as Bezesteni, Old Ice Chambers (Pier 1, Port), 
Warehouse C (Pier 1 Port), and Warehouse 13 (Pier 1, Port). 
 
 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale (2011): A Rock and a Hard Place, curated by Marina Fokidis, 
Paolo Colombo, Mahita El Bacha Urieta. The 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale was officially 
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themed around the city of Thessaloniki and the Mediterranean. It shifted its focus to 
Greek artists, West-European artists (26 out of 85), and artists from the Middle East (13 
out of 85). This thesis focuses on the representation of art practice from the Middle East, 
as this edition of the art event presented the largest number of participations from the 
Middle East in relation to the two previous editions, with a clear emphasis on the 
Lebanese art scene. 
 
The alternativeΝ representationsΝ ofΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ identity are explored through the 
analysis of particular artworks, which I chose on the basis of the fact that they 
undermined the profit-oriented official written texts of the art event itself as well as the 
narrative of Greek governance, as examined in Chapter 4. These artworks brought 
forward aspects of the city ignored in the written texts, and this is the reason why I chose 
to address them. The artworks analysed were exhibited in all three editions of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale, and I group them according to common themes, such as i) 
addressingΝ overlookedΝ aspectsΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ past and present, and ii) puttingΝ theΝ city’sΝ
‘multiculturalism’ΝintoΝtheΝpresentΝtenseέ 
 
Chapter 3 explains the research and analysis methodology used in order to explore the 
two main hypotheses of this thesis: a. that the Thessaloniki Biennale assumed an 
instrumental role and how this instrumentalisation worked in the context of the art event, 
and b) whether the Thessaloniki Biennale had alternative potentials, whether and how 
those were fulfilled. This chapter identifies the fundamental theoretical premise which 
underpins this thesis, and outlines the range of different perspectives from which the 
Thessaloniki Biennale is addressed.  
 
Furthermore, it expounds on and argues in favour of the benefits of an interdisciplinary 
methodology in the analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale, with particular references to 
semiotics, social history of art (analysis of art institutions, museums and exhibition 
practices), social theory of art and culture (namely, creative industries and city 
development discourses), the analysis of cultural policy formulation, and discourse 
analysis. Finally, it presents the specific research methods employed as regards 
theoretical approach, data collection and analysis, and the reasons for those choices. The 
following chapter, Chapter 4 focuses on the exploration of the first hypothesis of this 
thesis concerning how the instrumental role of the Thessaloniki Biennale is realised. 
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Chapter 4 analyses in depth the links of the Thessaloniki Biennale to the Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture, as well as the ways in which the Thessaloniki Biennale embraced 
and negotiated the agendas of official Greek cultural policy. 
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Chapter 4: The Thessaloniki Biennale in the Context of 
Greek Governance 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous chapters outlined the theoretical framework of this thesis, situated the 
methodology it applies, and introduced the two main hypotheses that this thesis 
explores. More specifically, Chapter 2’sΝLiterature Review explored debates over art 
and culture as resources for economicΝandΝsocialΝgrowth,ΝasΝwellΝasΝitsΝ‘subversive’Ν
potential, as discussed in both social theories of art and culture, and creative 
industries discourse. It highlighted the relevance of this discussion to contemporary 
art biennials, and explored the literatureΝ onΝ theΝ biennials’Ν involvementΝ withΝ ‘non-
artistic’ΝinterestsΝandΝagendasΝasΝwellΝasΝtheirΝalternativeΝpotential(s)έΝTheΝreviewΝofΝ
the literature, as presented in Chapter 2, has influenced the formulation of the two 
main hypotheses which this thesis examines. The first is that the Thessaloniki 
Biennale fulfils an instrumental role linked to financial and political interests, 
particularly tourism and cultural diplomacy. The second hypothesis concerns the 
possibility that the Thessaloniki Biennale may have alternative potential, and 
explores to what extent and in what ways this was realised. 
 
Literature on biennials, as reviewed in Chapter 2, has connected the biennial to an 
array of social and political contexts, such as neo-liberalism (Stallabrass, 2004), 
capitalism (Bydler, 2004) and the transition to a post-όordistΝ andΝ ‘immaterial’Ν
production model of the economy (Gielen, 2009; Hardt, 2009). Biennials are also 
often addressed as part of the experience economy of cities (Sheikh, 2009). These 
accounts exploreΝ biennials’Ν linksΝ withΝ certainΝ economicΝ andΝ politicalΝ models,Ν andΝ
inscribeΝbiennialsΝwithinΝtheΝcontextΝofΝtheΝcities’ΝincreasingΝcompetitionΝagainstΝoneΝ
anotherΝforΝinvestmentΝandΝtourismέΝψiennialsΝcanΝenhanceΝaΝcity’sΝimageΝandΝmakeΝ
it more attractive as a tourist destination (Stallabrass, 2004, 34; Sheikh, 2009, 73; 
Groys, 2009, 64). Although these texts draw a clear and direct line connecting 
biennials and city image/tourism as well as financial interests, their analysis is often 
brief and does not trace in detail the way a biennial represents the host city, and how 
it contributes to the re-invention of an identity for that particular city, which is a vital 
part of the process of city branding. This chapter, therefore, sets out to do such work, 
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and in the process will provide detailed empirical evidence in relation to the 
Thessaloniki Biennale. 
 
Underpinned by work in the social history of art (Clark, 1973; 1999) and institutional 
critique (Alberro and Simson, 2009 6-8, 15 – 17), Chapter 4 addresses three 
interrelated research questions: a) what are the broader social, cultural, political and 
ideological practices to which the Thessaloniki Biennale can be related? b) What are 
the reasons that the Thessaloniki Biennale is supported by the Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture, and has become part of its official policy? c) To what extent and in what 
ways did the Thessaloniki Biennale responded to interests and agendas related to 
official Greek cultural policy?  
 
In order to respond to these questions, Chapter 4 analyses the Thessaloniki Biennale 
taking into account its context, namely the context of Greek governance and official 
Greek cultural policy. This context is explored by: a) identifying key features of 
Greek governance as regards art and culture (the highly centralised nature of the 
official Greek arts and culture administration; the exclusivist and elitist character of 
the formulation process of the official Greek cultural policy; the intensified support 
towards contemporary art and culture rather than ancient and Byzantine heritage), b) 
tracing key priorities and agendas of official Greek cultural policy, which were 
negotiated by the Thessaloniki Biennale, c) analysing the way in which art and 
culture are conceptualised in the official discourses of Greek cultural policy as well 
as in official European guidelines, d) tracing urban planning initiatives as regards 
Thessaloniki.  
 
As I explained in Chapter 3 (Methodology), these themes are not considered as the 
exhaustive context of the art event; instead, they constitute a selective understanding 
of that context. Their choice was based on the fact that they elucidate the connections 
between the Thessaloniki Biennale and the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, and the 
latter’sΝexpectationsΝofΝtheΝartΝeventέΝεoreover,Ν it has to be noted that although the 
Hellenic Ministry of Culture supported the Thessaloniki Biennale, it did not directly 
intervene in choices pertaining to appointing curators, selecting concepts, and venues 
(Ioannou, 2013). Therefore, although this thesis argues that the Thessaloniki 
Biennale should be situated within the broader context of agendas set by Greek 
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governance and official Greek cultural policy, it also argues that it should not be 
solely or exclusively identified with those agendas.  
 
This chapter argues that the Thessaloniki Biennale could be regarded as a case in 
point of the concept of the expedient uses of art and culture (Yudice, 1999, 17; 2003, 
9), and more specifically, as an example of how art biennials are connected with 
tourism and city development agendas (León 2001, 71; Stallabrass 2004, 37; Sheikh 
2009, 71, 72). The expedient use of the Thessaloniki Biennale was intricately linked 
to the context of the economic and cultural circumstances of Greece during the 
2000s. In particular, itΝ involvedΝ tryingΝ toΝ solidifyΝ theΝ country’sΝ WesternΝ identityΝ
(often through unconditional compliance with EU guidelines and policies), and 
enhancingΝ itsΝ imageΝabroadνΝalsoΝ ‘re-branding’ΝThessalonikiΝ inΝorderΝ toΝ increaseΝ itsΝ
influence in the region and boost tourism. This chapter also analyses the signification 
processΝwhichΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝinitiatedΝinΝorderΝtoΝ‘re-brand’ΝitsΝhostΝcityέΝ 
  
4.2 The Thessaloniki Biennale in relation to Greek governance and 
Greek cultural policy38 
a) Key features of Greek governance and administration as regards art and 
culture 
Highly centralised official Greek cultural administration 
This section argues that the Thessaloniki Biennale, although autonomous in choosing 
artists, artworks, external curators and projects, recycles certain institutional patterns 
of the highly centralised official Greek cultural administration. This is relevant in the 
analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale because it helps elucidate the connection of the 
art event with the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, and, therefore, with official Greek 
cultural policy. 
 
The official review of Greek cultural policy for the Council of Europe/ERICarts 
indicates that, during the 1990s and 2000s, the state remained the primary sponsor of 
large scale artistic and cultural projects in Greece and relied largely on European 
Union funds (Dallas and Magkou, 2008)39. Indeed the Thessaloniki Biennale (1st to 
                                                 
38
 My use of bold in all text extracts analysed in Chapter 4. 
39
 TheΝωouncilΝ ofΝϋuropeήΝϋRIωarts,ΝωompendiumΝofΝωulturalΝ PoliciesΝ andΝTrendsΝ inΝϋurope’Ν isΝ aΝ
web-based information and monitoring system of national cultural policies in Europe, initiated by the 
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5th edition) was funded by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture through the Community 
Support Framework III and the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF), 
and was allocated approximately 4,000,000 Euros (Managing Authority of the 
τperationalΝ ProgrammeΝ ‘ωulture’,Ν βίίλνΝ Intermediate Managing Authority of 
Central Macedonia, 2013). 
 
Some Greek academics are critical of the intervention of Greek state in the cultural 
sector, and point out that the official Greek cultural administration is characterised by 
centralism and statism. Giorgos Andreou argues that centralism, statism and a sense 
of aversion towards decentralisation are deeply embedded in contemporary Greek 
political tradition and culture (Andreou, 2010, 14). A similar point is made by Dora 
Konsola, who points out that the Ministry of Culture is dominant and controlling as 
regards the funding and organisation of museums, other public cultural institutions 
and events. Local authorities, although involved in the cultural scene and activity of 
each region, have limited autonomy, as they are essentially dependent on the 
Ministries for the funding of their projects (Konsola, 2006, 86, 195).  
 
On the other hand, the domineering role of the Ministry, as well as the over-reliance 
of the cultural sector on the state, is embraced by some local writers on cultural 
policy issues. On analysing Greek cultural policy and state intervention in the 
aftermath of the 2004 Olympics, Theodoros Koutsobinas outlines the Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture as the key player in designing and implementing the leading 
national programs related to museums, libraries and other infrastructure as well as 
the promotion of art and culture (Koutsobinas, 2007, 166). Although he is critical of 
certain official Greek cultural policy patterns - for instance, he points out that the 
Ministry of Culture often manifests inflexibility and resistance to change, and 
refrains from extensive collaboration with other ministries - he does not criticise the 
domineering role of the Greek state as regards the cultural sector per se. Instead, he 
criticises it forΝ beingΝ restrictedΝ toΝ promotingΝ theΝ country,Ν andΝ forΝ notΝ ‘creatingΝ
additionalΝbenefitsΝforΝtheΝculturalΝsector’Ν(Koutsobinas,Νβίίι,Ν1θη),ΝandΝarguesΝforΝaΝ
more proactive and intensified involvement (Koutsobinas, 2007, 165, 169).  
                                                                                                                                          
Steering Committee for Culture of the Council of Europe. In the years 2000-2008, European Union 
fundsΝallocatedΝthroughΝtheΝτperationalΝProgrammeΝ‘ωulture’ΝofΝtheΝωommunityΝSupportΝόrameworkΝ
III amount to 647, 639, 624 Euros, see Dallas and Magkou (2010, 29, 30). 
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The dominant role of the Greek state, namely the Ministry of Culture, in the 
country’sΝ cultural administration becomes evident upon examining Act 2557 (Act 
2557, 1997), through which the State Museum of Contemporary Art (SMCA) - the 
organiser of the Thessaloniki Biennale - was established in 1997 in Thessaloniki. Act 
2557 also established the Cinema Museum and the Photography Museum in 
Thessaloniki, both of which are state funded and controlled, and involved in the 
Thessaloniki Biennale (Act 2557, 1997; Hellenic Ministry of Culture, 2014)40. Act 
2557 clearly states that all policies pertaining to all state museums, from their 
administration to their role and targets are designed by the Ministry of Culture, with 
the assistance of a consulting 15-member Museum Policy Committee, also 
established in 1997. All the members including the President and vice President of 
this Committee are appointed by the Ministry for the period of 3 years, with the 
possibility of extension (Act 2557, 1997, 9381). This raises the question whether and 
toΝ whatΝ extentΝ theΝ prioritiesΝ setΝ byΝ theΝ state’sΝ officialΝ culturalΝ policyΝ affect the 
strategic aims and choices of the cultural organisations mentioned above, and 
especially the State Museum of Contemporary Art (SMCA) and the Thessaloniki 
Biennale. 
 
It is useful to elaborate on how the State Museum of Contemporary Art is supervised 
and funded by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture (Hellenic Ministry of Culture, 2014). 
The SMCA was allocated its main collection - the Costakis collection of Russian 
Avant-garde art - after the Greek State had bought the collection in the early 2000s. 
The membersΝofΝ theΝmuseum’sΝboardΝofΝ trustees,Ν theΝPresident,Ν vice-President and 
the Director are appointed by the Minister of Culture directly (Act 2557, 1997), and 
the board of trustees had to include a representative of the former Ministry of 
Macedonia-Thrace, based in Thessaloniki (Act 2557, 1997). The Director of the 
Centre of Contemporary Art (CACT), an organisation affiliated to the Museum and 
                                                 
40
 More specifically, the Director, President and vice- President of the Museum of Photography are 
appointed by the Minister of Culture. Plus, the President and the Director as well as the seven-member 
committee managing the Cinema Museum are appointed by the Minister of Culture. One member of 
the committee was also appointed by the former Minister of Macedonia and Thrace, until that 
Ministry was dispensed with. Finally, the President and the Director of another prominent cultural 
institution of Thessaloniki, the International Film Festival held annually, are also appointed by the 
Minister of Culture. Plus, the International Film Festival has to provide the Minister with a detailed 
report and assessment of its projects, whenever asked (Act 2557, 1997).  
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actively engaged in the Thessaloniki Biennale, is also appointed directly by the 
Minister of Culture (Act 2557, 1997).  
 
The highly centralised administration of arts and culture in Greece has proved a 
tenacious and hard to break pattern. This is problematic as it ultimately restricts 
access to the formulation process of Greek cultural policy, and reproduces 
established hierarchies and power relations. The issue was addressed by the seven-
member committee responsible for writing and submitting the Proposal for a New 
Cultural Policy, which was commissioned by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism 
(Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 23). They recommended the establishment of an 
independent Council for Contemporary Culture, responsible for consulting the 
Ministry on matters pertaining to contemporary art and culture. The more 
independentΝmodelΝrecommendedΝresemblesΝtheΝ‘arm’sΝlength’ΝbodiesΝmodelΝinΝUK,Ν
which allows these bodies (including major museums) to operate with greater 
independence from the government although still funded by the Department for 
Culture, Media and Sport. According to the Proposal for a New Cultural Policy, 
such a Council would also bear certain responsibilities as regards the selection 
process of the members of the boards of trustees of the cultural institutions which are 
supervised by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture (Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 21-25).  
 
In an effort to democratise the selection process and appointment of Directors of 
cultural institutions, the committee also proposed that a new model should be 
adopted, according to which the boards of trustees should be responsible for the 
selection criteria and process with the aim to eventually submit a short list to the 
Ministry and leave the final decision to the Minister himself (Giannopoulos et al, 
2012, 50-54). Although some concern in changing the centralised pattern of the 
official cultural administration in Greece is evident in the points presented above, 
this is limited. According to the proposal, the Council for Contemporary Culture 
should consist of 10 members appointed by the Minister. Also, as the Director of the 
εinistry’sΝϊepartmentΝofΝωontemporary Culture would be an ex officio member of 
the Council, the Proposal for a New Cultural Policy essentially ensured the 
εinistry’sΝ continuedΝ dominantΝ presenceΝ andΝ controlΝ asΝ regardsΝ issuesΝ ofΝ
contemporary art and culture (Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 25). Perhaps, a more 
effective path towards democratising the official Greek cultural administration would 
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be to involve grassroots movements and independent artistic and cultural groups, 
which are active in Greece, but largely ignored when it comes to official art and 
culture policies. 
 
The link between the Thessaloniki Biennale and the Ministry of Culture needs to be 
explored in more detail in terms of how it affected the art event. This is owing to the 
fact that the Thessaloniki Biennale was consistently supported by the Ministry - 
whichΝwasΝaddressedΝasΝtheΝ‘organiser’ΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝalongΝwithΝtheΝ
State Museum of Contemporary Art in all three exhibition catalogues of the art event 
- as well as to the authoritative role of the Ministry in official Greek cultural 
administration,ΝandΝtheΝSεωχ’sΝassociationΝwithΝtheΝεinistryέ 
 
The connection of the Thessaloniki Biennale to the Ministry is perhaps reflected in 
the fact that the exhibition catalogues of all three editions are prefaced by the 
Minister of Culture himself - the 2007 edition was prefaced by the General Secretary 
of the Ministry as well, while both the Minister and the Secretary attended the 
official opening of the first edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale. Unsurprisingly, all 
these texts stress the role of the Ministry in initiating, establishing and supporting the 
Thessaloniki Biennale (Voulgarakis, 2007; Zachopoulos, 2007; Samaras, 2009). 
More specifically, in the texts by George Voulgarakis, Minister of Culture at the time 
of the Thessaloniki Biennale 1 (Voulgarakis, 2007), and Christos Zachopoulos, 
General Secretary of the Ministry (Zachopoulos, 2007), the event is projected as the 
εinistry’sΝ ‘brainchild’Ν inΝ aΝ moreΝ pronouncedΝ wayΝ inΝ relationΝ toΝ theΝ followingΝ
editions. The samples presented below are relevant to this project because they 
testify to the close connection between the Ministry and the Thessaloniki Biennale 
and shed light on the fact that the Ministry regarded the event as an opportunity to 
advance its agendas: 
 
The Hellenic Ministry of culture instituted the Thessaloniki Biennale of 
Contemporary Art and appointed its organization to the State Museum of 
ωontemporaryΝχrt…έ (Zachopoulos, 2007, 13). 
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By organizing the Biennale of Contemporary art, the Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture intends for Greece to obtain a contemporary visual culture and to 
place it in the international art scene (Zachopoulos, 2007, 13). 
 
In these extracts, theΝ εinistry’sΝ roleΝ inΝ theΝ inceptionΝ andΝ realisationΝ ofΝ theΝ
Thessaloniki Biennale is stressed and projected as dominant and authoritative, 
through the choice of the active voice, and the use of the Ministry as subject to the 
verbsΝ‘instituted’,Ν‘appointed’ΝandΝ‘intends’έΝTheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝsyntacticalΝ
function bears passive connotations, as it is the object of the verbs, the receiving end 
ofΝtheΝεinistry’sΝactionsέ 
 
The Ministry of Culture, in the framework of the broader development 
andΝ supportΝ ofΝ ourΝ country’sΝ visualΝ creation,Νhas institutionalised and 
supported theΝ ‘1st Thessaloniki Biennale of ContemporaryΝ χrt’,Ν
organised by the State Museum of Contemporary Art (Voulgarakis, 2007, 
11).  
 
InΝ Voulgarakis’Ν text, theΝ activeΝ actionΝ verbsΝ ‘institutionalised’Ν andΝ ‘supported’Ν
convey a similar message. This is also the case in Antonis Samaras, Minister of 
Culture at the time of the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale, although in a slightly more 
subdued tone (Samaras, 2009, 13). 
 
Another instance is the text by Pavlos Geroulanos, Minister of Culture at the time of 
the 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale:  
 
The 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art, part of the 
Ministry of Culture’s new initiative ‘ThessalonikiμΝ ωulturalΝ
ωrossroads’,Ν isΝ entitledΝ ‘τldΝ IntersectionsΝ – εakeΝ itΝ new’ΝandΝ thereforeΝ
ideally suited to signal this change (Geroulanos, 2011, 8). 
 
In this extract, Geroulanos explicitly connected the Thessaloniki Biennale with the 
εinistry’sΝbroaderΝculturalΝagendaΝforΝThessaloniki,ΝbyΝhighlightingΝtheΝfactΝthatΝtheΝ
3rd editionΝofΝtheΝeventΝisΝpartΝofΝtheΝεinistry’sΝ‘ThessalonikiμΝωulturalΝωrossroads’Ν
Programme. 
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The exclusivist character of the Greek cultural policy formulation process 
In their analysis of the process of public policy formulation, Ham and Hill address 
the issue of the power exercised by a small number of well-organised societal 
interests and focus on the ability of these elites to achieve their goals. They argue 
that there are different kinds of elites, not just those holding political power, and they 
achieve their position in a number of ways, including the command of economic 
resources, organisational control and institutional positioning. Elite power, in fact, 
may be based on a variety of sources, such as the occupation of formal office, 
wealth, technical expertise and knowledge (Ham and Hill, 1993, 31-32). This thesis 
focuses on the Greek art professional elite, which consists of already well-established 
art professionals who may hold office in the Ministry or official state–funded 
organisations, such as the State Museum of Contemporary Art, and most of the 
museums and cultural organisations involved in the Thessaloniki Biennale, which 
receiveΝ fundingΝ fromΝ theΝ εinistryΝ forΝ theirΝ projectsΝ andΝ eventsέΝ ώamΝ andΝ ώill’sΝ
observations regarding elite power are useful because they enable me to pinpoint the 
exclusivist character of the current Greek policies, which favour the well-established 
art professional elites of the Greek cultural scene. 
 
The persistence of the dominant role of the Ministry in a highly centralised cultural 
administration pattern, and the shift in the official attitude about culture, which is 
often regarded as a potential source of profit, privileges the art professional elite in 
Greece. The exclusive and elitist character of the formulation process of the official 
Greek cultural policy becomes evident if one looks at the composition of the 
committees which issued key reports and proposals regarding official Greek cultural 
policy on contemporary art. The Economic and Social Council of Greece which 
issued the Culture in Greece, Financial, Artistic and Social Dimensions and 
Prospects report (2007) consists mainly of high-rank representatives of trade unions 
and professional bodies. Although the report was dealing with contemporary art and 
culture, not a single artist or art/museum professional was included in the working 
committee41.  
                                                 
41
 The Economic and Social Council of Greece is made up of representatives – usually high-rank 
members - of the Greek Confederation of Labour, the Union of the Civil Servants of Greece, the 
Federation of Greek Industries, the Association of Greek Banks, the Union of Ship Owners, the Union 
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However, the Committee appointed by Minister P. Geroulanos to compile the 
Proposal for a New Cultural Policy (Giannopoulos et al, 2012)42 consisted almost 
exclusively of people with experience in the arts and the cultural field. But all the 
members of the committee were already well-established professionals with high-
ranking positions in museums, art foundations, academia or the Ministry of Culture 
itself. The committee for the Proposal for a New Cultural Policy worked around the 
basic issues of concern raised by the Ministry of Culture. They also took into 
consideration issues raised by the Directors of the Division of Contemporary Culture 
and involved in the process the museums and organisations which were supervised 
by the Ministry, through sending out questionnaires (Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 14-
15). Nevertheless, they did not consult directly with artists, artist groups, independent 
curators and art professionals, rendering the making of cultural policy an exclusive 
process with access rendered only to high-rank officials of the Ministry and the 
public museums. In other words, the people who have some influence over the 
formulationΝ ofΝ theΝεinistry’sΝ policiesΝ regardingΝ contemporaryΝ artΝ representΝ theΝ artΝ
professional status-quo of the country. At the same time, the complete lack of 
participation of independent artist groups, citizen groups and grassroots movements 
in the process is evident. 
 
                                                                                                                                          
of Greek Farmers, the Technical Chamber of Greece, the Geotechnical Chamber of Greece, the 
Association of Greek Contracting Companies, the National Confederation of the Hellenic Commerce, 
and the Medical Association of Greece. The representatives of these institutions make up the plenary 
session of the Economic and Social Council of Greece which approved and authorised the issuing of 
the report Culture in Greece. Financial, Artistic and Social Dimensions and Prospects (March 2007). 
The report was compiled by a Working Committee which was made up by Rita Zoulovits, General 
Secretary of the Athens Trade Association, Nikos Skorinis (General Secretary of the Hellenic 
Confederation of Professioanls, Craftsmen and Merchants), Vasilis Xenakis (Vice President of the 
Union of Civil Servants of Greece), Georgios Koutsibogiorgos (representative of the Greek 
Confederation of Labour), Nikolaos Liolios and Theodoros Schinas (Member of the Hellenic Bar 
Association). The aforementioned members of the Working Committee were appointed by the ESC 
directly. There were also a number of specialists appointed: Chara Zervanou (Lawyer), Dr Maria 
Kouri (Lecturer of Cultural Management in the University of Peloponese), Dr. Emmanouel 
Alexandrakis (Economist and Visiting Professor in the University of Athens and Crete) and Dr 
Christos Ladias (Economist and Scientist of Regional Development).  
42
 The team consisted of Gerasimos Giannopoulos (Lawyer, Member of the Greek Advisory 
Committee of the Stavros Niarchos Foundation), Kostis Dallas (Professor of Cultural Policy, Panteion 
University), Denis Zacharopoulos (Director of the Macedonian Museum of Modern Art, 
Thessaloniki), Mirsini Zorba (Political Scientist, former Director of the National Centre of Book, 
former Consultant to the Ministry of Culture – 1993), Zoi Kazazaki (Director of the Department of 
Contemporary Culture at the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism), Christos Karras (Director of 
the Stegi Grammatwn kai Technwn, Onassis Foundation and former Director of the V. and M. 
Theocharakis Foundation of Visual Arts and Music), and Nikos Tsouchlos (artist and Artistic Director 
of the Athens Concert Hall). 
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ItΝisΝimportantΝtoΝnoteΝthatΝgrassrootsΝmovementsΝandΝsignificantΝ‘voicesΝfromΝbelow’Ν
are active in Greece but are excluded from the policy making process – cultural 
policy included. More specifically, Greek social movements whose action became 
prominent from the Athens December riots in 2008 onwards, evolved into longer-
term collectivities and solidarities, such as the so-calledΝ‘movementΝofΝtheΝpiazzas’έΝ
In the summer of 2011, collectivities, independent citizen organisations, arts and 
culture groups as well as ordinary citizens occupied the Syntagma Square in Athens 
peacefully in a counter-hegemonic gesture43. They rejected political parties and 
traditional trade unions, challenged the ideals and policies of the EU and reflected 
upon the possibility of implementing the processes of direct democracy and 
representation (Leontidou, 2012, 304, 306, 309). 
 
The AthensArtNetwork, for example, is a bottom-up initiative directly related to the 
arts. It is a collective and voluntary organisation, made up of independent art groups 
and individual artists based in Athens (AthensArtNetwork, 2012). With often large-
scale, well co-ordinated free art and culture events, as part of annual cultural 
programmes which run throughout the year, AthensArtNetwork often draws 
inspiration from the urban space and creates opportunities for the public to 
experience art outside official institutions (AthensArtNetwork, 2012). Through 
advancing alternative and often radical practices in art display, art management and 
the art and public contact, AthensArtNetwork constitutes a significant independent 
voice in the artistic scene of Athens, and the fact that they were excluded from the 
cultural policy-making process – from the consulting committee to P. Geroulanos, 
for example - was certainly a missed opportunity to connect with their knowledge 
and hands-on experience.  
 
The online Thessaloniki Cultural and Touristic Guide mentions 16 independent 
citizen groups which focus on the environment, art and culture, voluntary action, 
biking and the overall improvement of the quality of life in Thessaloniki. It is worth 
noting that some of these groups often undertake support and charity work towards 
vulnerable groups, especially since the economic crisis hit the country (Thessaloniki 
City Guide, 2013). It is, also, interesting to note that although these groups are 
                                                 
43
 Syntagma is a central square in Athens, Greece, where the Greek Parliament is located. 
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essentially excluded from official policy making, they are used in the online city 
guide in order to promote the city and enhance its image. This means that they 
receive selective attention when their mentioning may facilitate other interests, in 
this case interest related to city-branding.  
 
The elitist and exclusivist character of Greek cultural policy, as well as the interests 
of the Greek art professional elite, affected certain organisational aspects of the 
ThessalonikiΝψiennale,ΝnamelyΝtheΝprocessΝofΝartists’ΝselectionΝandΝcuratorsΝselectionνΝ
the Thessaloniki Biennale adopted a hierarchical and top-down approach as the 
selection of participating artists and projects was the sole responsibility of the 3 
curators in charge of each edition. The exclusivist character of this approach 
becomes more evident when the Thessaloniki Biennale is compared to more open 
and participatory initiatives, such as the Thessaloniki Allios44, a yearly, two-day, low-
budget festival with a cultural and environmental focus, which relies heavily on 
voluntary action (Dodou, 2014; Thessaloniki Allios, 2014b).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
44‘χllios’Ν inΝ ύreekΝ isΝ anΝ adverbΝ andΝ meansΝ ‘alternatively’έΝ TheΝ choiceΝ toΝ nameΝ theΝ festivalΝ
Thessaloniki Allios gestures towards the aim of this event to intervene in and modify aspects of the 
everyday life in the city to the benefit of its residents. 
 
4. ‘Thessaloniki Allios’ όestival, τld Port, Pier 1, β011. 
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η. ‘Thessaloniki Allios’ όestival, τld Port, Pier 1, 2011. 
 
 
The numerous events and actions included in the Thessaloniki Allios [4, 5] are free, 
and most of them take place in public spaces - often marginalized neighborhoods 
(Parallaxi, 2014) - and engage the viewers and passer-bys. The festival is organised 
by Parallaxi, a free cinema magazine - which first organised the Thessaloniki Allios 
in 2010 to celebrate the 20th anniversary of its publication (Thessaloniki Allios, 
2014b). The call for participation is completely open and constant, as the 
Thessaloniki Allios website invites anyone – individual or 
artistic/cultural/environmental/citizen group – to register their interest in actively 
participating in the project, or even contribute an idea for an intervention 
(Thessaloniki Allios, 2014b). In this sense, the festival is more inclusive than the 
Thessaloniki Biennale, where participation is only possible through selection by the 
curators, and invitation.  
 
Among its many initiatives, Thessaloniki Allios organises the Made in Thessaloniki 
art and design festival, which shows exclusively the work of local artists and 
designers, again with an open call and across various, and often unconventional 
spaces in the city (Thessaloniki Allios, 2014a). As the festival is collective and open 
to all participations, Parallaxi has more the role of a coordinator rather than of a 
leader. This, in combination with the inclusive character of the event, reflects a 
bottom-up approach to the conceptualisation, design and organisation of the event, 
which is in contrast to the more hierarchical and top-down Thessaloniki Biennale. 
Moreover, with its environmental focus, its often participatory projects, and the 
active involvement of public spaces, the Thessaloniki Alliose project was more 
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orientedΝ towardsΝ theΝcity’sΝcitizensΝ inΝcontrastΝ toΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale,ΝwhichΝ
promoted a more fixed image of the city with an emphasis on its monuments and its 
histories. 
 
Emphasis on contemporary art and culture rather than ancient and Byzantine heritage 
The decision to establish a state-funded, contemporary-art biennial in Thessaloniki is 
consistent with a significant broader shift that has been observed in Greek cultural 
policy since the late 1990s, which includes wider support towards contemporary 
culture on the whole. More specifically, for the most part of the 20th century, official 
Greek cultural policy was mainly concerned with classical and Byzantine heritage, 
giving much less attention and support to contemporary artistic production. For 
instance, the Act 4823/1930 regulating the construction, repair and maintenance of 
archaeological museums was passed as early as 1930, with a supplementary 
legislation passed in 1939, (Act 1620/1939). Also, the department (Ephorate) 
responsible for Byzantine monuments (Ephorate) was established as early as 1938 
(Chastaoglou, 2006, 192). On the other hand, the department (Ephorate) for Recent 
Monuments was established just in 1979 (Chastaoglou, 2006, 192), and museums of 
contemporary art were founded in Greece for the first time only in 1997 (Act 
2557/1997).  
 
However, since the mid-1990s contemporary art and culture has increasingly 
attracted attention from the part of the Hellenic Ministry of Culture. As already 
noted, the operational programme Culture, initiated and funded by the 2nd (1994-
1999) and the 3rd CSF (2000-2006), consisted of two distinct central axes, 
contemporary art and culture, and heritage. TheΝ shiftΝ ofΝ theΝ εinistry’sΝ interestΝ
towards contemporary art was also evident in its decision to establish the Department 
of General Administration in 2003, as part of the Ministry, with a sub-division 
exclusively devoted to the visual arts and museums. The 2012 Proposal for a New 
Cultural Policy also focused almost exclusively on contemporary art and not 
historical heritage (Giannopoulos et al, 2012). Finally, a string of subsidies to several 
contemporary art and culture events and initiatives - such as The Institute of 
Contemporary Greek Art, the Video Art Festival Tour, the 3rd Athens Biennial, to 
mention but a few - also attests to the ignited interest from the part of the Ministry 
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towards contemporary art. The Thessaloniki Biennale, with its emphasis on 
contemporary art, can be situated in this context. 
 
The state-support which certain contemporary art initiatives have enjoyed is closely 
linkedΝwithΝ theΝεinistry’sΝofficialΝ discourse,Ν asΝ examinedΝbelow,ΝnamelyΝ theΝ issue 
that it has been emphasising culture as resource for economic development and 
tourism. More specifically, overcoming the over-relianceΝonΝtheΝcountry’sΝhistoricalΝ
heritageΝandΝprojectingΝanΝ‘edgy’,ΝcontemporaryΝprofileΝisΝpositionedΝasΝpotentiallyΝaΝ
mechanism to boost the country as an interesting tourist destination, and, thus, serves 
to increase tourism revenue. The fact that culture and tourism are firmly 
interconnected in the rationale of official Greek cultural policy is manifest in the 
merge of the Ministry of Culture with the Ministry of Tourism in 2009 (Presidential 
Decree, A 213/2009)45έΝ Yúdice’sΝ analysisΝ ofΝ theΝ expedientΝ usesΝ ofΝ cultureΝ forΝ
financialΝ agendasΝ (Yúdice,Ν βίίγ)Ν asΝ wellΝ asΝ Zukin’sΝ criticalΝ analysisΝ ofΝ howΝ
contemporary cultural activity is used in marketing and city-image enhancing 
strategiesΝ (Zukin,Ν 1λλη)Ν areΝ relevantΝ toΝ theΝ ύreekΝ state’sΝ profit-oriented approach 
towards art and culture, and help elucidate the interests involved in the decision to 
support the Thessaloniki Biennale. As the Thessaloniki Biennale focuses on 
contemporary art, it fits very well into the broader pro-contemporary art scheme 
initiated by the Ministry, and this is why it has secured ongoing funding even at 
times of extreme financial hardship for the country.  
 
b) How art and culture are conceptualised in official Greek and EU cultural 
policy documents during the 2000s 
The ways art and culture are conceptualised in the documents of official Greek 
cultural policy roughly around the time when the Thessaloniki Biennale took place is 
the second aspect of theΝartΝevent’sΝcontext,ΝasΝprioritised by this thesis. My analysis 
shows how, at the time when the three editions of the Thessaloniki Biennale took 
place, the official documents of Greek cultural policy addressed culture as a resource 
for economic and social development. This was also the case with the official EU 
guidelines on culture, as laid out in key official EU documents from the same period. 
                                                 
45
 In 2012, the Ministry of Culture was once again merged with other ministries to form the Ministry 
of Education, Religious Affairs, Culture and Sports. Finally, in 2013, the Ministry was renamed yet 
another time as Ministry of Culture and Sports. 
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The fact that culture, especially contemporary art and culture, was addressed as a 
resourceΝ forΝ ‘non-artistic’ purposes in both the official Greek and EU discourse is 
linked to the broader discussion on creative cities and industries, and the expectation 
from culture to increase revenue (Landry and Bianchini, 1995; Leadbeater 1999; 
Leadbeater and Oakley, 1999; Florida, 2002; Landry, 2006). It could also be 
considered as a typical case of the instrumentalisation of culture which Yúdice and 
Zukin describe (Yúdice, 1999; 2003; Zukin, 1995). 
 
The comparison between the EU and the Greek official discourse on culture reveals 
that the official Greek cultural policy embraced the EU discourse - to a great extent, 
uncritically - partly in order to promote Greece abroad and boost tourism, and partly 
inΝ orderΝ toΝ assertΝ theΝ country’sΝ ϋuropeanΝ identityέΝ My argument is that both the 
broader shift of interest from the part of the Greek state towards contemporary art 
and culture identified earlier as well as the decision to establish and fund the 
Thessaloniki Biennale were facilitated by the way art and culture have been 
conceptualised as resources for economic and social development in official Greek 
cultural policy and EU guidelines.  
 
Key official documents which reflect the way in which art and culture are defined by 
official Greek cultural policy include the report compiled on the Operational 
Programme Culture 2000 (Managing Authority of the Operational Programme 
‘ωulture’, 2007), the Culture in Greece, Financial, Artistic and Social Dimensions 
and Prospects report (Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007)46, and the 
Proposal for a New Cultural Policy (Giannopoulos et al, 2012). 
 
These three documents are part of a relatively recent tradition whereby culture has 
been considered as an engine for economic growth in official Greek cultural policy 
since the 1990s. In the 2nd Community Support Framework (CSF) (1994-1999), 
culture was explicitly linked to tourism, and the enhancement and competitiveness of 
the Greek tourist product through its association with culture, and the development of 
                                                 
46
 The Economic and Social Council of Greece was first established in 1994, based on the model of 
the Economic and Social Councils of the EU. It is a tripartite division of the interests represented. It is 
responsible for issuing reports / opinions which are subsequently submitted to the European 
Parliament and the European Council. In 2001, the Economic and Social Council of Greece became a 
constitutionally recognised institution of the Greek state (Polyzogopoulos, 2009). 
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cultural tourism were set as key strategic targets (Konsola, 2006, 182). The 3rd CSF 
(2000-2006) continued working on roughly the same guidelines as the 2nd regarding 
culture’sΝ potentialΝ forΝ economicΝ growthΝ (Konsola,Ν βίίθ,Ν 1κβ)έΝ όinally,Ν inΝ theΝ
Compendium of Cultural Policies and Trends in Europe produced for the Council of 
ϋuropeΝ ‘theΝmoreΝ effectiveΝ financialΝ planningΝ andΝ exploitationΝ ofΝ culturalΝ heritageΝ
assetsΝ throughΝ traditionalΝ channelsΝ andΝ digitalΝ technologies’Ν wereΝ setΝ asΝ aΝ mainΝ
priority of Greek cultural policy (Dallas, 2007). This Compendium advocates in 
favour of the adoption of private market methodologies and approaches to package 
and promote elements of the Greek arts and heritage in order to create revenue 
(Dallas, 2007).  
 
The report on the Operational Programme Culture 2000-2006 outlines how 
improving and reinforcing the tourist product as well as strengthening the financial 
activity through cultural infrastructure and activity was a clear objective of the 
operational programme in its initial stage (1994-1999):  
 
The Operational programmeΝ ‘ωulture’Ν ofΝ theΝ βnd ωSό…aimedΝ atΝ theΝ
improvement and the reinforcement of the tourist product, as well as 
boosting economic activity through utilising, upgrading and rationally 
managing the cultural infrastructure and activity (Managing Authority of 
theΝτperationalΝProgrammeΝ‘ωulture’, 2007, 12)47. 
 
 Culture 2000-2006 followed in those steps and advocated for new museums on the 
grounds of their assumed potential to contribute to the economic development of a 
region and the creation of employment opportunities. Needless to say, museums were 
explicitly linked to the objectives of the development strategy: 
 
Museums can contribute to the financial and broader wellbeing of a region, to 
the development of the regions and their connection with metropolitan 
                                                 
47
 The samples of the Culture 2000-2006 text analysed here were translated by the researcher. The 
original text in GreekμΝ ‘ȉȠΝ ǼπȚȤİȚȡȘıȚαțȩΝ ȊπȠπȡȩȖȡαȝȝαΝ «ȆȠȜȚĲȚıȝȩȢ»Ν ĲȠυΝ Ǻ΄Ν ΚέȆέȈέ,Ν İȓȤİΝ
πȡȠȖȡαȝȝαĲȚțȠȪȢΝ πİȡȚȠȡȚıȝȠȪȢΝ įİįȠȝȑȞȠυΝ ȩĲȚΝ ıĲȩȤİυİΝ țυȡȓȦȢΝ ıĲȘȞΝ ȕİȜĲȓȦıȘΝ țαȚΝ İȞȓıȤυıȘΝ ĲȠυΝ
ĲȠυȡȚıĲȚțȠȪΝ πȡȠȧȩȞĲȠȢΝ țαȚΝ ıĲȘȞΝ ĲȩȞȦıȘΝ ĲȘȢΝ ȠȚțȠȞȠȝȚțȒȢΝ įȡαıĲȘȡȚȩĲȘĲαȢΝ ȝȑıȦΝ ĲȘȢΝ αȟȚȠπȠȓȘıȘȢ,Ν
αȞαȕȐșȝȚıȘȢΝ țαȚΝ ȠȡșȠȜȠȖȚțȒȢΝ įȚαȤİȓȡȚıȘȢΝ ĲȦȞΝ πȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȫȞΝ υπȠįȠȝȫȞΝ țαȚΝ įȡαıĲȘȡȚȠĲȒĲȦȞ’Ν
(Managing Authority of the Operational Programme ‘Culture’,Νβίίι,Ν1β)έ 
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centres, to combating social exclusionΝ andΝ boostingΝ employment… 
(εanagingΝχuthorityΝofΝtheΝτperationalΝProgrammeΝ‘ωulture’, 2007, 8) 48. 
 
This measure will contribute to hitting the targets of the tourism policy: 
 
-The increase of visitor numbers and the average of stays, through the boost of 
the specialist interest tourist market (cultural tourism, educational programmes 
etc)and in combination with significant events, such as the Cultural Olympics 
and the Olympic Games. 
- Increase of the number of wealthier tourists. 
- Lengthening of the tourist period (Managing Authority of the Operational 
ProgrammeΝ‘ωulture’, 2007, 13)49. 
 
Contemporary art and culture is here addressedΝasΝaΝresource,ΝaΝtoolΝforΝtheΝcountry’sΝ
economic growth. This is evident in the fact that Culture 2000-2006 included the 
Development of Contemporary Culture as its second central axis and presented the 
investment in culture made by other European countries (Managing Authority of the 
τperationalΝProgrammeΝ‘ωulture’, 2007, 41). Contemporary culture is closely linked 
to the concept of innovation and development in the discourse articulated by Culture 
2000-2006:  
 
The contribution of Contemporary Culture in the Development of 
Innovation is particularly important, as Contemporary Culture is original 
                                                 
48
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘ȆαȡȐȜȜȘȜα,ΝĲαΝȂȠυıİȓαΝȝπȠȡȠȪȞΝȞαΝıυȞįȡȐȝȠυȞΝıĲȘȞΝȠȚțȠȞȠȝȚțȒΝțαȚΝ
ȖİȞȚțȩĲİȡȘΝİυȘȝİȡȓαΝȝȚαȢΝπİȡȚȠȤȒȢ,ΝıĲȘȞΝαȞȐπĲυȟȘΝĲȦȞΝȆİȡȚφİȡİȚȫȞΝțαȚΝıĲȘΝįȚαıȪȞįİıȘΝĲȠυȢΝȝİΝĲαΝ
ȂȘĲȡȠπȠȜȚĲȚțȐΝΚȑȞĲȡα,ΝıĲȘȞΝȐȡıȘΝĲȠυΝțȠȚȞȦȞȚțȠȪΝαπȠțȜİȚıȝȠȪΝțαȚΝıĲȘȞΝĲȩȞȦıȘΝĲȘȢΝαπαıȤȩȜȘıȘȢΝ
ĲȩıȠΝȐȝİıα,ΝȩıȠΝțαȚΝȑȝȝİıα,ΝȝİΝĲȘȞΝαȞȐπĲυȟȘΝțαȚΝįȚȐșİıȘΝĲȠυΝȆȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȠȪΝȆȡȠȧȩȞĲȠȢ’Ν(Managing 
Authority of the Operational Programme ‘Culture’,Νβίίι,Νκ)έ 
49
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘ȈυȞİπȫȢ,ΝĲȠΝȂȑĲȡȠΝșαΝıυȝȕȐȜİȚΝıĲȘȞΝİπȓĲİυȟȘΝĲȦȞΝπαȡαțȐĲȦΝıĲȩȤȦȞΝ
ĲȘȢΝĲȠυȡȚıĲȚțȒȢΝπȠȜȚĲȚțȒȢμ 
- ǹȪȟȘıȘΝĲȠυΝαȡȚșȝȠȪΝĲȦȞΝİπȚıțİπĲȫȞΝțαȚΝĲȠυΝȝȑıȠυΝαȡȚșȝȠȪΝįȚαȞυțĲİȡİȪıİȦȞ,ΝȝİΝĲȘȞΝĲȩȞȦıȘΝ
ĲȘȢΝ ĲȠυȡȚıĲȚțȒȢΝ αȖȠȡȐȢΝ İȚįȚțȫȞΝ İȞįȚαφİȡȩȞĲȦȞΝ (πȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȩȢΝ ĲȠυȡȚıȝȩȢ,Ν İțπαȚįİυĲȚțȐΝ
πȡȠȖȡȐȝȝαĲα,ΝțȜπ)ΝțαȚΝıİΝıυȞįυαıȝȩΝȝİΝıȘȝαȞĲȚțȑȢΝįȚȠȡȖαȞȫıİȚȢ,ΝȩπȦȢΝİȓȞαȚΝȘΝȆȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒΝ
ȅȜυȝπȚȐįαΝțαȚΝȠȚΝȅȜυȝπȚαțȠȓΝǹȖȫȞİȢέ 
- ǹȪȟȘıȘΝĲȠυΝαȡȚșȝȠȪΝĲȦȞΝĲȠυȡȚıĲȫȞΝυȥȘȜȩĲİȡȘȢΝİȚıȠįȘȝαĲȚțȒȢΝĲȐȟȘȢέ 
- ǼπȚȝȒțυȞıȘΝ ĲȘȢΝ ĲȠυȡȚıĲȚțȒȢΝ πİȡȚȩįȠυ’Ν (εanagingΝ χuthorityΝ ofΝ theΝ τperationalΝ ProgrammeΝ
‘ωulture’,Ν2007, 21). 
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creation (εanagingΝχuthorityΝ ofΝ theΝ τperationalΝ ProgrammeΝ ‘ωulture’,Ν
2007, 44)50.  
 
Moreover, contemporary culture is addressed as a dynamic field of the Greek 
economy with a great potential as regards creating added value and income: 
 
Relating economic growth with the economy of leisure time is central in 
Contemporary Culture, which makes up a comparatively dynamic field of the 
ύreekΝ economy…Ν TheΝ contributionΝ ofΝ ωontemporaryΝ ωultureΝ productsΝ toΝ
creating added value and income may prove particularly significant in the 
future (εanagingΝχuthorityΝofΝ theΝτperationalΝProgrammeΝ‘ωulture’,Ν2007, 
46)51. 
 
The Culture in Greece: Financial, Artistic and Social Dimensions and Prospects, 
Report (Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007) is the second official 
document which is analysed in this thesis, because it provides evidence as regards 
how art and culture were conceptualised by official Greek cultural policy at the time 
when the Ministry decided to support the Thessaloniki Biennale. In its report, the 
Economic and Social Council of Greece (ESCG) sees multiple potential in culture, 
namely the potential for social cohesion, sustainable development and employment. 
The potential contribution of culture to economic growth is addressed in several 
instances throughout the report: 
 
In a country like Greece, with heritage of particular historical 
significance, there is the potential for culture to contribute to 
development (Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 8)52. 
                                                 
50
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘ȂȑıαΝıİΝαυĲȩΝĲȠΝπȜαȓıȚȠΝȘΝıυȝȕȠȜȒΝĲȠυΝȈȪȖȤȡȠȞȠυΝȆȠȜȚĲȚıȝȠȪΝıĲȘȞΝ
ǹȞȐπĲυȟȘΝ ĲȘȢΝ ΚαȚȞȠĲȠȝȓαȢΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ȚįȚαȓĲİȡαΝ ıȘȝαȞĲȚțȒ,Ν țαșȫȢΝ ȠΝ ȈȪȖȤȡȠȞȠȢΝ ȆȠȜȚĲȚıȝȩȢΝ απȠĲİȜİȓΝ
πȡȦĲȩĲυπȘΝįȘȝȚȠυȡȖȓα’Ν(Managing Authority of the Operational Programme ‘Culture’,Νβίίι,Νζζ) 
51
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ΗΝ ıυıȤȑĲȚıȘΝ ĲȘȢΝ ȠȚțȠȞȠȝȚțȒȢΝ αȞȐπĲυȟȘȢΝ ȝİΝ ĲȘȞΝ ȠȚțȠȞȠȝȓαΝ ĲȠυΝ
İȜİȪșİȡȠυΝ ȤȡȩȞȠυΝ ȑȤİȚΝ ȚįȚαȓĲİȡȘΝ ıȘȝαıȓαΝ ıĲȠΝ ȈȪȖȤȡȠȞȠΝ ȆȠȜȚĲȚıȝȩ,Ν ȠΝ ȠπȠȓȠȢΝ απȠĲİȜİȓΝ ȑȞαΝ
ıυȖțȡȚĲȚțȐΝįυȞαȝȚțȩΝțȜȐįȠΝĲȘȢΝİȜȜȘȞȚțȒȢΝȠȚțȠȞȠȝȓαȢ,…ΝΗΝıυȝȕȠȜȒΝĲȦȞΝπȡȠȧȩȞĲȦȞΝĲȠυΝȈȪȖȤȡȠȞȠυΝ
ȆȠȜȚĲȚıȝȠȪΝ ıĲȘΝ įȘȝȚȠυȡȖȓαΝ ȗȒĲȘıȘȢΝ πȡȠıĲȚșȑȝİȞȘȢΝ αȟȓαȢΝ țαȚΝ İȚıȠįȘȝȐĲȦȞΝ ȝπȠȡİȓΝ ȞαΝ απȠįİȚȤșİȓΝ
ȚįȚαȓĲİȡαΝ ıȘȝαȞĲȚțȒΝ ıĲȠΝ ȝȑȜȜȠȞ’Ν (Managing Authority of the Operational Programme ‘Culture’,Ν
2007, 46). 
52
 The original text in Greek: ‘ȈİΝȝȓαΝȤȫȡα,ΝȩπȦȢΝȘΝǼȜȜȐįα,ΝȝİΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒΝțȜȘȡȠȞȠȝȚȐΝȝİΝȚįȚαȓĲİȡȘΝ
ȚıĲȠȡȚțȒΝıȘȝαıȓα,ΝυπȐȡȤȠυȞΝİπȠȝȑȞȦȢΝįυȞαĲȩĲȘĲİȢΝȖȚαΝȝȓαΝαȞαπĲυȟȚαțȒΝıυȝȕȠȜȒΝ ĲȠυΝπȠȜȚĲȚıȝȠȪ’Ν
(Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 8).  
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The current challenge to render Greek culture a vital mechanism of 
social and financial progress, involves, according to ESCG, two 
distinct but equally important aspects: on the one hand, Greek regions, 
and on the other, the Balkan region, where Greece has the potential to 
contribute, as a pioneer, to developing international collaborations and 
cultural dialogue (Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 9)53. 
 
ǹ separate chapter deals with the economic dimension of culture, in which culture 
and tourism are explicitly connected: 
 
The establishment, for example, of a cultural conference centre in a 
particular region in combination with developing various 
supplementary entrepreneurial ventures could boost, among other 
things, conference tourism and cultural tourism (Economic and 
Social Council of Greece, 2007, 2007, 8)54. 
 
ESCG also recommends that in order to take advantage of the full potential of culture 
as regards economic development, contemporary art and culture should also be 
promotedΝalongsideΝ theΝ country’sΝhistoricalΝheritage,Ν soΝ aΝ clearΝ stressΝ isΝ putΝonΝ theΝ
support of contemporary art: 
 
…theΝϋSωύΝpointsΝoutΝ theΝneedΝforΝ the complete utilization not only of 
Greece’sΝ richΝ culturalΝ stock,Ν butΝ alsoΝ of the country’s contemporary 
cultural creation (Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 37)55. 
 
                                                 
53
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘έέέȠȚΝπαȡȠȪıİȢΝπȡȠțȜȒıİȚȢΝȖȚαΝĲȘȞΝαȞȐįİȚȟȘΝĲȠυΝİȜȜȘȞȚțȠȪΝπȠȜȚĲȚıȝȠȪΝ
ıİΝȕαıȚțȩΝȝȘȤαȞȚıȝȩΝțȠȚȞȦȞȚțȒȢΝțαȚΝȠȚțȠȞȠȝȚțȒȢΝπȡȠȩįȠυΝαφȠȡȠȪȞ,ΝțαĲȐΝĲȘȞΝȅέΚέǼέ,ΝįυȠΝįȚαțȡȚĲȐΝ
αȜȜȐΝİȟȓıȠυΝıȘȝαȞĲȚțȐΝİπȓπİįαμΝαφİȞȩȢΝĲȠΝĲȠπȚțȩΝİπȓπİįȠΝĲȘȢΝİȜȜȘȞȚțȒȢΝπİȡȚφȑȡİȚαȢΝțαȚ,ΝαφİĲȑȡȠυ,Ν
ĲȠΝ İπȓπİįȠ ĲȘȢΝ ȕαȜțαȞȚțȒȢΝ πİȡȚφȑȡİȚαȢ,Ν ȩπȠυΝ ȘΝ ǼȜȜȐįαΝ ȑȤİȚΝ ĲȘΝ įυȞαĲȩĲȘĲαΝ ȞαΝ ıυȝȕȐȜȜİȚΝ ȦȢΝ
πȡȦĲȠπȩȡȠȢΝȤȫȡαΝıĲȘȞΝαȞȐπĲυȟȘΝįȚİșȞȦȞΝıυȞİȡȖαıȚȫȞΝțαȚΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȠȪΝįȚαȜȩȖȠυ’Ν(Economic and 
Social Council of Greece, 2007, 9).  
54
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘ΗΝȓįȡυıȘ,ΝȖȚαΝπαȡȐįİȚȖȝα,ΝİȞȩȢΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȠȪΝıυȞİįȡȚαțȠȪΝțȑȞĲȡȠυΝıİΝ
ȝȓαΝ ıυȖțİțȡȚȝȑȞȘΝ πİȡȚȠȤȒΝ ıİΝ ıυȞįυαıȝȩΝ ȝİΝ ĲȘȞΝ αȞȐπĲυȟȘΝ įȚαφȩȡȦȞΝ İπȚȤİȚȡȘȝαĲȚțȫȞΝ
ıυȝπȜȘȡȦȝαĲȚțȫȞΝįȡαıĲȘȡȚȠĲȒĲȦȞΝȝπȠȡİȓΝαȞΝİȞȚıȤȪıİȚ,ΝȝİĲαȟȪΝȐȜȜȦȞ,ΝĲȠΝıυȞİįȡȚαțȩΝĲȠυȡȚıȝȩΝȒΝ
ĲȠȞΝĲȠυȡȚıȝȩΝĲȦȞΝφȚȜȠȝαșȫȞ’Ν(Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 8). 
55
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘…ȘΝȅέΚέǼέΝİπȚıȘȝαȓȞİȚΝ ĲȘȞΝαȞȐȖțȘΝȖȚαΝĲȘȞΝπȜȒȡȘΝαȟȚȠπȠȓȘıȘΝ ĲȩıȠΝ
ĲȠυΝπȜȠȪıȚȠυΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȠȪΝαπȠșȑȝαĲȠȢ,ΝȩıȠΝțαȚΝĲȘȢΝıȪȖȤȡȠȞȘȢΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒȢΝįȘȝȚȠυȡȖȓαȢΝĲȘȢΝȤȫȡαȢΝ
ȝαȢ’Ν(Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 37) 
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Finally, as with the Proposal for a New Cultural Policy (Giannopoulos et al, 2012), 
the ESCG report stresses the importance of promoting contemporary Greek culture 
abroad in order for the latter to fulfil its potential for economic development: 
 
A vital parameter for the emergence of the positive effects of culture on 
theΝ societyΝ andΝ theΝ economyΝ isΝ …the promotion of contemporary 
Greek production within theΝcountryΝasΝwellΝasΝabroad…( Economic 
and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 37)56. 
 
It is important to note that the ESCG report links culture with technological 
innovation, and uses accounting/financial terms to talk about culture and heritage: 
 
…ϋSωύΝ wouldΝ likeΝ toΝ stressΝ the particular contribution which 
technological innovation could have as regards the field of 
culture…theΝutilisationΝofΝtechnologicalΝevolutionΝcanΝproveΝaΝkeyΝtoolΝ
in the management, and therefore, the positive logistical balance of 
both the country’s cultural heritage and its contemporary cultural 
creation (Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 7)57. 
 
Clearly, then, these policy documents address culture, especially contemporary art 
and culture, as resource both for economic benefits as well as for promoting Greece 
abroad. In this sense, they reflect the expedient approach to culture adopted by 
official Greek cultural policy.  
 
This was also the case with the Proposal for a New Cultural Policy (Giannopoulos, 
2012), which aimed to address the lack of a coherent and consistent cultural policy 
strategy from the part of the Ministry (Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 7). As was the case 
                                                 
56
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ǺαıȚțȑȢΝıυȞȚıĲȫıİȢΝ ȖȚαΝ ĲȘȞΝ αȞȐįİȚȟȘΝ ĲȦȞΝșİĲȚțȫȞΝ İπȚπĲȫıİȦȞΝ ĲȠυΝ
πȠȜȚĲȚıȝȠȪΝ ıĲȘȞΝ țȠȚȞȦȞȓαΝ țαȚΝ ĲȘȞΝ ȠȚțȠȞȠȝȓα,Ν απȠĲİȜȠȪȞμΝ ΗΝ …Ν πȡȠαȖȦȖȒΝ ĲȘȢΝ țαȜȜȚĲİȤȞȚțȒȢΝ
įȘȝȚȠυȡȖȓαȢ,ΝȝİΝıĲȩȤȠ,ΝαφİȞȩȢ,Ν ĲȘȞΝ İȞȓıȤυıȘΝ ĲȦȞΝ țαȜȜȚĲİȤȞȫȞΝțαȚ,Ν αφİĲȑȡȠυ,Ν ĲȘȞ πȡȠȫșȘıȘ țαȚ 
ĲȘȞ πȡȠȕȠȜή ĲȘȢ ıȪȖχȡȠȞȘȢ εȜȜȘȞȚțήȢ παȡαȖωȖήȢ ıĲȘ χȫȡα ȝαȢ țαȚ ıĲȠ εȟωĲεȡȚțȩ…έ’ 
(Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 37). 
57
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘…ȘΝȅέΚέǼέ,ΝȦȢΝ ȕαıȚțȒΝ παȡαĲȒȡȘıȘ,Ν İπȚșυȝİȓΝ ȞαΝ υπȠȖȡαȝȝȓıİȚΝ ĲȘȞΝ
ȚįȚαȓĲİȡȘΝıυȝȕȠȜȒΝπȠυΝȝπȠȡİȓΝȞαΝαȞαπĲȪȟİȚΝıĲȠΝπİįȓȠΝĲȠυΝπȠȜȚĲȚıȝȠȪΝȘΝĲİȤȞȠȜȠȖȚțȒΝțαȚȞȠĲȠȝȓαέέέέȘΝ
αȟȚȠπȠȓȘıȘΝĲȘȢΝĲİȤȞȠȜȠȖȚțȒȢΝİȟȑȜȚȟȘȢΝȝπȠȡİȓΝȞαΝαπȠįİȚȤșİȓΝțİȞĲȡȚțȩΝİȡȖαȜİȓȠȖȚαΝĲȘΝįȚαȤİȓȡȚıȘΝțαȚ,Ν
țαĲ’Ν İπȑțĲαıȘ,Ν ȖȚαΝ ĲȠΝ șİĲȚțȩΝ ȜȠȖȚıĲȚțȩΝ ȚıȠȗȪȖȚȠΝ ĲȩıȠΝ ĲȘȢΝ πȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒȢΝ țȜȘȡȠȞȠȝȚȐȢ,Ν ȩıȠΝ țαȚΝ ĲȘȢΝ
ıȪȖȤȡȠȞȘȢΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒȢΝįȘȝȚȠυȡȖȓαȢ’ (Economic and Social Council of Greece, 2007, 37). 
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with the ESCG Report, the Proposal too addressed culture as an engine for economic 
growth and a means for the promotion of Greece abroad:  
 
The vision of the cultural policy by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture 
andΝ TourismΝ isΝ toΝ putΝ theΝ country’sΝ culturalΝ resourcesΝ intoΝ goodΝ
use…andΝ increase the contribution of cultural production to the 
overall financial and social development of the country, and for the 
country, its institutions and creators to become part of the global 
cultural map (Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 16) 58. 
 
The same attitude pervaded the press release announcing the Proposal:  
 
It is clear that for a country like Greece, culture can be, on the one 
hand, a means for international influence, on the other, a source for 
wealth and an engine for economic growth (Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture and Tourism, 2012, 2) 59. 
 
 
The promotion of the cultural production of Greece abroad, in particular, was one of 
the key axes the Ministry asked the committee to work around for the New Cultural 
Policy proposal (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2012, 5). This indicates 
that projecting a positive image for the country was a significant priority on the 
εinistry’sΝ agendaέΝ In order to further explore this issue, the Ministry asked the 
committee responsible for compiling the proposal to focus on ways in which Greek 
cultural organisations could participate in European and international cultural 
networks (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2012, 6)60. 
 
                                                 
58
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘ȉȠΝȩȡαȝαΝĲȘȢΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒȢΝπȠȜȚĲȚțȒȢΝĲȠυΝȊȆȆȅȉΝİȓȞαȚΝȘΝαȟȚȠπȠȓȘıȘΝ
ĲȦȞΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȫȞΝπȩȡȦȞΝĲȘȢΝ ȤȫȡαȢ,Ν…ΝȘΝαȪȟȘıȘΝĲȘȢΝıυȝȝİĲȠȤȒȢΝĲȘȢΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒȢΝπαȡαȖȦȖȒȢΝıĲȘΝ
ıυȞȠȜȚțȒΝȠȚțȠȞȠȝȚțȒΝțαȚΝțȠȚȞȦȞȚțȒΝαȞȐπĲυȟȘΝĲȘȢΝȤȫȡαȢ,ΝțαȚΝȘΝȑȞĲαȟȘΝĲȘȢΝȤȫȡαȢ,ΝĲȦȞΝșİıȝȫȞΝțαȚΝ
ĲȦȞΝįȘȝȚȠυȡȖȫȞΝĲȘȢΝıĲȠȞΝπαȖțȩıȝȚȠΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȩΝȤȐȡĲȘ’Ν(Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 16). 
59
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ΓȚαĲȓΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ıαφȑȢΝ ȩĲȚΝ ȠΝ ȆȠȜȚĲȚıȝȩȢΝ ȖȚαΝ ȝȚαΝ ȤȫȡαΝ ıαȞΝ ĲȘȞΝ ǼȜȜȐįαΝ
ȝπȠȡİȓΝ αφİȞȩȢΝ ȞαΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ȝȑıȠΝ įȚİșȞȠȪȢΝ İπȚȡȡȠȒȢ,Ν αφİĲȑȡȠυΝ πȘȖȒΝ πȜȠȪĲȠυΝ țαȚΝ ȝȠȤȜȩȢΝ ȠȚțȠȞȠȝȚțȒȢΝ
αȞȐπĲυȟȘȢ’Ν(Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2012, 2). 
60
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ȉȑȜȠȢ,Ν ıİΝ ȩ,ĲȚΝ αφȠȡȐΝ ĲȘȞΝ πȡȠȫșȘıȘΝ țαȚΝ πȡȠȕȠȜȒΝ ıĲȠΝ İȟȦĲİȡȚțȩ,Ν
ȗȘĲȒıαȝİΝαπ’Ν ĲȘȞΝİπȚĲȡȠπȒΝȞαΝπȡȠĲİȓȞİȚΝ ĲȡȩπȠυȢΝȖȚαΝĲȘȞΝ İȞȓıȤυıȘΝĲȘȢΝıυȝȝİĲȠȤȒȢΝ ĲȦȞΝİȜȜȘȞȚțȫȞΝ
πȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȫȞΝφȠȡȑȦȞΝıİΝİυȡȦπαȧțȐΝțαȚΝįȚİșȞȒΝįȓțĲυα,ΝαȜȜȐΝțαȚΝĲȘȞΝİȞȓıȤυıȘΝĲȘȢΝțȚȞȘĲȚțȩĲȘĲαȢ ĲȦȞΝ
ǼȜȜȒȞȦȞΝțαȜȜȚĲİȤȞȫȞΝİțĲȩȢΝıυȞȩȡȦȞ’Ν(Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2012, 6). 
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Following this lead, the committee suggested that Greek cultural institutions should 
createΝ whatΝ theΝ proposalΝ textΝ callsΝ ‘platformsΝ ofΝ contemporaryΝ culture’Ν
(Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 13). The international prolife of the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, strengthened through its involvement with international curators and artists 
as well as biennials such as the Istanbul Biennial and the Lyon Biennial, fits into the 
εinistry’sΝ aspirationΝ toΝ promoteΝ theΝ country’sΝ culturalΝ activityΝ asΝ wellΝ asΝ raiseΝ
internationalΝawarenessΝregardingΝύreece’sΝcontemporaryΝculturalΝpotentialέΝ 
 
It is useful to compare the Greek documents examined above with official EU 
documents in order to indicate another dimension of the governance context, as they 
show an affinity in conceptualising culture as an engine for economic growth, and 
consequently this is what I will outline in the following paragraphs. Four key official 
documents issued by the EU are discussed: the Lisbon Strategy (3/3/2000), the 
Commission Communication on A European Agenda for Culture (10/5/2007), the 
Council Conclusions on Culture As A Catalyst for Creativity and Innovation 
(12/5/2009), and the Council Conclusions on the Contribution of the Cultural and 
Creative Sectors to the Achievement of the Lisbon Objectives (24-25/5/ 2007). With 
the exception of the Lisbon Strategy, these documents coincided with the first two 
editions of the Thessaloniki Biennale. They associate culture with the concepts of 
creativity and innovation, and consider it as a tool to generate employment. They 
also explicitlyΝ stateΝ thatΝ cultureΝ hasΝ theΝ potentialΝ toΝ enhanceΝ aΝ city’sήregion’sΝ
attractiveness as regards tourism and investments andΝ revitaliseΝ declinedΝ cities’Ν
economies.  
 
The Lisbon Strategy, the action and development plan for the European Union from 
βίίίΝ toΝ βί1ί,Ν clearlyΝ statesΝ theΝ ϋuropeanΝ Union’sΝ desireΝ toΝ makeΝ aΝ successfulΝ
transition to a knowledge-based economy. This was thought to be the means to 
strengthenΝ theΝϋuropeanΝUnion’sΝpositionΝ inΝ financial,Ν socialΝ andΝpoliticalΝ termsΝ inΝ
relationΝ toΝ intenseΝ globalΝ competitionέΝ TheΝ δisbonΝ Strategy’sΝ explicitΝ aimΝ wasΝ toΝ
enable the European Union to become: 
 
 …the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in 
the world capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better 
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jobs and greater social cohesion (European Parliament, 2000, paragraph 
6). 
 
In the Lisbon European Council of 3 March 2000 text, emphasis was put on IT, 
SMEs and the concept of innovation (European Parliament, 2000, paragraph 5). 
Member States were urged to support competitiveness and innovation and implement 
favourable policies as regards the information society (European Parliament, 2000, 
paragraph 5). The concept of the knowledge-based economy was, thus, closely 
associated with digitalisation and the reinforcement of the IT industries:  
 
An information society for all: The shift to a digital, knowledge-based 
economy, prompted by new goods and services, will be a powerful 
engine for growth, competitiveness and jobs. In addition, it will be 
capable of improving citizens' quality of life and the environment 
(European Parliament, 2000, paragraph 8). 
 
The subsequent documents issued by the Council of Europe and the Commission 
examined here address culture as a tool in achieving the targets set by the Lisbon 
Strategy. They associate culture with the concept of creativity and innovation, insist 
onΝculture’sΝpotentialΝ forΝ economicΝ growthΝ andΝputΝgreatΝ emphasisΝon cultural and 
creative industries. More specifically, the Communication on A European Agenda for 
Culture in A Globalizing World set the promotion and use of culture as a tool for 
growth and employment, as one of its three strategic objectives (Commission of the 
European Communities, 2007, 3) and considered culture into a key tool in the 
broader effort for growth and influence:  
 
Culture is an indispensable feature to achieve the EU’s strategic 
objectives of prosperity, solidarity and security, while ensuring a 
stronger presence on the international scene (Commission of the 
European Communities, 2007, 3). 
 
Cultural industries and the creative sector are substantially 
contributing to European GDP, growth and employment. As an 
illustration, a recent independent study carried out for the Commission 
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estimated that more than 5 million people worked in 2004 for the 
cultural sector, equivalent to 3.1% of total employed population in EU-
25. The cultural sector contributed around 2.6% to the EU GDP in 
2003, with growth significantly higher than that of the economy in 
general between 1999 and 2003 (Commission of the European 
Communities, 2007, 9). 
 
The extracts above address culture as an asset in a post-industrial, immaterial 
economy and emphasise the contribution which the cultural and the creative 
industries make to European GDP, growth and employment. In this respect, they 
exclaimΝculture’sΝroleΝasΝregardsΝfinancialΝdevelopmentέ 
 
The Council Conclusions on Culture as a Catalyst for Creativity and Innovation 
(2009), which essentially repeated much of what was stated in the Council 
Conclusions on the Contribution of the Cultural and Creative Sectors to the 
Achievement of the Lisbon Objectives’ (Council of the European Union, 2007a), 
explicitly associated culture with theΝenhancementΝofΝaΝcity’sήregion’sΝattractivenessΝ
asΝ regardsΝ tourism,Ν andΝ investments,Ν asΝ wellΝ asΝ withΝ revitalisingΝ declinedΝ cities’Ν
economies: 
 
Culture and creativity are driving forces for the development of 
European regions and cities, as they enhance local attractiveness and 
help revitalise local economies (Council of the European Union, 2009, 
3-4). 
 
Another significant point in the way the official EU discourse addresses culture is the 
fact that it connects culture with the concepts of innovation and creativity: 
 
Culture and creativity areΝinextricablyΝlinked…Νωulture,ΝcreativityΝandΝ
innovation are vital for the competitiveness and development of our 
economies and our societies… (Council of the European Union, 2009, 
3). 
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The extracts above encourage a utilitarian conceptualisation of art and culture, and in 
particular, attest to what Garnham identified as the association of cultural policy with 
the information society argument (Garnham, 2005). This approach is controversial as 
it implies that claims on public funding should be justified not in terms of arts policy 
but in terms of information society policy (Garnham, 2005, 27-18). It is also 
problematic because it may result in a conflation of art and culture with financial and 
otherΝ ‘non-artistic agendas, and, thus, lead to the complete incorporation of art and 
culture into the processes of the dominant production model, annihilating any 
potential for resistance or critical reflection.   
 
Finally, it is interesting to look at the recommendations made towards the Member 
States as regards their cultural policies. Encouragement and support towards cultural 
industries is dictated very clearly. More specifically, the Member States are invited 
to: 
 
…fosterΝ theΝ potential of cultural policies to promote creativity, in 
particular through the promotion of cultural diversity and 
intercultural dialogue, access to and participation in culture, the 
mobility of artists and other professionals in the cultural field and 
works of art, the protection of cultural works and of creators, as well as 
the development of cultural and creative industries, especially by 
facilitating their access to financing and creating an appropriate 
business environment… (Council of the European Union, 2009, 5). 
 
The analysis of European and Greek documents above indicates that Greek cultural 
policy embraced - to an extent, uncritically - the European rhetoric on culture and 
development, and clearly addressed culture as an engine for economic growth. It 
should also be noted that neither the European nor the Greek guidelines addressed 
issues of exclusion and discrimination in cultural and creative-industries employment 
(McRobbie, 2002; Pratt, 2011); nor did they take into consideration a more nuanced 
andΝcomplexΝconceptualisationΝofΝcreativityΝasΝ ‘embeddedΝandΝsituated’Ν ratherΝ thanΝ
‘universal’Ν (Pratt,Ν βί11)Ν orΝ theΝ criticismsΝ ofΝ conventionalΝ understandingsΝ ofΝ
consumption and ownership ideals (Miller, Govil, McMurria and Maxwell, 2001, 
202-210).  
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TheΝεinistry’sΝ decisionΝ toΝ fundΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennaleΝwas in line with these 
guidelines,ΝnamelyΝtheΝ‘mobilityΝofΝartistsΝandΝotherΝprofessionalsΝinΝtheΝculturalΝfieldΝ
andΝworksΝ ofΝ art’ (Council of the European Union, 2009, 5). The approval of the 
European Cultural Agenda in 2007 by Greece coincided with the establishment of 
the state-fundedΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale,Ν andΝ theΝ workshopsΝ andΝ theΝ artists’Ν
residencies programmes organised by the Thessaloniki Biennale were consistent with 
the EU guidelines.  
 
Moreover, the Council urged the Member States to establish and strengthen 
synergies between culture and education, encouraging art education and facilitate 
wider participation in cultural activities (Council of the European Union, 2007b, 2). 
TheseΝ prioritiesΝ wereΝ alsoΝ incorporatedΝ inΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ intense 
educational programmes and their visits to schools. Finally, the Council encouraged 
collaboration and networking between the various agents in the cultural sector. In 
particular, it invited the Member States to reinforce synergies between public 
authorities (ministries or other relevant authorities) and regional and local entities 
(Council of the European Union, 2009, 6-7). The Thessaloniki Biennale applied 
theseΝguidelinesΝbyΝbringingΝ togetherΝmostΝofΝ theΝcity’sΝ culturalΝorganisationsέΝTheΝ
European Council’sΝ recommendationΝ regardingΝ collaborationΝ andΝ networkingΝwereΝ
reflected in the Proposal for a New Cultural Policy too, as the latter explicitly 
encouragedΝ participationΝ inΝ collaborations,Ν networks,Ν andΝ ‘platformsΝ forΝ
contemporaryΝculture’Ν(Giannopoulos et al, 2012, 13). 
 
 
c) Key initiatives of the official Greek cultural policy as regards tourism and 
cultural diplomacy 
TheΝ thirdΝ aspectΝ ofΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ contextΝwhichΝ thisΝ thesisΝ exploresΝ
involves the key initiatives of official Greek cultural policy, namely in relation to 
tourism, and cultural diplomacy. It is useful to examine those agendas in order first 
toΝexplainΝtheΝεinistry’sΝdecisionΝtoΝsupportΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale,Νand,Νthen,ΝtoΝ
explore in what ways the Thessaloniki Biennale negotiated the complex network of 
interests and expectations from the part of its main sponsor, and thus, trace its 
instrumental role. In this sense, the analysis of the key priorities of official Greek 
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cultural policy, as identified above, can make an important contribution to the study 
and understanding of the Thessaloniki Biennale.  
 
In order to understand 
the agendas the 
Thessaloniki Biennale 
was expected to fulfil, 
it is considered helpful 
to review the 
Thessaloniki: Cultural 
Crossroads programme 
[6] initiated by the 
Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism in 2011 (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism, 2010b). This is because the art event was closely linked to this programme, 
since the 3rd edition as well as the two consecutive editions of the Thessaloniki 
Biennale (the 2013 and 2015 editions) were placed under and were funded as part of 
the Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads programme (State Museum of Contemporary 
Art, 2011a). Two key documents are useful to analyse here: the Announcement of the 
Competition for the ‘Thessaloniki: Cultural crossroads’ Logo press release (Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2010a), and the Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads 
press release (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2010b). Both texts express 
theΝ εinistry’sΝ desireΝ toΝ boostΝ tourismΝ inΝ theΝ regionΝ ofΝ Thessaloniki,Ν asΝ wellΝ asΝ
increase its influence by projecting the city as a cultural metropolis in South-East 
Europe.  
 
On mapping out the benefits for the city, the Announcement of the Competition for 
the ‘Thessaloniki: Cultural crossroads’ Logo press release (2010) highlights that 
tourism and cultural diplomacy agendas are interwoven. The text states that the 
programme’sΝpotentialΝbenefitsΝforΝtheΝcityΝincludeμΝ 
  Highlighting the inextricable link between tourism, culture and 
sports. 
 
 
6. Thessaloniki Cultural Crossroads Logo. 
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 Highlighting the potential of cultural diplomacy (Hellenic Ministry 
of Culture and Tourism, 2010a)61. 
 
The text, thus, stresses the importance of the Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads 
programme as a means to approach new tourist target groups, reinforce the 
connection between culture and tourism, and make good use of the potential cultural 
diplomacy bears. In this extract, not only are the main objectives of the Thessaloniki: 
Cultural Crossroads programme laid bare but it is also assumed that tourism and 
culture are closely connected, and that one cannot do without the other. This 
obviously indicates that the assumption underpinning the Thessaloniki: Cultural 
Crossroads programme is that culture can be used as a means to increase tourism, 
which, as the previous section showed, constitutes one of the key themes of official 
Greek cultural policy in general. Moreover, the extract openly raises the issue of the 
expectations regarding cultural diplomacy, and thus, foregrounds a less frequently 
mentioned priority of the cultural activity initiated by the Greek Ministry of Culture.  
 
As regards tourism, the Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads press release mentions: 
 
Through those actions, the extrovert character of the city will be 
strengthened and, at the same time, Northern Greece will become a 
particularly attractive tourist destination, attracting new visitors 
and prolonging the tourist season (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism, 2010b)62. 
 
It is clearly stated that the aim of the programme is to make Northern Greece a 
popular tourist destination. This is also true in the case of the Announcement of the 
Competition for the ‘Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads’ Logo press release, which 
                                                 
61
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ȉαΝ ȠφȑȜȘΝ ȖȚαΝ ĲȘȞΝ πȩȜȘΝ απȩΝ ĲȠȞΝ ıυȞĲȠȞȚıȝȩΝ ĲȦȞΝ įȡȐıİȦȞΝ İȓȞαȚΝ
πȠȜȜαπȜȐμΝ ΆȞȠȚȖȝαΝ ıİΝ ȞȑαΝ target group,Ν αȞȐįİȚȟȘΝ ĲȘȢΝ ȐȡȡȘțĲȘȢΝ ıȤȑıȘȢΝ ĲȠυΝ ĲȠυȡȚıȝȠȪΝ ȝİΝ ĲȠȞΝ
πȠȜȚĲȚıȝȩΝ țαȚΝ ĲȠȞΝ αșȜȘĲȚıȝȩ,Ν αȞȐįİȚȟȘΝ ĲȘȢΝ įυȞαȝȚțȒȢΝ ĲȘȢΝ πȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒȢΝ įȚπȜȦȝαĲȓαȢ’ (Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2010a). 
62
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘ȂȑıȦΝĲȦȞΝįȡȐıİȦȞΝαυĲȫȞΝșαΝİȞȚıȤυșİȓΝȘΝİȟȦıĲȡȑφİȚαΝĲȘȢΝπȩȜȘȢΝțαȚΝ
șαΝ țαĲαıĲİȓΝ παȡȐȜȜȘȜαΝ ȘΝ ǺȩȡİȚȠȢΝ ǼȜȜȐįαΝ ȚįȚαȓĲİȡαΝ İȜțυıĲȚțȩȢΝ ĲȠυȡȚıĲȚțȩȢΝ πȡȠȠȡȚıȝȩȢΝ
πȡȠıİȜțȪȠȞĲαȢΝ ȞȑȠυȢΝ İπȚıțȑπĲİȢΝțαȚΝ İπȚȝȘțȪȞȠȞĲαȢΝ ĲȘȞΝ ĲȠυȡȚıĲȚțȒΝπİȡȓȠįȠ’Ν (Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture and Tourism, 2010b). 
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sets tourism at the top of the Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads agenda (Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2010a)63. 
 
The Announcement of the Competition for the ‘Thessaloniki: Cultural crossroads’ 
Logo also mentions: 
 
TheΝ aimΝ ofΝ theΝ ‘ThessalonikiμΝ ωulturalΝ ωrossroads’Ν programmeΝ isΝ toΝ
mark out Thessaloniki as a cultural metropolis in South East 
Europe and the broader area of the Mediterranean, giving the city the 
chance to play the leading role again in the cultural activity of the 
broader region (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2010a)64. 
 
This clearly indicates that the programme aimed at projecting the city as a cultural 
metropolis in the Balkan area, South East Europe and the Mediterranean. It is 
important to note the use of ‘again’ and ‘regain’ which imply that Thessaloniki was 
a cultural metropolis in the Balkan and South East Europe area in the past, then lost 
that position, but is now regaining its leading status. The same is true in the case of 
the Thessaloniki: Cultural Crossroads press release as well, which stresses the 
potential of Thessaloniki as an arts and culture centre and links it to its geographical 
position, which frames the city as a meeting point of cultures (Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture and Tourism, 2010b) 65.  
 
                                                 
63
 ‘ParallelΝaimsΝofΝthisΝinitiativeΝareΝforΝtheΝcityΝto regain its position as a prime tourist destination 
in the Balkans and, at the same time, to host and co-ordinateΝculturalΝexchangesΝandΝactivities…ΝWith 
this initiative, we aim at creating the right circumstances for visitors from Greece, Europe and the 
rest of the world to increase’ (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2010a). The original text in 
GreekμΝ‘ȆαȡȐȜȜȘȜȠȚΝıĲȩȤȠȚΝĲȘȢΝπȡȦĲȠȕȠυȜȓαȢΝİȓȞαȚΝȞαΝȟαȞαȕȡİȓΝȘΝπȩȜȘΝĲȘΝșȑıȘΝĲȘȢΝıĲαΝǺαȜțȐȞȚαΝ
ȦȢΝπȡȦĲİȪȦȞΝĲȠυȡȚıĲȚțȩȢΝπȡȠȠȡȚıȝȩȢ,ΝİȞȫΝĲαυĲȩȤȡȠȞαΝȞαΝφȚȜȠȟİȞȒıİȚΝțαȚΝıυȞĲȠȞȓıİȚΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȑȢΝ
αȞĲαȜȜαȖȑȢΝ țαȚΝ įȡȐıİȚȢ…Ν ȂİΝ ĲȘȞΝ πȡȦĲȠȕȠυȜȓαΝ αυĲȒΝ φȚȜȠįȠȟȠȪȝİΝ ȞαΝ įȘȝȚȠυȡȖȒıȠυȝİ ĲȚȢΝ
țαĲȐȜȜȘȜİȢΝıυȞșȒțİȢΝȖȚαΝȞαΝαυȟȘșȠȪȞΝȠȚΝİπȚıțȑπĲİȢΝαπȩΝĲȘȞΝǼȜȜȐįα,ΝĲȘȞΝǼυȡȫπȘΝțαȚΝĲȠȞΝυπȩȜȠȚπȠΝ
țȩıȝȠ’έ 
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 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ȈțȠπȩȢΝ ĲȘȢΝ πȡȦĲȠȕȠυȜȓαȢΝ «ȈĲαυȡȠįȡȩȝȚΝ ȆȠȜȚĲȚıȝȫȞ»Ν İȓȞαȚΝ ȞαΝ
αȞαįİȓȟİȚΝ ĲȘΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ ȦȢΝ πȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒΝ ȝȘĲȡȩπȠȜȘΝ ĲȘȢΝ ȃȠĲȚȠαȞαĲȠȜȚțȒȢΝ ǼυȡȫπȘȢΝ țαȚΝ ĲȘȢΝ
İυȡȪĲİȡȘȢΝ πİȡȚȠȤȒȢΝ ĲȘȢΝ ȂİıȠȖİȓȠυ,Ν įȓȞȠȞĲȐȢΝ ĲȘȢΝ ĲȘȞΝ İυțαȚȡȓαΝ ȞαΝ πȡȦĲαȖȦȞȚıĲȒıİȚΝ ȟαȞȐΝ ıĲαΝ
țαȜȜȚĲİȤȞȚțȐΝ ĲİțĲαȚȞȩȝİȞαΝ ĲȘȢΝ İυȡȪĲİȡȘȢΝ πİȡȚȠȤȒȢ’ (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 
2010a). 
65
 ‘TheΝaimΝisΝto…promoteΝworldwideΝtheΝidentity of Thessaloniki, which is the cultural ‘generator’ 
of Greece, as well as the city’s significant position as the crossroads of cultures in the broader 
region of South-East Europe’ (Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2010b). The extract in 
GreekμΝ ‘ȈĲȩȤȠȢΝ İȓȞαȚ…ȞαΝ πȡȠȕȜȘșİȓΝ παȖțȠıȝȓȦȢΝ ȘΝ ĲαυĲȩĲȘĲαΝ ĲȘȢΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘȢΝ πȠυΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ĲȠΝ
πȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȩΝ «įυȞαȝȩ»Ν ĲȘȢΝ ǼȜȜȐįαȢΝ țαȚΝ ȘΝ țαșȠȡȚıĲȚțȒΝ ĲȘȢΝ șȑıȘΝȦȢΝ ıĲαυȡȠįȡȩȝȚΝ πȠȜȚĲȚıȝȫȞΝ ıĲȘȞΝ
İυȡȪĲİȡȘΝȃȠĲȚαȞαĲȠȜȚțȒΝǼυȡȫπȘ’έ 
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The historical continuity established as regards the leading role of Thessaloniki in the 
area legitimises the claim that the city is or should become a metropolitan centre in 
the present. As a major, large-scale cultural event with an international focus, the 
Thessaloniki Biennale was deemed an effective tool to advance this city-branding 
agenda, and was expected to act upon it, as its inclusion in the Thessaloniki: Cultural 
Crossroads programme indicates. This thesis will show how the art event responded 
to this agenda with a signifying process which branded Thessaloniki as historical and 
multicultural, as well as a centre of contemporary art.  
 
Cultural Diplomacy, The Greek Context66. 
As cultural diplomacy was a key issue in the agenda of the Thessaloniki: Cultural 
Crossroads programme, it is necessary to explore the connections of the art event 
itself with the agendas of Greek cultural diplomacy. The following paragraphs trace 
the key priorities and concerns of Greek cultural diplomacy, and relate the State 
Museum of Contemporary Art and the Thessaloniki Biennale to them. 
Given the lack of an official document on Greek cultural diplomacy publicly 
available as well as a lack of explicitly relevant material on the website of the 
Ministry of Culture, the key areas of concern regarding Greek cultural diplomacy are 
traced from the mission statements of the Hellenic Foundation for Culture and the 
European Cultural Centre of Delphi, as well as from material drawn from the website 
of the Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
In the Greek context, issues related to cultural diplomacy are officially under the 
jurisdiction of the Hellenic Ministry of Culture as well as the Hellenic Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2008). Two organisations are 
                                                 
66
 Cultural diplomacy is understood here through the conceptΝofΝ ‘softΝ power’Ν asΝdefinedΝbyΝ JosephΝ
σye’sΝ(βίίζ)έΝσyeΝdistinguishesΝbetweenΝhardΝandΝsoftΝpowerμΝsoftΝpowerΝinvolvesΝco-optation rather 
than command or coercion, and relies on the attractiveness of one's intangible assets, such as 
personality, values and culture (Nye, 2004). Kirsten Bound, Rachel Briggs, John Holden and Samuel 
Jones argue that culture has a vital role to play in international relations, and that it is an important 
part - although autonomous - of public diplomacy. Cultural diplomacy canΝbeΝ thoughtΝofΝasΝaΝ ‘soft’Ν
facetΝ ofΝ internationalΝ relations,Ν ratherΝ thanΝ theΝ ‘hard’Ν stuffΝ ofΝ lawsΝ andΝ treaties,Ν multilateralΝ
organisations and military capability (Bound, Briggs, Holden and Jones, 2007, 12-15). According to 
Signitzer (2008), the goal of cultural diplomacy is to produce positive attitudes towards one’s own 
country with the hope that this may be beneficial to overall diplomatic goal achievement. In this 
process, the need for credibility is of vital importance, and a critical check which restricts the use of 
cultural diplomacy to construct bluntly flattering self-projections of particular countries (Signitzer, 
βίίκ)έΝόinally,ΝεartinaΝTopiΕΝ andΝSinišaΝRodinΝpointΝ outΝ thatΝ culturalΝ diplomacyΝ isΝ oftenΝ linkedΝ toΝ
culturalΝimperialismΝ(TopiΕΝandΝRodin, 2012). 
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considered to be key as regards cultural diplomacy in Greece; the Hellenic 
Foundation for Culture and the European Cultural Centre of Delphi67. Both 
institutions are state funded and supervised by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, a 
fact which further attests to the fact that the Ministry of Culture is involved in 
cultural diplomacy issues.  
It is perhaps worth highlighting an extract from the mission statement of the 
European Cultural Centre of Delphi: 
[The European Cultural Centre of Delphi aims to] serve international 
cultural interests”ΝandΝ“developΝcommonΝculturalΝprinciplesΝ thatΝwillΝuniteΝ
the peoples of Europe”Ν throughΝ theΝ “publicationΝ ofΝ studiesΝ on European 
culture, the organization of cultural assemblies and other artistic activities… 
(European Cultural Centre of Delphi, 2009). 
TheΝωentre’sΝalmostΝexclusivelyΝϋuropeanΝorientation,ΝalsoΝreflectedΝinΝtheΝωentre’sΝ
name, is evident in this extract. Since the Centre was established with the aim to 
promote cultural diplomacy, its exclusively European orientation is indicative of the 
importanceΝattributedΝtoΝϋuropeΝandΝtoΝtheΝcountry’sΝrelationΝtoΝϋuropeΝinΝtheΝcontextΝ
of the broader pattern of Greek cultural diplomacy.  
 
Material from the website of the Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs sheds light on 
the geographical areas which are considered of vital importance for Greek foreign 
policy and (cultural) diplomacy. These include the Western Balkans, the 
                                                 
67
 The Hellenic Foundation for Culture was established in 1992 and the intention to become the main 
agent in Greek cultural diplomacy. Its organisation and role followed the model of British Council, the 
French Institute and the Goethe Institute. Six branches were established in Odessa, Alexandria in 
Egypt, London, Berlin, New York and Paris. Since 2001, it has been supervised by the Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture (Tzoumaka, 2009). The European Cultural Centre of Delphi was first established 
in 1977 under the auspices of the Council of Europe, and has since been supervised by the Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture (ϋuropeanΝωulturalΝωentreΝofΝϊelphi,Ν“ώistory”,Νβίίλ). The Hellenic Foundation 
forΝωultureΝ focusesΝonΝpromotingΝ theΝ ‘ώellenicΝculture’ΝmainlyΝ through teaching Greek abroad. The 
emphasisΝ onΝ theΝ disseminationΝ ofΝ theΝ ύreekΝ languageΝ indicatesΝ thatΝ theΝ όoundation’sΝ visionΝ andΝ
strategy is underpinned by the assumption that Greek culture is closely associated to the Greek 
language (Hellenic Foundation for Culture, 2007). In the contrary, the European Cultural Centre of 
Delphi takes a more holistic approach to culture, which extents beyond the promotion of the Greek 
language. This is reflectedΝinΝtheΝωentre’sΝprogrammeΝofΝevents,ΝwhichΝincludeΝvariousΝactivitiesΝfromΝ
performing arts to visual arts exhibitions (European Cultural Centre of Delphi, 2009).  
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Mediterranean, the Black Sea and the Middle East (Hellenic Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, 2011b). Unsurprisingly, the geographical focus of the Thessaloniki: Cultural 
Crossroads programme, as well as that of the 3rd and partly of the 1st editions of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale, coincided with these regions.  
 
 As regards the Mediterranean, in particular, the website mentions that: 
 
Greece is an intrinsic part of the Mediterranean and since ancient times has 
maintained strong and unbroken bonds with the peoples and countries of 
the region. As a European coastal country in the Eastern Mediterranean, 
Greece – which sees the Mediterranean as a sea of communication, trade and 
cooperation – plays an active, substantial and leading role in the wider 
region, pursuing the promotion of actions, programmes and synergies in all 
sectors (Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2011a).  
 
The extract above establishes a link between Greece and the Mediterranean in the 
present, which also stresses across time. Moreover, Greece is projected as a leader in 
the region, a theme which is repeated both in the discourse of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs about Balkans as well as the discourse articulated by certain cultural 
organisations of Thessaloniki, as discussed in the next section. 
 
Regarding the Western Balkans, the website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
mentions:  
 
The history of Greece is interwoven with the history of the Balkans, 
an area in which Greece has played a major role down through the 
centuries…χsΝ aΝ longstandingΝ memberΝ ofΝ theΝ ϋU,Ν σχTτΝ andΝ otherΝ
Euroatlantic institutions, Greece pursues the consolidation of stability, 
security andΝdevelopmentΝinΝtheΝregionΝthroughΝ…ΝrespectΝforΝtheΝbasicΝ
principlesΝofΝinternationalΝlawΝandΝorderΝ…ΝasΝwellΝasΝthrough the full 
incorporation of all the Balkan countries into the European and 
Euroatlantic institutions (Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
2011c). 
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Greece is presented as very closely linked to the Balkans as well as playing a crucial 
role in the area. In the official discourse of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
‘leadingΝ role’Ν ofΝ ύreeceΝ inΝ SouthΝ ϋastΝ ϋuropeΝ emergesΝ asΝ aΝ recurrentΝ theme. 
ϋspeciallyΝasΝregardsΝtheΝψalkanΝcountries,ΝtheΝextractΝaboveΝindicatesΝthatΝύreece’sΝ
‘leadingΝ role’Ν inΝ theΝ areaΝ isΝ basedΝ onΝ itsΝ statusΝ asΝ aΝεemberΝ StateΝ ofΝ theΝ ϋUΝ andΝ
involves facilitating the incorporation of the Balkan countries into the EU.   
 
The theme of Greece having a leading role in the Balkan region and South East 
Europe is repeated in the speech given by Dora Bakogianni, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs  from 2006 to 2009: 
 
Greece must continue to be an important presence in the Balkans 
and a basic factor for the political stability, European perspective, and 
economic, social and general development of the Balkans 
(Bakogianni, 2006). 
 
 
χsΝtheΝfinancialΝcrisisΝdeepenedΝinΝύreece,ΝanotherΝthemeΝwasΝaddedΝtoΝtheΝcountry’sΝ
assumed leading role in the ψalkanΝ regionνΝ theΝ needΝ toΝ enhanceΝ theΝ country’sΝ
international image:  
We have to promote our positive traits: our human resources, our 
infrastructure, our geopolitical position, the investment opportunities 
opening up, the fact that Greece remains an anchor of stability in an 
unstable region (Bakogianni, 2006). 
In the extract above, the assumed leading role of Greece in the Balkan area is used as 
aΝpositiveΝtraitΝ inΝorderΝtoΝenhanceΝtheΝcountry’sΝ imageέΝ InΝthisΝprocess,Ν theΝψalkanΝ
countries are considered to be unstable and, consequently, not as safe or even as 
‘developed’Ν asΝ ύreeceέΝ InΝ effect,Ν theΝ assumedΝ ύreece’sΝ leadingΝ roleΝ inΝ theΝ areaΝ
clearly suggests the superiority of Greece in relation to its Balkan neighboring 
countries.  
But how does culture become involved in the concerns of the Greek diplomacy and 
foreign affairs and what is the role of cultural initiatives in the Greek diplomacy 
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agenda? Eleni Tzoumaka argues that significant development towards a consistent 
and state-organised strategy for a Greek cultural diplomacy took place during the 
2000s, namely with the hosting of the Olympics Games in Athens in 2004 
(Tzoumaka, 2005). Tzoumaka also considers museums of contemporary art and 
participation in international events such as biennials as the necessary institutions for 
an effective cultural diplomacy (Tzoumaka, 2009). The tendency which Tzoumaka 
describes also coincided with the greater emphasis and support given to 
contemporary art and culture by the Greek state, as well as the establishment of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale itself. 
 
όollowingΝTzoumaka’sΝaccountΝ(Tzoumaka,Νβίίλ),Νwe can see how - to an extent - 
the Thessaloniki Biennale as well as the State Museum of Contemporary Art which 
organised it are similar examples of museums and cultural institutions’ involvement 
in Greek cultural diplomacy. SMCA promoted cultural-diplomacy related issues 
mainly through its programming (exhibitions with a special focus on South East 
Europe) and its interest in international collaborations. Although cultural diplomacy 
asΝsuchΝisΝneverΝmentionedΝinΝtheΝSεωχ’sΝwebsiteΝorΝpressΝreleases,ΝthereΝisΝaΝclearΝ
interest from the part of the SMCA in participating in an international network of 
contacts: 
 
Today, it is one of the most prominent foundations that hosts and 
projects works of modern and contemporary art, using planning 
tactics implemented in six basic thematic actions :.... the substantial 
cooperation and netting with cultural institutions in Greece, 
Europe and abroad (The State Museum of Contemporary Art, 
2007c). 
 
InternationalΝ collaborationsΝ andΝ networkingΝ areΝ essentialΝ targetsΝ inΝ theΝ Sεωχ’sΝ
strategy. This is also evident when President, Katerina Koskina talks about the 
Costakis Collection (the permanent collection of Russian Avant-garde art housed in 
the SMCA): 
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Through the Collection we can negotiate collaborations. We have an 
exceptionally important collection in our hands, which can create 
references, open opportunities in major museums, institutions, 
and publications. The recent exhibitions in Tate Modern, the Malliol 
Museum, or the propositions coming from the Reina Sofia Museum 
and the Royal Academy are indicative...The Collection can reversely 
become a magnet for the country (Koskina, 2009b) 68. 
 
The reference to Tate Modern, Royal Academy, Reina Sofia Museum and Malliol 
Museum indicates that networking with famous art institutions located in major cities 
of Western Europe is important for the SMCA. It is implied that the acknowledgment 
of the importance of the SMCA and its collections partly depends on the connections 
and collaborations established with Western Europe.  
 
However, the SMCA also takes a special interest in those geographical locations, 
which happen to be among the key areas of concern for official Greek foreign policy 
and (cultural) diplomacy, namely the Balkan region and South East Europe. The 
aspiration is for Thessaloniki to assume a leading role culturally in the Balkan area, 
by holding large-scale, art events which involve artists from those areas. This is 
evident in the SMCA programming of exhibitions. More specifically, the 
Contemporary European Art: The Art of the Balkan Countries (2002) and the 
Cosmopolis1: Microcosmos X Macrocosmos exhibitions (2004-2005) are cases in 
point.  
 
The Contemporary European Art. The Art of the Balkan Countries exhibition, 
organised by the SMCA in 2002, was initiated by Prof Evangelos Venizelos, 
Minister of Culture at the time. The exhibition focused on contemporary art from 
nine Balkan countries: Greece, Turkey, Albania, Yugoslavia, FYROM, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Slovenia and Bosnia-ώerzegovinaέΝ χccordingΝ toΝ theΝ exhibition’sΝ pressΝ
release, the participating artists were selected by the Directors of the Museums of 
                                                 
68
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘ȂȑıαΝαπȩΝĲȘΝıυȜȜȠȖȒΝȝπȠȡȠȪȝİΝȞαΝįȚαπȡαȖȝαĲİυĲȠȪȝİΝıυȞİȡȖαıȓİȢέΝ
ΈȤȠυȝİΝıĲαΝȤȑȡȚαΝȝαȢΝȝȚαΝİȟαȚȡİĲȚțȐΝıȘȝαȞĲȚțȒΝıυȜȜȠȖȒΝπȠυΝȝπȠȡİȓΝȞαΝįȘȝȚȠυȡȖȒıİȚΝαȞαφȠȡȑȢ,ΝȞαΝ
ȝαȢΝαȞȠȓȟİȚΝπȩȡĲİȢΝıİΝȝİȖȐȜαΝȝȠυıİȓα,ΝȚįȡȪȝαĲαΝțαȚΝįȘȝȠıȚİȪıİȚȢέΝȅȚΝπȡȩıφαĲİȢΝİțșȑıİȚȢΝıĲȘȞΝTate 
Modern,ΝıĲȠΝȂȠυıİȓȠΝȒΝȠȚΝπȡȠĲȐıİȚȢΝπȠυΝȑȡȤȠȞĲαȚΝαπȩΝĲȠΝțαȚΝ ĲȘΝİȓȞαȚΝ İȞįİȚțĲȚțȑȢέΝ έέέέΝΗΝıυȜȜȠȖȒΝ
ȝπȠȡİȓΝαȞĲȓıĲȡȠφαΝȞαΝαπȠĲİȜȑıİȚΝȝαȖȞȒĲȘΝȖȚαΝĲȘΝȤȫȡα’ (Koskina, 2009b). 
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Contemporary Art of each country, and the SMCA (The State Museum of 
Contemporary Art, 2008a). The fact that the participating artists were selected by the 
Heads of the participating museums indicates an exclusivist and top down approach 
to the organisation of the exhibition. Moreover, the press release as cited in the 
Sεωχ’sΝonlineΝarchiveΝmentionsμ 
 
It is a fact that the size and extent of this particular exhibition, together 
with the willing responsiveness and participation of a great number of 
artists has created the preconditions for linking Thessaloniki to the 
broader Balkan area and also for promoting it as the Metropolis of 
the Balkans (The State Museum of Contemporary Art, 2008a). 
 
The Thessaloniki ψiennale’sΝaspiration to promote the city as a cultural metropolis in 
the Balkan area therefore had significant precedents. The Art of the Balkan Countries 
project, thus, attests to how both the Ministry as well as the SMCA has had the 
tendency to see large-scale, international, contemporary art exhibitions as potentially 
efficient tools in order to create a specific image for the city and promote it abroad 
since the early 2000s. This thesis argues that this particular vision facilitated the 
inception and realisation of the Thessaloniki Biennale 5 years later.  
 
The Cosmopolis 1 exhibition (2005), for instance, was jointly organised by the State 
Museum of Contemporary Art and the Macedonian Museum of Modern Art in 
Thessaloniki, and had a clear focus on art from South-East European countries. More 
specifically, the exhibition showcased art from Greece, Albania, FYROM, Serbia-
Montenegro, Romania, Turkey, Bulgaria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia and Slovenia. 
The exhibition was held under the auspices of the Hellenic Culture Organization 
S.A., an organisation intent on promoting Greece and its art and culture abroad, and 
linked to a Greek cultural diplomacy agenda (Tzoumaka, 2009). It could be argued 
that the exhibition was the forerunner of the Thessaloniki Biennale established in 
2007, both in terms of format and geographical focus: 
This original large-scale exhibition of high international interest, in the 
form of a Biennale, will provide a regular arena for the presentation of 
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contemporary art. Besides, this is the will of the organizing 
committee, who wants Cosmopolis to become a new European art 
institution’ (State Museum of Contemporary Art, 2008b.) 
 
That the idea to hold an art biennial in Thessaloniki has existed officially since 2005 
was confirmed in a 2009 interview given by the President of  the SMCA, Koskina: 
 
This biennial is the evolution of the ‘Cosmopolis’ exhibition. It 
wasn’tΝ myΝ decision,Ν butΝ IΝ wasΝ convinced about its possibility to 
continue and the targets it has set regarding the broader region of East 
Europe (Koskina, 2009b) 69. 
 
Koskina here essentially reaffirms how both the Thessaloniki Biennale and the 
Cosmopolis exhibition had a diplomatic agenda regarding South East Europe. 
Although, adopting a deterministic perspective on the connections between the 
priorities of the Greek Foreign Affairs policy and the SMCA would be reductive, 
these extracts show that the SMCA indeed takes a special interest in those 
geographical areas which are the key areas of concern for official Greek foreign 
affairs policy. Koskina also expresses an opinion regarding art biennials:  
 
It is not bad to hold biennials, but the geographical, geopolitical or 
cultural location which hosts a biennial must offer justification for 
the existence of yet another biennial.έέέIfΝthereΝisn’tΝaΝspecificΝaim,Νit 
is just another big exhibition (Koskina, 2009b) 70. 
 
Such reasoning is consistent with the importance given to certain geographical areas 
from the part of the SMCA in its overall strategy as well as the Thessaloniki 
Biennale itself. Regarding the Thessaloniki Biennale, in particular, Koskina says: 
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 The original text in GreekμΝ ǹυĲȒΝ ȘΝ ȝπȚİȞȐȜİΝ İȓȞαȚΝ İȟȑȜȚȟȘΝ ȝȚαȢΝ ȑțșİıȘȢΝ πȠυΝ ȜİȖȩĲαȞΝ
«ΚȠıȝȩπȠȜȚȢ»έΝǻİȞΝȒĲαȞΝįȚțȒΝȝȠυΝαπȩφαıȘ,Ν ĲȘΝȕȡȒțαέΝΌȝȦȢ,ΝπİȓıĲȘțαΝȖȚαΝĲȘΝįυȞαĲȩĲȘĲȐΝĲȘȢΝȞαΝ
ıυȞİȤȓıİȚΝțαȚΝȖȚαΝĲȠυȢΝıĲȩȤȠυȢΝπȠυΝȑȤİȚΝȖȚαΝĲȘȞΝİυȡȪĲİȡȘΝπİȡȚȠȤȒΝĲȘȢΝαȞαĲȠȜȚțȒȢΝǼυȡȫπȘȢΝ(Koskina, 
2009). 
70
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ǻİȞΝ İȓȞαȚΝ țαțȩΝ ȞαΝ ȖȓȞȠȞĲαȚΝȂπȚİȞȐȜİ,Ν πȡȑπİȚΝ απȜȐΝ ȠΝ ȖİȦȖȡαφȚțȩȢ,Ν
ȖİȦπȠȜȚĲȚțȩȢΝȒΝȠΝπȠȜȚĲȚıȝȚțȩȢΝȤȫȡȠȢΝπȠυΝφȚȜȠȟİȞİȓΝȝȚαΝȂπȚİȞȐȜİΝȞαΝįȚțαȚȠȜȠȖİȓΝĲȘȞΝȪπαȡȟȒΝĲȘȢέέέΝ
ǼȐȞΝįİȞΝυπȐȡȤİȚΝıυȖțİțȡȚȝȑȞȠȢΝıĲȩȤȠȢΝİȓȞαȚΝαπȜȐΝțαȚΝȝȩȞȠΝȝȚαΝȝİȖȐȜȘΝȑțșİıȘ’Ν(Koskina, 2009b). 
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I believe that especially in Thessaloniki, if the museum’s interests are 
those which I referred to earlier, in other words, if it covers the 
broader region, there is reason for the biennial to take place. 
ProvidedΝ thatΝ thereΝ aren’tΝ manyΝ biennialsΝ inΝ thisΝ region,Ν withΝ theΝ
exceptionΝ ofΝ theΝ IstanbulΝψiennial…the Thessaloniki Biennale could 
rise in prominence in the broader Balkan region (Koskina, 2009b) 71. 
 
Therefore, hosting a biennial in Thessaloniki is justified as long as it responds to the 
SMCA and the official Greek foreign affairs policy’s geographical areas of concern. 
The use of cultural and art events could lead to enhancing the image of the country 
abroad and reinforce the discourse on its assumed leading role in South East Europe, 
and the decision to support the Thessaloniki Biennale was partly based on the fact 
that the Ministry saw it as an effective tool to these ends. 
 
d) Local Urban Planning Initiatives 
This section relates the Thessaloniki Biennale with major urban planning tendencies 
as regards Thessaloniki, namely the emphasis given on the restoration of Pier 1, Old 
Port, and the interest in promoting the historical centre of the city. These tendencies 
pre-existed the art event; however, the Thessaloniki Biennale negotiated and 
contributed to their agenda. 
 
PreservingΝ andΝ highlightingΝ theΝ city’sΝ richΝ culturalΝ heritage,Ν andΝ promoting its 
historic profile, with special emphasis given to the historic centre of the city as well 
as Pier 1, Old Port, has been at the top of local urban planning and development 
agenda at least since the mid 1980s in Thessaloniki. This is reflected in the 
establishment of the Regulatory Scheme of Thessaloniki in 1985, whose general and 
specific strategic targets focusΝ onΝ theΝ preservationΝ andΝ promotionΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ
historic centre, monuments and Old Port72έΝPreservingΝcities’ΝheritageΝhasΝbeenΝ 
                                                 
71
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ΘİȦȡȫΝ πȦȢΝ ıĲȘΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ İȚįȚțȐ,Ν İαȞΝ ĲαΝ İȞįȚαφȑȡȠȞĲαΝ ĲȠυΝ
ȝȠυıİȓȠυΝİȓȞαȚΝαυĲȐΝĲαΝȠπȠȓαΝπȡȠαȞαφȑȡαȝİ,ΝțαȜȪπĲİȚΝįȘȜαįȒΝĲȘΝȞİυȡȪĲİȡȘΝπİȡȚȠȤȒ,ΝșαΝİȓȤİΝȜȩȖȠΝ
ȞαΝȖȓȞİĲαȚΝȝȚαΝĲȑĲȠȚαΝȂπȚİȞȐȜİέΝǼφȩıȠȞΝįİΝȖȓȞȠȞĲαȚΝπȠȜȜȑȢΝı’αυĲȒΝĲȘȞΝπİȡȚȠȤȒ,ΝαȞΝİȟαȚȡȑıİȚΝțαȞİȓȢΝ
αυĲȒȞΝĲȘȢ ΚȦȞıĲαȞĲȚȞȠȪπȠȜȘȢ,ΝπȠυΝıĲȠΝȝİĲαȟȪΝȑȤİȚΝαπȠțĲȒıİȚΝȝȚαΝȚıĲȠȡȓα,ΝșαΝȝπȠȡȠȪıİΝȘΝȂπȚİȞȐȜİΝ
ĲȘȢΝΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘȢΝȞαΝαȞαįİȚȤșİȓΝıĲȘȞΝİυȡȪĲİȡȘΝǺαȜțαȞȚțȒΝπİȡȚȠȤȒ’ (Koskina, 2009b). 
72
 The legislation regarding the zoning plan and urban planning of each Greek city is called 
Regulatory Scheme.  The Regulatory Scheme of Thessaloniki was passed in 1985 (Act 1561/1985). 
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further favoured and supported by the 
national government as well; for instance, 
in 2000 the Act 2831/2000 on 
conservation of architecture and natural 
heritage was passed, and expressed a 
keen interest in preserving and promoting 
the architectural heritage in cities. 
Buildings or entire quarters could be 
earmarked as in need of preservation, in 
which case it would be forbidden to have 
them demolished.  Moreover, there were 
special terms and constrains regarding 
construction in the surrounding area.  
 
 
 
As regards 
Thessaloniki’sΝ
historic centre and 
monuments, the 
Organisation of 
Thessaloniki, under 
the auspices of the 
Regulatory Scheme 
of Thessaloniki 
actively promoted the 
continual use for the 
city’sΝ historicalΝ
markets, such as 
Bezesteni (Lilibaki, 2004) - an Ottoman covered market, which was also used during 
                                                                                                                                          
The implementation of Thessaloniki Regulatory Scheme was overseen by the Organisation of 
Thessaloniki, a public organisation set up under the same Act. This was supervised by the Hellenic 
Ministry for the Environment, Energy and Climate Change. For example, in 16th April 2010, the 
newly elected Minister of Environment, Energy and Climate Change directly appointed the new board 
of directors for the Organisation of Thessaloniki.  
 
 
7. Bezesteni, Ottoman covered market still 
in use. 
 
8. Bezesteni, Interior: View of the exhibition, 2nd Thessaloniki 
Biennale. 
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as a venue for the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale [7,8]. The Organisation of the Cultural 
Capital of Europe 1997 (OCCE) took an active interest in restoring and reintroducing 
Thessaloniki’sΝ τttomanΝ monumentsΝ intoΝ newΝ useμΝ ψezesteni,Ν χlatzaΝ Imaret,Ν ύeniΝ
Tzami, Bey Hamam, Bazaar Hamam - all of which served as venues for the three 
editions of the biennale - were restored in 1997 as part of the Cultural Capital of 
Europe project and have been used ever since as cultural venues (Stefanidou, 2001, 
328-329; Chastaoglou, 2006, 195). The decision to use all of those monuments as 
Thessaloniki Biennale venues 10 years later, indicates that the Thessaloniki Biennale 
followed in the steps of the OCCE 1997 project by further promoting the agenda on 
heritage promotion. 
 
Similar concerns were expressed in the 2004 Symposium of the Technical Chamber 
of Greece, which pinpointed the need to join the archaeological sites at the centre of 
the city (Technical Chamber of Greece, 2004). The proposal was supported both by 
the Regulatory Scheme of Thessaloniki and the National Association of Architects. 
The 2004 Symposium also raised the issue of a closer connection between the 
historical sites/monuments and the present-day city. For instance, the President of the 
TechnicalΝ ωhamberΝ atΝ theΝ time,Ν SakisΝ Tzakopoulos,Ν highlightedΝ ‘theΝ needΝ for the 
archaeological sites to attestΝtoΝtheΝunityΝofΝtheΝmultipleΝlayersΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝbyΝ
becoming more organically integrated in the body of the modern-dayΝ city’Ν
(Tzakopoulos, 2004). Architect, Georgia Katsavothnidou identified the problem of 
manyΝmonuments’ΝisolationΝandΝlackΝofΝaccessibility and called for their opening up 
andΝinclusionΝinΝtheΝresidents’ΝeverydayΝlivesΝ(Katsavothnidou,Νβίίζ)έΝ 
 
An edited collection of essays, New Cityscapes and the Greek City, published in 
2006, highlighted the trends and priorities of 21st century urban design in Greece and 
the development of Greek cities. The concept of a possible functional connection 
between the historic and the present-day Thessaloniki pervaded those texts. More 
specifically, architects V. Ioannou and K. Serraos, point out that the historical centres 
of cities determine their present image and add significant aesthetic value to it. They 
alsoΝ underlineΝ theΝ importanceΝ ofΝ connectingΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ historicΝ centreΝ andΝ
monuments with its modern life and activity (Ioannou and Serraos, 2006, 137-138). 
Architecture Professor, Vilma Chastaoglou points out the lack of connection between 
the modern and the old city as regards Thessaloniki, as there is no functioning link 
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between the facilities of the modern city and its historical tokens. She suggests that 
the historic heritage of Thessaloniki should be emphasized with the purpose not only 
to highlight its past but also to indicate practical solutions for the future shape of the 
city (Chastaoglou, 2006, 193). 
 
 
The Thessaloniki Biennale 
adopted such an agenda, as it 
addressed the concern to 
highlight the historical centre 
of the city and connect the 
present-day city with its 
history, though the choice of 
venues (Ottoman monuments, 
public squares, institutional 
and alternative spaces). Plus, it 
createdΝaΝguidedΝtourΝforΝtheΝvisitorΝthroughΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoricΝcentre,ΝandΝimplicated 
itΝinΝtheΝprocessΝofΝThessaloniki’sΝre-branding. It, thus, contributed to enhancing the 
city’sΝcompetitivenessΝandΝattractivenessΝasΝanΝurbanΝandΝculturalΝdestination.  
 
Thessaloniki’sΝτldΝPort - namely Pier 1 [9] - was a key point of interest for urban 
planning and development initiatives, as well as the core of the 2nd Thessaloniki 
Biennale and the place where numerous projects of the 1st and 3rd editions were held.  
Moreover, inΝβίίί,ΝPierΝ1ΝatΝThessaloniki’sΝPortΝhasΝbeenΝearmarkedΝasΝaΝprotectedΝ
area in accordance with The Act 2831/2000. This meant that all the buildings in the 
premises should be preserved and eventually restored. However, prior to the 2000 
law, Pier 1 was extensively renovated in 1997 under the auspices and funding of the 
Organisation of Cultural Capital of Europe (OCCE). In particular, 3 contemporary art 
related museums have been permanently housed in restored warehouses at Pier 1, the 
Museum of Photography, the Cinema Museum and the Centre for Contemporary Art. 
Moreover, numerous art exhibitions and other cultural events and conferences take 
place in the also renovated Warehouse C all year round. The large-scale Thessaloniki 
International Film Festival unfolds much of its programme in the venues of the Port.   
 
 
9. Old Port, Pier 1, Thessaloniki. 
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The concentration of museums at Pier 1, Port reflects the broader concern to renew 
and revitalise the area and is itself inscribed in the wider effort to regenerate derelict 
areas of Thessaloniki. In fact, it could be seen as an attempt from the part of the 
governmentΝ andΝThessaloniki’sΝ localΝ authoritiesΝ toΝ createΝ aΝ ‘cultural cluster’ in the 
area, following the paradigm of other European cities, where the creation or 
nourishment of clusters has become common practice as an instrument in the urban 
cultural planning toolbox (Mommaas, 2004, 508). The Thessaloniki Biennale shared 
the interest in supporting and promoting the area as a hub of artistic and cultural 
activity, and potentially a cultural cluster. The Thessaloniki Biennale actively 
engaged the area, in its programme of events and exhibitions, while owing to 
initiatives taken by the Thessaloniki Biennale three more venues were renovated and 
added to the infrastructure of the district, more specifically the Old Ice Chambers and 
Warehouse 13 (Zarkali, 2007).  
 
If we follow Mommaas’ distinction between  four models of cultural clustering 
strategies in the Netherlands (Mommaas, 2004), Pier 1, Thessaloniki Old Port is 
closer to what Mommaas describes as the Rotterdam and Utrecht museum quarters73. 
This is due to the concentration of museums in its premises. On the other hand, there 
is a marked difference between Pier 1, Thessaloniki and the Utrecht museum quarter; 
as the latter is involved in the creation of work spaces for artists and other cultural 
professions, a priority completely absent from Pier 1. This difference becomes even 
more evident if one compares Pier 1, Thessaloniki with εommaas’Ν two other 
examples of cultural clusters, the Westergasfabriek in Amsterdam and the 
Veemarktkwartier in Tilburg, which take a different approach to cultural activity. 
                                                 
73
 In Rotterdam, a consciously developed cultural cluster developed during the 1990s in the eastern 
fringe of the inner city. Four museums, the Boijmans van Beuningen Museum, the Netherlands 
Architecture Institute, the Kunsthal and the Nature Museum were all gathered in the area while the 
park in which the museums are situated is used for a variety of open-air theatre programmes, 
especially during the summer. The project was inspired by developments in Baltimore, a city well-
known in the Netherlands for the use of culture and consumption in the revitalisation of its inner –city 
harbour front. The museum quarter in Rotterdam, too, was inscribed in a wider plan, cautiously 
designed by the local government to strengthen the urban profile of the city. A broader inner-city 
renewal and re-imaging strategy was set out with the intention of achieving higher tourist visits and 
increased shopping and cultural consumption. The creation of a museum quarter was seen as key 
element in this strategy. The museum quarter that emerged is clearly defined and demarcated and 
experiences difficulties in relating itself to the wider urban field. The Utrecht museum quarter 
involves the Municipal Museum (ancient and modern art), the Catharijne Covent (President of 
Katerina Koskina Catholic art), the University Museum (science-related exhibitions) and is aimed at 
improving the quality of public space and of residential living conditions, as well as strengthening the 
tourist –recreational and cultural functions of the area (Mommaas, 2004, 510, 513, 515).  
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Both the Westergasfabriek and the Veemarktkwartier focus on smaller-scale cultural 
enterprises, managed working spaces for arts and new media producers, and 
rehearsal, production and performing spaces (Mommaas, 2004, 511-512). 
 
In the contrary, at Pier 1, Thessaloniki, there are no rehearsal spaces or studios for 
artists and musicians and no small cultural enterprises such as film production or 
design/architecture companies. There is no active art and cultural production nucleus 
involved in Pier 1, as in the cases of the Westergasfabriek, the Veemarktkwartier or 
even the Utrecht museum quarter; there are only official representations of art and 
culture, usually of grand scale and most often selected by the museums located there. 
Applying a further distinction proposed by Mommaas between production-oriented 
and consumption-oriented clusters (Mommaas, 2004, 516-517), the museum 
concentration at Pier 1, Thessaloniki belongs to the second category. Considered in 
this light, the Thessaloniki Biennale can be read as a way to reinforce visibility and 
intensify life and activity in the area, although, it ultimately reproduced a pattern of 
top-down planned cultural clustering.  
 
This becomes clear, when Pier 1 museum concentration is compared to the 
Valaoritou Str. area in Thessaloniki, where a concentration of small-scale cultural 
enterprises has emerged more organically and could be argued to be a case of a 
bottom-up cluster creation74. Although the Thessaloniki Biennale is mainly 
incorporated in the activity of Pier 1, it supported the activity of Valaoritou area. 
More specifically, the 2nd edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale hosted a small 
exhibition in a restaurant situated in Fragon Str., very close to Valaoritou Str. area, 
and the 3rd edition used Dynamo Project Space, in Valaoritou Str., as one of its main 
venues. The aspiration which underpinned this choice was perhaps to make the 
Thessaloniki Biennale a less top-down-designed initiative, as well as to give it an 
alternative tone by implicating spaces which would not be addressed as 
                                                 
74
 Valaoritou Str is the heart of the old manufactory centre of the city, which was active during the 
1960s and 1970s, but has severely declined since the 1990s. The area has been recently revitalised 
through the opening of numerous bars, cafes and restaurants in the area – approximately 30 – having 
both supporters and sceptics (Poulimeni, 2009; Kontogiannidis, 2010). It, also, includes cultural 
spaces,Ν likeΝ ϊynamoΝ ProjectΝ SpaceΝ theΝ ϋxperimentΝ groupΝ (‘Peirama’),Ν theΝ 1ηι-173designers, Art 
minds cultural production company, the dance group and school Flamenco Studio Pellizco. Also, the 
Thessaloniki Otherwise project hosted a great deal of its activities and events in exactly that part of the 
city.  
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conventionally artistic. However, this could have been achieved in a more 
meaningful and profound way if a more open and participatory approach had been 
adopted, and more independent artistic groups, citizen and activist initiatives had 
been involved in the art event.   
 
4.3 The expediency of the Thessaloniki Biennale: Branding the city 
The following section focuses on the signification process which the Thessaloniki 
Biennale initiated (through its choice of venues and its catalogue texts), and 
demonstrates how this signification process branded the host city as a multicultural 
art project with a leading role in the Balkan area. Although none of the editions of 
the Thessaloniki Biennale were officially themed around Thessaloniki itself, the 
written texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale explicitly and frequently addressed its 
identity. This process was also facilitated by the use of particular historical 
monuments as venues for its exhibitions.  
 
Three themes pervade the identity of Thessaloniki as constructed by the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, and constitute the key codes which frame the re-branding of the city: 1. 
TheΝ city’sΝ dominantΝ historyΝ βέΝTheΝ city’sΝmulticulturalΝ characterΝ andΝγέΝ TheΝ city’sΝ
aspired role as a metropolitan / leading centre in the Balkan area and South-East 
ϋuropeέΝTheseΝthemesΝwereΝoutlinedΝinΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝcatalogueΝtexts, and were also 
involved in the choice of its venues as well as the choice to disperse the event across 
the city. Therefore, as explained in Chapter 3 (Methodology), this chapter analyses 
the Thessaloniki Biennale as a text in a semiotic sense, which consists of both written 
and visual elements. 
 
a) The choice of venues and the dispersion of the Thessaloniki Biennale across 
the city 
ψalΝandΝψryson’sΝpointsΝonΝtheΝunevenΝaccessΝ toΝcodesΝandΝtheΝdistinctionΝbetweenΝ
‘ideal’ΝandΝ‘empirical’ΝspectatorsΝ(ψalΝandΝBryson, 1991, 184), draw attention to the 
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝaudience75. To pinpoint and analyse the reception of TB by 
                                                 
75
 According to the ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ officialΝ pressΝ releases,Ν theΝ 1st edition of event had 
attracted 20,000 people by the end of July 2007, that is during the first two months on its duration 
(State Museum of Contemporary Art, 2007b). The 3rd edition of the event attracted 40,000 people 
(State Museum of Contemporary Art, 2011b). As regards the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale, 60,000 
visitors are mentioned in the national press (Dimitriou, 2009). 
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its audience is beyond the breadth of this research. What this projects aims at is to 
identify and analyse the preferred reading of the Thessaloniki Biennale, as well as 
the contradictions and ruptures inherent in its narrative.  
 
However, it should be noted here that the Thessaloniki Biennale audience was 
diverse: the locals, the foreign visitors who came specifically for the Biennale, the 
tourists who happened to be in Thessaloniki at the time of the biennale and decided 
to visit - those who had knowledge of contemporary art and those who did not, those 
whoΝhadΝknowledgeΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝandΝthoseΝwhoΝlackedΝit,ΝasΝwellΝasΝallΝthe in 
- between degrees of knowledge and familiarity. The codes which framed the 
signification process initiated by the Thessaloniki Biennale, as identified above, were 
sketched in a detailed way in the texts produced by the Thessaloniki Biennale. The 
press releases,Ν catalogueΝ andΝ theΝ venuesΝ themselvesΝ ensuredΝ thatΝ theΝ city’sΝ historyΝ
was not only highlighted but also explained for the viewer. For example, the 
catalogue of the 3rd edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale was structured based on the 
historical monuments of the city/venues of the art event, and provided a description 
and account of their history. Also, it was distributed free of charge, and may have 
contributedΝtoΝincreasingΝtheΝaudience’sΝfamiliarityΝwithΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryέΝ 
 
Applying semiotics (Barthes, 1957; 1964; 1967; Hall, 1973; Eco, 1976; Belsey, 
1λκί),Ν andΝ ψarthes’Ν conceptsΝ ofΝ denotation,Ν connotation,Ν andΝ ‘myth’,Ν in particular 
(Barthes, 1957, 124-126; 1964, 89-94), the venues of the Thessaloniki Biennale 
could be considered as signifiers.  These signifiers were linked to the broader themes 
ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ historyΝ andΝ itsΝ presentΝ artΝ activity,Ν andΝ constructedΝ itsΝ ‘multicultural’Ν
identity and its role as a cultural metropolis.  
 
In all three editions, the Thessaloniki Biennale used as venues a) historical (mainly 
Ottoman) monuments, such as Alatza Imaret, Yen Djami [10], Bazaar Hamam [11], 
Bey Hamam, b) 19th century monuments, (Casa Bianca, the buildings on Pier 1, at 
the Old Port, namely the Warehouses, the Old Ice Chambers, and the Old Pumping 
Station),Ν c)Ν theΝ city’sΝ museumsΝ (theΝ StateΝ εuseumΝ ofΝ ωontemporaryΝ χrt,Ν theΝ
Macedonian Museum of Modern Art, Teloglion Art Foundation, the Archaeological 
Museum, the Museum of Byzantine Culture, the Jewish Museum) d) other cultural 
organisations (such as the French Institute of Thessaloniki, the Byzantine cultural  
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centre of Mount Athos, the premises of 
various Municipalities), e) few non-artistic 
spaces (such as Bar –restaurant ES),  and f) 
an independent artistic space, Dynamo 
Project Space (Appendix, 167-173).  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TheΝinvolvementΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝ
historical monuments was 
consistent with the 
construction of Thessaloniki 
as a historical city in the 
ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ
catalogue texts. Moreover, 
the inclusion of numerous 
Ottoman monuments and the 
Jewish Museum signifies the 
city’sΝmulticulturalΝ past,Ν alsoΝ
highlighted in the catalogue 
texts. At the same time, this 
choice also promoted some of the most interesting and impressive sights of the city.  
 
 
 
 
 10. Yeni Djami, Venue of the 3rd 
Thessaloniki Biennale. 
 
11. View of the exhibition in Bazaar Hamam. 2nd 
Thessaloniki Biennale: Oswaldo Macià, 2008. Ten notes for 
a human Symphony. Installation. Mixed media. Variable 
dimensions. 
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The structure of the catalogue for the 3rd 
edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale drew 
theΝ reader’sΝ attentionΝ toΝ theΝ historicalΝ
monuments/venues of the art event. The 
presentation of each project was preceded 
by a short briefing on the history of each 
monument, invariably written by 
historians, architects or archaeologists, as 
well as an archive image of the venue in 
historical times [12]. In a way, these 
pages served as headlines to what was 
written subsequently, highlighted the 
city’sΝ history,Ν andΝ strengthened the 
connection between the art event and 
thoseΝ themesέΝ TheΝ artists’Ν indexΝ alsoΝ
reflected the venue-centred approach applied to the organisation of the 3rd edition of 
the Thessaloniki Biennale, as the participating artists were grouped based on which 
venue their work was presented. Emphasis on the monuments was also put in 
Andreas Angelidakis’ text, who was the architect in charge of the 3rd edition’sΝ
overall design. His text consists of several paragraphs, each of which bears the name 
ofΝ oneΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ historicalΝmonuments,Ν andΝ furtherΝ emphasisesΝ theΝ significanceΝ
whichΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝacquiresΝforΝtheΝartΝeventΝ(χngelidakis,Νβί11)έΝ 
 
Moreover, the Thessaloniki Biennale involved numerous museums - apart from the 
State Museum of Contemporary Art, which was the main organiser - by allowing 
themΝtoΝhostΝeventsΝandΝexhibitionsΝinΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝparallelΝprogramέΝ
In fact, its was officially announced that the 3rd edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale 
was organised by the so-calledΝ‘ηΝεuseumΝεovement’,Ν(includingΝtheΝStateΝεuseumΝ
of Contemporary Art, The Archaeological Museum, the Museum of Byzantine 
Culture, the Macedonian Museum of Modern Art and the Teloglion Art Foundation), 
although the State Museum remained its key organiser. The museums involved were 
concerned with the cultures of different historical periods of the city from classical 
 
12. Page from the 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale 
catalogue introducing the history of Alatza 
Imaret. 
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antiquity (the Archaeological Museum) through Byzantine times (the Museum of 
Byzantine Culture) to 19th and early 20th Greek painting and sculpture (Teloglion Art 
Foundation), and contemporary art and cultural activity (State Contemporary Art 
Museum, Macedonian Museum of Modern At, Thessaloniki Museum of 
Photography) without excluding the Ottoman dominance over the city from 1430 to 
1912.   
 
In this way, a diverse but uninterrupted continuity for the city through the centuries 
was established. At the same time, the involvement of all those museums attested to 
whatΝhadΝalsoΝbeenΝpronouncedΝ inΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ catalogue texts; the 
city’sΝ significantΝ culturalΝ infrastructure,Ν especiallyΝ asΝ regards contemporary art and 
culture,ΝwhichΝ sustainsΝ theΝcity’sΝ influenceΝ andΝ roleΝ asΝ aΝ culturalΝmetropolisΝ inΝ theΝ
region.  
 
Furthermore, as the 
Thessaloniki Biennale was 
a contemporary art event, 
the visitors experienced 
contemporary art works 
and projects in/through the 
city’sΝ historicalΝ
monuments. This 
implicatedΝ theΝ city’sΝ
history in the experience, 
andΝ connectedΝ theΝ city’sΝ
historical and 
contemporary aspects. The 
stroll through the city 
centreΝ andΝ theΝ portΝ furtherΝ facilitatedΝ theΝ contactΝ ofΝ theΝ visitorΝwithΝ theΝcity’sΝ pastΝ
(there is a high concentration of Byzantine churches which were not involved in TB, 
but could be seen by the visitor during their stroll across the city), as well as with its 
present realities - from its transport system to its 20th century built blocks of flats and 
its residents [13]έΝThus,ΝThessaloniki’sΝ pastΝ andΝ presentΝwereΝ powerfullyΝ joinedΝ toΝ
frame the city as historic(al), diverse and contemporary. In effect, through both its 
 
 
13. View of Aristotelous Square, located opposite Bay 
Hamam, which was a key venue in all three editions of the 
Thessaloniki Biennale.  
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catalogue texts, the choice of venues and its spread across the city, the Thessaloniki 
Biennale became a sign for the city itself. The art event attempted to construct 
Thessaloniki as an open, inclusive and welcoming city, which drew power from its 
rich history, while facing its present circumstances with the confidence of a 
cosmopolitan, contemporary art centre and cultural leader in the area. 
 
The construction of Thessaloniki, as described above, was further supported by the 
pattern according to which the Thessaloniki Biennale was spread over the city in its 
three editions. The maps of the art event offer an overall view of the location of the 
venues [14, 15, 16]. The 1st edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale was circumscribed 
within the city space by the State Museum of Contemporary Art to the West, 
ϋptapyrgioΝ(theΝcity’sΝbyzantineΝcastles)ΝandΝTeloglion Foundation of the Arts to the 
North, the Municipality of Thermi and Action Field Kodra (an ex-military camp, 
now used as a cultural venue) to the East, and a concentration of venues in Pier 1, 
Old Port (numbers 16, 14, 26, 05, 04, 03, 02).  
14. 1st Thessaloniki Biennale: Map of venues. 
 
A comparison with the map of the 2nd edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale indicates 
that a different pattern was applied in 2009. A similar concentration of venues in the 
port was opted for (numbers 04, 03, 05, 07, 02,01,06,05), but the limits of the 2nd 
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edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale excluded off-centre venues, such as the State 
Museum itself, and focused on the historical centre of Thessaloniki. Namely, greater 
emphasis was put on the district which spreads from Polytecnhiou Str to Aggelaki 
Str, where three major museums of the city are situated: The Archaeological 
Museum, The Museum of Byzantine Culture and the Macedonian Museum of 
Contemporary Art. In fact, although the 1st edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale 
included 5 venues in the area (numbers 19, 24, 01, 18, 22), the 2nd edition almost 
doubled the number, opening up 8 spaces for its purposes (numbers 20, 08, 12, 10, 
09, 11, 22, 19).  
 
15. 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale: Map of venues. 
 
The 3rd edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale offered a more balanced pattern which 
combined elements of both previous editions, involving the State Museum as the 
Western limit of the Thessaloniki Biennale in the city, and Eptapyrgio as its Northern 
limit, as well as the port and the historical centre. Yeni Djami (number 4) was also 
included in the 3rd edition, as it was in the 1st edition too, leading the visitor off the 
historical centre, towards the eastern part of the city and through its contemporary 
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urban fabric. The eastern limit of the 3rd edition consisted of Casa Bianca (number 
6), used for the first time for the purpose of the Thessaloniki Biennale, and the 
newly-built, and prestigious, Thessaloniki Concert Hall (number 13).  
 
16. 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale: Map of venues. 
 
 
ύoffman’sΝconceptΝofΝbracketsΝandΝbracketingΝcouldΝbeΝappliedΝinΝtheΝexaminationΝofΝ
the pattern according to which the Thessaloniki Biennale spread across the city. 
According to Goffman, activity framed in a particular way – especially collectively 
organised social activity – is often marked off from the ongoing flow of surrounding 
events by a special set of boundary markers or brackets. These occur before and after 
the activity in time and may be circumscriptive in space. Goffman distinguishes 
between temporal and spatial brackets, internal and external ones and he also 
suggests that external brackets could also be considered internal if seen as part of a 
continuous whole (as in theatre). Brackets have the power to reframe and recast 
whatever comes after them adding to the whole and additional lamination (Goffman, 
1986, 253-257, 260). The spatial limits of the three editions of the Thessaloniki 
Biennale could be identified with the major opening and closing spatial brackets of 
the art event. The spatial brackets of the Thessaloniki Biennale highlighted the 
particular areas of the city which they enclosed, and, thus, further facilitated the 
signification process involved in the Thessaloniki Biennale, as explained above.  
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More specifically, special emphasis was put on certain parts of the city, which then 
servedΝ asΝ signifiersΝ forΝ certainΝ aspectsΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ characterμΝ theΝ historicalΝ centreΝ
signified Thessaloniki as a historical city with rich and multicultural past. The port, 
which in the past servedΝasΝaΝcentralΝpointΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝtradeΝactivityΝandΝsymbolΝofΝ
itsΝ prosperousΝ economyΝ andΝ ofΝ populationΝ migration,Ν alludes,Ν too,Ν toΝ theΝ city’sΝ
multicultural aspect, as well as its influence in the broader area. Moreover, as it is, 
currently, a cultural hub with a lot of art and culture venues in its premises 
(Thessaloniki Museum of Cinema, Thessaloniki Museum of Photography, 
Thessaloniki Centre of Contemporary Art, as well as Warehouse C, which hosts 
various temporary cultural events), it signifies Thessaloniki as a contemporary art 
and culture centre.  
 
Moreover, as the limits of the Thessaloniki Biennale expanded to include venues 
situated relatively off-centre, namely Casa Bianca, Yeni Djami and Eptapyrgio (1st 
and 3rd editions), the visitors were led to a tour through the city, which further 
familiarisedΝ themΝ withΝ theΝ city’sΝ historyΝ andΝ aspectsΝ ofΝ itsΝ presentΝ identityέΝ TheΝ
bracketing of the Thessaloniki Biennale within the city space, thus, initiated a 
reciprocal process, which both supported the function of the venues as signs, and, at 
the same time, re-enacted the codes within which those signs acquired and conveyed 
meaning.   
 
b) Conceptualising Thessaloniki in the Thessaloniki Biennale Exhibitions’ 
Catalogue76 
This section focuses on the written texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale, namely its 
catalogue texts. The analysis of the catalogue texts focuses on the conceptualisations 
of the city constructed by the Thessaloniki Biennale, and maps out their relationship 
not from an exclusively economic impact point of view or primarily from a cultural 
policy perspective but from a perspective which considers the biennial as a meaning-
making process revolving around its host city. The argument is that the catalogue 
texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale attempt to construct a particular identity for the 
city - historical, multicultural, and a cultural centre in the broader region - which 
                                                 
76
 The catalogue texts were already translated by the Thessaloniki Biennale itself, as the catalogue was 
both in Greek and English.  
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partly advance the priorities, set by official Greek cultural policy (namely, tourism 
and cultural diplomacy). Moreover, this chapter argues that the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝnarrativeΝonΝtheΝcity’sΝidentityΝisΝpartΝofΝanΝongoing,ΝbroaderΝdiscourseΝonΝ
the subject, and this further confirms the aspirations of Greek governance as regards 
Thessaloniki’sΝroleΝinΝofficialΝregionalΝandΝnational developmental strategies.  
 
As already explained in Chapter 3 (Methodology), the analysis of the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝ catalogueΝ textsΝ traceΝ theΝ key codes of signification involved in the art 
event. Drawing on the theory concerning codes from the point of view of semiotics 
(Saussure, 1974, 9; Jakobson, 1960; Hall, 1973, 132; Culler, 1976, 29; Barthes, 1977, 
27-28; Chandler, 2007, 147), and post-structuralism (Bal and Bryson, 1991), this 
section addresses the catalogue texts in order to explore the codes under which the 
Thessaloniki Biennale was made meaningful, and to analyse the prior knowledge 
necessary for the audience to decipher the signs constructed within the Thessaloniki 
Biennale.  
 
όollowingΝ ψarthes’Ν theoryΝ ofΝ theΝ anchoringΝ functionΝ ofΝ theΝ linguistic message 
(Barthes, 1λιι)Ν andΝ ώall’sΝ conceptsΝ ofΝ theΝ ‘preferredΝ reading’Ν andΝ theΝ ‘dominantΝ
code’Ν (Hall, 1λιγ),Ν IΝ argueΝ thatΝ theΝartΝevent’sΝcatalogueΝ textsΝaspiredΝ toΝdirectΝ theΝ
viewersΝ toΝaΝ ‘preferredΝ reading’ΝofΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennale,ΝwhichΝhighlights the 
city’sΝ andΝ theΝ artΝ event’sΝ desiredΝ attributesέΝ ώowever,Ν thisΝ thesis,Ν also,Ν takesΝ intoΝ
account the points raised by Bal and Bryson regarding the uneven access to codes 
and the plurality and unpredictability of reception of a sign (Bal and Bryson, 1991), 
and, therefore, acknowledges that there was no guarantee that all readers/viewers 
wouldΝinterpretΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝasΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝorganisersΝaspiredέΝ 
 
εyΝanalysisΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextsΝaimsΝtoΝtraceΝtheΝrelation 
betweenΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ narrativesΝ andΝ broaderΝ ύreekΝ governanceέΝ
Therefore,Ν myΝ analysisΝ followsΝ όoucault’sΝ theoryΝ of discourse (Foucault, 1969; 
1981), and does not focus on language units but explores broader narratives about the 
city. However,Ν followingΝ όairclough’sΝ methodΝ ofΝ discourseΝ analysisΝ (Fairclough 
1993; 2003), I do highlight the importance of words choice and linguistic tropes. The 
selection of samples from the catalogue texts as well as their analysis is structured 
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around the three keyΝ themesΝ pertainingΝ toΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ identity,Ν asΝ identifiedΝ
earlier.  
 
An extract from the speech given by the President of the SMCA during the opening 
of the 1st Thessaloniki Biennale (2007) is used as a frontispiece to the following 
section, because it is exemplary in summarising, in very few lines, all the traits most 
commonly attributed to Thessaloniki in the discourse articulated by the Thessaloniki 
Biennale:  
 
Thessalonica has a long tradition in cultural institutions and art 
festivals; it is a city with a rich past and a dynamic current presence in 
contemporary international trade fairs, it is a point where different 
civilizations meet and co-exist, it is a city which used to have an 
extrovert character and now seeks to reclaim it (Tsaras, 2007a) 77. 
 
The extract above, which is representative of the way the city is conceptualised in the 
written texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale, echoes the way Thessaloniki was 
constructed almost a decade ago, in the interview by Evangelos Venizelos, Minister 
of Culture at the time and Director of the Organisation of Thessaloniki Cultural 
Capital of Europe (OCCE). His interview was published in the wide circulation 
Greek newspaper, To Vima78 and encapsulated all the main traits attributed to the city 
by the OCCE texts: 
 
Thessaloniki is an extrovert city and its dynamism is manifest in many 
areas, one of which is culture. Thessaloniki is the West of the East and 
the East of the West; it is situated is the South of the European North 
but constitutes the North of the European South….Hosting the 
institution of Cultural Capital of Europe in Thessaloniki is an opportunity to 
                                                 
77
 The original extract in GreekμΝ ‘ΗΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ȝȓαΝ πȩȜȘΝ ȝİΝ παȡȐįȠıȘΝ ıĲȚȢΝ șİıȝȚțȑȢΝ
įȚȠȡȖαȞȫıİȚȢ,Ν ıİΝ țαȜȜȚĲİȤȞȚțȐΝφİıĲȚȕȐȜ,Ν ȝȚαΝ πȩȜȘΝȝİΝ πȜȠȪıȚȠΝ παȡİȜșȩȞΝ țαȚΝ įυȞαȝȚțȩΝ παȡȩȞΝıĲȚȢΝ
įȚİșȞİȓȢΝİțșȑıİȚȢΝȠȚțȠȞȠȝȚțȠȪΝȤαȡαțĲȒȡα,ΝȑȞαΝıȘȝİȓȠΝıυȞȐȞĲȘıȘȢΝțαȚΝıυȞȪπαȡȟȘȢΝπȠȜȚĲȚıȝȫȞ,ΝȝȚαΝ
πȩȜȘΝπȠυΝαȞαȗȘĲȐΝțαȚΝįȚİțįȚțİȓΝİțΝȞȑȠυΝĲȘΝȤαȝȑȞȘΝİȟȦıĲȡȑφİȚȐΝĲȘȢ’Ν(Tsaras, 2007a). 
78
 To Vima is a prestigious newspaper, one of the oldest in Greece, and has a very wide circulation 
nationally. 
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promote the complex face of the city, which has always been turned 
towards the Balkans and the Mediterranean (Venizelos, 1997, 41) 79. 
 
Explaining the particularity of Thessaloniki as a Cultural Capital of Europe, 
Venizelos emphasisedΝtheΝcity’sΝ ‘extrovert’ character as well as its location. In this 
way, Thessaloniki was attributed a unique feature, as it geographically and culturally 
belongs to both the West and the East. The Minister, also, stressed the close ties of 
Thessaloniki with the Balkans and the Mediterranean. The comparison between 
Tsaras’ΝopeningΝspeechΝ forΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝandΝVenizelos’Ν interviewΝforΝ
the Cultural Capital of Europe serves to show that the way the city was constructed 
in the texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale owed much to previous discourse by the 
city’sΝ officialΝ culturalΝ organisations,Ν andΝ wasΝ influencedΝ byΝ theΝ wayΝ theΝ cityΝ wasΝ
conceptualised by Greek governance. The following section further elaborates on this 
point.  
 
i) Thessaloniki has ‘a long and uninterrupted history’ 
The first key theme pertainingΝ toΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ identity, as constructed in the 
ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ catalogueΝ texts,Ν isΝ theΝ city’sΝ historyέΝ In the Thessaloniki 
ψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtexts,ΝtheΝdominantΝversionΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝisΝrenderedΝasΝ
longΝandΝuninterruptedέΝThisΝparticularΝattributeΝofΝ theΝcity’sΝ identityΝhasΝbecomeΝaΝ
vital element in the process of re-branding Thessaloniki. Being an ‘historic city’ 
implies that it boasts a great number of historical monuments, and thus its potential 
as an attractive tourist destination is highlighted. It relates to the second key trait 
attributed to the city - its multicultural character, and those traits work together. 
 
InΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextsΝwrittenΝbyΝpublicΝofficials,Ν theΝcity’sΝ
historyΝ isΝ highlighted,Ν andΝ itΝ isΝ consideredΝ richΝ andΝ ‘substantial’Ν (Samaras, 2009; 
Geroulanos, 2011). George Tsaras’ΝopeningΝspeechΝforΝtheΝ1st Thessaloniki Biennale 
highlightsΝtheΝcity’sΝlongΝhistoryμ 
                                                 
79
 The original text in GreekμΝ ‘ΗΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ İȓȞαȚΝ πȩȜȘΝ İȟȦıĲȡİφȒȢΝ țαȚΝ ȠΝ įυȞαȝȚıȝȩȢΝ ĲȘȢΝ
İțįȘȜȫȞİĲαȚΝȝİΝπȠȜȜȠȪȢΝĲȡȩπȠυȢ,ΝȑȞαȢΝαπȩΝĲȠυȢΝȠπȠȓȠυȢΝİȓȞαȚΝȠΝπȠȜȚĲȚıȝȩȢέΝΗΝΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝİȓȞαȚΝȘΝ
ǻȪıȘΝ ĲȘȢΝǹȞαĲȠȜȒȢΝ țαȚΝ ȘΝǹȞαĲȠȜȒΝ ĲȘȢΝ ǻȪıȘȢ·Ν ȕȡȓıțİĲαȚΝ ıĲȠΝȃȩĲȠΝ ĲȠυΝ İυȡȦπαȧțȠȪΝǺȠȡȡȐΝ ȩȝȦȢΝ
απȠĲİȜİȓΝ țαȚΝ ĲȠȞΝ ǺȠȡȡȐΝ ĲȠυΝ İυȡȦπαȧțȠȪΝ ȃȩĲȠυέΝ …Ν ΗΝ φȚȜȠȟİȞȓαΝ ĲȠυΝ șİıȝȠȪΝ ĲȘȢΝ ȆȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒȢΝ
ȆȡȦĲİȪȠυıαȢΝ ıĲȘΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ȝȚαΝ İυțαȚȡȓαΝ ȜȠȚπȩȞΝ ȖȚαΝ ĲȘȞΝ πȡȠȕȠȜȒΝ ĲȠυΝ πȠȜȪπȜȠțȠυΝ
πȡȠıȫπȠυΝ ĲȘȢΝ πȩȜȘȢ,Ν πȠυΝ ȒĲαȞΝ πȐȞĲαΝ ıĲȡαȝȝȑȞȠΝ πȡȠȢΝ ĲαΝǺαȜțȐȞȚαΝ αȜȜȐΝ țαȚΝ πȡȠȢΝ ĲȘΝȂİıȩȖİȚȠέΝ
ǹυĲȒΝ ĲȘȞΝ ȚįȚȠıυıĲαıȓαΝ ĲȘȢΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘȢΝ șȑȜȠυȝİΝ ȞαΝ ĲȘȞΝ αȞαȟȑıȠυȝİΝ țαȚΝ ȞαΝ ĲȘȞΝ πȡȠȕȐȜȠυȝİ’Ν
(Venizelos, 1997, 41). 
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Throughout its long history, the city of Thessaloniki has been fortunate 
enough to maintain its urban character despite the various adversities, 
and to respond to the challenges that every era has posed (Tsaras, 
2007a). 
 
TheΝextractΝaboveΝfocusesΝonΝtheΝcity’sΝresilienceέΝψothΝtheΝconceptsΝofΝhavingΝaΝlongΝ
historyΝ asΝwellΝ asΝ beingΝ ‘resilient’Ν establishΝ aΝ senseΝ ofΝ continuityΝ forΝ ThessalonikiΝ
over time. This is also the case with Koskina, President of the SMCA at the time of 
the 2nd and 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale, who repeatedly putsΝ emphasisΝ onΝ theΝ city’sΝ
long and uninterrupted history (Koskina, 2011, 14).  
 
The texts of the curators and the writers make more detailed but also contradictory 
references to theΝcity’sΝhistoriesέΝόorΝinstance,ΝKorovinis’ΝtextΝis unique in addressing 
theΝviolenceΝinvolvedΝinΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝandΝtheΝmultipleΝbloodΝ - shedding which 
took place over the years: 
 
I stand in front of your White Tower, your celebrated historic 
symbol, once a tyrannical fort. ‘KanliΝKule’,Ν‘theΝtowerΝofΝblood’έΝSo 
many souls were delivered here for torture, Janissaries, and 
Bulgarians, Donmeh Jews, and Romioi, even the Macedonian 
revolutionariesΝ ofΝ 1λβ1…Ν how could you put up with spilling so 
much innocent blood? (Korovinis, 2011, 45). 
 
Here, Korovinis reminds that the White Tower, the most famous landmark of the 
city,ΝwasΝinΝfactΝaΝsiteΝofΝviolentΝactsΝandΝtortureέΝTheΝchoiceΝofΝtheΝwordΝ‘innocent’Ν
introduces a critical perspective, and disputes the overall glorifying approach to the 
city’sΝhistoryΝwhichΝpervadesΝtheΝpreviousΝtextsέ 
 
On the other hand, though, Korovinis concludes his text reminding the significance 
ofΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryμ 
 
You are tired, but the strength of your history will sustain you, my 
mother Thessaloniki. The descendants of those uprooted people who lived 
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here and loved you as no one ever has – since your ambience is similar to 
the one of our old homelands – will sustain you.  Your soil will always 
give birth to beauty and wisdom, to intellectuals, artists, and scientists, 
to people sworn to uphold your name, who will help you regenerate 
(Korovinis, 2011, 46). 
 
TheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝ isΝwhat gives resilienceέΝεoreover,Ν theΝ city’sΝpeople,Ν especially,Ν
theΝcity’sΝartists,ΝintellectualsΝand scientists – the so-called creative professionals will 
achieveΝ theΝ city’sΝ regenerationέΝ InΝ thisΝ extract,Ν theΝ cityΝ isΝ conceptualisedΝ asΝ bothΝ
historicalΝ andΝ creativeέΝ InΝ fact,Ν theΝ phraseμΝ ‘yourΝ soilΝ willΝ alwaysΝ giveΝ birthΝ to…’Ν
links the feminised city with creative professionals in a deterministic way as one of 
its inherent features. 
 
ItΝ isΝ interesting,Ν however,Ν toΝ followΝ howΝ theΝ painfulΝ aspectsΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ pastΝ areΝ
addressed in the catalogue texts. For instance, Salgado, co-curator of the 2nd 
Thessaloniki Biennale, addressesΝ theΝ city’sΝ longΝ historyΝ tooΝ (Salgado,Ν βίίλ,Ν βη)έΝ
SalgadoΝtooΝraisesΝaΝpointΝaboutΝaΝdistressingΝaspectΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝpast,ΝtheΝslaveΝtradeμΝ 
 
At the same time, these issues [colonialism, slave trade] set up house in 
Thessaloniki as the echo of a past populated by slave owning and trade – 
which in the Mediterranean lasted until the 19th century – and the trauma 
of multiple exiles (Salgado, 2009, 29) 
 
InΝthisΝway,ΝSalgadoΝusesΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝasΝ theΝmediumΝthroughΝwhichΝsheΝlinksΝ
Thessaloniki to the concept of the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale and some of its 
artworks, which were underpinned by post-colonial thinking, such as SonyaΝψoyce’sΝ
Crop τver,Ν ώewΝ δocke’sΝ The Kingdom of the Blind andΝ χlexandreΝ χrrechea’sΝ
videos. 
 
As already noted, emphasisingΝ theΝ city’sΝ history,Ν andΝ projectingΝ itΝ asΝ longΝ andΝ
continuous in the catalogue texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale, is a vital part of 
creating a brand for Thessaloniki, one created so as to enhanceΝ theΝcity’sΝ imageΝ inΝ
order to boost tourism and influence. Following the concept of intertextuality 
(Kristeva, 1969; 1974; Barthes, 1977; Foucault, 1969; Culler, 1981), the following 
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paragraphs compare the way in which Thessaloniki is constructed as a historic city 
by the Thessaloniki Biennale with the texts of official, state-funded and 
Thessaloniki-based cultural organisations. The argument here is that the way the 
Thessaloniki Biennale re-imagined the city in its official texts is closely linked to the 
way Thessaloniki is constructed in the official narratives of Greek governance. This 
comparison serves to show to what extent the Thessaloniki Biennale complied with 
the narrative of Greek governance, and whether it negotiated the conceptualisation of 
the city in alternative ways. 
  
The theme of Thessaloniki’sΝ longΝ andΝ uninterruptedΝ historyΝ wasΝ exclaimedΝ inΝ theΝ
texts by the Organisation of Cultural Capital of Europe: 
 
Thessaloniki is a classical city, a Hellenistic city, a Roman city, a 
Byzantine city, a Balkan city, a city of the Orient, a city of Europe, a 
city with an outstanding presence through time (Thessaloniki Cultural 
Capital of Europe, 1997b).  
 
TheΝchoiceΝofΝtheΝadjectivesΝ‘classical’,Ν‘ώellenistic’,Ν‘Roman’,ΝandΝ‘ψyzantine’,ΝandΝ
theirΝ useΝ inΝ aΝ chronologicalΝ orderΝ servesΝ toΝ stressΝ theΝ city’sΝ continuous presence 
throughΝtimeέΝχlso,ΝaddressingΝtheΝcityΝasΝ‘ψalkan’,Ν‘cityΝofΝtheΝτrient’,ΝandΝ‘aΝcityΝofΝ
ϋurope’,Ν notΝ onlyΝ refersΝ toΝ itsΝ geographicalΝ locations,Ν butΝ alsoΝ impliesΝ itsΝmultipleΝ
cultural identities. The continuous history of Thessaloniki is also stressed in the 
interview by Venizelos, Minister of Culture at the time, and Director of the OCCE 
(Venizelos, 1997, 41). 
A significant difference, however, between the OCCE and the Thessaloniki Biennale 
narrative is the fact that Korovinis and Salgado touched upon distressing aspects of 
theΝcity’sΝhistoryΝ- violence and slave trade respectively – while no similar reference 
was made in the material posted by the OCCE. This shows that although there was a 
significant precedent for the narrative constructed by the Thessaloniki Biennale, the 
latter did not passively embraced it but modified it, albeit to a limited extent. 
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TheΝϊimitriaΝχnnualΝόestivalΝwebsiteΝisΝanotherΝinstanceΝinΝwhichΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝ
is highlighted. The website presents an overview of the celebration of Dimitria back 
in the Byzantine times. This is complemented with a colourful account of the 
commercial and cultural activity which took place in Thessaloniki in the 10th century 
AD (Municipality of Thessaloniki, 2012a). The retrospective approach adopted 
stresses the fact that Thessaloniki has had a long and uninterrupted history, as in the 
texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale. Both organisations seek to establish historical 
continuityΝ forΝ certainΝ aspectsΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ characterέΝ σevertheless, they focus on 
differentΝ aspectsΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ historyμΝ whereasΝ theΝ ϊimitriaΝ festivalΝ stressesΝ theΝ
Byzantine heritage of Thessaloniki, and, thus, highlights the Orthodox aspect of the 
city, the Thessaloniki Biennale avoids identifying the city with a single historical 
period or religious/ethnic community.  
 
The website of the Municipality of Thessaloniki repeats the theme of the continuous 
history of the city:  
 
Thessaloniki has the distinction of being a city of uninterrupted 
urban activity for more than 2,300 years (Municipality of 
Thessaloniki, 2012b). 
 
TheΝcity’sΝcontinuousΝhistoryΝ isΝconsideredΝasΝanΝhonor,ΝandΝ thisΝ implies that cities 
are evaluated on the basis of how long their history is supposed to be. Thessaloniki is 
constructed as the historic city par excellence; it is suggested that it is superior to 
many other, more recently founded cities.  
 
TheΝ textsΝ addressedΝaboveΝconstructΝ theΝ city’sΝhistoryΝ asΝ singleΝ andΝhomogeneous, 
and fail to address the different narratives which different perspectives would bring 
in as regards the interpretation of the histories of Thessaloniki. Although the 
catalogue texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale echo those by other official cultural 
organisations, they shape that discourse slightly differently. This is due to the 
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝmoreΝsubduedΝandΝcriticalΝtone,Νas evident in Korovinis and 
Salgado texts examined above.   
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ii) Thessaloniki is multicultural/cosmopolitan 
The second key theme pertainingΝtoΝThessaloniki’sΝidentity, as this is constructed in 
the ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtexts,ΝisΝtheΝcity’sΝmulticulturalΝcharacterέΝThisΝ
isΝaΝvitalΝelementΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝ‘brand’,ΝwhichΝaspiresΝtoΝmakeΝitΝanΝattractiveΝ
tourist destination, and project a favourable image of an open and welcoming city 
abroad.  
 
As the analysis below indicates, this theme is common in the narrative of other state-
fundedΝculturalΝorganisationsΝinΝThessalonikiέΝχlso,ΝtheΝdiscourseΝonΝThessaloniki’sΝ
multiculturalism is broader, involves texts by local writers, intellectuals, academics 
and politicians, and predates the texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale (Aggelopoulos, 
2008, 203, 211)80.  
 
As social anthropologist Yiorgos Aggelopoulos points out, the discourse on 
Thessaloniki’sΝmulticulturalismΝisΝnotΝhomogeneous (Aggelopoulos, 2008, 203, 211): 
thereΝareΝthreeΝdistinctΝtypes,ΝeachΝaddressingΝtheΝcity’sΝ‘multiculturalΝcharacter’ΝinΝaΝ
differentΝwayμΝtheΝfirstΝoneΝestablishesΝitΝbyΝreferringΝtoΝtheΝcity’sΝpast,ΝespeciallyΝtheΝ
Byzantine period; the second one perceives it as the result of the influx of 
immigrants in the present, and the third one attempts to dispute the multicultural 
character of Thessaloniki altogether (Aggelopoulos, 2008, 203, 211). The first and 
secondΝtypesΝembraceΝtheΝcity’sΝmulticulturalΝcharacterΝandΝperceiveΝit as positive for 
theΝ city’sΝ development,Ν whileΝ theΝ thirdΝ oneΝ considersΝ theΝ veryΝ conceptΝ ofΝ
multiculturalismΝ threateningΝ forΝ theΝ city’sΝ ύreekΝ identity,Ν andΝ isΝ imbuedΝ byΝ
conservatism and nationalism.  
 
According to Pecheux, a given discourse is always in dialogue and in conflict with 
other positions/discourses, and words can change their meaning from one discourse 
to another, according to the positions from which they are used. These positions are 
always ideological and antagonistic, and therefore, the meanings of discourses are 
ultimatelyΝlinkedΝtoΝ‘classΝstruggleΝinΝitsΝvariousΝeconomic,ΝpoliticalΝandΝideologicalΝ
forms’Ν (Pecheux,Ν 1λιηή1λκβ,Ν 111-112, 153-154, 185-186). The three distinct 
                                                 
80
 Although, as noted above, the texts by OCCE officially established the city as multicultural, in the 
sense that the city was presented as such in the official texts of a state-run institution for the first time 
(Aggelopoulos, 2008, 203, 211). 
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discoursesΝ onΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ ‘multiculturalism’Ν areΝ inΝ anΝ antagonisticΝ relation, 
reflectingΝ conflictingΝ ideologies,Ν andΝ endowingΝ theΝ adjectiveΝ ‘multicultural’Ν withΝ
different meaning. In the following paragraphs, the narrative of the Thessaloniki 
ψiennaleΝonΝ theΝcity’sΝ ‘multicultural’ΝcharacterΝ isΝ relatedΝ toΝ theΝoneΝbyΝotherΝ state-
funded organisations, and is, also, compared to the three types of discourse on the 
city’sΝmulticulturalismΝtracedΝbyΝχggelopoulosΝ(βίίκ)έ 
 
In their written texts for the Thessaloniki Biennale, public officials explicitly address 
theΝcity’sΝostensible multicultural/cosmopolitan character in a number of instances. It 
is sometimes implied that the city has lost its multicultural character, as in the extract 
by Mayor, Yiannis Boutaris presented below: 
 
The 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art, throughΝ theΝ ‘ηΝ
εuseums’Νεovement’Ν initiative,ΝshowcasesΝthisΝmodernΝaspectΝofΝtheΝcityΝ
and encourages us to rediscover the lost thread of its cosmopolitanism 
and broaden the city’s horizons (Boutaris, 2011). 
 
In this case, the Thessaloniki Biennale is the medium through which the city might 
regain its former character and prosperity.   
 
TheΝmulticulturalΝaspectΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝpastΝisΝveryΝoftenΝraisedΝinΝtheΝcurators’Νtexts as 
well. In fact, it constitutes a vital focal point as regards the concept of all three 
editions of the Thessaloniki Biennale, and it is often combined with the theme of the 
city’sΝhistoryμ 
 
Thessaloniki is one of the few European cities with such a long and 
ceaseless history. It’s a multicultural metropolis that has lived through 
conquerors and disasters, glamour and economic robustness, a city that has 
composed its historic identity through the diversity of its citizens…. 
(Mykoniati, 2009, 18-24). 
 
In the extract above, the reference to the long and continuous history of the city is 
again pronounced, and is considered as almost unique to Thessaloniki. The phrases, 
‘multiculturalΝ metropolis’Ν andΝ ‘diversityΝ ofΝ itsΝ citizens’,Ν areΝ keyΝ toΝ conveyingΝ theΝ
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messageΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ aspiredΝ identityέΝ χlso,Ν theΝ useΝ ofΝ presentΝ tensesΝ linksΝ theΝ
portrayal of the city as such with the present, and not just the past. 
 
Thessaloniki’sΝ ‘multiculturalΝpast’ΝemergesΝasΝ theΝprimaryΝsourceΝofΝ inspirationΝforΝ
the Thessaloniki Biennale and the main point of reference for the curators:  
 
The main programme of the 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary 
Art derives its inspiration from the city, as a metaphor of the 
powerful multicultural character of its past history (State Museum of 
Contemporary Art, 2011a). 
 
 In her catalogue contribution, Maria Tsantsanoglou - Director of the SMCA at the 
time of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale, and one of the 3 curators of the 
main programme of the TB1 - states that the Thessaloniki Biennale illuminates the 
city’sΝcharacter,ΝdrawingΝonΝitsΝhistoryΝ(Tsantsanoglou, 2007b) 
 
She repeats the same point, perhaps even more clearly, in her interview, where she 
statesΝthatΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryΝwasΝaΝvitalΝfocalΝpointΝforΝherΝandΝherΝco-curators: 
 
On commencing, we had identified, along with the two other curators 
that we will emphasise the history of Thessaloniki, especially these 
multiple cultural and historical layers of the city, which are in one 
way or another still alive, and perceivable, in other words, they are not 
something that exists in our imagination. It is something that in one way 
or another, we encounter it, either in the buildings or in the memory 
(memories) of the people (Tsantsanoglou, 2007a) 81. 
 
In this extract, continuity isΝclaimedΝforΝtheΝmulticulturalΝaspectΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryέΝ
In other words, Thessaloniki was, and still is, multicultural. 
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 The extract in GreekμΝ‘EȓȤαȝİΝİȞĲȠπȓıİȚΝȟİțȚȞȫȞĲαȢΝȝİΝĲȠυȢΝȐȜȜȠυȢΝįȪȠΝİπȚȝİȜȘĲȑȢΝȩĲȚΝșαΝįȫıȠυȝİΝ
ȑȝφαıȘΝıĲȘȞΝȚıĲȠȡȓαΝĲȘȢΝΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘȢΝțαȚΝȚįαȓĲİȡαΝı’ΝαυĲȐΝĲαΝπȠȜȜαπȜȐΝπȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȐΝțαȚΝȚıĲȠȡȚțȐΝ
İπȓπİįαΝĲȘȢΝπȩȜȘȢ,ΝĲαΝȠπȠȓαΝİȓȞαȚΝȝİΝĲȠȞΝȑȞαΝȒΝȝİΝĲȠȞΝȐȜȜȠΝĲȡȩπȠΝȗȦȞĲαȞȐΝαțȩȝȘ,ΝαȚıșȘĲȐ,ΝįȘȜαįȒΝ
įİȞΝ İȓȞαȚΝ țȐĲȚΝ πȠυΝ ȕȡȓıțİĲαȚΝ ıĲȘΝ φαȞĲαıȓαΝ ȝαȢέΝ ǼȓȞαȚΝ țȐĲȚΝ πȠυΝ ȝİΝ ĲȠȞΝ ȑȞαΝ ȒΝ ĲȠȞΝ ȐȜȜȠΝ ĲȡȩπȠΝ ĲȠΝ
ıυȞαȞĲȠȪȝİΝȝπȡȠıĲȐΝȝαȢ,ΝİȓĲİΝıĲαΝțĲȒȡȚαΝİȓĲİΝıĲȚȢΝȝȞȒȝİȢΝĲȦȞΝαȞșȡȫπȦȞ’έ  
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In her catalogue contribution, Bisi Silva, director of the Centre of Contemporary Art 
in Lagos, Nigeria and co-curator of the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale, also links the art 
eventΝ toΝ theΝ city’sΝ history, andΝ stressesΝ theΝ city’sΝ historical diversity, echoing the 
focusΝ ofΝ Tsantsanoglou’sΝ textΝ onΝ theΝ city’sΝ multiculturalΝ pastΝ (Silva,Ν βίίλ,Ν γη)έΝ
ύabrielaΝSalgado,Νtoo,ΝfocusesΝonΝtheΝcity’sΝmulticulturalΝandΝmulti-religious identity 
inΝtheΝpastΝandΝlinksΝitΝtoΝtheΝcity’sΝpresentΝ(Salgado, 2009, 25). 
 
PerhapsΝ theΝ mostΝ poeticΝ andΝ nostalgicΝ portrayalΝ ofΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ ostensibleΝ
multiculturalismΝ isΝ expressedΝ inΝKorovinis’Ν contributionΝ toΝ theΝcatalogueΝofΝ theΝγrd 
edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale: 
 
For centuries you were an amalgam of peoples and religions, an early 
version of σew York of the southeast Balkan Europe, … and this is 
what you should become once again; Balkan rhythms should mingle 
with sky-high chants, the old curses of the dockworkers should mix with 
εodianoΝmarket’sΝδadino, and Pontic grievances should intertwine with 
Turkish taunts at Kapani (Korovinis, 2011, 46). 
 
χddressingΝThessalonikiΝasΝ‘theΝσewΝYorkΝofΝtheΝsoutheastΝψalkanΝϋurope’ΝhintsΝtoΝ
theΝcity’sΝaspiredΝ influentialΝ roleΝandΝprimacyΝ inΝ theΝareaΝandΝ linksΝ theΝnarrative of 
Thessaloniki’sΝmulticulturalΝcharacterΝtoΝ theΝthemeΝofΝitsΝmodern metropolitan role, 
as also expressed inΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝcatalogueΝtexts,ΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝofficialΝdiscourseΝofΝ
Greek governance. Moreover, the repeated use of the modalΝverbΝ‘should’Νindicates 
thatΝ theΝ city’sΝ developmentΝ andΝ prosperityΝ isΝ associatedΝ withΝ andΝ expectedΝ toΝ
emanate from its multicultural element. It is aiming for a distinctively modern 
multiculturalism.  
 
It could, also, be argued that it is not only the content of Korovini’sΝ textΝ thatΝ
contributesΝ toΝ theΝ constructionΝ ofΝ ThessalonikiΝ asΝ ‘multicultural’,Ν butΝ alsoΝ itsΝ veryΝ
selection for the catalogue of the 3rd edition of the Thessaloniki Biennale. Korovinis 
does not have a visual arts background, therefore the inclusion of one of his texts in 
an art exhibition catalogue is not a self-evident choice. He is a writer and an active 
member of the intellectual scene of Thessaloniki with a diverse cultural activity. He 
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has published several books, often exploring Turkish and Greek culture, namely 
literature, folk culture and music, and the relationship between the two. Moreover, 
several of his narratives deal with the city of Thessaloniki and are inspired by his 
personal experiences as well as major culture and music figures, which lived and 
worked in the city82.  
 
Through his inclusion in the exhibition catalogue of the 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale, 
the close ties of his own work with Thessaloniki and his interest in exploring Greek 
and Turkish culture, music and literature, and their possible affinities, become 
signifiers connected to the broader themes articulated by the Thessaloniki Biennale 
narrative,ΝparticularlyΝtheΝcity’sΝmulticulturalΝcharacterέΝTheΝconnotationsΝwhichΝtheΝ
writer’sΝbackgroundΝandΝpreviousΝworkΝbringΝ intoΝplayΝmakeΝhisΝ text’sΝ inclusionΝaΝ
signifyingΝact,ΝandΝfurtherΝreinforceΝtheΝcity’sΝmulticulturalΝaspect83. 
 
The multicultural character of the city as anchored in its past and leading to its 
present is actively constructed in the narrative articulated by the 15th Biennale of 
Young Artists of Europe and the Mediterranean which was also held in Thessaloniki 
inΝβί11έΝThessalonikiΝisΝaddressedΝasΝ‘theΝωosmopolis’ΝinΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝcatalogue,Ν
entitled Thessaloniki: A Visual, Verbal, Unusual and Wonderful Guide to the 
Cosmopolis (Municipality of Thessaloniki, 2011). Furthermore, Deputy Mayor for 
Culture, Education and Tourism of Thessaloniki, Spiros Pengas, emphasised the 
multicultural character of Thessaloniki, as well as the long and continuous history of 
the city in a similar way as the Thessaloniki Biennale catalogue texts:  
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 Thomas Korovinis is a Greek writer, born and raised in Thessaloniki, with a refugee background. 
He has been a teacher of Greek language in cross-cultural schools. He has written books on Istanbul, 
Smyrna and Thessaloniki and has translated Turkish poetry into Greek. A lot of his books focus on the 
city of Thessaloniki and are inspired by his personal experiences as well as major culture and music 
figures who lived and worked in the city. From 1988-1996, he lived in Istanbul, where he taught at the 
Zappeio and theΝωentralΝύirls’ΝSchoolέΝ InΝβίίβ,ΝϊilekΝKoc,ΝaΝTurkishΝsinger,ΝandΝKorovinis,Ν joinedΝ
forcesΝtoΝcreatedΝ‘χnatolitikosΝSevda’Ν(ϋasternΝlove)ΝwhichΝfocusesΝonΝtraditionalΝύreekΝandΝTurkishΝ
music.  
83
 Barthes has talked of denotation and connotation, two separate but linked operations, which 
complete the representation process and produce meaning. Denotation is the basic, descriptive level, 
whereΝconsensusΝisΝwideΝandΝmostΝpeopleΝwouldΝagreeΝonΝtheΝmeaningΝ(forΝexample,Ν‘dresses’,Ν‘jeans’Ν
in fashion). Connotation is the second level, in which the signifiers we decoded at the level of 
denotation become connected to broader themes and meanings, in other words, to the wider semantic 
fields of our culture (Barthes, 1964) 
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On a historic course that spans over 23 centuries of continuous 
history, Thessaloniki was shaped by a variety of different ethnicities. 
TheΝ city’sΝ architectureΝ isΝ anΝ emblemΝ ofΝ its rich cultural diversity 
(Pengas, 2011, 51). 
 
This is also true in the case of the narrative constructed by the Organisation of 
Cultural Capital for Europe (OCCE): 
 
Thessaloniki… embodies into its own culture all kinds of religions, 
customs and traditions…A cosmopolitan centre, a crucible of peoples 
and traditions, cultures and religions, it will declare the cultural 
multiplicity, the freedom for different opinions, the respect for the right 
to differ (Thessaloniki Cultural Capital of Europe, 1997b). 
 
The extract above establishesΝThessalonikiΝasΝ‘multicultural’ΝandΝ‘cosmopolitan’έΝInΝ
fact, it was the official texts of the OCCE which established the conceptualisation of 
the city as multicultural on a more official level for the first time (Aggelopoulos, 
2008, 203). 
 
In a similar vein,Ν τωωϋΝ emphasisedΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ toleranceΝ andΝ itsΝ roleΝ asΝ theΝ
resort for the vulnerable: 
Thessaloniki is a city of labourers, refugees, a city also known as the 
ΥSecondΝ JerusalemΥ,…χtΝ theΝ sameΝ time,Ν itΝ hasΝ alwaysΝ beenΝ aΝ refugeΝ forΝ
the oppressed, a city of tolerance, with the result that other communities, 
like the Jewish, the Armenian, the Latin, the Turkish, and others, have 
flourished side by side with the Greeks, and have greatly contributed to 
the development of its multicultural character (Thessaloniki Cultural 
Capital of Europe, 1997c). 
 
TheΝ‘welcoming’ΝandΝ‘tolerant’Ν featureΝ isΝalsoΝpresentΝ inΝ theΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝ
narrative, namely in Tsaras opening speech for the 1st Thessaloniki Biennale, where 
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heΝexclaimsΝthatΝ‘inΝthisΝcityΝeveryoneΝisΝwelcome’Ν(Tsaras,Νβίίιa)έΝχlso,ΝKorovinis,Ν
in his catalogue contribution for the 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale, repeats exactly the 
sameΝfeatures,ΝandΝremindsΝthatΝThessalonikiΝhasΝbeenΝcalledΝ‘εotherΝofΝ theΝPoor’,Ν
‘εotherΝofΝtheΝRefugees’ΝandΝ‘σewΝJerusalem’Ν(Korovinis, 2011, 47).  
 
χllΝ theΝ textsΝexaminedΝaboveΝ takeΝaΝsynecdochicalΝapproachΝ toΝ theΝcity’sΝpastέΝTheΝ
ThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ narrativeΝ focusesΝ onΝ theΝ factΝ thatΝmultipleΝ communitiesΝ ofΝ
different cultural and religious backgrounds co-existed for centuries in the city up 
until the early 20th century,ΝandΝidentifiesΝitΝwithΝtheΝwholeΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝhistoryέΝThisΝ
synecdoche lies at the heart of the signification process initiated by the choice and 
use of venues as well, as indicated above.  
 
Foucault challenged the concept of historical continuity; according to Foucault, 
continuity implies that there is a secret, yet elusive, origin to every phenomenon. In 
doing so, it links distinct phenomena and events and unites them in an artificial way, 
which obscures and suppresses alternative readings and interpretations of 
phenomena, events and discourses (Foucault, 1966, 357-358, 250; 1969, 12). 
όoucault’sΝ deconstructionΝ ofΝ theΝ conceptΝ ofΝ historicalΝ continuityΝ enablesΝ oneΝ toΝ
critically analyse the narrative constructed by the Thessaloniki Biennale as regards 
theΝ city’sΝ identityέΝ TheΝ historicalΝ continuityΝ whichΝ isΝ claimedΝ forΝ theΝ city’sΝ
multiculturalismΝ servesΝ toΝ projectΝ thisΝ aspectΝ ofΝ theΝ city’sΝ identityΝ asΝ authoritativeΝ
and indisputable through the centuries. 
 
In this respect, the narrative constructed by the Thessaloniki Biennale is similar to 
theΝ firstΝ kindΝ ofΝ discourseΝ onΝ theΝ city’sΝ presumedΝ ‘multiculturalΝ character’,Ν asΝ
identified by Aggelopoulos (2008). Aggelopoulos (2008, 200-202) highlights that  
the first kind ofΝdiscourseΝtracesΝThessaloniki’sΝ‘multiculturalism’ΝtoΝtheΝcity’sΝpast,Ν
and has been largely strengthened by three literature works with great influence on 
the collective imagery about Thessaloniki, mostly at a local level: Mother 
Thessaloniki by N. G. Penztikis (first published in 1970 and cited by Th. Korovinis 
in his catalogue text for the 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale too), Thessaloniki, Capital of 
the Refugees by G. Ioannou (published in 1984), and the essay The Fairytale of 
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Thessaloniki by G. Vafopoulos (published in 1997)84. These works reconstruct a 
supposedly past golden age for the city of Thessaloniki, during which groups of 
different ethnic and religious background co-existed in harmony. All three writers 
emphasise that this cultural plurality started in the Byzantine era, which is implied to 
be the most glorious period the city has experienced (Stavrakopoulou, 2010). 
 
TheΝinsistenceΝonΝhighlightingΝtheΝcity’sΝbyzantineΝheritageΝinΝtheΝworksΝmentionedΝ
above often dilutes the presence and contribution of non-Greek groups and ultimately 
servesΝ toΝ reaffirmΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ τrthodoxΝ ύreekΝ identityΝ (χggelopoulos,Ν βίίκ,Ν
βίζ)έΝσamely,ΝPentzikisΝandΝIoannouΝavoidΝanyΝreferenceΝtoΝThessaloniki’sΝτttomanΝ
past, and, thus, their work is imbued with the notion of a Greek national continuity 
through the centuries, from the Byzantine era to the present day, with Thessaloniki as 
both the reflection and the embodiment of this (Stavrakopoulou, 2010). In the 
contrary, the Thessaloniki Biennale narrative highlights the Ottoman presence in the 
city until the early 20th century. 
 
TheΝemphasisΝonΝtheΝcity’sΝψyzantine,ΝandΝmoreΝspecificallyΝτrthodoxΝheritageΝhasΝ
been widely reproduced in certain texts from the 1990s onwards. For example, as 
mentioned previously, the Dimitria Festival devoted an entire section of its website 
to its role during the Byzantine times. Moreover, the OCCE narrative, too, stressed 
the Orthodox heritage of Thessaloniki (both through its texts as well as its 
programming), and thus, sidelined the contribution of non-Greek communities to the 
historyΝandΝcultureΝofΝtheΝcityΝ(δambrianidis,Νβίίκ,Νγζβ)έΝIndeed,Ντωωϋ’sΝlarge-scale 
exhibition Treasures From Mount Athos, which showcased Byzantine Art from the 
Monasteries of Mount Athos, was very widely promoted as the highlight of the 
OCCE cultural programme (Thessaloniki Cultural Capital of Europe, 1997a)85. 
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 N. G. Pentzikis (1908 – 1993) and G. Ioannou (1927 – 1985) were prominent Greek writers, who 
were born, raised and lived all or most of their life in Thessaloniki. They wrote extensively about 
Thessaloniki and their work has been linked with the city (Stavrakopoulou, 2010). G. Vafopoulos 
(1903-1996), although not originally from Thessaloniki, spent great part of his life in the city and 
developed a significant cultural activity, writing fiction and poetry. He founded the Municipal Library 
inΝ1λγκΝandΝ servedΝ asΝ theΝδibrary’sΝϊirectorΝuntilΝ 1λθγ,Ν andΝ in 1983 he sponsored a large cultural 
centre in the city. 
85
 In 1997, the exhibition of the sacred treasures of the Holy Mountain, shown for the first time 
outside the Holy Community of Athos, will be a blessing for Thessaloniki and its inhabitants and 
will raise them to the position of ambassadors of the Faith and the Orthodox Church 
(Thessaloniki Cultural Capital of Europe, 1997a). 
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OCCE texts, in particular, emphasised the Orthodox heritage of Thessaloniki in 
several instances:  
 
A city of the Orthodox Faith, which saw, beside the Bible, the 
teachingΝ ofΝ εosesΝ andΝ theΝ Koran… In 1997, in Thessaloniki …ΝweΝ
shallΝundertakeΝto…Νseek out the contribution of the Orthodox Faith 
in the peaceful co- existence of the modern world (Thessaloniki 
Cultural Capital of Europe, 1997b).  
 
PuttingΝ theΝ phraseΝ ‘χΝ cityΝ ofΝτrthodoxΝόaith’Ν atΝ theΝ beginningΝ ofΝ theΝ sentence,Ν asΝ
wellΝ asΝ theΝ useΝ ofΝ ‘beside’Ν implyΝ theΝ superiorityΝ ofΝτrthodoxΝωhristianΝ faithΝ overΝ
other religions. In doing so, Thessaloniki is branded as primarily an Orthodox 
Christian city, which contradicts the simultaneous construction of the city as 
multicultural. 
 
In the contrary, the narrative of the Thessaloniki Biennale is distinct both from the 
kind of discourse Aggelopoulos describes (2008) as well as from the narrative of the 
Dimitria Festival and the OCCE, as it does not make a single reference to the 
Orthodox aspect of Thessaloniki. The reason for this is that such a mention would 
have undermined the promotion of the multi-ethnic and multi-religious aspect of the 
city’sΝhistoryέΝεoreover,ΝtheΝnarrative of the Thessaloniki Biennale differs from the 
discourseΝoutlinedΝabove,ΝasΝ itΝhighlightsΝ theΝcity’sΝτttomanΝheritageΝ thoughΝdirectΝ
reference to it as well as the use of Ottoman monuments as exhibition venues. 
όollowingΝ όoucault’sΝ conceptΝ ofΝ epistemic breaks or ruptures taking place in 
discursive structures (Foucault, 1966, 357-358, 250; 1969, 12; Macdonell, 1986, 87; 
Mills, 1997, 52-53), it could be argued that the narrative of the Thessaloniki 
Biennale, by conceptualising the host city avoiding any reference to its current 
dominant religious identity, constitutes a rupture in the way the city had been 
conceptualised in the literature works mentioned above, as well as the narratives of 
official state cultural organisations, such as the OCCE.  
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Another instance, in which the narrative of the Thessaloniki Biennale subtly diverges 
fromΝ theΝ dominantΝ discourseΝ onΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ identity, isΝ σikosΝ Papastergiadis’sΝ
contribution to the catalogue of the Thessaloniki Biennale 3 (Papastergiadis, 2011). 
Although Papastergiadis, too, initially referred to the theΝ city’sΝ locationΝ atΝ theΝ
crossroadsΝofΝϋastΝandΝWestΝasΝwellΝasΝtheΝcity’sΝmulticulturalΝpastΝ(Papastergiadis,Ν
βί11,Νγλ),ΝlaterΝinΝhisΝtext,ΝheΝmaintainedΝthatΝthereΝcanΝnotΝbeΝaΝ‘cosmopolitanΝcity’Ν
as such:  
 
I suggest that a closer look at the history that is already at the ground of 
this Biennale will reveal that the juxtaposition of cultural differences and 
the invitation for different people to come together is driven by a desire to 
gain a glimpse at a cosmopolitan community that is always in the 
process of becoming (Papastergiadis, 2011, 41). 
 
In this extract, Papastergiadis essentially rejected the concept of the cosmopolitan 
city as static, fixed and capable of self-realisation, and substitutes it with the 
possibility of a cosmopolitan community which is never fulfilled but always in flux. 
InΝ thisΝ way,Ν heΝ introducedΝ aΝ subversiveΝ toneΝ asΝ regardsΝ theΝ city’sΝ framingΝ asΝ
cosmopolitan, especially in relation to the texts by public officials and museum 
officials. 
 
όinally,Ν itΝ isΝ worthΝ comparingΝ theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ narrativeΝ onΝ theΝ city’sΝ
identity with the way the identity of Greece itself is constructed in the official WWW 
server of the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, Odysseus. In the Odysseus website, the 
identityΝ ofΝmodernΝύreeceΝ isΝ addressedΝbyΝ highlightingΝ theΝ country’sΝ classicalΝ andΝ
byzantine heritage (Hellenic Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs, Culture 
and Sports, 2012). As Ruby Gropas, Hara Kouki and Anna. Triantafyllidou remark in 
their report for the Hellenic Foundation For European and Foreign Policy, state 
actors opt for a narrative of Greek identity which links it with its ancient and 
Byzantine past overlooking contemporary aspects of Greek culture  and assuming, 
thus, an inferior perspective towards current realities (Gropas, Kouki and 
Triantafyllidou, 2010). Indeed, the material on contemporary culture (art, events, 
institutions, museums) is scarce or totally absent in Odysseus, the official WWW 
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server of the Hellenic Ministry of Culture (Hellenic Ministry of Education and 
ReligiousΝ χffairs,Ν ωultureΝ andΝ Sports,Ν βί1β)έΝ εoreover,Ν theΝ website’sΝ sectionΝ
entitledΝ ‘τttomanΝ εonuments’Ν isΝ voidέΝ TheΝ decisionΝ toΝ omitΝ theΝ τttomanΝ
monuments surviving in Greece reflects the trauma of the fall of the Byzantine 
Empire to the Ottomans and the long Ottoman occupation of the territories which 
today constitute the Modern Greek State. In the Odysseus website, this trauma turns 
into a taboo. 
 
TheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝapproachΝtoΝtheΝhostΝcity’sΝidentityΝis different from the 
narrative constructed in the Odysseus website.  In the Thessaloniki Biennale 
discourse,Ν althoughΝ theΝ referenceΝ toΝ theΝ city’sΝ historyΝ isΝ emphasised,Ν itΝ isΝ
counterbalancedΝbyΝtheΝcity’sΝprojectionΝasΝaΝcontemporaryΝartΝandΝcultureΝcentre, as 
the analysis below shows. In this way, the Thessaloniki Biennale draws attention to 
andΝincludesΝcontemporaryΝartΝandΝcultureέΝεoreover,ΝtheΝreferenceΝtoΝThessaloniki’sΝ
history made by the Thessaloniki Biennale embraces the years under the Ottoman 
occupation and brings forward the Ottoman monuments of the city, through their use 
as exhibition venues for the Thessaloniki Biennale. In this respect, the Thessaloniki 
Biennale represents an utterance different from the official state narrative on the 
country’sΝidentity,ΝasΝitΝdivergesΝfromΝtheΝexclusiveΝemphasisΝonΝtheΝcity’sΝclassicalΝ
and byzantine heritage.  
 
However, as the analysis above showed, the narrative constructed by the 
ThessalonikiΝ ψiennaleΝ doesΝ notΝ frameΝ theΝ city’sΝ ‘multiculturalΝ character’Ν inΝ the 
present. In this respect, it is very different from the second kind of discourse about 
Thessaloniki; the latter frames Thessaloniki as multicultural with regard to the 
presentΝrealitiesΝofΝtheΝinfluxΝofΝimmigrantsΝratherΝthanΝtheΝcity’sΝpastέΝThisΝdiscourse 
involves texts by a group of human rights activists and intellectuals in Thessaloniki 
who, from the early 1990s onwards, have advocated the need to safeguard the rights 
of immigrants and minorities residing Thessaloniki. The texts of the Anti-racist 
Movement and the Immigrant Support Network of Thessaloniki serve as samples of 
this kind of discourse (Aggelopoulos, 2008, 203).  
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More recently, in his talk Thessaloniki: Nationalism and Multiculturalism at the 10th 
Anti-Racist Festival (2007), Michalis Tremopoulos86 tracedΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ
multicultural character back to the Ottoman past of the city – and not the Byzantine. 
Moreover, he linked it with the present as more and more immigrants choose 
Thessaloniki as their host city (Aggelopoulos, 2008, 207). Another instance of such 
discourse, is the work of geographers, Lois Labrianidis, and Panos Chatziprokopiou, 
whichΝexploresΝtheΝchangesΝeffectedΝinΝThessaloniki’sΝpopulation,ΝsocietyΝandΝurbanΝ
space as the result of the influx of immigrants in the city (Labrianidis and 
Chatziprokopiou, 2008). Although the writers address Thessaloniki as multicultural, 
anyΝ referenceΝ toΝ theΝ city’sΝ pastΝ isΝ totallyΝ absent,Ν andΝ theΝ multiculturalΝ aspectΝ ofΝ
Thessaloniki is founded purely on the presence of immigrants today (Labrianidis and 
Chatziprokopiou ,Νβίίκ,Νβββ,Νβηγ,Νβηκ)έΝInΝtheΝcontrary,ΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝ
officialΝnarrativeΝconstructsΝtheΝcity’sΝ‘multiculturalism’ΝthroughΝaΝselectiveΝreadingΝ
of its past, and by excluding any reference to the harsh realities of the present-day 
immigrants.  
 
InΝthisΝrespect,ΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝofficialΝnarrativeΝisΝrelatedΝtoΝtheΝdiscourseΝofΝcorporateΝ
multiculturalism, which evokes multicultural diversity for profit-making purposes, 
while at the same time perpetuates structural and racialised inequalities (Littler, 
2008, 97). Jo Littler explains that the discourse of corporate multiculturalism can be 
traced in the UK via corporateΝ behaviourΝ (suchΝ asΝ ωadburyΝWorld’sΝ elisionΝ ofΝ itsΝ
slave heritage) governmental actions (NewΝ δabour’sΝ evocation of creative British 
multiculturalism as a resource to generate economic profit) or popular sentiment 
(arguingΝforΝtheΝ‘free’ΝglobalΝflowsΝofΝgoodsΝandΝagainstΝtheΝ‘free’ΝflowsΝofΝpeople)έΝ
InΝtheΝcaseΝofΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝofficialΝnarrative,Νthe harsh realities of the 
approximately 45,000 immigrants who resided in the city at the time of the 3rd 
edition of the art event were completely obscured. This narrative, therefore, was to a 
largeΝextentΝconservative,ΝandΝpoliticallyΝ‘sanitised’Νand,Νthus,Νallowed the possibility 
to become instrumentalised in relation to tourism and cultural diplomacy-related 
agendas. 
 
                                                 
86
 Environmentalist, member of the Ecologists Green party and member of the European Parliament in 
2009. 
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The Thessaloniki Biennale should be credited, however, for not embracing a 
xenophobic, nationalisticΝ perspectiveΝ onΝ theΝ city’sΝ contemporaryΝ character, which 
considers the co-existence of Greek residents with immigrants from other countries 
asΝ threateningΝ andΝ detrimentalΝ toΝ theΝ city’sΝ ύreekΝ identityέΝ For instance, in her 
presentation for the 2003 National Conference themed around Thessaloniki, 
Professor of Philosophy, Theresa Pentzopoulou-Valala87, stressed that Thessaloniki 
could only be conceived as a Greek city and warned about the possibility of letting 
the Greek population become a minority: 
 
(Thessaloniki) can only be conceived as a Greek city and its cultural 
development as relevant to a Greek city. Open to visitors, of course, 
open to the ones who seek a better life, but it can not be altered into a 
city of immigrants, where the Greek element would be only a part 
of the whole population…with the risk of turning the Greek 
population into a minority (Pentzopoulou – Valala, 2005, 196) 88. 
 
Similar views and fears were expressed in the presentation given by local politician 
and former Minister, Stelios Papathemelis in the same conference89. Papathemelis 
stressed the need to ensure that Thessaloniki remains within the borders of the Greek 
State and that Greeks reside the city. He also advocated that Thessaloniki deserves 
and has the potential to be the metropolis of the Balkan area, without becoming 
multicultural:  
 
                                                 
87
 Professor of Philosophy in the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (1973 – 2001), Member of the 
Academy of Athens and Vice President of the Heteria of Macedonian Studies, a non- profit 
organisation dedicated to the study of the history and culture of the region of Macedonia in Greece. 
88
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘ȂȩȞȠΝȦȢΝπȩȜȘΝİȜȜȘȞȚțȒΝȞȠİȓĲαȚΝțαȚΝȝȩȞȠΝȦȢΝİȜȜȘȞȚțȒΝπȩȜȘΝȝπȠȡİȓΝȞαΝ
αȞĲȚȝİĲȦπȓȗİĲαȚΝ ȘΝ πȠȜȚĲȚıȝȚțȒΝ ĲȘȢΝ αȞȐπĲυȟȘέΝ ǹȞȠȚȤĲȒΝ ȕȑȕαȚαΝ ıİΝ İπȚıțȑπĲİȢΝ ,Ν αȞȠȚȤĲȒΝ ıĲȠυȢΝ
ȗȘĲȠȪȞĲİȢΝ ȝȚαΝ țαȜȪĲİȡȘΝ ȗȦȒ,Ν įİȞΝ ȝπȠȡİȓΝ ȩȝȦȢΝ ȞαΝ ȝİĲαȕȜȘșİȓΝ ıİΝ πȩȜȘΝ ȝİĲαȞαıĲȫȞΝ ,Ν ȩπȠυΝ ĲȠΝ
İȜȜȘȞȚțȩΝıĲȠȚȤİȓȠΝșαΝȒĲαȞΝȝȑȡȠȢΝĲȠυΝȩȜȠυΝπȜȘșυıȝȠȪ…ǻİΝȖȓȞİĲαȚΝțαĲαȞȠȘĲȩΝȖȚαĲȓΝİπȚȤİȚȡİȓĲαȚΝȓıȦȢΝ
ȞαΝ ȖȓȞİȚΝ țȐĲȚΝ ȐȜȜȠΝ ȒΝ țαȜȪĲİȡα,Ν ȖȚαĲȓΝ șȑȜȠυȞΝ ȞαΝ αφȒıȠυȞΝ ĲȘȞΝΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ ȞαΝ ȖȓȞİȚΝ αυĲȩΝ πȠυΝ įİȞΝ
İȓȞαȚμΝȝȓαΝπȩȜȘΝȩπȠυΝįȓπȜαΝıİΝȐȜȜȠυȢΝȞα ȗȠȪȞİΝțαȚ ΈȜȜȘȞİȢ,ȝİΝįȚαφαȓȞȠȞĲαΝțȓȞįυȞȠΝȞαΝȝİĲαȕȜȘșİȓΝȠΝ
İȜȜȘȞȚțȩȢΝπȜȘșυıȝȩȢΝıİΝȝİȚȠȞȠĲȚțȩ’Ν(Pentzopoulou- Valala, 2005, 196). 
89
 Lawyer and politician, originally form Thessaloniki. He has served as Minister of Northern Greece/ 
Macedonia and Thrace (1987-1989) and Minister of Public Order (1993 – 1995). In 2004, he founded 
a new political party which did not manage to enter the Greek Parliament. Today, he serves as one of 
theΝcity’sΝcouncillorsΝ(heΝisΝaΝmemberΝofΝtheΝmunicipalΝgovernment)έΝΝ 
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Thessaloniki deserves and has the ability to be the capital of the Balkan 
region without becoming multi-ethnic or multicultural 
(Papathemelis, 2005, 190)90.  
 
In theΝ contrary,Ν theΝ ThessalonikiΝ ψiennale’sΝ narrative opposed such xenophobic 
discourse by celebrating the city’sΝ‘multiculturalΝcharacter’,ΝandΝthis contribution to 
anti-racism should be recognized.  
 
iii) Thessaloniki is a centre for contemporary art and culture 
The following section explores the third key theme pertaining to the way 
Thessaloniki’sΝidentityΝisΝconstructedΝinΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextsέΝ
InΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextsΝbyΝpublicΝofficials,ΝThessalonikiΝisΝnotΝ
addressedΝ asΝ aΝ culturalΝ centreΝ inΝ aΝ directΝ wayέΝ Instead,Ν theΝ city’sΝ culturalΝ
infrastructure – museums and other cultural festivals and events – is highlighted:  
 
For many years now, Thessaloniki’s museums have been housing 
remarkable collections of contemporary art and the citizens of the city 
have been embracing their initiatives. The 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale of 
ωontemporaryΝ χrt,Ν throughΝ theΝ ‘ηΝ εuseums’Ν εovement’Ν initiative,Ν
showcases this modern aspect of the city … (Boutaris, 2011). 
 
…the Biennale showcases the extrovert, dynamic and modern face of 
Thessaloniki. (Geroulanos, 2011). 
 
InΝtheseΝextracts,Ν theΝcity’sΝculturalΝ infrastructureΝisΝpresentedΝasΝanΝintegralΝpartΝofΝ
theΝcity’sΝmodernΝaspect,ΝandΝThessaloniki’sΝmodernΝcharacterΝisΝtracedΝinΝtheΝcity’sΝ
collectionsΝofΝcontemporaryΝart,ΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennaleΝitselfΝandΝtheΝ‘η Museums 
εovement’έ 
 
                                                 
90
 The original text in GreekμΝ‘έέέĲȠΝȗȘĲȠȪȝİȞȠȞΝİȓȞαȚΝįȚĲĲȩμΝπȡȫĲȠȞ,ΝȘΝΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝȞαΝπαȡαȝİȓȞİȚΝİȚȢΝ
ĲȠΝįȚȘȞİțȑȢΝİȞĲȩȢΝĲȘȢΝİȜȜȘȞȚțȒȢΝİπȚțȡȑȚαȢΝțαȚΝįİȪĲİȡȠȞΝȞαΝțαĲȠȚțİȓĲαȚΝαπȩΝΈȜȜȘȞİȢΝĲȠΝȖȑȞȠȢέέέΗΝΘέΝ
įȚțαȚȠȪĲαȚΝ țαȚΝ ȝπȠȡİȓΝ ȞαΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ȘΝ πȡȦĲİȪȠυıαΝ ĲȦȞΝ ǺαȜțαȞȓȦȞΝ ȤȦȡȓȢΝ ȞαΝ ȖȓȞİȚΝ πȠȜυİșȞȚțȒΝ ȒΝ
πȠȜυπȠȜȚĲȚıȝȚțȒ’Ν(Papathemelis, 2005, 190). 
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InΝtheΝThessalonikiΝψiennale’sΝcatalogueΝtextΝbyΝtheΝStateΝεuseum’sΝofficials,Ν
on the other hand, the aspiration for Thessaloniki to become a centre for 
contemporaryΝartΝandΝcultureΝ isΝclearlyΝarticulatedέΝTheΝreferenceΝ toΝ theΝcity’sΝ
infrastructure serves as evidence to support the case made. In her catalogue 
contribution for the 2nd Thessaloniki Biennale, M. Tsantsanoglou, provides a 
long list of the collaborating cultural organisations of the city, and concludes 
affirming Thessaloniki’sΝpotentialΝtoΝbecomeΝaΝcentreΝforΝcontemporaryΝartΝandΝ
culture (Tsantsanoglou, 2009). 
 
The extracts from the interviews which I conducted with M. Tsantsanoglou in 2007 
for the 1st Thessaloniki Biennale and S. Tsiara in 2009 for the 2nd Thessaloniki 
Biennale are particularly telling of the hopes and aspirations regarding 
Thessaloniki’sΝstatusΝasΝaΝcontemporaryΝartΝcentreέΝM. Tsantsanoglou, who talked in 
herΝ capacityΝ asΝ bothΝ theΝ Sεωχ’sΝ ϊirectorΝ andΝ co-curator of the 1st Thessaloniki 
Biennale, considers Thessaloniki ideal for holding contemporary art events, in 
particular, because ofΝtheΝcity’sΝculturalΝinfrastructureμΝ 
 
I believe that Thessaloniki is an ideal city for the event – if you wish, 
you may not call it biennale, or a festival, one is free to call it as they 
wish - on contemporary art for several reasons. Thessaloniki has a 
suitable size as a city. Thessaloniki is freed from the burden of 
ancient heritage, which exists in Athens. This means that it is freer 
to create institutions relevant to contemporary culture….It is a city 
with very good infrastructure for contemporary culture given the 
Greek standards. It has two museums of contemporary art, a centre 
for contemporary art, another museum which is essentially devoted 
to arts, Teloglion Foundation for the Arts, the Museum of 
Photography, the Museum of Cinema…. Plus, it is a city which has 
proved that it can operate well as regards festivals or permanent 
institutions, e.g. the όilm όestival is … the International Book όair 
… (Tsantsanoglou, 2007a) 91. 
                                                 
91
 Interview conducted by the researcher with Maria Tsantsanoglou at the SMCA premises on The 
extract in GreekμΝ ȆȚıĲİȪȦΝ ȩĲȚΝ ȘΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ȝȚαΝ ȚįαȞȚțȒΝ πȩȜȘΝ ȖȚαΝ ĲȘΝ…įȚȠȡȖȐȞȦıȘΝ - αȞΝ
șȑȜİĲİΝ ȝȘȞΝ ĲȠΝ ȠȞȠȝȐȗİĲİΝ ȂπȚİȞȐȜİ,Ν İȞȩȢΝ φİıĲȚȕȐȜΝ ,Ν ȩπȦȢΝ șȑȜİȚΝ țαȞȑȞαȢΝ ĲȠΝ ȠȞȠȝȐȗİȚΝ – ȖȚαΝ ĲȘΝ
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InΝtheΝextractΝabove,ΝclearΝemphasisΝwasΝputΝonΝtheΝcity’sΝcontemporaryΝartΝmuseumsΝ
and cultural institutions, which were not only named one by one, but also referred to 
asΝ proofΝ forΝ theΝ city’sΝ suitabilityΝ andΝ effectivenessΝ inΝ organisingΝ culturalΝ eventsέΝ
SimilarΝ pointsΝ wereΝ raisedΝ byΝ Tsiara,Ν whoΝ highlightedΝ theΝ city’sΝ culturalΝ
infrastructure, its experience in organising other period cultural events, as well as the 
city’sΝexistingΝaudienceΝforΝvisualΝarts92. 
 
The narrative of the Organisation of Cultural Capital of Europe (OCCE) also raised 
theΝissueΝofΝThessaloniki’sΝinternationalΝroleΝandΝinfluence,ΝbutΝinΝaΝdifferentΝwayΝinΝ
relation to the Thessaloniki Biennale texts:  
 
Thessaloniki must become the Economic Centre of South-Eastern 
Europe and the crossroads for commerce between East and West, North 
andΝSouth…In our days, Thessaloniki, as a modern European city, is once 
again the central point of reference in South-eastern Europe and the 
Balkans (Thessaloniki Cultural Capital of Europe, 1997a). 
 
The OCCE textsΝ clearlyΝ highlightedΝ Thessaloniki’sΝ potentialΝ asΝ aΝ financialΝ andΝ
commercial centre in the Balkan area and South-ϋastΝϋurope,ΝratherΝthanΝtheΝcity’sΝ
                                                                                                                                          
ıȪȖȤȡȠȞȘΝ ĲȑȤȞȘΝ ȖȚαΝ πȠȜȜȠȪȢΝ ȜȩȖȠυȢέΝ ΓȚαĲȓΝ ȘΝΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ ȑȤİȚΝ ȝȚαΝ țαȜȒΝ țȜȓȝαțαΝ ıαȞΝ πȩȜȘ…έΝΗΝ
ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘΝ İȓȞαȚΝ αȡțİĲȐΝ απαȜȜαȖȝȑȞȘΝ απȩΝ ĲȠΝ φȠȡĲȓȠΝ ĲȘȢΝ αȡȤαȓαȢΝ İȜȜȘȞȚțȒȢΝ παȡȐįȠıȘȢΝ πȠυΝ
υπȐȡȤİȚΝıĲȘȞΝǹșȒȞαέΝΝȆȠυΝıȘȝαȓȞİȚΝȩĲȚΝπȚȠΝİȜİȪșİȡαΝȝπȠȡİȓΝȞαΝįȘȝȚȠυȡȖȒıİȚΝșİıȝȠȪȢΝπȠυΝȑȤȠυȞΝȞαΝ
țȐȞȠυȞΝ ȝİΝ ĲȠΝ ıυȖȤȡȠȞȠΝ πȠȜȚĲȚıȝȩ…έǼȓȞαȚΝ πȩȜȘΝ πȠυΝ ȑȤİȚΝ πȠȜȪΝ țαȜȑȢΝ υπȠįȠȝȑȢΝ ȖȚαΝ ĲȠΝ ıȪȖȤȡȠȞȠΝ
πȠȜȚĲȚıȝȩΝıİΝıȤȑıȘΝȝİΝĲαΝįİįȠȝȑȞαΝĲαΝİȜȜȘȞȚțȐΝπȐȞĲαΝȝȚȜȐȝİέΝΈȤİȚΝįȪȠΝȝȠυıİȓαΝıȪȖȤȡȠȞȘȢ ĲȑȤȞȘȢ,Ν
ȑȞαΝ țȑȞĲȡȠΝıȪȖȤȡȠȞȘȢΝ ĲİȤȞȘȢ,Ν ȑȞαΝ įİȪĲİȡȠΝȝȠυıİȓȠ,Ν ȠυıȚαıĲȚțȐΝȉİȤȞȫȞ,Ν πȠυΝ İȓȞαȚΝ ĲȠΝȉİȜȜȩȖȜİȚȠ,Ν
ȑȤİȚΝ ȂȠυıİȓȠΝ ΦȦĲȠȖȡαφȓαȢ,Ν ȂȠυıİȓȠΝ ΚȚȞȘȝαĲȠȖȡȐφȠυ,Ν ȩȜαΝ αυĲȐΝ İȓȞαȚΝ șİıȝȠȓΝ ıȪȖȤȡȠȞȠυΝ
πȠȜȚĲȚıȝȠȪΝțαȚΝȑȤİȠυȞΝȝȚαΝıȤȑıȘΝȐȝİıȘΝȒΝȑȝȝİıȘΝȝİΝĲαΝİȚțαıĲȚțȐέΝΚαȚΝİπȓıȘȢΝİȓȞαȚΝȝȚαΝπȩȜȘΝȘΝȠπȠȓαΝ
ȑȤİȚΝ απȠįİȓȟİȚΝ ȩĲȚΝ ȝπȠȡİȓΝ ȞαΝ ȜİȚĲȠυȡȖȒıİȚΝ țαȜȐΝ ıİΝ ȩ,ĲȚΝ αφȠȡȐΝ ĲȠΝ șİıȝȩΝ ĲȦȞΝ φİıĲȚȕȐȜΝ ȒΝ ĲȠυȢΝ
ȝȩȞȚȝȠυȢΝșİıȝȠȪȢ,ΝįȘȜαįȒΝĲȠΝΦİıĲȚȕȐȜΝΚȚȞȘȝαĲȠȖȡȐφȠυΝ…έΝȘΝǻȚİșȞȒȢΝΈțșİıȘΝǺȚȕȜȓȠυΝ…’ 
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 ‘Thessaloniki,Ν since serving as Cultural Capital of Europe, since 1997,…hasΝ beenΝ endowedΝ - 
apart form the most important thing, the Costakis Collection, which belongs to the SMCA – with 
very important exhibition venues…ThereΝ areΝ aΝ lotΝ ofΝ venuesΝ veryΝ wellΝ organisedΝ accordingΝ toΝ
museum standards, there are new museums in operation, and this has created an audience which 
followsΝ visualΝ arts…έInΝ otherΝ words,Ν there are a lot of requirements met for Thessaloniki to 
become a significant pole of attraction for contemporary art’ (Tsiara, 2009a). The extract in 
GreekμΝ ‘έέέȘΝ ΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘ,Ν απȩΝ ĲȘȞΝ πȠȜȚĲȚıĲȚțȒΝ πȡȦĲİȪȠυıαΝ țαȚΝ ȝİĲȐ,Ν απȩΝ ĲȠΝ 1λλι,Ν έέέ,Ν ȑȤİȚΝ
πȡȠȚțȚıĲİȓ,Ν İțĲȩȢΝ απȩΝ ĲȠΝ ıȘȝαȞĲȚțȩĲİȡȠΝ ȕȑȕαȚα,Ν ȝe ĲȘΝ υȜȜȠȖȒΝΚȦıĲȐțȘ,Ν πȠυΝ αȞȒțİȚΝ ıĲȠΝΚȡαĲȚțȩΝ
ȂȠυıİȓȠΝȈȪȖȤȡȠȞȘȢΝȉȑȤȞȘȢ,ΝȝİΝπȠȜȪΝıȘȝαȞĲȚțȠȪȢΝİțșİıȚαțȠȪȢΝȤȫȡȠυȢέΝέέέέΝȊπȐȡȤȠυȞΝȜȠȚπȩȞΝȤȫȡȠȚΝ
αȡțİĲȐΝțαȜȐΝȠȡȖαȞȦȝȑȞȠȚΝȝİΝȕȐıȘΝĲȚȢΝȝȠυıİȚαțȑȢΝπȡȠįȚαȖȡαφȑȢ,ΝυπȐȡȤȠυȞΝțαȚȞȠȪȡȖȚαΝȝȠυıİȓα,ΝĲαΝ
ȠπȠȓαΝ ȜİȚĲȠυȡȖȠȪȞΝ țαȚΝ αυĲȩΝ ȑȤİȚΝ įȘȝȚȠυȡȖȒıİȚΝ ȑȞαΝ țȠȚȞȩ,Ν πȠυΝ παȡαțȠȜȠυșİȓΝ ıυıĲȘȝαĲȚțȐΝ ĲαΝ
İȚțαıĲȚțȐέΝ … ȊπȐȡȤȠυȞΝ įȘȜαįȒΝ πȠȜȜȑȢΝ πȡȠȨπȠșȑıİȚȢΝ ȫıĲİΝ ȞαΝ țαĲαıĲİȓΝ ȑȞαȢΝ ıȘȝαȞĲȚțȩȢΝ πȩȜȠȢΝ
ȑȜȟȘȢΝȖȚαΝĲȘΝıȪȖȤȡȠȞȘΝĲȑȤȞȘΝȘΝΘİııαȜȠȞȓțȘέ’Ν 
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potential for arts and culture. A similar expectation for Thessaloniki to assume a 
leading and influential role in the Balkan area and South-East Europe was fervently 
expressedΝinΝtheΝεunicipality’sΝwebsiteΝtooμΝ 
 
The city is developing rapidly and aims to continue to play a leading 
role in the Balkans (Municipality of Thessaloniki, 2012b). 
 
On the other hand, as the extracts from the Thessaloniki Biennale texts showed 
above, the Thessaloniki Biennale adopted a much more subdued and subtler 
approach, as it remained vague as far as the actual geographical locations were 
concerned. Moreover, it focused on the city’sΝ culturalΝ aspect,Ν and,Ν althoughΝ itΝ
foresaw a leading role for the city too, this role concerned art and culture, rather than 
finance and commerce.  
 
The extracts above indicated that the projection of the city as the metropolis of the 
Balkan area and South-Eastern Europe was a recurrent theme in the narrative by the 
city’sΝ culturalΝ organisationsΝ andΝ theΝ εunicipalityέΝ ThisΝ wasΝ consistentΝ withΝ theΝ
leading role Greece could assume in the region, as envisaged by the Hellenic 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Bakogianni, 2006; Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
“WesternΝψalkans”,Νβί11c)έΝΝThe aspirations for a metropolitan role of Thessaloniki 
in the Balkan area were also expressed in official texts by the Hellenic Ministry of 
Finance. For instance, the programmatic texts of the Regional Operational 
Programmes (ROP) 93, chartered by the Ministry of Finance from 1994 onwards, 
highlight Thessaloniki as the metropolitan centre of the Balkan area and South-
Eastern Europe (Hellenic Ministry of National Economy, 1999; Thoidou, 2008; 
2011). More specifically, the strategic goals set for the development of regional 
Greece under the auspices of the 2nd Community Support Framework (CSF) for 
1994-1999 explicitly foresaw a central role for Thessaloniki in the development of 
the region of Central Macedonia, Greece, and at the same time projected the city as 
                                                 
93
 Regional Operational Programmes are part of the National Strategic Reference Frameworks. They 
are funded by the EU through the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund 
and the Cohesion Fund and aim at the (primarily) economic growth of regional areas in order to 
combat financial and social disparities on a national level (Hellenic Ministry of National Economy, 
1999). 
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the metropolis of the Balkans. τneΝ ofΝ theΝ threeΝ strategicΝ goalsΝwasΝ toΝ ‘strengthenΝ
Thessaloniki’sΝpositionΝasΝtheΝmetropolitanΝcentreΝofΝtheΝψalkans’Ν(citedΝinΝThoidou,Ν
2008, 613).  
 
The Development Plan, as part of the 3rd Community Support Framework for 2000-
2006, also saw Thessaloniki as vital for the Greek economy and the broader 
geopolitical influence of Greece, and stressedΝtheΝcity’sΝstrategicΝpositionΝinΝrelationΝ
to the Balkan area and South East Europe (Hellenic Ministry of Economy and 
όinance,Νβίίζ)έΝώowever,ΝThessaloniki’sΝ influentialΝ roleΝwasΝ conceivedΝ asΝbroaderΝ
and included South-Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean as well as the Balkans as 
potential areas of influence (Thoidou, 2008, 614). Finally, in the National Strategic 
Reference Framework for 2007 – βί1γ,Ν ThessalonikiΝ wasΝ addressedΝ asΝ ‘aΝ
metropolitan Balkan centre and pole of international collaboration and European 
realisation in the wider region of South EastΝϋurope’Ν(citedΝinΝThoidou,Νβίίκ,Νθ1κ)έ 
 
TheΝthemeΝofΝThessaloniki’sΝmetropolitanΝroleΝinΝtheΝareaΝisΝlinkedΝtoΝtheΝaspirationΝ
from the part of the Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs for a broader influential role 
of Greece in the South-East Europe, as was discussed in the context of Greek cultural 
diplomacy earlier. The same hope is shared by some Greek thinkers, such as Ioannis 
Koliopoulos, Professor of Modern Greek History. Koliopoulos advocated a leading 
role of Greece in the Balkan area, based on its supposed potential to promote the 
principles and rationale of the EU (2002). According to Koliopoulos, Greece, a 
member of the EU since 1981, could guide its Balkan neighbours into a potential 
European integration and use its own experience to set the tone (Koliopoulos, 2002, 
26, 35, 37). In this vision - which echoes the official governmental discourse, as 
expressed in the Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs website (Hellenic Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, 2013) - Thessaloniki could serve as the buttress ofΝ theΝ country’sΝ
leading role and influence over the Balkan area.  
 
Although the texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale too present Thessaloniki as a cultural 
metropolis, they adopt a more subdued tone in relation to the statements of other 
cultural organisations, such as the OCCE, as well as those by Greek governance. In 
particular, the Thessaloniki Biennale avoids any reference to particular regions and 
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stressesΝ theΝ city’sΝ potentiallyΝ centralΝ roleΝ asΝ regardsΝ contemporaryΝ artΝ ratherΝ thanΝ
finance or commerce. Nevertheless, the Thessaloniki Biennale narrative, too, outlines 
a hegemonic role for Thessaloniki, even though in a softer way, and could be 
regarded as a subtler variation of the same aspiration, partly aligned with the cultural 
diplomacy agenda of Greek government. 
 
4.4 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter argues that the Thessaloniki Biennale was partly a manifestation of the 
broader shift of interest towards contemporary art from the part of the Greek state. 
This shift was linked to the official governmental discourse which, in line with the 
official EU guidelines, conceptualised art and culture as engines for economic 
growth and tools of cultural diplomacy. In particular, the Thessaloniki Biennale was 
intricately linked to official Greek cultural policy, and became more explicitly 
connected with the agenda of the Hellenic Ministry of Culture, when in 2011, it was 
incorporatedΝintoΝtheΝεinistry’sΝThessaloniki Cultural Crossroads programme. This 
agenda included boosting tourism in Northern Greece (especially cultural tourism) as 
well as issues related to cultural diplomacy, namely projecting Thessaloniki as a 
metropolitan centre with a leading role in Balkan area, and South-Europe.  
 
The art event embraced, to an extent, the priorities of Greek cultural policy and the 
εinistryΝofΝωulture,ΝandΝcontributedΝtoΝaΝbroaderΝeffortΝtoΝ‘re-brand’ΝThessalonikiΝasΝ
historical and multicultural, as well as a centre of contemporary art. In this way, it 
contributedΝ toΝ enhancingΝ theΝ city’sΝ competitivenessΝ andΝ attractivenessΝ asΝ an urban 
and cultural destination in order to boost its tourism and influence. In this process, 
the Thessaloniki Biennale recycled certain institutional patterns of the highly 
centralised official Greek cultural administration. More specifically, it adopted a 
hierarchical and top-down approach as regards the selection of participating artists 
and projects, and, thus, reproduced the exclusivist and elitist character of the 
formulation of Greek cultural policy. This, in combination with the fact that the 
Thessaloniki Biennale promoted a fixed image of the city with an emphasis on its 
monumentsΝandΝitsΝhistoriesΝunderminedΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝpotentialΝforΝoppositionΝandΝ
subversion in relation to the official governmental discourse which promoted the 
utilisation of contemporary art for profit-making purposes. 
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For instance, as regards local urban planning initiatives, the Thessaloniki Biennale 
addressed the concern to highlight the historical centre of the city, created a guided 
tour for the visitor through the city’sΝ historicΝ centre,Ν andΝ usedΝ theΝ city’sΝ historicalΝ
port, namely Pier 1, to house numerous projects. These initiatives from the art event 
were in line with the policies promoted by the Regulatory Scheme of Thessaloniki, 
the Organisation of Thessaloniki, the Organisation of the Cultural Capital of Europe 
1997, and the Technical Chamber of Greece as regards the preservation and 
promotionΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝheritageέΝIn relation to Pier 1, in particular, the Thessaloniki 
Biennale was a way to reinforce visibility and intensify life and activity in the area. 
However, it reproduced a pattern of top-down planned and consumption-oriented 
clusters (Mommaas, 2004, 516-517). 
 
As regards the way the identity of the city was constructed by the official written 
texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale, it involved three key themes: 1έΝ TheΝ city’sΝ
dominantΝhistoryΝβέΝTheΝcity’sΝmulticulturalΝcharacterΝandΝγέΝTheΝcity’sΝaspiredΝroleΝ
as a metropolitan / leading centre in the Balkan area and South-East Europe. Through 
its catalogue texts, but also through the choice of venues and its spread across the 
city, the Thessaloniki Biennale became a sign for the city, and constructed it as open, 
inclusive and welcoming, multicultural, and as a cultural leader in the area.  
 
This kind of conceptualisation of Thessaloniki was closely linked to previous texts 
byΝtheΝcity’sΝofficialΝculturalΝorganisations,ΝandΝwasΝalsoΝinfluencedΝbyΝtheΝwayΝtheΝ
city was conceptualised by Greek governance. The texts of the Thessaloniki Biennale 
echoed those by Greek governance and other official cultural organisations, 
especially as regards the historicalΝ continuityΝ whichΝ wasΝ claimedΝ forΝ theΝ city’sΝ
multiculturalismΝinΝorderΝtoΝprojectΝ thisΝaspectΝofΝtheΝcity’sΝidentityΝasΝauthoritativeΝ
and indisputable through the centuries.  
 
However, the narrative of the Thessaloniki Biennale had a more subdued and critical 
tone, and shaped the discourse on Thessaloniki in a slightly different way. More 
specifically,ΝtheΝartΝevent’sΝnarrativeΝdidΝnotΝmakeΝaΝsingleΝreferenceΝtoΝtheΝτrthodox 
aspectΝofΝtheΝcity,ΝandΝhighlightedΝtheΝcity’sΝτttomanΝheritageΝthoughΝdirectΝreferenceΝ
to it as well as the use of Ottoman monuments as exhibition venues. On the other 
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hand, as the official texts of Greek governance outlined a hegemonic role for 
Thessaloniki, so did the Thessaloniki Biennale narrative, even though in a softer 
way. Therefore, it could be regarded as a subtler variation of the same aspiration, 
aligned with the cultural diplomacy agenda of Greek government. 
 
On the other hand, the official narrative of the Thessaloniki Biennale constructed the 
city’sΝ ‘multiculturalism’Ν throughΝ aΝ selectiveΝ readingΝ ofΝ itsΝ past,Ν andΝ excludedΝ anyΝ
reference to the harsh realities of the present-day immigrants - approximately 45,000 
people in 2011. In this respect, it was related to the discourse of corporate 
multiculturalism, which evokes multicultural diversity for profit-making purposes, 
while at the same time perpetuates structural and racialised inequalities (Littler, 
2008, 97). As a result, it remained conservativeΝandΝpoliticallyΝ‘sanitised’Νand,Νthus,Ν
further allowed the possibility to become instrumentalised in relation to the agendas 
mentioned above.  
 
It should be noted, though, that the art event did not embrace the explicitly 
xenophobic perspective on theΝ city’sΝ contemporaryΝ characterΝ (whichΝ considers the 
co-existence of Greek residents with immigrants from other countries as threatening 
andΝdetrimentalΝtoΝtheΝcity’sΝύreekΝidentity)έΝThis is to its credit. Even so, it should 
have made a clearer and more powerful statement against racism. Such a gesture was 
and is still very urgent especially in the context of the force which neo-fascism is 
gaining in Greece, as the alarming rise of the neo-fascist Golden Dawn party shows. 
 
For all these reasons, this chapter argues that the Thessaloniki Biennale could be 
regarded as a case in point of the concept of the expedient uses of art and culture, 
especially for socio-political and economic ends (Yúdice, 1999, 17; 2003, 9). In 
particular, the analysis of the Thessaloniki Biennale provides more empirical 
evidence to support the arguments put forward about the instrumental function of 
biennials, especially as regards their connection with tourism and city-development 
agendas (León 2001, 71; Stallabrass 2004, 37), their role in highlighting the 
uniqueness of a particular place and branding a city (Sheikh 2009, 71, 72), as well as 
their contribution to the advancement of cultural diplomacy agendas (Mosquera, 
2010, 202).  
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This is important for two reasons: first, because although the accounts explored in 
Chapter 2’sΝδiteratureΝReview draw a clear and direct line connecting biennials and 
city image/tourism as well as financial interests, their analysis is brief (probably due 
to size restrictions, as they often are relatively small essays, articles or sections 
within larger works). Consequently, they do not trace in detail, for example, the way 
a biennial can represent its host city, and how exactly it can contribute to the process 
of city-branding. The second reason why this analysis is useful to the broader 
discourse on biennials is because, by tracing the process through which an art 
biennial got entangled in the official discourse of a neo-liberal government on how to 
capitalise on art and culture, it relates this type of cultural practice to the discourse of 
creative economy and cultural and creative industries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
